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PREFACE

It was in pursuance of an interest which at the time

seemed totally unrelated to Spenser's poem, The Faerie

Queene, that I happened to be looking through a microfilm

of the "Rosarium Philosophorum," an important alchemical trea¬

tise which is contained in the Artis Auriferae, a compilation

first published in 1550. On pp. 169-170 of Vol. II of the

1610 edition I was struck by the following:

Fac de masculo & foemina circulum rotundum, & de eo
extrahe quadrangulum, & quadrángulo triangulum: fac
circulum rotundum & habebis lapidem Philosophorum.

This statement, expressed in terms of the symbolism of

circle, square, and triangle, is a description of the Philo¬

sopher's Stone. I had the feeling that I had seen this be-

fore--but where? Then it dawned on me: it was the "arith¬

metical stanza" in Book II of The Faerie Queene!:

The frame thereof seemd partly circulare,
And part triangulare, O worke diuine;
Those two the first and last porportions are,
The one imperfect, mcrtall, foeminine;
Th'other immortall, perfect, masculine,
And twixt them both a quadrate was the base
Proportioned equally by seuen and nine;
Nine was the circle set in heauens place,

All which compacted made a goodly diapase.

(II:ix:22)

It was at this moment that the idea first entered my mind:

was the lapis Philosophorum a Rosetta Stone that would un-
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lock the allegory of The Faerie Queene? This dissertation

is my answer to that question.

Concerning the canto summaries and extended quotations

from The Faerie Queene, a word of explanation is in order.

This is a difficult poem: I have sought to provide the

reader with sufficient connected text to permit him to ex¬

perience the poem on its own terms, as well as to provide

a context larger than that supplied by the short, unconnec¬

ted passages quoted in the commentary. This is intended

strictly as a convenience to the reader. In itself, the

commentary is complete and adequate.

All citations are from The Works of Edmund Spenser:

A Variorum Edition, ed. Edwin Greenlaw et al. (Baltimore,

1958) , Vol. I.
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Abstract of Dissertation Presented to the Graduate Council
of the University of Florida in Partial Fulfillment

of the Requirements for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy

ALCHEMICAL FORMS OF THOUGHT IN BOOK I OF
SPENSER'S FAERIE QUEENE

By

Robert John Remington Rockwood

December, 1972

Chairman: Robert A. Bryan
Major Department: English

Recent trends in scholarship provide justification

for regarding The Faerie Queene as an esoteric or "magical"

poem, requiring a "specifically Renaissance understanding

of the mysteries." This dissertation demonstrates that

the Hermetic mysteries, especially Renaissance esoteric

alchemy, provide the organizing principle for Book I of

The Faerie Queene.

Esoteric alchemy was a spiritual discipline, a mystical

and symbolic procedure by which "base metal," i.e. the

natural man (the raw material provided by Nature) can be

transmuted into "philosophical gold," i.e. a true gentleman.

To those able to understand the arcane symbolism it pro¬

vided a psychological vocabulary no less precise than that

of modern depth psychology as set forth in the writings of

C. G. Jung.

After examining the esoteric tradition within the

Elizabethan cultural milieu, especially as it impinges on

• • •
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Spenser and his circle of friends and associates, a sys¬

tematic alchemical interpretation (with a corresponding

psychological analysis) of Book I of The Faerie Queene is

presented.

Alchemical theory is concerned with what we would

describe as the separation and synthesis of psychic oppo¬

sites. Thus in Book I, the initial opposites are Redcrosse,

the alchemical Sol, symbolizing the masculine conscious, and

Una, the alchemical Luna, symbolizing the feminine uncon¬

scious of the male psyche. The entire unconscious (per¬

sonal and collective) is symbolized by the hermaphroditic

Mercurius, who can be separated into opposites and analyzed

according to the alchemical axiom of Maria Prophetissa:

One (Una) becomes two (Duessa); two becomes three (Archi¬

mago) ; and out of the third comes the one as the fourth

(Arthur). Una and Duessa are respectively the light and the
9

dark feminine aspects of Mercurius, Arthur and Archimago

the light and the dark masculine aspects. Following the

"spiritual incest" or mysterium coniunctionis of Sol

(Redcrosse) and Luna (Duessa) comes the synthesis (appear¬

ance of Arthur) and the final consolidation (House of

Holiness and betrothal to Una). The opus alchymicum pro¬

gresses from the defeat of the wingless, chthonic, feminine,

physical dragon (Canto I) to the victory over its opposite,

the winged, aerial, masculine, spiritual dragon (Canto XI),

and, ending as it began, represents the fusion of opposites,

or the making of the filius philosophorum.

IX



Thus this study seeks to demonstrate that the critical

problems which have beset The Faerie Queene for over 350

years are the result of a misunderstanding of the organizing

principle of the poem. It shows that Book I reflects al¬

chemical forms of thought and maintains that esoteric al¬

chemy provides a key that unlocks the allegory. By

demonstrating that esoteric alchemy served as a psycho¬

therapeutic discipline, this study shows how a work like

The Faerie Queene could actually be used to effect the

psychological transformation of a "clownishe younge man"

into a perfected Saint George of England.
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CHAPTER I

CRITICAL INTRODUCTION

It is not without significance that after nearly four
%

centuries of Spenserian scholarship, a recent critic, Miss

Rosemary Freeman, should ask the following question:

What was the impulse which gave The Faerie Queene
its substance and form, recognisable at all stages
of the poem but responsible too for the problems
of interpretation upon which criticism keeps foun-
dering?-*-
Miss Freeman did not find an answer, but it is to her

credit that she recognized that there i_s a unifying impulse.
Kathleen Williams points out that Spenser used to be re¬

garded as "at once too much and too little of an artist,

over-elaborate in descriptive detail but artless in cre¬

ation. From Warton, one of the early commentators, who

catalogued what he considered the faults and inconsisten¬

cies in the poem,^ to Josephine Waters Bennett, who finds

reasons for the so-called inconsistencies by showing that

Spenser's "plans changed" while he was writing the poem,**
the critical approach has been at least implicitly nega¬

tive. The mounting impatience with traditional readings of

Spenser's allegory was expressed quite forcefully by A. C.

Hamilton: "the reader feels, and rightly, that he has been

betrayed into a response which is irrelevant, sterile and

2
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meaningless^ Influenced by Northrop Frye's archetypal

approach,^ Mr. Hamilton has attempted to establish an en¬

tirely new basis for

My own approach to the allegory of The Faerie
Queene involves a simple yet
orientation. In this study I shall focus upon
the image itself, rather than seek the idea
hidden behind the image.... I assume that
[Spenser] labours to reveal his meaning, not
to conceal it, to reveal as clearly as the
matter and form of his allegory will allow.
Further, what he labours to express is an image
rather than moral ideas.... My approach then,
is to focus upon the literal level in
depth.7

In treating The Faerie Queene as though it were no more than

a folk tale or myth, Mr. Hamilton does not, of course, pro¬

vide a complete account of Spenser's poem; but by emphasizing

previously overlooked autonomous, archetypal aspects, he does

lend strong credence to the idea that "the fault is not in

the poem but in ourselves, in our reading, ,.8 and this is a

significant step forward At the very least Mr. Hamilton's

"radical re-orientation" offers eloquent testimony to the

extraordinary depths of into which Spenserian crit¬

icism had fallen by the beginning of the 1960's.

Characteristic of the new attitude toward the poem is

William Nelson's advice that the reader have "faith in the

book itself and in the guiding signs within it":

By faith in the book I mean a disposition to believe
that whatever the history of its composition may
have been, the poem as it was presented to Queen
Elizabeth is neither an incoherent and improbable
tale worth reading only for the charm of its quaint
and delicious passages nor a farrago of bits and
pieces hastily thrown together to make a volume
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but, like Spenser's other poems, a carefully
considered composition in which theme, rather
than fable, is the central structural element.
And by faith in its signs, I mean the belief
that Spenser's announcements of his intention,
both in the text itself and in the letter ad-'
dressed to Sir Walter Ralegh which was appended
to the first edition, are designed to give
"great light to the Reader" rather than to mis¬
lead him. It would hardly be necessary to make
these affirmations were it not for the number
of interpreters of The Faerie Queene who begin
by denying them.^

Apparently for the first time critics have begun to take

Spenser at his word. Indeed, he himself fully anticipated

the problems of interpretation that have beset the poem.

The proem to Book II is quite specific:

Right well I wote mighty Soueraine,
That all this famous antique history,
Of some th'aboundance of an idle braine
Will iudged be, and painted forgery,
Rather than matter of iust memory,
Sith none, that breatheth liuing aire, does know,
Where is that happy land of Faery,
Which I so much do vaunt, yet no where show,

But vouch antiquities, which no body can know.

(II, Proem, i)

Spenser advises the reader to look for "certaine signes":

Of Faerie lond yet if he more inquire,
By certaine signes here set in sundry place
He may it find; ne let him then admire,
But yield his sence to be too blunt and bace,
That no'te without an hound fine footing trace.

(II, Proem, iv)

But the task facing the reader of Spenser is a dif¬

ficult one, for the "signes here set in sundry place" do

not admit of easy interpretation. In The Veil of

Michael Murrin has shown that the reason the poem is, as
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Spenser says in his letter to Raleigh, a "continued Allegory,

or darke conceit," and "clowdily enwrapped in Allegorical

deuises," is that The Faerie Queene is an elitist poem not

intended for the uninitiated.10 This idea is borne out by

the following lines from the dedicatory sonnet to Lord

Burleigh:

Vnfitly I these ydle rimes present,
The labor of lost time, and wit vnstayd:
Yet if their deeper sence by inly wayd,
And the dim vele, with which from comune vew
Their fairer parts are hid, aside be layd,
Perhaps not vaine they may appear to you.

(11. 7-12)

Lately we have witnessed one of the most important events

in Spenserian scholarship since the Variorum. I refer to

the publication of A. Kent Hieatt1s discovery of the in¬

tricate numerological symbolism in the Epithalamion.^^ The

shock occasioned by this revelation was sufficient to sug¬

gest at least to some scholars that the other Spenserian

poems were probably also concealing complex and unsuspected

symbolism.^
Most recently of all, scholars have begun an extensive

reexamination of the purpose and function of Renaissance

allegory generally. Mr. Murrin has pointed out that to under¬

stand the operation of allegorical rhetoric such as one finds

in The Faerie Queene, it is necessary to have knowledge of

the function of the prophet and priest in antiquity: only

this, he says, will impart "a specifically Renaissance under¬

standing of the mysteries."13 Other asneets of this new view
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are explored by Don Cameron Allen in Mysteriously Meant: The

Rediscovery of Pagan Symbolism and Allegorical Interpretation

in the Renaissance^; and by Angus Fletcher in The Prophetic

Moment: An Essay on Spenser.^ Frances A. Yates' investiga¬

tions of Renaissance Hermetism and its concepts of "mind

speech" and "artificial memory"^ have made it possible for

us to see that even Spenser’s insistence that his poem is not

a "painted forgery," but "matter of iust memory," carries a

precise and specific meaning in the context of a "Renaissance

understanding of the mysteries." In other words, hermetic
*

"mind speech" is what we would term the language of the un¬

conscious, as expressed in dreams or "active imagination"

on the personal level, and myth and folklore on the collective

level,18 and, as an originally autonomous product of the

psyche, does sometimes involve "spontaneous statements of

the unconscious about itself."19 it is obvious, however,
A

that since the prophetic poet is working in the context of a

mystery tradition which provides him with a ready-made sym¬

bolic vocabulary, as well as, presumably, an "understanding

of the mysteries," his poetry should not be regarded as a

naive creation. In order to communicate the suprarational,

the poet consciously makes use of natural or organic symbols

and situations—i.e. those discovered in the unconscious

rather than consciously invented—, and thus tries to make

his work an actual expression of Nature and himself a means

by which Nature accomplishes her own designs.^ Suffice it
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to say, therefore, that all aspects of a poem in the pro¬

phetic mode cannot be attributed to conscious invention

alone. Since the unconscious cannot lie, the poet, by con¬

sciously using the language of the unconscious, will make

his poem serve as a vehicle of "divine truth."

The allegory of a work like The Faerie Queene, which is

based on "insight symbolism" rather than "symbolism of the

arbitrary-association type" which, as Helen Flanders Dunbar

pointed out some years ago, is what allegory today is tradi¬

tionally understood to be,21 is a prime example of what the

Renaissance would have regarded as magic. This is clear from

the work of scholars such as D. P. Walker,^2 charles G.

Nauert, Jr.and especially Eugenio Garin,24 who have

examined the psychological aspects of Renaissance magic. In¬

deed, because of the occult (i.e. "hidden") nature of the

unconscious, its affects were considered preeminently "magical

Spenser's "matter of iust memory" is therefore a reenactment

of the eternal drama that takes place in the psyche in the

realm of the non-ego, as part of the symbolism associated

with the "process of individuation."^ Spenser's Fairyland

is, as Mr. Fletcher points out in Allegory; The Theory of a

Symbolic Mode, a "spirit world" where all are engaged in

"fated actions" which are characterized by a "real lack of

freedom." 26 This is to say that the events and characters

in The Faerie Queene conform to the patterning of the arche¬

types of the collective unconscious. 27
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Recent criticism has increasingly accepted the fact

that the only way The Faerie Queene makes sense is psycho¬

logically. "Influences" will determine what form a parti¬

cular archetype will take when constellated, but if the work

is prophetic, it is the psyche itself, as an autonomous

agent, which will establish the fundamental relationships.

John ErskineHankins points out that "in these days of psycho¬

logical study... we are perhaps better fitted to understand

The Faerie Queene than were the people of any other period

since Spenser wrote it."28 Pauline Parker has observed that

"the whole action of all six books and all the land of faerie

with its forests, castles, and seashores, exist in Arthur’s

soul, and there only."2^ Mr. Fletcher, in his brilliant dis¬

cussion of psychological allegory, analyzes the process thus:

who react
I

A systematically complicated character will
a large number of other protagonists,
against or with him in a syllogistic manner,
say "generate" because the heros in Dante and
Spenser and Bunyan seem to create the worlds about
them. They are those people in real life who
"project," ascribing fictitious personalities to
those they meet and live with. By analyzing the
projections, we determine what is going on in the
mind of the highly imaginative projector. By the

token, if the reader wants a sketch of the
Redcrosse in Spenser, he lists the series

of adventures and tests undergone by
not so much for the pleasure of seeing how
Redcrosse reacts in each case, as to see literally
what aspects of the hero have been displaced by

Redcrosse imagines Sans Foy and his
brothers; Sir Guyon imagines Mammon and his
the poet.

Sir Calidore
this sense

of

imagines
the

the Blatant Beast. In

subcharacters, the most numerous
an allegory, may be generated by the

main protagonists, and the finest hero will then
be the one who most naturally seems to
the subcharacters—aspects of himself who become
the means by which he is revealed facet by facet 30
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Psychological allegory is therefore an autonomous product

of nature par excellence, for it is the language of the

dream world, the realm of the non-ego. Many commentators

have remarked that The Faerie Queene has a dream-like

quality to it. Graham Hough points out that this is what

accounts for the fact that a reader can enjoy the poem with¬

out actually understanding it:

...the organization of [the poem] is puzzling, the
ramifications hard to follow. Yet our on

encountering the poem is one of familiarity,
stories that begin inexplicably, do not end,
interrupted and resumed, fade into each other

apparently emancipated from time
"disturb a r

and

eader's satisfac-
go on in an
and space--they only
tion," in Church's phrase, when he begins to stand
outside them and subject them to external criticism
In the actual experience of reading he feels quite
undisturbed and quite at home. This is because
we have all met such experiences before--in dreams.
The organization of The Faerie Queene is like that
of a dream.

From this insight everything else follows. If it is

true that The Faerie Queene is organized like a dream (and

I think it is), then to understand the poem we must under¬

stand the structure and dynamics of the unconscious mind;

and for this we have no choice but to turn to depth psycho¬

logy. M. Pauline Parker is on the right track when she ob-

Depth psychologists might be interested in examining
the poet's mind to illustrate combat. Though he
seems concerned to give an impression of violence
and brute strength rather than skill, his imagery
is singularly impersonal. The good knight and his
adversary struggle as though not human. Bulls,
boars, lions, a pouncing hawk, eagles, two rams

I
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fighting, a falcon swooping to death on a heron's
bill... these are frequent comparisons. A second
group concerns itself with elemental forces, the
contests of winds and waters.32

What Miss Parker describes as an "impersonal" struggle,

is, in effect, the process by which the personality

achieves individuation, a process that goes on in the un¬

conscious, and symbolically represents the spiritual growth

of the individual. Mr. Hough is quite accurate when he

states that "we can compare The Faerie Queene to a page of

medieval illumination, which exhibits a harmonious texture,

bright and delicate detail everywhere, many individual mini¬

atures which must be looked at separately—but no very

striking general design."33 it is exactly in these terms

that the individuation process has been described:

...our dream life creates a meandering pattern in
which individual strands or tendencies become
visible, then vanish, then return again. If one
watches this meandering design over a long period
of time, one can observe a sort of hidden regulating
or directing tendency at work, creating a slow,
imperceptible process of psychic growth--the process
of individuation.-^

In order to avoid committing what appears to be the

obvious critical error of applying twentieth-century psycho¬

logy to a sixteenth-century poem, some scholars have tried

to account for Spenser's accurate depiction of subtle and

sophisticated psychological relationships by examining the

literature of what has traditionally been termed "Elizabethan

psychology." This approach has, however, proved fruitless.

Priscilla H. Barnum concludes her attempt thus:
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The journey of the Redcrosse knight, considered
solely from this point of view, far transcends
anything that can be discovered in contemporary
sixteenth-century "psychological" writing, which,
as has been said, has attained no insight into the
developmental or dynamic aspects of the mind. The
ease and consistency with which many of the events
of the Faerie Queene can be described in terms of
present-day psychologies indicate a minute aware¬
ness on Spenser's part of the interaction between
thought and feeling, which no amount of study of
the literature on the "faculties of the soul" could
have imparted to him.^S

The problem seems to be that the concept of "Elizabethan

psychology" which scholars such as Ruth L. Anderson have

tried to apply to Shakespeare's plays,36 is, as Louise C.

Turner Forest has pointed out, "rather the creation of our

own minds than a resurrection of a sixteenth-century reality.

Obviously what the modern expositors have done
is to produce a latter-day synthesis of Elizabethan
psychological lore by putting together
that seem to fit, choosing only those that will
sustain the structure they erect, and discarding
the rest
are thus

Their systems of Elizabethan
constructions, not discoveries.

ychology

Lawrence Babb, in his survey of Elizabethan psychological

literature, has observed that these works do have one simi¬

larity: they are "scholarly treatises written for an

ethical purpose.Thus one of the few source studies that

contributes to a better understanding of the allegory of

Spenser's poem finds the influence not among the obvious

"psychological" treatises--such as those of Rogers, Wright,

Walkington, Charron, Coeffeteau, Burton, Reynolds, Bright,

or Davies^0—but the Vniuersa Philosophia de Moribus (1583)

of Francesco Piccolomini.41

..37
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In several of the discussions of Elizabethan psycho¬

logy there is, however, passing mention of perhaps the one

source of consistent psychological theory:

In the brief handbooks and epitomes inherited from
the Middle Ages one can find the psychological
doctrines of Plato and Aristotle neatly systemized.
Their compilers were philosophers rather than sci-

observers, and were content to disregard
all differences of opinion in the interests of
uniformity. If a single Elizabethan psychology is
sought as a consistent entity, it can be found only
in these medieval handbooks and epitomes.... 42

Mrs. Forest is even more specific:

Hippocrates, Plato, Aristotle, Ficino, Plutarch,
Seneca, Averroes, Aquinas, Hermes, Avicenna, Galen
and Paracelsus frequently jostle one another in
their writings as though they were of one mind.
The few more self-consistent writers are so,usually,
simply because they keep more exclusively to one
system, as do some of the Hermetical physicians,
or the Neo-Platonists. J

Since the Hermetic philosophers were also Neo -Platonists,

this list is less diverse than it seems.44 Concerning

Hermeticism, Maurice Evans suggests that it is "interesting

and by no means irrelevant to speculate" whether Spenser

may have been influenced by it:

It is conceivable that with his immense powers of
syncretising he drew upon Hermeticism as upon every¬
thing else, as a necessary part of the total micro¬
cosm of his poem. Some aspects of Hermeticism cer¬
tainly appealed to him, in particular its claim to
transcend the discords of jarring religions and
religious sects. It was the most syncretic form of
Renaissance religion, since it claimed to be the orig¬
inal source from which all subsequent religions
sprang, pagan or Christian alike, and The Faerie
Queene has the same all-embracing quality.45

Mr. Fletcher, in his discussion of the "Hermetic Matrix" in

the poem, does more than speculate: he takes the Hermetic
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influences for granted.

...the Hermetic style of prophecy sums up the
influence of all prophetic tendencies within
the epic.... the Hermetic mode of thought pro¬
vides a measure of his style and visionary inten¬
sity. Only by wanting to go beyond meaning can
the poet achieve a truly free vision, which,
through his absolute control of number, Spenser

s in a manner we may loosely call Hermetic.
46

Miss Yates has observed that the word "Hermetic" may serve

"as a generic term for all kinds of occult practices, or it

can be used more particularly of alchemy, usually thought

of as the Hermetic science par excellence." It is hardly

surprising, therefore, that so astute a critic as Northrop

Frye, in a brief discussion of Book I of The Faerie Queene,

should see a parallel with alchemy:

The red and white symbolize the two aspects of the
risen body, flesh and blood, bread and wine, and in
Spenser they have a historical connection with the
union of red and white roses in the reigning head
of the church. The link between the sacramental and
the sexual aspects of the red and white symbolism
is indicated in alchemy, with which Spenser was
clearly acquainted, in which a crucial phase of the
production of the elixir of immortality is known as
the union of the red King with the white Queen.^

It is particularly significant that alchemy, as Rudolf

Bernoulli has pointed out, is a "continuation of the mystery

religions^^ As a Hermetic science, it provides the basis

for a consistent psychological approach to the poem. It also

brings us back to Mr. Murrin's contention that an under¬

standing of the allegory of The Faerie Queene presupposes a

"Renaissance understanding of the mysteries."

One of the more depressing aspects of traditional
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Spenserian scholarship is the tendency of some critics to

deny the validity of these relationships even when their good

judgment recognizes that the patterns exist. A typical

example is J. F. Kermode's comparison of Book I of The

Faerie Queene with D. H. Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Lover,

which he says is "the only modern work of fiction known to me

which also comments upon the state of the nation in terms of

the Apocalypsesince Lawrence was deeply interested in

the occult and in Hermetic interpretations of Scripture, the

comparison with Spenser is very apt. Though it can be shown
%

that Spenser and Lawrence make similar use of the apocalyptic

images, Mr. Kermode contends that Lawrence uses them in a

"revealingly different way" from Spenser. Because Mr. Kermode

brings together some valuable information, I shall quote at

length:

[Lawrence] developed, in the early 1920's, a new
interest in the occult meaning of Revelation....
In 1924 he wrote some articles about it. His
special
The Plumed
such matters as the
Great Year, and

in apocalyptic symbolism colours
(1926). He was much taken with
relation of the zodiac to the

the Man

seven seals of
As early as

consciousness

1923 he was

cor-

the heavenly macrocosm,
in the Sky, which is a planetary version of the

sequence of ganglia...
saying that the Seals

the sympathetic ganglia and the vials 'the
responding voluntary ganglia' of which Sagittarius
stands for the 'most secret, and the most potent...
the first and last'. Revelation was, when you got
down to the real Mystery ritual, a guide to 'emotional

thepassional knowledge',
theme full

Eventually Lawrence gave
in Apocalypse. ...[Following]

from his belief in using symbols that are not only
archaic but veiled—is the direct relation between
the amorous action of Lady Chatterley and Lawrence's
exposition of the Opening of the Seals. These seals,
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he held, were the seven centres or gates of 'dynamic
consciousness'. The old Adam dies in seven stages;
at the climactic seventh he is also reborn. Lawrence

develops this idea in terms of initiation ritual: the
opening of the last seal is compared to 'a stark flame
...clothed anew' in Hades. 'Then the final flame-
point of the eternal self of a man emerges from hell';
and, finally, this moment is related to the emergence of
the initiate from the goddess's temple, dazed and
ecstatic.... The parallels between [Lady Chatterley's]
association with Mellors and the Opening of the Seals
are very close. There are seven... sexual encounters
in the novel (the eighth occurs during a brief reunion
in London, out of series...); the seventh is... 'the
significant episode'.... this encounter is different
from its predecessors: ...the seventh stage of the pro¬
cess represents the mystic descent into Hades. Connie,
like the postulant of the Mysteries, must die in this
seventh stage. She dies into life, is initiated. The
Mysteries, we remember, represented this rebirth by a
sexual act. So the modern Dragon, the dirty-white
Dragon of the modern Logos, as Lawrence calls it, which
reduces the human consciousness and nervous system to
a condition of death, is defeated. Connie, whom the
vulgar may call a Scarlet Woman, is really the Woman
clothed with the dun.^i

Mr. Kermode warns that to approach The Faerie Queene in this

way would be to "destroy its texture." He then cites

Lawrence's statement at the beginning of Apocalypse that

though "as a young man I almost loved Spenser and his Faerie

Queene, I had to gulp at his allegory," and he makes the

following observation:

This has very little to do with Spenser; but we may
be sure that had Lawrence studied The Faerie Queene
in detail it would have been by some method akin to
that which he used on Revelation, a peeling away of
Christian and imperial sophistications to reach the
valuable mystery beneath. 52

What is so ironic about this is that Lawrence might well have

been the first in the twentieth century to perceive what

Spenser was doing in The Faerie Queene. Mr. Kermode has
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allowed himself to be blinded by his prejudices: he confesses

that "I am here concerned with what I consider to be the

shabbiest aspect of Lawrence's mind, its dark side, "53 and

he assures us that Spenser, on the other hand, "shared the

official horror of sects suspected of libertinism."54 Point¬

ing out that "the warrior 'faithfull true' means more in

Spenser than Lawrence could conceive," Mr. Kermode makes an

eloquent but ironic plea for a "better understanding" of The

Faerie Queene:

the methods by which
find

a

er' s

as the

We need a better understanding of this sober and
confident humanity, of
provided contexts in which the arcnerypes nna a
present meaning. Such an understanding requires
double effort—we must study the causes of
exclusion from our serious reading as well
texts and contexts of The Faerie Queene itself.
Since I have used Lawrence as typical of beliefs
and attitudes I deplore, I may well end with one
sentence in Apocalypse which my argument endor
'The Apocalypse is still a book to conjure with.'
Perhaps the spirit of Spenser will one day consent
to be called. 5

I

Had Mr. Kermode followed his own advice, he would have dis¬

covered that Spenser did indeed make use of "beliefs and

attitudes" similar to those of Lawrence. They were found in

the species of Hermetism known as Renaissance alchemy.

The purpose of this study is to provide an answer to

the question quoted at the beginning of the chapter concern-
0

ing the "impulse" that gave Spenser's poem its "substance and

form." I shall demonstrate that the organizing principle of

The Faerie Queene is implicit in forms of thought associated

with the Hermetic mysteries, especially as set forth in
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Renaissance esoteric alchemy. I shall show that esoteric

alchemy was a spiritual discipline, a kind of subjective

psychotherapy which, to those able to unravel the arcane

symbolism, provided a psychological vocabulary no less than

that of modern depth psychology. And finally, after examining

the esoteric tradition within the Elizabethan cultural milieu,

particularly as it impinges on Spenser and his circle of

associates, I shall present a systematic alchemical interpre¬

tation (with corresponding psychological analysis) of Book I

of The Faerie Queene.

While the approach taken in this study is unorthodox,

the practical advantages will, I think, speak for themselves.

Not only am I able to suggest plausible solutions to critical

problems which have been regarded previously as insoluble,

but by showing that alchemy served as a psychotherapeutic

discipline, I am able to explain how a work like The Faerie

Queene could function as a "magical" poem, capable of effect¬

ing the psychological transformation of a clown into a

gentleman. Full appreciation of Spenser's masterpiece is

long overdue: I think it is time to destroy the dragon, and

restore the kingdom to vitality.
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CHAPTER II

ESOTERIC ALCHEMY AS SUBJECTIVE PSYCHOTHERAPY

The very recent discovery that esoteric alchemy is

actually what we would term a psychotherapeutic discipline

is startling enough; even more astonishing, however, is the

fact that there is essentially no disagreement between the

psychology of the unconscious as set forth in the wri'tings

of C. G. Jung and the relationships implicit since antiquity

in the symbolic literature of esoteric alchemy. The purpose

of the present chapter is to give some idea of the availa¬

bility and characteristics of alchemical literature; to show

how the modern rediscovery of alchemy came about; to explain

the relationship of alchemy to mysticism, myth, religion, and,

indeed, modern psychotherapy; and finally to sketch out some

of the basic concepts of alchemy.

Alchemy, which has existed for about two thousand years,

has given rise to a vast and, until recently, puzzling liter-

ature.-*- As an occult science, alchemy has always been mys¬

terious and enigmatic, even to the alchemists themselves, and

only a few have ever achieved more than an intuitive under¬

standing of its psychological implications. We now have

critical tools at our disposal which make possible a clearer

23
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insight into the theoretical relationships of alchemy than

ever before, though for scholarly investigation of the lit¬

erature itself the availability of primary materials remains

troublesome: alchemical books and manuscripts are rare and

often inaccessible, and there is a scarcity of modern edi¬

tions and translations.-* The more recent secondary sources,

however, are useful, and here the reader will find summaries

and excerpts from alchemical classics, and, indeed, several

of the shorter treatises are regularly quoted in their en¬

tirety. 4
The twentieth century has in fact seen a dramatic re¬

vival of scholarly interest in alchemy: it is now generally

recognized that there was esoteric as well as the more famil¬

iar exoteric alchemy and that the esoteric, or occult, was

what the "philosophers" referred to as the "true" alchemy.

Following the gradual demise of alchemy toward the end of the

seventeenth century, the esoteric aspect was nearly lost

sight of, and in the older standard works alchemy is regarded

merely as a forerunner of chemistry.^ The beginning of the

modern rediscovery of esoteric alchemy did not occur until

1914, when Herbert Silberer first applied the methods of depth

psychology to the study of alchemical symbolism.^ This led

to the definitive work of Carl G. Jung, whose writings on

alchemy span a quarter of a century—from 1929, when he pub¬

lished his first alchemical commentary, through 1954, when at

the age of eighty he completed the monumental Mysterium
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Coniunctionis ,which represents the summation of his previous

studies.7 Gerard Heym, in his review of Mysterium Coniunc-

tionis, regards this work as a key which may finally make it

possible to write "intelligent commentaries of what have

hitherto been unintelligible alchemical absurdities":

By reading and studying almost every available alchemi¬
cal text--and let it be said here that it is the first
time in the long history of alchemy that a single
person and his associates have read so many texts —....
Professor Jung has, certainly more than any modern
scholar, "contacted" the minds of the alchemists and
the method of their logic; for the alchemists were

erect an edifice of what can be called today "para¬
psychology.". .. . Professor Jung has given us a lexicon
of alchemical terminology, more profound and more
exact than the purely literary approach to the sub¬
ject can ever give us.8

Using a "purely literary approach," there was no way

that anyone could establish a convincing relationship between

the methods of alchemy and its goal of spiritual perfection;

certainly the terminology and "logic" of alchemy were as

much a mystery as ever. Perceptive traditional commentary

could do little more than establish that alchemy was to be

understood primarily as a spiritual discipline^ ; and this

the alchemists had been insisting for centuries. Thus, in

the anonymous supplement to the English translation of Ruland's

Alchemical Lexicon (the Latin original of this famous work

was published in Frankfurt in 1612), we find under "Methods of

Interpretation" the following entry:

The symbols and allegorical language made use of by
the hermetic philosophers lend themselves readily to
interpretations which have no connection with physical
chemistry. Under this treatment the Philosopher's
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Stone assumes a purely moral or spiritual signifi¬
cance. One writer explains it as follows: He who
can dive into the depths of his own soul and pene¬
trate to its centre, avoiding the monsters of the
deep (the passions) which guard the mystery, and the
water-nymphs (the desires) who endeavour to distract
his attention, will find at that centre the jewel of
priceless value, the Philosopher's Stone, or Wisdom
Revealed, before whose touch the portals of the
mysterious temple veil open, and he will behold this
which no tongue can describe, and hear words which it
is "not lawful for man to utter." He will find the
seed out of which grows the tree of life, and having
eaten of the fruits of that tree, he will die no more,
for he will be one with Christ, and will be rendered
immortal in Him.10

This analogy is not only characteristic, but, as we shall

see, it is also an accurate description which compresses in¬

to a few words the basic phenomenology of the spiritual pro¬

cess depicted symbolically in alchemy. In an essay originally

published as "Dream Symbols of the Process of Individuation,"

but later titled "Individual Dream Symbolism in Relation to

Alchemy,"11 Jung points out that in the dreams of patients

undergoing psychotherapy there is the same kind of symbolism

as that found in alchemical writings. Indeed, the similar¬

ity is often more than just symbolic, as can be seen from the

following dream, which is nearly identical to the analogy

quoted in the Supplement to Ruland's Alchemical Lexicon:

In the sea there lies a treasure. To reach it, he
has to dive through a narrow opening. This is dan¬
gerous, but down below he will find a companion. The
dreamer takes the plunge into the dark and discovers
a beautiful garden in the depths, symmetrically laid
out, with a fountain in the centre.12

The event depicted in each of these two instances is symbolic

of what Jung has termed the "process of individuation."13
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Marie-Louise von Franz, Jung's colleague and research

assistant, describes the process thus:

By observing a great many people and studying
their dreams (he estimated that he interpreted at
least 80,000 dreams), Jung discovered not only that
all dreams are relevant in varying degrees to the
life of the dreamer, but that they are all parts of
one great web of psychological factors. He also
found that, on the whole, they seem to follow an
arrangement or pattern. This pattern Jung called
"the process of individuation." Since dreams produce
different scenes and images every night, people
who are not careful observers will probably be un¬
aware of any pattern. But if one watches one's own
dreams over a period of years and studies the entire
sequence, one will see that certain contents emerge,
disappear, and then turn up again. Many people even
dream repeatedly of the same figures, landscapes, or
situations; and if one follows these through a whole
series, one will see that they change slowly but per¬
ceptibly. These changes can be accelerated if the
dreamer's conscious attitude is influenced by appro¬
priate interpretation of the dreams and their symbolic
contents.

Thus our dream life creates a meandering pattern
in which individual strands or tendencies become visi¬
ble, then vanish, then return again. If one watches
this meandering design over a long period of time, one
can observe a sort of hidden regulating or directing
tendency at work, creating a slow, imperceptible pro¬
cess of psychic growth--the process of individuation.

Gradually a wider and more mature personality
emerges, and by degrees becomes effective and even
visible to others. The fact that we often speak of
"arrested development" shows that we assume that such
a process of growth and maturation is possible with
every individual. Since this psychic growth cannot
be brought about by a conscious effort of will power,
but happens involuntarily and naturally, it is in
dreams frequently symbolized by the tree, whose slow,
powerful, involuntary growth fulfills a definite
pattern.

The organizing center from which the regulatory
effect stems seems to be a sort of "nuclear atom" in
our psychic system. One could also call it the in¬
ventor, organizer, and source of dream images. Jung
called this center the "Self" and described it as the
totality of the whole psyche, in order to distinguish
it from the "ego," which constitutes only a small part
of the total psyche.14
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We will have grasped much of what alchemy is all about as

soon as we realize that the purpose of the opus alchymicum

was to nurture and accelerate this same process of psychic

growth, and where possible, to bring it to fruition. Thus

when the author of the alchemical treatise "The Glory of the

World" (1526) describes the Philosopher's Stone, he is

actually describing the unconscious:

[The Stone] is familiar to all men, both young and
old, is found in the country, in the village, in the
town, in all things created by God; yet it is despised
by all. Rich and poor handle it every day. It is
cast into the street by servant maids. Children
play with it. Yet no one prizes it, though, next to
the human soul, it is the most beautiful and the most
precious thing upon earth, and has power to pull down
kings and princes. Nevertheless, it is esteemed the
vilest and meanest of earthly things. It is cast
away and rejected by all. Indeed it is the Stone
which the builders of Solomon disallowed. But if it
be prepared in the right way, it is a pearl without
price, and, indeed, the earthly antitype of Christ,
the heavenly Corner Stone. As Christ was despised
and rejected in this world by the people of the Jews,
and nevertheless was more precious than heaven and
earth; so it is with our Stone among earthly things:
for the spring where it is found is called the fount
of nature. For even as through Nature all growing
things are generated by the heat of the Sun, so also
through Nature is our Stone born after that it has
been generated.15

As should be clear from this description of the Stone and

where it is found, the great secret of alchemy is what Jung

calls the "objective psyche," i.e. the unconscious.

The undervaluation of the unconscious, as we see from

the description just quoted, is by no means an exclusively

modern phenomenon. Confrontation with the non-ego is a

heroic task, and the average person is neither morally nor
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psychologically equal to it: it is far easier and safer to

pretend that the unconscious does not exist. Indeed, the

unwary can very easily fall victim to schizophrenia, or a

severe psychosis. The hermetic philosophers are therefore

quick to point out that while the Stone is a "Universal

Medicine," it can also be a "deadly Venom and Poison.In

"The Sophie Hydrolith" we find the following advice:

...the student should remember not to begin the
preparation of this great and inscrutable arcanum
before he knows well the spirit that lurks in it
according to its essential qualities and properties.
"With this spirit," says a certain philosopher, "you
should not meddle until you first have a full and
exact knowledge of it. For God is marvellous in His
works, and He is not mocked....

For this work is no light thing as many suppose,
perhaps, because the Sages have called it child's
play. Those to whom God has revealed His secrets
may indeed find the experiment simple and easy. But
do thou carefully beware of exposing thyself to
great danger by unseasonable carelessness. Rather
begin thy work with reverent fear and awe and with
earnest

danger. grayer and then thou wilt be in little

To undertake the opus alchymicum is to submit the psyche

to a violent confrontation of opposites Jung points out that

this amounts to having "volunteered to die in order to beget

a new and fruitful life in that region of the psyche which

has hitherto lain fallow in darkest unconsciousness and under

shadow of death.Erich Neumann points out that the attempt

to transform the personality from within, by compelling the

ego to interact with numinous contents of the unconscious—

which is what the alchemists attempted to do—,is by defin¬

ition mystical and fundamentally heretical:
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Every numinous experience, whatever form it may
take, is mystical. The numinous content possesses
a fascination, a richness beyond the power of con¬
sciousness to apprehend and organize, a charge of
energy surpassing consciousness. Hence the
encounter with it leads always to an upheaval of
the total personality and not only of consciousness.
In every confrontation of the ego with the numinous,
a situation arises in which the ego goes "outside
itself"; it falls or is wrenched out of its shell of
consciousness and can return "to itself" only in
changed form.

• • •

The transformation of the personality through the
appearance of the numen detaches the ego from its old
system of consciousness and also from its old relation
to the world, but the price for the connection with the
unknown numen, which holds within it the possibility
of the creative, is renunciation of the security pro¬
vided by conscious orientation and entrance into the
fundamental paradox of the mystical.

» • •

Since the experience of the numinous is always
experience of the self and of the "voice" which brings
revelation, the ego affected by it comes into conflict
with the dogma and agencies of the dominant conscious¬
ness. The creative-mystical experience is by nature
opposed to the dominant religion and the dominant
conscious contents of the cultural canon--that is to

say, it is in principle revolutionary and heretical. ^
Despite its heretical aspect, "holy alchemy" was regarded

by its adepts as the religion behind all religions. Indeed,

any mediation between the ego and the unconscious is essen¬

tially a religious undertaking; it is perhaps no exaggeration

to say that the only true atheists are those who refuse to

believe in the unconscious. Because of the nature of its

relationship to unconscious process, alchemy functions as a

self-correcting mythology. It represents what Joseph Campbell

would term "creative" as opposed to "traditional" mythology;

In the context of a traditional mythology, the
symbols are presented in socially maintained rites,
through which the individual is required to experience,
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or will pretend to have experienced, certain in¬
sights, sentiments, and commitments. In what I am
calling "creative" mythology, on the other hand,
the order is reversed: the individual has had an

experience of his own--of order, horror, beauty,
or even mere exhilaration--which he seeks to com¬

municate through signs; and if his realization
has been of a certain depth and import, his com¬
munication will have the value and force of living
myth--for those, that is to say, who receive and
respond to it of themselves, with recognition,
uncoerced.20

It is therefore a naive misconception to imagine that the

mythological aspects so characteristic of alchemical writings

are borrowed or invented rather than experienced first hand.

Alchemical thinking is in this respect comparable to that of

primitive man, for whom myth, as Ernst Cassirer has observed,

is actually a "form of thought."21 Pointing out that the

psyche "contains all the images that have ever given rise to

myths," Jung states that the unconscious is "an acting and

suffering subject with an inner drama which primitive man

rediscovers, by means of analogy, in the processes of nature

both great and small."22 This is another way of saying that

myth is an expression of what Jung calls the archetypes of the

collective unconscious. Since the characteristic feature of

alchemical symbolism is its archetypal nature, it is essen¬

tial that there be a clear understanding of exactly what the

concepts of the archetype and the collective unconscious imply,

and on what basis they have been postulated:

Psychic existence can be recognized only by the
presence of contents that are capable of consciousness.
We can therefore speak of an unconscious only in so far
as we are able to demonstrate its contents. The con¬
tents of the personal unconscious are chiefly the
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feeling-toned complexes, as they are called they
constitute the personal and private side of psychic
life. The contents of the collective unconscious,

For
be¬

en the other hand, are known as archetypes....
our purposes

it tells
this term is apposite and helpful,

us that so far as the collective
conscious contents are concerned we are dealing
archaic or—I would say—primordial types, that
with universal imacres that have existed since the

un-

with
is

remotest times. what the word "archetype" means
then, for itsin the nominal sense is clear enough,

relations with myth, esoteric teaching, and fairytale.
But if we try to establish what an archetype is psycho¬
logically , the matter becomes more complicated....
[Archetypes] can be shown to be inherited instincts
and preformed patterns, the latter being a priori and
formal conditions of apperception that are based on
instinct. Their presence aives the world of the child
and the dreamer They..

presence gives
its anthropomorphic stamp.

direct all fantasy activity into its appointed paths
in this way produce,in the fantasy-images of

children's dreams as well as in the delusions of
and

schizophrenia,
can also be found,

such
as though
dreams of normal persons and

in the
astonishing mythological parallels

in lesser degree,
neurotics. It is not,

inherited ideas but of in-
Nor are they individual

uncon-

of what
as statements of

is

the

question of
herited possibilities of
acquisitions but, in the main, common to all, as can
be seen from the universal occurrence of the arche¬

types ....

Modern psychology treats the products of
scious fantasy-activity as self-portraits
going on in the unconscious, or
unconscious psyche about itself.
categories. First, fantasies (including dreams)
a personal character, which go back unquestionably
personal experiences, things forgotten or repressed,
and can thus be completely explained by individual
anamnesis. Second, fantasies (including dreams) of
an impersonal character, which cannot be reduced to

in the individual's past, and thus cannot
as something individually acquired,

fantasy-images undoubtedly have their closest analogues
must therefore assume that

They fall into two
of

to

experiences
be explained These

in mythological
they correspond

types. We
to certain collective(and not personal)

structural elements of the human psyche in general, and,
like the morphological elements of the human body,
inherited. Although tradition and transmission by
migration certainly play a
said, very many cases that
this way and drive
revival."

part, there are, as we have
cannot be accounted for in

us to the hypothesis of "autochthonous
These cases are so numerous that we are
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obliged to assume the existence of a collective
psychic substratum. I have called this the
collective unconscious.23

The symbolism of alchemy is derived from the archetypal

language of dreams and fantasy: it is therefore an expression

of the collective unconscious, which is, indeed, the source

of the religious instinct in man. Small wonder that the

adepts considered alchemy a holy art.

Except for the fact that the alchemist usually must

serve as both doctor and patient, he might well be compared

to the modern psychoanalyst, whose function is to guide his

patient through the unconscious. Though the alchemist can

look to his secret books for guidance, his task is not easy,

for the books are a riddle in themselves, being "written

from without and from within," like the scroll in Ezekiel's

Vision. In the Supplement to Ruland's Alchemical Lexicon

the language of the Philosophers is described thus:

In the writings of Hermetic Science, the Philosophers
never express the true significance of their thoughts
in the vulgar tongue, and they must not be interpreted
according to the literal sense of the expressions.
The sense which is presented on the surface is not the
true sense. They discourse in enigmas, metaphors,
allegories, fables, similitudes, and each Philosopher
adapts them after his own manner. A chemical Adept
explains his philosophical operations in terms borrowed
from the operations of common chemistry, speaking of
distillation, sublimation, etc., of furnaces, of vases
of fires in use among chemists, as Gebir, Paracelsus,
and others invariably do. An alchemical soldier like
Denis Zacharie borrows his imagery from battles and
from sieges. A churchman like Basil Valentin speaks
in the terminology of moral philosophy and theology,
as in his work upon Azoth. In a word, they have spoken
so obscurely, in terms so different, in styles so
various, that one must indeed be well versed in their
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mysteries to understand their meaning, and one Philo¬
sopher is frequently considerably embarrassed to
explain another

24
in any complete and intelligible

manner

An alchemist by the name of John Cremer complains that he

spent thirty years "wasted in perusing the writings of

authors w7hose whole ingenuity seemed to have been concentra¬

ted upon the art of expressing thought; in unintelligible

language."25 The celebrated fifteenth-century alchemist

Thomas Norton, in "The Ordinal of Alchemy," criticizes the

But though I must express myself in a plain and
unassuming style, no candid reader should
contemn me. For all that before me have written on

this matter have rendered their books obscure and

unintelligible by an exaggerated use of poetical
imagery, parables, and metaphors which grievously
obstruct the path of those who first enter on this
field of knowledge. This is the reason that a beginner,
who strives to put their precepts into practice, only
loses his trouble and his money, as is daily seen.
Hermes, Rhasis, Geber, Avicenna, Merlin, Hortulanus,

, andDemocritus, Morxenus, Bacon, Raymond,
many others, have concealed their meaning under a
veil of obscurity. Hence their books, which they have
handed down to us, have been a source of endless
error and delusion to the vulgar and the learned, and,
in spite of the beautiful conceits which abound in
their writings, no one has been able to find a path
through the wilderness of their words; yea, many have
been reduced to despair.26

There were, on the other hand, also those who advise the

adept to search rather for similarities than differences.

The German alchemist Michael Maier (1568-1622) points out

that "the treasures of Hermes are not laid open in one

book: perhaps one writer may render clear what another fails

to explain."27 Basilius Valentinus says
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Let your mind be like a firm Rock, in which all the
various sayings of the Sages are reduced to the unity
of their common meaning. For a man who is easily
influenced in different directions is not likely to
find the right path.28

The author of "The Sophie Hydrolith" observes that

although the said philosophers have treated this
subject with so great a variety of methods, and used
many peculiar and singular expressions, curious
parables, and strange and fanciful words, yet they all
agree in pointing out the same goal, and one and the
same Matter as essential to the right conduct of the
Art.29

In "The Only True Way" the adept is advised to

the Book of Nature be the most favoured volume m

your library. Observe her methods, not only in the
production of metals, but in the procreation of the
fruits of the earth, and their constant growth and
development, in the winter and summer, in the spring
and autumn, by rain and sunshine. If you had a sound
knowledge of Nature's methods in producing the bud and
the flower, and in ripening the green fruit, you would
be able to set your hand to the germs which Nature
provides in the bowels of the earth, and to educe
from them (or their substance) that which you so much

30

Do not then suffer yourself to be thrown off your
guard by the obscure phraseology of the Ancients. If
you thoroughly study the simple fundamental nature of
the metals,
sions mean

you will
and will

know what their
not like some moderns,

enigmatic
conclude

from their writings
stance and dissolve

certain sub-that you must take a
it until it turns black, then again
it till the blackness disappearspurify and calcine

and it begins to turn white; and after that, once more
increase

substance
the fire and calcine and toil until the
turns red Such the

itself to
an interpretation of

language of the Ancients can only suggest
persons entirely ignorant of the nature of metallic

indeed, the Ancients wrote as they did
from allsolely in order to hide their real

the close student of Nature. To
meaning

this end they
he terms "

but
were m

the constant habit of employing i
And although the metallic

mercury
VI

and
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"sulphur."
true substance which, by natural coction must be
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raised from the lowest to the highest stage of develop¬
ment, and although the meaning of the Ancients is
intelligible enough to the initiated, yet the ignorant
can gather from their language no more than the fact
that the substance must be taken from the metals.31

The question which now presents itself is whether the

alchemists really did grasp what it was that their veiled

language was concealing; that is, how conscious was their

understanding of the sacred arcanum? In nearly every

alchemical treatise there are explicit warnings about the

danger of communicating the science to the unworthy, and

the adept is invariably sworn to uphold the secret. In

the magnificent Aurora Consurgens, a document attributed to

St. Thomas Aquinas, the matter is put thus:

This glorious science of God and doctrine of the
saihts and secret of the philosophers and medicine of
the physicians fools despise, for what it is they know
not. These will not have the blessing and it shall be
far from them, nor doth such science befit the unskil¬
led, for everyone who is ignorant of it is its enemy,
and that not without cause. For Speculator saith:
The mockery of science is the cause of ignorance, and
lettuces are not to be given to asses, for thistles
suffice them, nor is the children's bread to be set
before the dogs to eat, nor are pearls to be cast
before swine, and such mockers are not partakers in this
noble science: for he would be a breaker of the

heavenly seal who should make the secrets of this
science known to the unworthy; nor shall the spirit
of this wisdom enter into a gross body, nor can the
fool perceive it on account of the perversity of his
reason. For the wise have not spoken to the foolish,
seeing that he that speaketh with a fool speaketh with one
that is asleep. For Morienus saith: If I were to
unriddle all things as they are, there would nowhere
be any further place for prudence, for the fool would
be made equal to the wise; nor would any mortal under
the sphere of the moon bewail in stepmotherly poverty
the pangs of hunger, for in this science the number
of fools is infinite.32
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There can be no doubt that many of the Philosophers, pro¬

bably the majority of them, deliberately said less about

their art then they might have. But because the Philosopher's

Stone was—as we now know, thanks to Jung—in the uncon¬

scious, it was not a concept that could be grasped directly;

like the idea of God, it transcended human understanding,

and could be described only in terms of its effect. We

must constantly bear in mind that the data from which the

philosophical and moral relationships were drawn which

were subsequently incorporated intact into alchemical theory,

were supplied by dreams and fantasies. The dreamer does

not have to understand his dream in order to dream it:

an archetypal dream is a spontaneous production of the

psyche, and not the result of conscious invention: by

the same token, alchemy was regarded as a revelation,
0

a gift of the Holy Ghost. As we have seen at the beginning

of this chapter, the alchemical parable cited in the

Supplement to Ruland's Alchemical Lexicon is nearly identi¬

cal to the dream of the modern patient—a young man without

any knowledge whatsoever of alchemy or related areas—

undergoing psychotherapy. This means that, since dreams

depicting the process of individuation are archetypal and

derive from the collective unconscious, an individual now,

or at any time, past or future, could, in effect, reconstruct

the basic relationships of alchemy by analysis of the

symbolism of his own dreams. This, of course, accounts for
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the otherwise puzzling fact that Chinese alchemy, which

developed on its own and without western influence, is

in basic agreement with the principles of western alchemy.33
Suffice it to say, then, that the individual alchemist,

having had a particularly numinous dream, would have no

trouble accounting for its imagery, relationships, and even

the cast of characters, if he turns to the concepts and

terminology to be found in his secret books. Jung has

pointed out that alchemical language, for those who can

read it, represents a very accurate interpretation of the

archetypes involved, and that the alchemist communicated

his experience "as best he could, though without ever

understanding it to the degree that psychological explanation

makes possible today."34
Thus, the language of the alchemists is at first

sight very different from our psychological termi¬
nology and way of thinking. But if we treat their
symbols in the same way as we treat modern fantasies,
they yield a meaning such as we have already deduced
from the problematical modern material. The obvious
objection that the meaning conveyed by the modern
fantasy-material has been uncritically transferred to
the historical material, which the alchemists inter¬
preted quite differently, is disproved by the fact that
even in the Middle Ages confessed alchemists interpreted
their symbols in a moral and philosophical sense.
Their "philosophy" was, indeed, nothing but projected
psychology.35
We can now briefly examine the basic postulates of

alchemical theory in terms of their modern psychological

equivalents. The first principle is that alchemical qualities

have a polar structure: "each thing bears in itself its

opposite."36 The most-quoted document in alchemy, the
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Emerald Table of Hermes Trismegistus, states it thus: "That

which is above is like to that which is below, and that which

is below is like to that which is above, to accomplish

the miracles of one thing." The alchemical elements form

a quaternity comprising Sol (gold) and Luna (silver), which

symbolize respectively the conscious and unconscious of the

masculine psyche; and Sulphur and Salt, of which the former

is cons the "companion" of Luna and the latter one

of her attributes.37 Sometimes the quaternity is in the

form of an apparent trinity composed of Sol, Luna, and

Mercurius duplex At times these relationships can be

expressed in a double quaternity: "In it are images of

heaven and earth, of summer, autumn, winter, and spring,

male and female."38 However it is depicted, the quaternity

is the archetype (e.g. the four qualities, the four elements,

, the four seasons, etc.) which may be

as the four orienting functions by which the

conscious mind takes its bearings.39 in the unperfected

psyche there is reliance on a single dominant function which

thus has maximum consciousness and which characterizes the

the four

individual's personality type; two of the functions have

varying degrees of unconsciousness, and the fourth is

generally completely unconscious.^ The opus alchymicum

may be described as a way of bringing the three non¬

dominant functions into maximum consciousness alongside the

dominant function; certainly this would represent a dramatic

transformation of personality, for if all four functions
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were conscious and in proper equilibrium, we would have

the psychological description of the "Renaissance Man"—

e.g. Shakespeare or Leonardo--with his supranormal

competence. It is surely in this context that we must

understand the statement in the Emerald Table of Hermes

having "three parts of the wisdom of the whole world":

True it is, without falsehood, certain and most true.
That which is above is like to that which is below,
and that which is below is like to that which is
above, to accomplish the miracles of one thing. And
as all things were by the contemplation of one, so all
things arose from this one thing by a single act of
adaptation. The father thereof is the Sun, the mother
the Moon. The Wind carried it in its womb, the Earth
is the nurse thereof. It is the father of all works of
Wonder throughout the whole world. The power thereof
is perfect. If it be cast onto Earth, it will separate
the element of Earth from that of Fire, the subtle
from the gross. With great sagacity it doth ascend
gently from Earth to Heaven. Again it doth descend
to Earth, and uniteth in itself the force from things
superior and things inferior. Thus thou wilt possess
the glory of the brightness of the whole world, and all
obscurity will fly far from thee. This thing is the
strong fortitude of all strength, for it overcometh
every subtle thing and doth penetrate every solid
substance. Thus was this world created. Hence will
there be marvellous adaptations achieved, of which the
manner is this. For this reason I am called Hermes

Trismegistus-, because I hold three parts of the wisdom
of the whole world. That which I had to say about the
operation of Sol is completed.41

The precepts contained in the Emerald Table are fundamental

to all alchemical thinking. Since maximum consciousness is

the goal of the process of individuation, and since Sol

symbolizes the conscious mind, it is appropriate that the

opus alchymicum should be termed "the operation of Sol."

With the other three parts of the alchemical quaternity

we are confronted with a formidable tangle of relationships:
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for this is the realm of the unconscious, and here, in

contrast to consciousness, there are no sharp distinctions.

The unconscious, with its capacity for elusive shape-shifting,

is aptly summed up in the figure of Mercurius:

Since, in his alchemical form, Mercurius does not
exist in reality, he must be an unconscious pro¬
jection, and because he is an absolutely fundamental
concept in alchemy he must signify the unconscious
itself. He is by his very nature the unconscious,
where nothing can be differentiated; but as a spiritus
vegetativus (living spirit), he is an active principle
and so must always appear in reality in differentiated
form. He is therefore fittingly called "duplex,"
both active and passive.... He is by nature androgynous
and thus partakes both of the masculine red sulphur
and of the lunar salt. His equivalent in the celestial
realm is the planetary pair Sol and Luna, and in the
"intelligible" realm Christ in his mystical androgyny,
the "man encompassed by the woman," i.e., sponsus and
sponsa (Ecclesia) .... Mercurius is not only split
into a masculine and a feminine half, but is the poi¬
sonous dragon and at the same time the heavenly lapis.
This makes it clear that the dragon is analogous to
the devil and the lapis to Christ, in accordance with
the ecclesiastical view of the devil as an autonomous
counterpart of Christ. Furthermore, not only the
dragon but the negative aspect of sulphur, namely
sulphur comburens, is identical with the devil.... Salt
by contrast is a "light" substance, similar to the
lapis.42

Sulphur is the substance closest to Sol; it is also at times

synonymous with Mercurius. Like Mercurius, Sulphur is

duplex:

...there is a red and a white sulphur, the white being
the active substance of the moon, the red that of the
sun. The specific "virtue" of sulphur is said to be
greater in the red variety. But its duplicity also
has another meaning: on the one hand it is the prima
materia, and in this form it is burning and corrosive
(adurens), and "hostile" to the matter of the stone;
on the other hand, when "cleansed of all impurities, it
is the matter of our stone."43
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The negative aspect of Sulphur is the psychological equiva¬

lent of undesirable contents of the personal unconscious,

and if not theriomorphic, it is personified as masculine.

It is the archetype termed the Shadow:

The shadow is a moral problem that challenges the
whole ego-personality, for no one can become conscious
of the shadow without considerable moral effort. To
become conscious of it involves recognizing the dark
aspects of the personality as present and real.
This act is the essential condition for any kind of
self-knowledge, and it therefore, as a rule, meets
with considerable resistance....

Closer examination of the dark characteristics--
that is, the inferiorities constituting the shadow—
reveals that they have an emotional nature, a kind
of autonomy, and accordingly an obsessive or, better,
possessive quality.... Affects occur usually where
adaptation is weakest, and at the same time they reveal
the reason for its weakness, namely a certain degree
of inferiority and the existence of a lower level
of personality. On this lower level with its
uncontrolled or scarcely controlled emotions one
behaves more or less like a primitive, who is not
only the passive victim of his affects but also
singularly incapable of moral judgement.44

The psychological characteristics of Luna are summed up

in the archetype of the collective unconscious which Jung

has termed the Anima. The Anima is the personification

of the unconscious which is sexually compensatory to

consciousness; it is the "woman hidden in man."45 As the

moon has two sides, a light and a dark, so the Anima is

both good and evil:

With the archetype of the anima we enter the
realm of the gods, or rather, the realm that meta¬
physics has reserved for itself. Everything the anima
touches becomes numinous—unconditional, dangerous,
taboo, magical. She is the serpent in the paradise
of the harmless man with good resolutions and still
better intentions. She affords the most convincing
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for not prying into the unconscious, an occupa
tion that had better been left unconscious and un¬

disturbed. As usual, there is something in what the
anima says; for life itself is not good only, it
also bad. Eecause the anima wants life, she wants
both good and bad. These categories do not exist
in the elfin realm.... The anima lives beyond all
categories, and
as well as with
man,

beyond
can therefore dispense with blame
praise. Since the beginning of time

with his wholesome animal instinct, has been
engaged in combat with his soul and its daemonism.
If the soul were uniformly dark it would be a simple
matter. Unfortunately this is not so, for the anima
can appear also as an angel of light, a psychopomp
who points the way to the highest meaning....^°

Salt, in the philosophical sense, is an attribute rather

than a substance: it represents "the feminine principle

of Eros, which brings everything into relationship, in an

almost perfect way."47

The practical or visual aspect of alchemy, which took

place in the laboratory, was a series of procedures which

supplied a physical analogy to the spiritual changes which

were occurring simultaneously in the mind of the adept.

To the "puffer" who took it literally, the art consisted

in placing small amounts of gold, silver, sulphur, and salt,

plus enough quicksilver to provide a mercurial "bath,"

in a hermetically sealed retort, and subjecting it to a

series of heating and cooling procedures. The alchemists

do not agree as to the order or even the names for the

operations, but the sequence of twelve as set forth by

Josephus Quercetanus in "De ortu et causis metallorum"

(1576) is indicative: Calcinatio; Solutio; Elementorum

separatio; Coniunctio; Putrefactio; Coagulatio; Cibatio;
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Sublimatio; Fermentatio; Exaltatio; Augmentatio; Proiectio.48

The "essence" of the alchemical art Jung describes thus:

As is indicated by the very name which he chose
for it—the "spagyric" art--or by the oft-repeated
saying "solve et coagula" (dissolve and coagulate),
the alchemist saw the essence of his art in separation
and analysis on the one hand and synthesis and con¬
solidation on the other. For him there was first of
all an initial state in which opposite tendencies or
forces were in conflict; secondly there was the great
question of a procedure which would be capable of
bringing the hostile elements and qualities, once they
were separated, back to unity again. The initial state,
named the chaos, was not given from the start but had
to be sought for as the prima materia. And just as
the beginning of the work was not self-evident, so
to an even greater degree was its end. There are
countless speculations on the nature of the end->
state, all of them reflected in its designations. The
commonest are the ideas of its permanence (prolon¬
gation of life, immortality, incorruptibility), its
androgyny, its spirituality and corporeality, its
human qualities and resemblance to man (homunculus),
and its divinity.49

Since the alchemists make clear in their writings that

the opus alchymicum is to be understood as a spiritual

discipline, it may seem puzzling that they should have felt

compelled to remain in the laboratory, maintaining sometimes

to the point of exhaustion a prayerful and studious vigil

that could often last for years. As Jung has shown, the

alchemist was experiencing and in his writings (a necessary

part of the procedure) describing the emotions associated

with the quest for psychological wholeness, and the

expansions of consciousness w'hich he achieved he naturally

attributed by way of projection to the chemical reactions

in the retort.
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The alchemist did not practice his art because he
believed on theoretical grounds in correspondence;
the point is that he had a theory of correspondence
because he experienced the presence of pre-existing
ideas in physical matter. I am therefore inclined
to assume that the real root of alchemy is to be sought
less in philosophical doctrines than in the projections
of individual investigators. I mean by this that while
working on his chemical experiments the operator had
certain psychic experiences which appeared to him as
the particular behaviour of the chemical process.
Since it was a question of projection, he was naturally
unconscious of the fact that the experience had nothing
to do with matter itself (that is, with matter as we
know it today). He experienced his projection as a
property of matter; but what he was in reality ex¬
periencing was his own unconscious.50

In a brilliant essay entitled "The Psychology of the
%

Transference" (1946), Jung demonstrates, by annotating a

series of symbolic woodcuts contained in the Rosarium

Philosophorum (1550), the fact that "alchemy describes,

not merely in general outline but often in the most aston¬

ishing detail, the same psychological phenomenology which

can be observed in the analysis of unconscious processes."51
He speculates that even as early as the sixteenth century

alchemy was being used by at least some physicians as a

psychotherapeutic method in exactly the modern sense:
t

Everything that the doctor discovers and experiences
when analysing the unconscious of his patient coincides
in the most remarkable way with the content of these
pictures. This is not likely to be mere chance,
because the old alchemists were often doctors as well,
and thus had ample opportunity for such experiences
if, like Paracelsus, they worried about the psycho¬
logical well-being of their patients or inquired into
their dreams (for the purpose of diagnosis, prognosis,
and therapy). In this way they could collect information
of a psychological nature, not only from their patients
but also from themselves, i.e., from the observation
of their own unconscious contents which had been
activated by induction.52
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Anyone who approaches Jung's theoretical writings with a

broad knowledge of alchemical literature will be somewhat

startled by the extent to which analytic (or Jungian)

psychology is a continuation of Medieval and Renaissance

esoteric alchemy. Aniela Jaffé points out that "It was

largely the correspondence between the alchemical texts

and his discoveries concerning the unconscious that made

it possible for him to hammer his psychology into an

objective science."53 To credit Jung with the "rediscovery

of alchemy" in the twentieth century54 is merely to state

a fact

It remains to examine the exact phenomenology of the

individuation process as depicted in a characteristic

alchemical allegory in order to establish the procedural

basis for the psychological interpretation which will be

applied to Spenser's Faerie Queene. The following parable

is taken from Chapter VI of "An Open Entrance to the Closed

Palace of the King," by an anonymous "lover of truth"

known as Eirenaeus Philalethes^;

If thou knowest how to moisten this dry earth with its
own water, thou wilt loosen the pores of the earth,
and this thief from outside will be cast out with
the workers of wickedness, and the water, by an
admixture of the true Sulphur, will be cleansed from
the leprous filth and from the superfluous dropsical
fluid, and thou wilt have in thy power the fount of
the Knight of Treviso, whose waters are rightfully
dedicated to the maiden Diana. Worthless is this
thief, armed with the malignity of arsenic, from whom
the winged youth fleeth, shuddering. And though the
central water is his bride, yet dare he not display
his most ardent love towards her, because of the snares
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avoidable.
of the thief, whose machinations are in truth un¬

may Diana be propitious to thee, who
knoweth how to tame wild beasts, and whose twin doves
will temper the malignity of the air with their wings,
so that the youth easily entereth in through the
pores, and instantly shaketh the foundations of the
earth, and rises up a dark cloud. But thou wilt lead
the waters up even to the brightness of the moon, and
the darkness that was upon the face of the deep shall
be scattered by the spirit moving over the waters.
Thus by God's command shall the Light appear.5S

Jung, in Mysterium Coniunctionis, presents a detailed

analysis of this particular parable to show how knowledge

of the symbolism of alchemy will enable one to apply the

same principles to alchemical allegory as one applies to

dream interpretation. Freud has pointed out that dreams

are so highly condensed that their latent content--what

he terms the "dream-thoughts"--may occupy "six, eight, or

a dozen times as much space" when written down as the

manifest content of the dream itself-^: certainly this

holds true of Philalethes1s alchemical parable, which

requires a twelve-page explication.

What we have here is a recipe for psychological

wholeness. If the adept is able to understand the direction

and follow them, he will succeed in "reuniting" the two

separated halves of his psyche--the conscious and the

unconscious--and thus restore himself to prelapsarian

wholeness. Alchemical thinking implies an intuitive

realization that the problem of purely natural man is that

consciousness was never meant to sc¡ve as a self-sufficient

function--that man was not intended to be only a reasoning
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animal--, and that what has happened is that one mind—the

conscious--has wrongly asserted ascendency over the other,

greater mind--the unconscious—, thereby splitting the

psyche. It is in this way that alchemy regards man as

a "house divided against itself." In this context it is

possible to see the Biblical story of the Fall as a

psychologically accurate account of the primordial split

which occurred in the human psyche. Man is therefore a

fallen creature who must be redeemed, must be "born again

of the spirit," i.e. the unconscious. Redemption is then

psychologically the healing of the split in the psyche,

the reintegration of the two parts into the whole that

existed before the Fall. Christ is therefore the divine

Self, 59 and is the means by which the individuated man

becomes what St. Paul refers to as the "second Adam."

Thus the alchemists took it upon themselves, by means of

the "royal art," to divide the natural man--the raw material

provided by nature--into component elements and then create

a new synthesis which would be comparable to the psycho¬

logically perfect hermaphroditic first man.

Jung's explication of Philalethes' parable is so

crucial to the assumptions underlying this study, that,

though shortened considerably, it must nonetheless be

quoted at a length that may at first seem excessive. The

initial symbols can be set forth briefly: the "dry earth"

is the spiritually barren, materialistic world of ego-

consciousness, when deprived of the fertile waters of the
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unconscious; earth's "own water" is the adept's awareness of

the stagnation which has occurred, coupled with a desire

for the fulfillment of spiritual possibilities implicit

in his personality; the "pores of the earth," which have

become clogged by underevaluation of the unconscious, are

the means by which unconscious content, if permitted,

filters into consciousness and fructifies it; "true Sulphur"

is potential spirituality, and it is opposed to the "leprous

filth and superfluous dropsical fluid" which is the contagion

of collective thinking that corrupts the individual and
%

reduces him to the level of mass man, or crude Sulphur.

Here is Jung's explication:

The unconscious demands... interest for its own sake
and wants to be accepted for what it is. Once the
existence of this opposite is accepted, the ego can
and should come to terms with its demands. Unless the
content given... by the unconscious is acknowledged,
its compensatory effect is not only nullified but
actually changes into its opposite, as it then tries
to realize itself literally and concretely.

The fountain of Bernardus Trevisanus is the bath
of renewal.... The ever-flowing fountain expresses a
continual flow of interest toward the unconscious,
a kind of constant attention or "religio," which might
also be called devotion. The crossing of unconscious
contents into consciousness is thus made considerably
easier, and this is bound to benefit the psychic
balance in the long run. Diana as the numen and
nymph of this spring is an excellent formulation of
the figure we know as the anima. If attention is
directed to the unconscious, the unconscious will
yield up its contents, and these in turn will fructify
the conscious like a fountain of living water....

The thief... personifies a kind of self-robbery.
He is not easily shaken off, as it comes from a habit
of thinking supported by tradition and milieu alike....
Our time contains and produces more than enough "crude
sulphur" which with "arsenical malignity" prevents
man from discovering his true self.
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ti Arsenic" originally meant 'masculine, manly,
as Ruland'an arcanum,

There arsenic is defined as an

s

IS

"Luna, our Venus It and the
is

"soul."
of the

strong' and was
Lexicon shows.

"hermaphrodite, the means whereby Sulphur and Mercury
united. It has communion with both natures and

therefore called Sun and Moon." Or

, Sulphur's companion
arsenic is no longer the masculine a

substance but is hermaphroditic and even
feminine. This brings it dangerously close to the
moon and the crude sulphur, so that arsenic loses
its solar affinity. As "Sulphur's companion" it is
poisonous and corrosive. Eecause the arcane substance
always points to the principal unconscious content,
its peculiar nature shows in what relation that content

It

has been partly accepted and partly rejected; it is
seen under two different things.

This is what has happened in our text: the
thief is contrasted with the winged youth, who
the other aspect, or personifies the "true sulphur,
the spirit of inner truth which measures man not' by
his relation to the mass but by his relation to the
mystery of the psyche. This winged youth (the spirit¬
ual Mercurius) is obviously aware of his own weakness
and flees "shuddering" from the crude sulphur.
standpoint of the
the more

inner man is

that of the

The
the more threatened

outer man isoverpowering
The sky and delicate youth stands for

that wouldthat is winged in the psyche or
it dies from the poison of

everything
like to

sprout wings. But
zational thinking and mass statistics The

organi-
goal
fulfill-of the winged youth is a higher one than the

ment of collective ideals which are all nothing but
makeshifts and conditions for bare existence.... If
his soul does not live nothing can save him from

life is the soil in which hisstultification,
soul

His
can and must develop. He has only the mystery

of his living soul to set against the overwhelming
might and brutality of collective convictions.

the age-old drama of opposites, no matterIt is

what they are called, which is
human life. In our text it
between the good and the
alchemical

is

evil spirit,

fought out in
obviously the struggle

expressed
it

in

language just as today we express it in
conflicting ideologies.

that the winged youth is espoused to
This is the fountain of the soul

We the
IV central water II

or the fount of wisdom, from which the
wells

Luna
up

analysis
follows that
solis,

The nymph of the spring
, the mother-beloved,

inner

the
life

is m

from which it
the winged youth is Sol, the filius
aurum philosophicum, lumen luminum,
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medicina catholica, una salus, etc
the highest, the

He is the best
But he

will become real only
"mother of mortal bod

most precious in potentia.
if he can unite with Luna,

II

the
The adept must therefore

always take care to keep the Hermetic vessel well
sealed,
away.
of the

unite,

order to prevent what is
The content becomes "fixed"

in it from flying
through the mystery

be one,
with the

coniunctio, in which the
night is wedded with day,

and the outside as the
female neither male nor

extreme opposites
and "the two shall

the male
This

, and
female."

lgm
apocryphal saying of Jesus from the
second century is indeed a
union of opposites....

The "machinations of the thief
are "unavoidable."

beginning of the
the alchemical

II
our text says

the
fateful drama or opposites,
to the light,
a convenient recipe,
diminish the guilt of
merit of what is good,
youth cannot lead his bride
wish. Evil cannot be
it is an inevitable

They are an integral part of
the shadow belongs

Reason, however, cannot turn this into
ust as

inevitability does
what is evil

not

more than theany
of this the winged

home as quickly as he would
and

component of
it.

once

life
for all;

and is not to
be had without paying

The thief in our text is armed with all evil,
but in reality it is merely the ego with its shadow
where the abysmal depths of human nature begin to

. Increasing psychological insight hinders the
projection of the shadow, and this gain in knowledge
logically leads to the problem of the union of opposites
. . .. Though it is not said that Luna personifies the
dark side, there
the new moon,

his moon-bride

belongs,
but also

is ... something very suspicious about
Nevertheless the winged youth loves
and hence the darkness to which

for the opposites not
attract one another.

only flee one another
We all know that evil,

especially if it is not scrutinized too closely, can
be very attractive, and most of all when it appears

idealistic garb.
that hinders the youth

in

thief
chaste Diana, but in
lurking in the ideal youth and

the wickedOstensibly it is
his love for thein

the evil

and
i

his
of the

new moon,
himself in the role of the

is

is already
in the darkness
that he might discover

This role
is so

see

the

shocking
himself

common sulphur.
that the noble-minded youth cannot

in it and puts the blame on the wiles of
enemy....

The darkness which is opposed to the light is the
unbridled instinctuality of
itself despite all consciousness
to unite the opposites certainly needs Diana to be

nature that asserts
, Anyone who seeks
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propitious to him, for she is being considered as a
bride and it has yet to be seen what she has to present
in the way of wild animals. Possibly the thief will
appear quite insignificant by comparison.

The tender pair of doves is an obviously harmless
aspect of the same instinctuality, though in itself the
theriomorphic symbol would be capable of an "interpre¬
tation from above downwards." ... The doves are emblems
of innocence and of marital love as well as of the Holy
Ghost and Sapientia, of Christ and his Virgin Mother.
From this context we can see what the dove is intended
to represent: it is the exact counterpart to the
malignity of the thief. Together they represent the
attack, first from one side and then from the other, of
a dualistic being on the more restricted consciousness of
man.

It is obviously a moment of supreme possibilities
both for good and for evil. Usually, however, it is
first one and then the other: the good man succumbs to
evil, the sinner is converted to good.... This seeming
one-after-another is in reality a happening of events
side-by-side.... The one-after-another is a bearable
prelude to the deeper knowledge of the side-by-side,
for this is an incomparably more difficult problem.
Again, the view that good and evil are spiritual forces
outside us, and that man is caught in the conflict
between them, is more bearable by far than the insight
that the opposites are the ineradicable and indispensable
preconditions of all psychic life....

Once the malignity is tempered, sinfulness and its
evil consequences are mitigated too, and that which has
wings can embrace the earth. For now we come to the
consummation of the hierosgamos, the "earthing" of the
spirit and the spiritualizing of the earth, the union
of opposites and reconciliation of the divided, in a
word the longed-for act of redemption whereby the sin¬
fulness of existence, the original dissociation, will
be annulled in God. The earthquake is on the one hand
an allusion to Christ's descent into hell and his
resurrection, and on the other hand a shaking of the
humdrum earthly existence of man, into whose life and
soul meaning has at last penetrated, and by which he
is at once threatened and uplifted.

This is always an intuitive experience that is
felt as a concrete reality. It is the prefiguration
and anticipation of a future condition, a glimmering
of an unspoken, half-conscious union of ego and non¬
ego .

The earthquake sends up a dark cloud: consciousness,
because of the revolution of its former standpoint, is
shrouded in darkness, just as the earth was at Christ's
death, which was followed by a resurrection. This
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image tells us that the widening of consciousness
at first upheaval and darkness, then a broadening
out of man to the whole man.

s,
This "Man," being in¬

is an intuitive or "mystical" experience,
"Anthropos" is therefore very apt because

describable,
and the name

it demonstrates the continuity of this idea over the
millenia.

...Leading the water upwards means that it now
turns towards the plenilunium, the gracious and
complement of the sinister new moon and its perils.

The eye that hitherto saw only the darkness and
of evil turns towards the circle of

serene

danger
where the

the circle of the moon,
ethereal realm of the immortal begins, and

the gloomy deep can be left to its own devices, for the
spirit now moves
forms it. When

it from within, convulses and trans¬
draws near to the un¬consciousness

only does it receive a devastating shock
but something of its
conscious not

of the unconscious
light penetrates
The result is that

into the darkness
the

is no

this
longer

the

unconscious

so remote and strange and terrifying, and

the
way

"illumination"
for an eventual union
of the

. Naturally
does not mean thatunconscious

from now on the unconscious is less unconscious
from it. What happens is that its contents cross over
into the consciousness more easily than before. The
"light" that shines at the end is the lux moderna of

alchemists, the new widening of consciousness, a
further step in the realization of the Anthropos, and
the

every one
deity.53

step
of these steps signifies a rebirth of the

Since Philalethes' parable is typical of the genre, we

shall have frequent occasion to refer back to Jung's

explication.

Jung, in his discussion of the relationship between the

Stone and Christ, points out that the alchemical opus

was sometimes thought of as "a parallel and imitation--

perhaps even a continuation—of the divine work of redemp¬

tion. "60 Alchemy, he says, is "a drama of the human psyche

on the further side of consciousness, showing man as both the

one to be redeemed and the redeemer":
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The first formulation is Christian, the second alchemical.
In the first case man attributes the need of redemption
to himself and leaves the work of redemption, the
actual ... opus, to the autonomous divine figure; in
the latter case man takes upon himself the duty of
carrying out the redeeming opus, and attributes the
state of suffering and consequent need of redemption
to the anima mundi imprisoned in matter.61

The alchemical and the Christian drama are contrasted thus:

The alchemical drama leads from below upwards, from the
darkness of the earth to the winged, spiritual filius
macrocosmi and to the lux moderna; the Christian drama,
on the other hand, represents the descent of the
Kingdom of Heaven to earth. One has the impression of
a mirror-world, as if the God-man coming down from
above—as in the Gnostic legend—were reflected in the
dark waters of the Physis.62

On the distinction between the two concepts of redemption

Jung says:

Whereas the Christian belief is that man is freed from
sin by the redemptory act of Christ, the alchemist
was evidently of the opinion that the "restitution of
the likeness of original and incorrupt nature" had still
to be accomplished by the art, and this can only mean
that Christ's work of redemption was regarded as in¬
complete . 6 3

But in the final analysis it is the negative characteristics

of Mercurius, who constitutes the substance of the lapis

philosophorum, that account for the principal heresy of

alchemy:

doxical, It therefore represents

In comparison with the purity and unity of the Christ
symbol, Mercurius-lapis is ambiguous, dark,

and thoroughly pagan.
a part of the psyche which was certainly not moulded
by Christianity and can on no account be expressed by
the symbol "Christ." On the contrary... in many ways
it points to the devil, who is knovm at times to dis¬
guise himself as an angel of light. The lapis
formulates an aspect of the self which stands
bound to nature and at odds with the Christian spirit.
It represents all those things which have been eliminated
from the Christian model.64
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It should be pointed out, however, that since the

alchemists were formulating by way of paradox intuitive

concepts beyond the grasp of conscious understanding, they

were often unaware of the heretical aspects of what they were

doing. In a way alchemy can be seen as an Ecclesia Spiritu-

alis, owing allegiance to Christ alone, and in some respects

at odds with the doctrine of the Christian church. The

alchemists were, however, experiencing as a personal

reality the archetypes at the basis of Christianity. The

result is that most were fervent and enthusiastic Christians,

at least in their own eyes. Thus, the writer of the "Sophie

Hydrolith" draws his own parallel:

... the practice of this Art enables us to understand,
not merely the marvels of Nature, but the nature of God
Himself, in all its unspeakable glory. It shadows
forth, in a wonderful manner, how man is the image of
the most Holy Trinity, the essence of the Holy Trinity,
and the Oneness of Substances in that Trinity, as well
as the difference of Persons; the Incarnation of the
Second Person of the Holy Trinity, His Nativity, Passion,
Death, and Resurrection; His Exaltation and the Eternal
Happiness won by Him for us men; also our purification
from original sin, in the absence of which purification
all good actions of men would be vain and void—and,
in brief, all the articles of the Christian faith, and
the reason why man must pass through much tribulation
and anguish, and fall a prey to death, before he can
rise again to a new life. All this we see in our Art
as it were in a mirror.... 65

Esoteric alchemy is, therefore, a spiritual discipline

which transforms the personality through a process which

can be described as self-applied psychotherapy. Alchemical

doctrine represents an accurate description, expressed in

abstruse symbolic language, of the structure and dynamics
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of the psyche, and in fact anticipated by centuries the

empirical basis of modern depth psychology:

... the alchemists were fascinated by the soul of
matter, which unknown to them, it had received from
the human psyche by way of projection. For all their
intensive preoccupation with matter as a concrete fact
they followed this psychic trail, which was to lead
them into a region that, to our way of thinking, had
not the remotest connection with chemistry. Their
mental labours consisted in a predominantly intuitive
apprehension of psychic fact, the intellect playing
only the modest role of a famulus. The result of this
curious method of research proved, however, to be
beyond the grasp of any psychology for several centuries
... So, although the alchemists failed to discover the
hidden structure of matter, they discovered that of the
psyche, even if they were scarcely conscious of what
this discovery meant.66

The alchemists were searching for a way to the kingdom of

heaven, but first they had to make themselves worthy, and

this was what the Philosopher's Stone was all about. Al¬

chemy is, therefore, according to one commentator, a pathway

to sainthood

religious, God-fearing;
been, he is henceforth

Those who are so fortunate as to have attained
to the possession of this high inestimable treasure
of the whole world, however evil and vicious they may
previously have been, experience a change of disposition,
and become persons of good act and deportment.... The
most pious Nicholas Flamel affirms that when any one
has perfected the Stone, all that is bad within him is
changed into good; the radix of sin is uprooted; he
becomes liberal, mild, pious,
how bad soever he may have once
ravished by the great grace and mercy which he had
obtained from God, and by the contemplation of the
height and depth of His divine and admirable works.
The illustrious Cosmopolite whose high achievements
are among the glories of Hermetic history also
that the Philosophical Stone is nothing else but a
mirror in which may be perceived the three divisions of
the wisdom of the world. He who possesses it is wise

Aristotle or Avicenna. So also Thomas Norton, the
in his Confession ofEnglish alchemist, ,

Faith, that the Stone of the Philosophers is a help
to its possessor in all his needs, of whatsoever kind
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they may be; it strips him of all vain-glory, and
equally of hope and fear; it annihilates ambition and
the violence or excess of desire; it sweetens and
softens the most severe forms of adversity. God ranks
the Adepts of our art next to the saints of His reli¬
gion. 67

The art is a pathway to sainthood: perhaps this is what

Spenser had in mind in The Faerie Queene, when he described

the spiritual transformation of an uncouth rustic into a

perfected Saint George of England. This possibility we

will explore in Part II of this study, when we approach

Book I of Spenser's poem from the point of view of esoteric

alchemy, which, as we now know, was a psychotherapeutic

discipline.



NOTES

1
The collections of Western alchemy are De Alchemia

(Nuremberg, 1541); Ars Chemica (Strasbourg, 1566); Artis
A-uriferae, 3 vols. (Basel, 1610); Theatrum Chemicum, 6 vols.
(Strasbourg, 1659-61); Elias Ashmole (eb.), Theatrum Chemicum
Britannicum (London, 1652); Musaeum Hermeticum (Frankfurt a.

M. , 1678); Joannes Jacobus Mangetus (ed.). Bibliotheca
Chemica Curiosa (Geneva, 1702), 2 vols. Specifically Greek
texts are collected in Marcellin Berthelot (ed.). Collection
des anciens alchimistes grecs (Paris, 1887-88), 3 vols.
For bibliographical information, see Henry Carrington >Bolton,
A ,'jelecb Bibliocyraphy of Chemistry 1492-1897 (New York, 1966-
67), 3 vols. (the last two volumes are actually "supplements")
Denis I. Duveen, Bibliotheca Alchemia et Chemica (London,
1965); John Ferguson, Bibliotheca Chemica (London, 1954),
2 vols.; Dorothea Waley Singer, Catalogue of Latin and Ver¬
nacular Alchemical MSS, in Great Britain and Ireland dating
from before the 16th Century (Brussels, 1928-31), 3 vols.
See also the bibliographies of George Sarton, Introduction
to the History of Science (Washington, 1927-48), 3 vols. in
5 parts; and Lynn Thorndike, A History of Magic and Experi-
mental Science (New York, 1923-58), 8 vols.

2
The largest collection of books and manuscripts in the

United States is the Mellon Collection of Alchemy and the
Occult at Yale University. Ian MacPhail, its bibliographer,
says that it is "probably the finest collection of alchemical
manuscripts in existence" (Ambix, XIV (1967), 198). For a

description, see Ian MacPhail, A Catalogue of Books and
Manuscripts from the Collection of Paul and Mary Mellon...
(New Haven, 1968), 2 vols. For the moment, however, the
collection is in storage and (according to Professor Dewey
R. Faulkner at Yale) will not be accessible for public per¬
usal until around 1976.

3The standard by which all future editions of alchemical
treatises will be judged is Marie-Louise von Franz's edition
and commentary on Aurora Consurgens, trans. R. F. C. Hull
and A. S. B. Glover (New York, 1966). This is a companion
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work to C. G. Jung's Mysterium Coniunctionis (see fn. 7
belov^. Other important editions are those of Julius Ruska:
Buch der fllaune und Salze (De speciebus salium) (Berlin,
1905); "Die Vision des Arisleus," Georg Sticker Festschrift:
Historische Studien und Skizzen zur Natur- und Heilwissen-
s cha ft (Berlin, 1930); "Studien zu Muhammad ibn Umail, " Isis.
(Bruges), XXIV (1935-36), 310-42; Tabula Smaragdina (Heidel¬
berg, 1926); Turba Philosophorum (Berlin, 1913). The follow¬
ing editions or translations have appeared in Ambix: C. H.
Josten, "Truth's Golden Harrow: an unpublished alchemical
treatise by Robert Fiudd," III (1948-49), 91-150; "A trans¬
lation of John Dee's Monas Hieroglyphica (Antwerp, 1564)
with an introduction and annotations," XII (1964), 84-221;
and F. Sherwood Taylor, "Translation of 'The Visions of
Zosimos'," I (1937-38), 88-92; "Translation of the alchemical
works of Stephanos of Alexandria," Part I,I (1937-3$, 116-
39, Part II,II (1938-46), 38-49. The Musaeum Hermeticum
has been translated into English by Arthur Edward Waite: The
Hermetic Museum, Restored and Enlarged (London, 1893 and
1953) , 2 vols.

^Besides the many works of C. G. Jung (see fn. 7 below),
the reader should consult C. A. Burland, The Arts of the
Alchemists (New York, 1968), especially "The Words of
Power," pp. 155-182; Eugene Canseliet, Alchimie (Montreux,
1964); E. J. Holmyard, Alchemy (Edinburgh, 1957); Jack
Lindsay, The Origins of Alchemy in Graeco-Roman Egypt (New
York, 1970). The following is an older work, but still in¬
dispensable: John Read, Prelude to Chemistry: An Outline of
Alchemy, its Literature and Relationships (New York, 1937).

5For example, Herman Kopp, Die Alchemie in alterer und
neuerer Zeit (Hildesheim, 1962), 2 vols Mircea Eliade, The
Forge and the Crucible (New York, 1962), p. 142, warns that
alchemy is regarded "as an embryon stage of chemistry" by
writers of such classic works as Marcellin Berthelot, La
Chimie au Moyen age (Paris, 1893), 3 vols.; Edmund von Lipp-
mann, Entstehung und Ausbreitung der Alchemie, I (Berlin,
1919), II (Berlin, 1931), III (Weinheim, 1954); Julius Rusk
(see fn. 3 above); F. Sherwood Taylor, The Alchemists (New
York, 1949); John Read (fn. 4 above); and A. Ganzenmüller,
Die Alchemie im Mittelalter (Paderborn, 1938).

f)
Herbert Silberer, Hidden Symbolism of Alchemy and the

Occult Arts, trans. Smith Ely Jelliffe (New York, 1971).
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C. G. Jung, Mysterium Coniunctionis, The Collected
Works of C. G. Jung, Vol. XIV, 2nd ed. (New York, 1970),
was first published (in German) 1955-56; Psychology and
A1chemv, Collected Works, Vol. XII, 2nd ed. rev. (New York,
1968), was first published 1944; "Psychology of the Trans¬
ference," The Practice of Psychotherapy, Collected Works,
Vol. XVI, 2nd ed. rev. (New York, 1966), is a preliminary
study of psychotherapeutic problems in terms of the alchemical
conjunctio, first published 1946; Aion, Collected Works, Vol.
IX, Pt. II, 2nd ed. (New York, 1968), first published 1951,
contains these essays: "The Fish in Alchemy," "The Alchemi¬
cal Interpretation of the Fish," "Background to the Psy¬
chology of Christian Alchemical Symbolism"; Alchemical Stud¬
ies , Collected Works, Vol. XIII (New York, 1967), contains
the remainder of Jung's alchemical studies: "Commentary on
The Secret of the Golden Flower" (1929), "The Visions of
Zosimos" (1938/1954), "Paracelsus as a Spiritual Phenomenon"
(1942), "The Spirit Mercurius" (1943/1954), and "The Philo¬
sophical Tree" (1945/1954). ’

O

Gerard Heym, "Review of Mysterium Coniunctionis,"
Avnbix, VI (1957-58), 51, 47.

^For example, Alexander Wilder, New Platonism and
Alchemy (Albany, N. Y., 1869); and M. A. Atwood, Hermetic
Philosophy and Alchemy (New York, 1960) : a re-issue of The
Suggestive Inquiry Into the Hermetic Mvsterv, published
anonymously in 1850.

#

“^Martin Ruland, A Lexicon of Alchemy (London, 1892),
p. 393.

11Jung, XII, 39-224.

12Jung, XII, 117.

12C. G. Jung, "The Relations Between the Ego and the
Unconscious," Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, The
Collected Works of C. G. Jung, Vol. VII (New York, 1953).

von Franz, "The Process of Individuation," Man
and His Symbols, ed. C. G. Jung (New York, 1971), pp. 159-
162 .

Waite, I, 180 f.
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•^Ruland, p. 435.
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18Jung, XII, 334.

~8Erich Neumann, "Mystical Man," The Mystic Vision,
Papers from the Eranos Yearbooks, Vol. VI (Princeton, 1968),
pp. 380-386.

p 0
Joseph Campbell, Creative Mythology, The Masks of God,

Vol. IV (New York, 1968), pp. 4-8.
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Ernst Cassirer, Mythical Thought, The Philosophy of

Symbolic Forms, Vol. II (New Haven, 1955).

22C. G. Jung, The Archetypes and the Collective Un¬
conscious , The Collected Works of C. G. Jung, Vol. IX, Pt. I
(New York, 1959), p. 7.
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88cf. Richard Wilhelm and C. G. Jung, The Secret of the
Golden Flower, trans. by Cary F. Baynes (London and New York,
1931), rev. ed. 1962. For Jung's commentary, see also Vol.
XIII of the Collected Works.
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35Jung, XIV, 518 f.

36Jung, XIV, 98.

37Jung, XIV, 92-110 (Sol); 110-128 (Sulphur); 129-183
(Luna); 183-257 (Salt).

33Jung, XIV, 10-11, cites Theatrum Chemicum, V, 111.

39Jung, XIV, 210.

49The fullest exposition is to be found in C. G. Jung,
Psychological Types (New York, 1923). Jung, in this theory
of psychological types, has defined the functions by which
the conscious mind takes its bearings as thinking, feeling,
sensation, and intuition. The first two he defines as

rationa1 and the last two as irrational.

^English translation by Steele and Singer, quoted in
Holmyard, p. 95.

42 -rJung, XIV, 96-97, 184-185.

43Jung, XIV, 111.

1

44Jung, IX: 2, 8 f.

43In alchemy we are dealing exclusively with masculine
psychology, but the corresponding archetype in a woman would
be masculine and would be termed the Animus. See Jung, IX:2,
11-22.

46Jung, IX:1, 28 f.

47Jung, XIV, 241.

4i3Quercetanus, Theatrum Chemicum, II, 198 ff., cited in
Jung, XII, 239. The terms are defined in Ruland's Alchemical
Lexicon thus :

CALCINATIO: "When the matter is like snow-white calx, full of
fire and thirst. And this is the Dragon, who drinks up
the water therin. He dies and bursts. This is the
division between body and soul, pale or white and dead.
Then comes the resurrection and the life, through the
Red...." (p. 87).
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SOLUTIO: "The first part of Practical Chemistry, whereby the
bodies of coagulated substances are dissolved and
attenuated. There are several distinct species, but
among artists the term is applied more commonly to one
process. Sometimes each particular species takes the
generic name. Solution is of two kinds: Melting or
Liquation, and Segregation or Separation, otherwise
Calcination and Dissolution" (p. 296).

SEPARATIO ELEMENTORUM: "Much has been said about the Sep¬
aration of the Elements, yet no such thing takes place.
There is simply an alteration which separates the pure
from the impure, as when an Alkol is constructed, and
the pure Essence is preserved. Then the Separation of
the Elements has been accomplished." Cf. SEPARATIO PER
ABSCESSUM: "Separation by Removal is when parts of
diverse nature mutually break away from their conjunc¬
tion, and depart in opposite directions" (p. 291 f.).

CONIUNCTIO: "Conjugium is Copulation, the union of the man
and wife. Some say that there are three kinds of it:
the first of the spirit and the earth, the second of
the ferment and the stone, the third of the medicine
and of the subject. But here we speak at the commence¬
ment, when the red man approaches the white woman by
means of the water. The conjunction is the copulation
of the congealed spirit with the dissolved body, as

Theophrastus states. When the blood of the Red Lion
and the blood of the White Eagle are united, the Red
Lion can become the White Eagle, and be one with it.
The Red Lion becomes white in order that the white may
become red. Secondly, they must be married alive; then
the woman approaches the man; the man renders her fruit¬
ful; then they must be placed in the sealed bed, in order
that the woman may not flee away, and, lastly, into
the bath of the sea-- that is, the black solution of

conception. The matter suffers, the form works itself,
making the matter like it; the matter desires after
the form, as the woman after the man. The commencement
of the union is the calcination; then the Mercury
calcines and iriturates the bodies; coition takes place
when the matter begins to become white; then the
feminine seed coagulates; and there arises from both a
third substance. Then this loses its individuality,
and commences anew." (p. 112 f.)

PUTREFACTIO: "Dissolution of a Composite Substance by
Putrefaction or Heated Moisture. It is necessary
for the humidity to overcome the dryness by the
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agency of external heat When this is done, the heat
being akin to its moist substance, is separated from
the component parts, preserves its homogeneous nature
and solidifies apart....

"Putrefaction is the Dissolution of Component
Parts, which have opened out under the dissolving
power of a moist heat. It is the key to the most
brilliant alchemical operation It separates not so
much the elements as the celestial essences from their

elementary composition Accordingly in such
we must be on our guard against a complete dissolution,*
using only one that shall be enough to permit the escape
of the essences. Hence it becomes plain that in Com¬
posite Substances, unusually removed from elemental
simplicity, there is something internal besides the
element, and this something is regarded as incumbustible
By a natural putrefaction it produces a new substance
and solidifies This kind of dissolution is twofold—

putrefaction and dissolution by medicine.
"There is another kind of putrefaction which oc¬

cupies a middle place between corrosive calcination
and putrefaction. It is called Dry and Philosophical
Putrefaction. Some, not without reason, name it Sub¬
limation of Elements, Cooking, and Solution. It takes
place in the dry water of the philosophers, or very
sharp vinegar, and belongs only to the Sun and Moon.

"Putrefaction is a Digestion, dissolving the
Substance of the matter by the application of external
heat. It is the property of putrefaction to destroy
the old, original nature of the thing, and to introduce
a new nature. It has imes the same result as a

second generation Corrosive spirits become sweet and
mild thereby, and all colours are changed into others.
The pure is separated from the impure--the latter
sinking to the bottom. But the matter must be placed
in the vessel, and the vessel must be put into dung, the
heat of the dung being sustained for a fixed period. It
is preferable, however, for the vessel to be put into a
bath of dew." (p.255).

COAGULATIO: "Coagulation is the Condensation from a tenuous
and fluid consistency of things of the same nature, and
their reduction into a solid state. Thus those sub¬
stances which have been attenuated by an aqueous,
aerial, or fiery resolution, are hereby reduced into
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a homogeneous body. And this coagulation is co-ordinated
by many other operations--devaporation, exaltation, sub¬
limation, distillation, etc. It is performed in two
ways: by Segregation and Comprehension. And it is
either cold or hot." (p. 107).

CIBATIO: "Corporation" (p. 102).
SUBLIMATIO "Sublimation is of two kinds--one is effected

by means of Distance, the other by means of Surface.
Sublimation does not alwayd denote an ascension, but
also a process by which substances become more precious,
splendid, and excellent—yet it is true that the vapour
ascends. Sublimation means improvement of quality and
virtue, as when Sol is made out of Luna, and is called
that which is elevated, that which is above on the
heights; but that which is improved may be the highest
or the lowest, for they are one

II (p. 303)
FERMENTATIO "The Exaltation of a Matter into its essential

part by means of a ferment which penetrates the entire
mass, and operates therein in a peculiar manner, acting
immediately on the spiritual nature....

"...By ferment the philosophers understand a true
body and a true matter, which, united to its proper

Mercury, converts it into the nature thereof. Some will
have that the stone itself is the ferment of a perfect
body. For when the stone is so subtle, as the philos¬
ophers term it, that when it is projected over an im¬
perfect body it floats after the manner of an oil,
without combining therewith, we need some other body,
which still retains traces of its former affinity there¬
with, which shall receive and introduce it into other
bodies." (p. 144).

EXALTATIO: "Same as Sublimation" (p. 138).
AUGMENTATIO: Not defined in Ruland.
PROJECTIO: "The exaltation of a substance by a Projecting

Medicine—which is projected over the matter to be
transformed, by a sudden egression. It corresponds to
the process of fermentation, which changes a matter
substantially by acting within it. It differs from it,
however, in that it is not effected by means of a slow
digestion, whereby the different parts undergo altera¬
tion and mixture; it is, on the contrary, performed
by a violent interpenetration, which transforms at the
moment of ingression. Moreover, the Medicine is not
called a Ferment, but a Tincture." (p. 263).
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CHAPTER III

SPENSER AND THE ESOTERIC TRADITION

We have seen that recent trends in scholarship pro¬

vide justification for regarding The Faerie Queene as an

esoteric or magical poem requiring a "specifically Renais¬

sance understanding of the mysteries"; that the mysteries

involved an exalted type of Renaissance magic that acaieved

its results by means of what we today would call psycho¬

therapy; that it is in the realm of Renaissance magic

rather than what some critics have mistakenly termed "Eliza¬

bethan psychology" that the probable basis for Spenser's

strikingly modern grasp of the psychology of the unconscious

must be sought; and finally that the mystery tradition is

best represented by esoteric alchemy, which contains what is

by modern standards the most accurate and comprehensive for¬

mulation of the psychology of the unconscious. The task of

the present chapter is to explore the implications of the

esoteric tradition in the context of the Elizabethan cultural

milieu, especially as it impinges on Edmund Spenser through

such friends and acquaintances as Sidney, Dyer, Raleigh, Dee

and Bruno. Perhaps in this way we can gain a clearer under¬

standing of the intellectual climate which made it possible

for Spenser to write a poem like The Faerie Queene.

67
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Out of the surge of creative energy which characterizes

the Renaissance there emerges a theme which will be of great

concern in the present study: it is the idea of human per¬

fectibility. Indeed, the esoteric tradition is inseparable

from this idea, for it offered the means whereby this goal

could be attained. The statement best epitomizing this at¬

titude is found in the Asclepius, also called The Perfect

Sermon, which is contained in the Corpus Hermeticum trans¬

lated into Latin by Ficino in 1463. Here Hermes Trismegis-

tus, Tat, Ammon, and Asclepius enter God's sanctuary:

...the place was made holy by the pious awe of the
four men, and was filled with God's presence. And
the hearers listened in fitting silence, and with
heart and soul each of them hung on the words in
reverence, as through the lips of Hermes the divine
Eros thus began to speak.1

Hermes has constellated the archetype of the teacher or pro¬

phet, and the words of divine wisdom flow through him from

the collective unconscious thus:

It is like a torrent plunging downward with headlong
rush, so that in its swiftness it outstrips the man
who strives to follow it, and leaves behind not only
the hearers, but even the teacher himself.2

This is the definition of man which was more widely quoted

in the Renaissance than any other:

Man is a marvel then, Asclepius; honour and
reverence to such a being! Man takes on him the
attributes of a god, as though he were himself a god;
he is familiar with the daemonkind, for he comes to
know that he is sprung from the same source as they;
and strong in the assurance of that in him which is
divine, he scorns the merely human part of his own
nature. How far more happily blended are the pro¬
perties of man than those of other beings! He is
linked to the gods, inasmuch as there is in him a
divinity akin to theirs; he scorns that part of his
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own being which makes him a thing of earth; and all
else with which he finds himself connected by heaven's
ordering, he binds to himself by the tie of his af¬
fection. He raises reverent eyes to heaven above;
he tends the earth below. Blest in his intermediate
station, he is so placed that he loves all below him,
and is loved by all above him. He has access to all;
he descends to the depths of the sea by the keenness
of his thought; and heaven is not found too high for
him, for he measures it by his sagacity, as though it
were within his reach. With his quick wit he pene¬
trates the elements; air cannot blind his mental vi¬
sion with its thickest darkness; dense earth cannot
impede his work; the deepest water cannot blur his
downward gaze. Man is all things; man is everywhere.3

The "divinity" which man possesses is, as we would say, the

unconscious. The unconscious is seen as the means by which

the personality becomes spiritualized. The greater portion

of esoteric doctrine does, as a matter of fact, concern it¬

self with the phenomenon of the interaction between con¬

scious and unconscious functions of the psyche. This is the

"divine mystery" over which the "veil of secrecy" must be

spread. Seen in this way, Hermes' words make a great deal

of sense:

...our thought attains by mental effort to the kind
of knowledge which corresponds to the character of
the cosmic mind; and having come to know cosmic
things, it furthermore attains to a knowledge of
eternity and the supracosmic gods. And thus it comes
to pass that we men see, as through dark mist, the
things of heaven, so far as this is compatible with
the conditions of the human mind. Our powers, when
we aspire to the sight of things so high, are limited
by narrow bounds; but great is man's happiness when
he has seen that vision. You see, Asclepius, how
lowly is our station, and how lofty are the things of
which we treat; but to thee, 0 God supreme, I give my
thanks, that thou hast shed on me the light whereby I
see that which is divine. And you, Tat and Asclepius
and Ammon, I bid you keep these divine mysteries hidden
in your hearts, and cover them with the veil of silence.4
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Another book from the Corpus Hermeticum which, like the

Asclepius, helps define the Renaissance concept of man is

The Poimandres of Hermes Trismegistus. It is significant

that this is a dream-vision: Hermes' "bodily senses had been

put under restraint by sleep" and he sees Poimandres, "a

Being of vast and boundless magnitude," who is a personifi¬

cation of the unconscious. Hermes tells Poimandres that he

"would fain learn... the things that are, and understand

their nature, and get knowledge of God." Poimandres replies

that "I know what you wish, for indeed I am with you every-

where," and offers to teach the dreamer what he wishes to

learn. What follows is a dramatic description of the logos

rising out of the "archetypal form" prior to the Creation

of the World. It is presented as a psychic event:

When he had thus spoken, forthwith all things
changed in aspect before me, and were opened out in
a moment. And I beheld a boundless view; all was
changed into light, a mild and joyous light; and I
marvelled when I saw it. And in a little while,
there had come to be in one part a downward-tending
darkness/ terrible and grim.... And thereafter I saw
the darkness changing into a watery substance, which
was unspeakably tossed about, and gave forth smoke as
from fire; and I heard it making an indescribable
sound of lamentation; for there was sent forth from
it an inarticulate cry. But from the Light there
came forth a holy Word, which took its stand upon the
watery substance; and methought this Word was the
voice of the Light.

And Poimandres spoke for me to hear, and said to
me. 'Do you understand the meaning of what you have
seen?' 'Tell me its meaning,' I said, 'and I shall
know.' 'That Light,' he said, 'is I, even Mind, the
first God, who was before the watery substance which
appeared out of the darkness; and the Word which came
forth from the Light is son of God.' 'How so?' said
I. 'Learn my meaning,' said he, 'by looking at what
you yourself have in you; for in you too, the word is
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son, and the mind is father of the word. They are
separate one from the other; for life is the union of
word and mind.' Said I, 'For this I thank you.'

'Now fix your thought upon the Light,' he said,
'and learn to know it.' And when he had thus spoken he
gazed long upon me, eye to eye, so that I trembled at
his aspect. And when I raised my head again, I saw in
my mind that the Light consisted of innumerable Powers,
and had come to be an ordered world, but a world with¬
out bounds. This I perceived in thought, seeing it by
reason of the word which Poimandres had spoken to me.
And when I was amazed, he spoke again, and said to me,
'You have seen in your mind the archetypal form, which
is prior to the beginning of things, and is limitless.'
Thus spoke Poimandres to me.5

Poimandres' admonition to learn "by looking at what you your¬

self have in you" is the very formula by which man can realize

the full extent of his divine nature. In this context, to

be less than divine is to be less than a man. The most em¬

phatic affirmation of man's divinity in the entire Corpus

Hermeticum is found in Libellus X of the Poimandres;

Nay, if we are to speak the truth without fear, he who
is indeed a man is even above the gods of heaven, or
at any rate he equals them in power. None of the gods
of heaven will ever quit heaven, and pass its boundary,
and come down to earth; but man ascends even to heaven,
and measures it; and what is more than all beside, he
mounts to heaven without quitting the earth; to so
vast a distance can he put forth his power. We must
not shrink then from saying that a man on earth is a
mortal god, and that a god in heaven is an immortal
man. 6

The "divine man" which the Hermetic writings celebrate

is, of course, not the ordinary man, but the magus, the

perfected man, what the alchemists refer to as their filius

philosophorum or the "philosophical gold," the superman whose

magical powers are themselves the result of a conscious

application of some form of subjective magic. It must be

emphasized, however, that the magus was self-made only to the
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point of having made himself a fit vehicle for "divinity":

he must, in the final analysis, look to God and divine grace

for the ultimate perfection of his powers:

All the power, all the glory of man as magus rested...
on this assistance from God. Without such aid, man
had neither power nor glory. Natural, profane man, the
man who depended on his own powers, his own reason,
and his own sciences, was powerless and inglorious.7

The "powerless and inglorious" natural man is one who has not

experienced the unconscious. It was the purpose of esoteric

doctrine to initiate the chosen individual to an awareness

of the reality of the part of the psyche which lies beyond

the ego: this doctrine and its effects constituted the Ren¬

aissance concept of the "mysteries." The main reason for

our interest in the Renaissance mysteries is, as Edgar Wind

has pointed out, because of "the splendour of their ex¬

pression in Renaissance art." We are concerned, he says,

with works which "were designed for initiates; hence they

require an initiation."8 This initiation, which has as its

goal the creation of the magus, is implicit in the symbolism

of some of the most characteristic art of the Renaissance.

If we would truly understand the implications of

Spenser's remark that The Faerie Queene is "a matter of just

memory," we must, in effect, undergo this initiation our¬

selves. Spenser's "memory" is none other than the col¬

lective memory of mankind: it is, as we would say, the

collective unconscious. The purpose of the occult memory

systems which were designed in the Renaissance by Hermetic

philosophers such as Giordano Bruno was not only to penetrate
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into the collective unconscious, but also to organize it.

Thus Miss Yates describes Bruno's system as "introducing us

to the core of the creative act, the inner act which precedes

the outer expression."9 it is a kind of Hermetism designed

to generate sublime works of art, which in turn will provide

the magic necessary for the creation of the magus:

If man's mens is divine, then the divine organization
of the universe is within it, and an art which repro¬
duces the divine organization in memory will tap the
powers of the cosmos, which are in man himself.

When the contents of memory are unified there will
begin to appear within the psyche (so this Hermetic
memory artist believes) the vision of the One beyond
the multiplicity of appearances.10

Though the system is very complicated, we can gain some idea

of the procedure from Miss Yates' analysis:

Bruno believes that if he can make a system which
gets inside the astrological system, which
the permutations and combinations of the changing
planets to the zodiac and their influences on the
horoscopal houses, he will be tapping the mechanisms
of nature to organize the psyche.... If we drop the
word 'magical' and think of the efforts of an occult
memory artist as directed towards drawing out of the
psyche combinations of 'archetypal' images we come
within range of some major trends of modern psycho¬
logical thought.... Through the magic of his
typal memory images he sees the groupings of
as bound together with magical and associative links
.... The magic of magic images could be i
in the Renaissance as an artistic magic; the image
became endued with aesthetic power through being en¬
dowed with perfect proportions.il

nature

Bruno's practical magic... consists in drawing
spirits or demons through "links."... One way of
linking... is through the imagination, and this was
Bruno's chief magical method, the conditioning of the
imagination or the memory to receive the demonic in¬
fluences through images or other magical signs stamped
on memory. In the De Magia, Bruno relates his magical
psychology of the imagination to the terminology of
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normal faculty psychology which, however, he trans¬
forms by making the imagination, and more particularly
the magically animated or excited imagination, when
joined to the cogitative power, the source of psychic
energy. This magically animated imagination is "the
sole gate to all internal affections and the link of
links." Bruno's language is excited and obscure as
he expounds this, to him, central mystery, the con¬
ditioning of the imagination in such a way as to draw
into the personality spiritual or demonic forces which
will unlock its inner powers. This was what he was
always trying to do with the magic memory-systems,
and the object was, as is quite clear from the con¬
cluding pages of De Magia, to achieve the personality
and powers of a great Magus or religious leader.

...Giordano Bruno is the direct and logical re¬
sult of the Renaissance glorification of Man as the
great Miracle, man who is divine in his origin and can
again become divine, with divine Powers residing in
him. He is, in short, the result of the Renaissance
Hermetism. If man can obtain such powers through
Hermetic experiences, why should not this have been the
way in which Christ obtained his powers?12

It becomes clear, therefore, that poetry conceived in the

context of the mysteries has a purpose beyond itself: it can

be regarded as a species of divine revelation, as actual

means of attaining "salvation." The point of Mr. Murrin's

fine book is that "allegory originates in divine inspira¬

tion, in superhuman vision, and has as its end the same ex¬

perience for other people."13 Paraphrasing Sallustius,

Iamblichus, and others, Mr. Murrin states the ancient view

of allegorial or mythic language thus:

Since the gods surpass man in power and wisdom, the
myth must represent both what man can say about them
and what he cannot say. It must include both the
obvious and the obscure. All the inspired poets, the
greatest philosophers, and the founders of religious
observances employed the dark speech which the gods
themselves used when they spoke to man through
oracles.... Obscurity or depth signifies the presence
of the gods and likewise demonstrates that the poet
or myth-maker participates in divinity. Like the
prophet, he justifies his noncommunication with the
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people by the divinity which inspires him. The gods,
not the people, exercise the real control over alle¬
gory; they themselves determine its nature.14

This is another way of saying that the allegory associated

with myth is an autonomous creation of the unconscious rather

than a product of conscious invention: the poet discovers

the poetry in his unconscious and communicates it to the

There is no reason to imagine that he himself need

have any clearer understanding of the meaning of the alle¬

gory than those to whom he presents it. The inspired words

come already covered by the veil of allegory; this is the

nature of the "dark speech" of the gods. The only thing

that the poet can consciously conceal from the uninitiated

is the source from which the inspiration came to him in the

first place. If we consider that the chief criterion by

which the Renaissance as well as antiquity distinguished be¬

tween "true" and false" poetry is the extent to which it was

discovered rather than invented, then the endless debates

concerning the "poet" versus the "pseudopoet" will begin to

make sense. Mr. Murrin expresses the distinction thus:

The poet stirs the memories of his audience to recall
their true nature and their lost home, and he can evoke
this reminiscence because he has already experienced it
himself; that is, memory is still both an efficient and
a final cause of his art. The poet heard through the
cracks and fissures of his bodily prison images of
the celestial music he had known long ago, before his
mind descended into matter; and, wishing to see the
old vision again, he tried to fly back home but found
he could not. Failing to actualize the past, he imita¬
ted the music of his vision, to communicate it to
others, and created a discourse made up of images
designed to engrave the delphic senses of the mind.
Allegorical poetry, then, memorializes the poet's
vision, while it signifies the poet's failure
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to escape from matter. What the poet awakes in his
audience is the same vision he and everyone else once
had. Again the memorial act is communal.

The pseudopoet weaves his allegorical web out of
his own mind, for he has not recalled the ancient
vision. He thus produces empty poetry, without depth;
he stirs no one's memories.... True poetry combines
sophia and techne, wisdom and art; false poetry has
only techne, images without vision, art without inspi¬
ration. It is not the child of Mnemosyne.

True allegory is inseparable from the esoteric tradition, be¬

cause it is the means by which that tradition is expres¬

sed.-*-^ It is therefore a fundamental error to approach a

poem like The Faerie Queene other than as the combination

of sophia and techne. To the reader who could truly attain

a "Renaissance understanding of the mysteries," Spenser's

poem would be seen as a sublime creation to which the proper

response would be wonder and astonishment;

...we must try to experience within ourselves some¬
thing of the excitement which allegorical rhetoric
could give to the ancient world and to the Renaissance.
It was not a process of mere interpretation, such as we
practice in our schools today; it was a revelation.
Who can say what it must have been like to discover
through story one's own nature, the universe, and the
invisible powers?-*-^
The diffusion of Hermetic texts in the Renaissance was

so widespread-^ that the majority of those in the Court of

Queen Elizabeth could be expected not only to have sufficient

familiarity with esoteric doctrine to appreciate a poem

such as The Faerie Queene, but actually to have been "initia¬

ted" into the "mysteries." This is especially true of the

Queen herself. In 1564 she summoned John Dee, whom Miss

Yates describes as having "to the full the dignity, the sense
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of operational power, of the Renaissance Magus," and for

whom alchemy was "one of his main interests,"19 to Court

to instruct her in the hidden meaning of an alchemical

treatise, Monas Hieroglyphica, which he had dedicated to

the Emperor Maximillian II. Dee describes it thus:

...her Majestie very gratiously vouchsafed to account
her self my scholar... & said whereas I had praefixed
in the forefront of that book: Qui non intelligit,
aut taceat, aut discat: if I would disclose unto her
the secrets of the boke she would Et discere &

Whereuppon her Majesty had a little perusal of the
same with me; and then in most heroicall & princely
wise did comfort me & encourage me in my studyes
phiiosophicall and Mathematicall &c.2^

Thomas Charnock, the author of a major alchemical work en¬

titled Breviary of Naturall Philosophy, was also aware of

the Queen's interests, for in 1566 he dedicated an alchemi¬

cal treatise to Elizabeth entitled A Booke of Philosophie,

of which a copy was handed to Lord Burghley, who had it

placed in the Queen's library.21 f. Sherwood Taylor has

collected considerable correspondence between Andrew Paschal

and John Aubry concerning this event and other activities

of Charnock, so it is clear that while Thomas Charnock had

no connection with the Court, he was a person of consider¬

able interest.22 Dee, however, had access to the inner

circles: though his position at Court was not official,

he was under the protection of both the Queen and Lei¬

cester,22 and he was considered the Queen's "astrologer in

chief.According to Miss Yates, "no more complete
2 5mirror of the Elizabethan age could be found than John Dee."
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We learn from Moffet that he was also the tutor of Sir

Philip Sidney:

...as a young man precisely excellent and inspired
with true religion, he feared lest, too receptive to
the fables of soothsayers, he might in rashness di¬
minish the Divine Majesty (always held in reverence)
and tie down Divine Providence (everywhere and always
disposer of all things) to particular modes and means.
Yet, not satisfied with the judgment and reach of com¬
mon sense, with his eye passing to and fro through all
nature, [Sidney] pressed into the innermost penetralia
of causes; and by that token, led by God, with Dee as
teacher, and with Dyer as companion, he learned chemi¬
stry [italics mine], that starry science, rival to
nature.26

This description gives us an acute glimpse of what it was

like to be "initiated into the mysteries" in Elizabethan

England. We can imagine that Sidney and Dyer were very much

concerned with the moral and religious implications in¬

volved in the assumption of the powers and prerogatives of

the Renaissance magus. We must not forget that in the six¬

teenth century the legend of the arch-magician Faust was

taken seriously. Sidney's alchemical activities were appar¬

ently contagious, for even his sister, Mary Herbert, Countess

of Pembroke, was involved. Aubrey states the matter thus:

In her time Wilton house was like a College, there
were so many learned and ingenióse persons. She was
the greatest patronesse of witt and learning of any

She
lady in her time. She was a great chymist and spent
yearly a great deal m that study [italics mine].
kept for her laborator in the house Adrian Gilbert
(vulgarly called Dr. Gilbert), halfe brother to Sir
Walter Raleigh, who was a great chymist in those days
.... Also one... Boston, a good chymist, a Salisbury
man borne, who did undoe himself by studying the
philosopher's stone, and she would have kept him but
he would have all the gold to himselfe and so dyed I
think in a

At Wilton is a good library... which was
in this learned ladie's time. '
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From all accounts, alchemy seems to have been a constant

preoccupation for Sir Walter Raleigh, especially on his sea

voyages:

Sir Walter Raleigh was a great chymist; and amongst
some Mss. receipts, I have seen some secrets from
him. He studyed most in his sea-voyages, where he
carried always a trunke of bookes along with him, and
had nothing to divert him.^S

Raleigh's books were with him even during his confinement in

the Tower of London during the reign of James I. Scholar¬

ship has confirmed that the collection included works on

alchemy and the occult. A laboratory was set up for him

there, and, along with a fellow political prisoner, Henry

Percy, ninth Earl of Northumberland, known as the "Wizard

Earl," and a trio of frequent visitors--Walter Warner,

Thomas Hariot, and Robert Hues—who were known as the "Three

Magi," he was engaged in various experiments.29 p. m.

Rattansi has investigated the influence which Raleigh's

interest in alchemy and natural magic exerted on the History

of the World, which he composed during his incarceration.30
The finest collection of books and manuscripts in

Elizabethan England was, significantly enough, that owned

by John Dee. An eminent historian of science, Francis R.

Johnson, who emphasizes the strictly scientific rather than

the occult, describes the significance of Dee's library

thus:

During the third quarter of the century, John Dee
and his friends and pupils constituted the scientific
academy of England. Through Dee's intimate acquaint¬
ance and correspondence with all the most eminent
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scientists on the Continent, the English group was
kept in constant touch with all the latest ideas and
discoveries originiating abroad. Dee's unheeded plea
to Queen Mary that the ancient books and manuscripts
dispersed with the destruction of the monasteries be
recovered, in order to found therewith a great Nation¬
al Library, is well known. When he perceived that
nothing was going to come of this suggestion, he set
about forming his own library of scientific books and
manuscripts, which, by 1583, had grown to over four
thousand volumes. It was undoubtedly the greatest
scientific library in England, and probably not sur¬
passed in Europe, for Dee not only had collected a
vast store of important medieval manuscripts on
science (which he could get the more readily because
they were little valued by the plunderers of the
monastic houses), but he had also seen to it that all
the lastest printed works on the mathematical sciences
should be found on his shelves.

This great library was always at the disposal of
Dee's fellow scientists among his friends and pupils.
If one believes that the first essential and the true
center of any university is its library, Dee's circle
might truly be termed the scientific university of
England during the period from about 1560 to 1583.^1

To which must be added Miss Yates' comment:

r it is

rather than towards

The whole Renaissance is in this library. Or
the Renaissance as interpreted by Ficino

and Pico della Mirándola, with its slant towards
philosophy, science, and magic,
purely grammarian humanist studies. It is a
sanee without doctrinal ferocity, either Reformation
or Counter Reformation, but with very strong mystical
and magical leanings, a Renaissance which prefers to
read of the hierarchies of angels with Pseudo-Diony¬
sius (well represented in the library) rather than the
works of Calvin. And it is a Renaissance situated in
England, with its characteristic development of popular
science with a strong practical bent, with an outlook
towards navigation and the sea, and new lands beyond
the sea, a Renaissance which includes in its historical
studies the British History of Geoffrey of Monmouth

in the library) and the chronicles of
England, a Renaissance which values poetry, ancient
and modern, Greek and Latin, Italian and French. ...one
wonders whether the major Elizabethan poets may not all

used this library.32have

Dee's biographer, Charlotte Fell-Smith, emphasizes that this

collection was "particularly rich in manuscripts of the early
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and mediaeval writers upon alchemy and the philosopher's

stone: Hermes Trismegistus, Geber, Albertus Magnus, John

Sacrobosco, Raymond Lully, Philip Alstade, and Arnold de

Villa Nova."^ Many of the authors whose influence can be

traced in the Hermetism of The Faerie Queene were repre¬

sented in this library.

From 1583 to 1585 the magus Giordano Bruno was in

England to introduce a species of "magical Hermetism" which,

as Miss Yates has shown, "offered to sub-Catholics, discon¬

tented intelligentsia, and others secretly dissatisfied in

Elizabethan society, a new outlet, quite independent of the

hated Spanish Catholicism, for their secret yearnings34
Dorothea Waley Singer has speculated that Bruno's London

circle must have included at least the following literary

figures: Sir Philip Sidney, Sir Fulke Greville, Sir Walter

Raleigh, Sir Thomas Sackville, Sir Edward Dyer, Sir William

Temple, John Florio, George Chapman, Samuel Daniel, Richard

Carew, Gabriel Harvey, and Edmund Spenser.35 Bruno's most

intimate relationship was, of course, with Sidney, to whom

he dedicated two works: Spaccio della Bestia Trionfante

(1584) and De gli Eroici Furori (1585)."^ Miss Yates has

shown that both works have a similar purpose:

...the religious experiences of the Eroici furori

...aim at... the Hermetic gnosis; this is the mystical
love poetry of the Magus man, who... is in process of
again becoming divine, with divine powers.37

[In the Spaccio] in the dedication to Sidney, Bruno ex¬
plains that the gods represent "the virtues and powers
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of the soul," and that, since "in every man...there
is a world, a universe," the reform of the heavens
is the reform, or the production, of a personality....
the reform begins in the minds of the gods themselves
in the intellectual heaven" within them, to "drive from
the heaven of their minds" the bad qualities and replace
them with good qualities. It is this interior reform
of the gods themselves which is reflected all round the
vault of heaven as the virtues rise to replace the
vices in the forty-eight constellations. It is thus a
personality which is being formed in the Spaccio, a
personality whose powers are being formed into a suc¬
cessful whole.58

Bruno seems to have seen Elizabethan society as divided into

two factions: those initiated into the mysteries, and those

not. The latter were represented by the Oxford "pedants,"

with whom Bruno was engaged in controversy almost immedi¬

ately upon his arrival in England.39 with the former he

found himself very much at home, for this was the "cult" of

Queen Elizabeth.^® Thomas Dekker, in the prologue to Old

Fortunatus, describes it thus:

Are you then travelling to the temple of Eliza?
feeble limbs travel-Even to her temple are my

Some call her Pandora: some Gloriana: someling.
Cynthia: some Belphoebe: some Astraea: all
names to express several loves:
but one celestial body,
create but one soul.

I am of her own country, and we adore her by the
name of Eliza.41

by the s
all those names make

as all those loves meet to

And Bruno, who, it would appear, was quickly accepted into

the innermost recesses of the temple of Eliza, paid his re¬

spects also:

Where will you find one of the masculine gender who
is the superior, or the equal, of this divine Eliza¬
beth ("diva Elizabetta") who reigns in England and
whom Heaven has so endowed and favoured, so firmly
maintained in her seat, that others strive in vain to
displace her with their words and actions? None in all
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her realm is more worthy than this lady herself;
amongst the nobles, none is more heroic than she,
amongst doctors, none more learned, amongst coun¬
sellors none have a wiser head.42

Miss Yates, in her essay "Queen Elizabeth as Astraea," has

investigated the cult of Elizabeth, and shown that "in the

minds of certain poets the Cynthian cult appears to take on

some kind of esoteric philosophical •■4 3 An

inkling of the particular kind of esoteric significance may

perhaps be obtained from the following poem from Sir John

Davies of Hereford's Hymnes to Astraea;

E arly before the day doth spring
L et us awake my Muse, and sing;
I t is no time to slumber,
S o many joyes this time doth bring,
A s Time will faile to number

B ut whereto shall we bend our layes?
E uen vp to Heauen, againe to raise
T he Mayd, which thence descended;
A nd all the world amended.

R udenesse it selfe she doth refine,
E uen like an Alchymist diuine;
G rosse times of yron turning
I nto the purest forme of gold;
N ot to corrupt, till heauen waxe old,
A nd be refined with burning.44

This allusion to the "Alchymist diuine" is possibly more

significant than previous commentators have realized. Cer¬

tainly the mysteries surrounding the cult of Astraea were

Hermetic. It is probably also true, as Miss Yates believes,

that Bruno's Eroici furori was "bound up with the Eliza¬

bethan cult in most curious and subtle ways," and, indeed,

that the "magical Hermetism" which Bruno practiced may have

significantly contributed to the imagery of the poetry which
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celebrated the cult.45

Connected with the cult of Elizabeth was an annual event

which seems to have influenced both Sidney's Arcadia as well

as Spenser's The Faerie Queene: this was the tilt which was

held on the anniversaries of Elizabeth's accession to the

throne.46 e. K. Chambers considers that it was in the pagean¬

try associated with the Accession Day Tilt that was held at

Woodstock in 1575 that the Fairy Queen first entered liter¬

ature. 47 Miss Yates has shown that included in the entertain¬

ment was a tale "rumoured to contain important secret mean-

ings."48 Some years later, at the Ditchley Entertainment in

1592, the banquet was held "in a bower full of enchanted

pictures which many curiously examined and tried to construe,"

and the Entertainment was written in a "curiously vague and

riddling style" which makes "precise interpretations...

difficult."49 The various Accession Day celebrations provide

an annual occasion identical to that described by Spenser in

the letter to Raleigh which was appended to The Faerie Queene:

It will be remembered that Spenser himself derives the
genesis of his poem from the Fairy Queen's "annual feast"
at which a "clownish young man" presented a petition
to the Queen. With its philosophy of mutability, its
clownishly clad knight going to the Queen's annual feast,
its Protestant moral, this speech [at the Woodstock En¬
tertainment] seems to be using the same kind of
vocabulary as Spenser.50

Miss Yates would look to Bruno's Hermetism for a key to the

imagery associated with these occasions:

In the fifth dialogue of Bruno's Eroici furori...
the heroic enthusiasts come in bearing shields on
which are imprese with mottoes, for all the world like
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knights at an Accession Day Tilt. If one wishes to
study the abstruse philosophical meanings which could
be drawn out of such impresa shields one cannot do
better than read what Bruno has to say At the be¬

ginning of this work, there is an address to the
ladies of England and to the one great
among
hardly

them as a sun amidst the
an exaggeration to say

stars;
that the

Diana who
that it

shield-bearing
philosophic enthusiasts are to be fancied as display¬
ing the travail of their souls before Queen Elizabeth
and the ladies of her court—as it were tilting
the prize of illumination by the highest divine light.
And at the end of the Eroici furori, nine blind men

their sight and become nine illuminati when
thethey arrive under

Isles and
sky

into the presence of
of the British
the lovely nymphscome

of Father Thames, one of whom--the greatest among
them—opens an urn and the divine splendour is re¬
vealed. 51

The "prize of illumination by the highest divine light" is,

of course, precisely what Spenser's Faerie Queene is all

about. Also significant is the likelihood that Sir Philip

Sidney had a central involvement in these events as Phili-

sides, the Shepherd Knight. Miss Yates has pointed out

that the plan for the Accession Day Tilts was that "their

imagery should build up, in terms of chivalrous romance,

the political and theological position of Protestant Eng¬

land." Referring specifically to the 1581 tilt, her sur¬

mise is that Sidney's "rather sensational appearance at it

...may have been a factor in the making of the Sidney le-

gend--a legend which is woven into the legend of the Ac¬

cession Day Tilts."52

The relationship between the "Sidney legend" and Spen¬

ser's Faerie Queene seems self-evident. John Buxton has

suggested that Sidney is the model for the "gentleman or
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noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline" which

Spenser's poem seeks to fashion.53 We have seen that the

goal of the esoteric tradition is to create just such an

individual. The fact has been established that alchemy and

Hermetism were passionately pursued by Sidney and his close

friends. Spenser's relationship to Sidney, Dyer, Raleigh,

Leicester and others is well known.54 it seems fairly cer¬

tain that it was Sidney who set Spenser to the task of

writing The Faerie Queene in the first place.^5 We know

from a letter of Spenser's to Gabriel Harvey that the poem

was underway as early as April 1580,which was when Sid¬

ney's influence on Spenser was at its peak. If, as Miss

Yates has suggested, there were those in Sidney's circle

who might have regarded Bruno's Spaccio "as a blinding re¬

velation of an imminent universal Hermetic religious and

moral reform, presented in the splended imagery of some

great Renaissance work of art, painted and sculptured with¬

in by the memory artist,"57 is it not possible that Spen¬

ser's Faerie Queene might have been intended as the ful¬

fillment of this "revelation"? Certainly in the sixteenth

century it would have been common enough to suspect such a

work as embodying alchemical forms of thought.58 As with

all types of Renaissance magic, at least some knowledge of

alchemy was universal among educated people. 59 To those

for whom The Faerie Queene was written, the elite in the

inner circles of the Court of Queen Elizabeth, esoteric
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alchemy would have been regarded as a mystical or, as we

would say, psychotherapeutic discipline; and I suspect that

such readers might have considered that an epic poem by a

philosophical poet in the tradition of Chaucer might indeed

require an alchemical interpretation.^ Arnold de Villa

Nova, one of Dee's favorite authors, has stated that "only

he who can create the stone of the philosophers understands

the words about the stone"we must remember that, like¬

wise, The Faerie Queene would have been a "magical poem"

only for those who could find a way to understand the

allegory.
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In a work which was much admired in the Renaissance,

Barnabe Googe's translation of Marcellus Palingenius' The
Zodiake of Life, there is a description of the Philosopher's
Stone, as well as a veiled account of the opus:

Therefore the olde PHILOSOPHERS by fine inuention
found,

A CERTAINE STONE, that where they went or traueiled
any grounde,

Provided them of needfull thinges, and neuer would
decay.

By aide wherof, full many landes and counties farre
away,

Thy might behould, and alwaies learne of many sundry
arts.

And thus of olde the Gods aboue, besought with humble
hearts,

The sacrifice on altar slaine before he was the trade
To MERCURIE, the SONNE, and MOONE, Lo thus their

praiers made.
0 TITAN, beauty of the worlde, 0 fairest God in

sight,
0 thou LATONA driuing hence the shadowes of the

night,
0 SWIFTLY FLEETING RESTLESSE IMPE of IOUE and MALA

borne,
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That able arte to change thy selfe, to shapes of sun¬
dry forme:

Be present heare and bow youre eares to oure com¬
plaints and cry,

Behould a few, whose mindes and witts are in degree
full hie,

That wisedome most of all esteeme, whyle cause of
euery thing,

And secret state of nature hyd, to light we seeke to
bring,

And mete with minde the mightie skye: as neede doth
ouertread,

And many great mishaps we feele, of hunger almost
dead:

Whyle as the doltishe common sort, doe all thinges
rake and snatche,

And all the money heaping vp, into their coffers
catche,

For any of them doth pitie vs, and if we aske a myte,
Then pointing at vs straight they iest, and make of

vs but light:
Whereby we are constraind to delue, or else atten¬

dance giue,
On toyling beastes, or carry doung: scarce know we

how to liue.
And Idiotes are we made to serue. Wherefore you Gods

aboue,
Have pity yet at length of vs, if good mennes state

you moue:
And shew an easy way by which, we may liue honestly,
And for to search the secrete dennes, where truth doth

hydden lye.
These praiers hearde, the Gods anone, thus calde

came forth in place.
And first did PHOEBUS aunswere make: O noble

worthy race,
Of halfe Gods, Skies deseruing well and fauour eke

from hye,
Now hearken well, and in your mindes let these my

sayings lye,
Take here this young ARCADIAN bloud, and swTift vntrus-

ty swayne,
And plunged daepe in STYGIAN streames, let him forth¬

with be slaine:
In bosome thrust of HYALES him let the Gods receaue,

Whome LEMNIAN country worshippeth, and hye aloft him
heaue:
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Then bury him in warmed wombe, and corrupt him vndoe,
Whose dropping ioyntes, a sprite shall pearce that

falles our bodies fro,
And wonderously shall call againe, deceasde and quen¬

ched quite
Him from the darke new clad in cloke of Golde, and

shining bright
With Siluer shew, then him againe amid the fier cast:
An other straight shall spring thereof, as PHOENIX

chaunging fast,
And perfect leaue the bodies all that it shall feele

or touche,
The bondes and lawes of nature here, surmounting aye

by muche,
Shal chaunge the kindes and driue away, this needy

pouerty,
Here PHOEBUS ceast, and MERCURIE, and DIAN did agree
To all that he declared had, forthwith away they flye,
Ascending to the lofty place and compast Heauens hye.
Then men of hauty sense they blinde, and aunswere all

to darke,
Long pondring in their dolefull mindes, do must there¬

on and marke,
And scarce in longest race of time with proues of sun-

drie kinde,
And not with litle charges did this art at first out-

sinde,
Then whiche no art more worthy is, the Heauenly Stone

to frame,
Whiche wicked people neuer knowe, nor can obtaine the

same.

And this whosoeuer doth enioy may dwell in any land,
Bothe free from feare of fortunes wheele, and force of

robbers hand:
But unto fewe the Gods vouchesafe so great a gift to

giue.
(Marcellus Palingenius, "Capricornus," The Zodiake of Life,
trans. Barnabe Googe, with Introduction by Rosemond Tuve,
Scholars' Facsimiles & Reprints (New York, 1947), pp. 186-
188.) Googe, in his marginal gloss, remarks "Note what
dignitie the Poet ascribeth to Philosophers," and, later on,
he states that "The Philosophers stone is Heauenly," which
means that it is spiritual, i.e. a state of mind rather'
than a concrete object. Gabriel Harvey's account of Digges'
enthusiasm for Palingenius is famous: "Excellent Doctor
Gesner made as singular account of the most learned Zodiacus
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of Palingenius Stellatus, as owre worthie Mr Thomas Digges.
Who esteemes him abooue all modern poets, for a pregnant
introduction into Astronomie, & both philosophies. With a
fine touch of the philosophers stone itself, the quintessence
of nature, & art sublimed." (G. C. Moore Smith, ed., Gabriel
Harvey's Marginalia (Stratford-upon-Avon, 1913), p. 161.)

Rosemund Tuve summarizes the significance of Palin¬
genius' poem thus: "Among Renaissance Latin poems it enjoyed
in England a popularity perhaps rivaled only by Mantuan's
eclogues; it did not, like Mantuan, form men's styles, but
it helped to shape the thinking of very many 16th and 17th
century English writers and readers. This. poem was

prescribed as a textbook in many schools; it was a poem
which had more than sixty editions, ten of them in England;
which was praised by Bruno; which was so admired by one of
England's outstanding mathematical scientists—Thomas
Digges--that he learned its 11th book "bie hart"; which
appeared in Googe's English translation (first partial, then
complete) in five editions from 1560 to 1588, gathering many
praises, even such a one as the critical Harvey's inclusion
of it among books whose translators had not wronged their
authors. One should add that Shakespeare probably studied

II ("Introduction," The Zodiake of Life, p. v.) It hasit.
been shown that Spenser studied it. Among the statutes which
Grindal set up for his masters is the following: "The master
is advised to teach his scholars Palingenius, Sedulius and
Prudentius" (John Strype, Life of Grindal (Oxford, 1821),
p. 463). Miss Tuve has studied Palingenius' influence on
Spenser in "Spenser and the Zodiake of Life," JEGP, XXXIV
(1935), 1-19.

Edgar Hill Duncan has studied alchemical references in
Donne ("Donne's Alchemical Figures," ELH, IX (1942), 257-
285), and especially Jonson in "The Alchemy in Jonson's
Mercury Vindicated," SP, XXIX (1943), 625-637; "Jonson's
Use of Arnald of Villa Nova's Rosarium, PQ, XXI (1942),
435-438; and "Jonson's Alchemist and the Literature of
Alchemy," PMLA, LXI (1946), 699-710. It is probably not
without significance that Dol Common (also referred to as

Royal Dol), the female colleague of Subtle the alchemist
in Jonson's The Alchemist (1610), is referred to also as "the
queen of Faery" (I:ii:175; I:ii:126, 146). Duncan does not
comment on this (his studies were done prior to the publi¬
cation of English translations of Jung's investigations of
alchemical symbolism, and, understandably, are concerned
with superficial aspects of alchemy), but the allusion might
show that Jonson recognized a relationship between esoteric
alchemy and Spenser's The Faerie Queene, and was satirizing
it.
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60
It was considered that Chaucer himself was an al¬

chemist. Gareth W. Dunleavy, in "The Chauc
in Trinity College, Dublin MS. D.2.8.," Amb XIII (1965-
66), 2-21, points out that this particular manuscript, which
originally came from the library of John Dee, "may have re¬
inforced the Elizabethan conviction that Chaucer was an

. It is the type of manuscript that a bibliophile
and alchemist like Dee would have sought out, purchased or
had copied for him and then annotated, both for its Chaucer
attribution and for its associations with [the famous 15th-

century English alchemist] George Ripley." (p. 5.) The fol¬
lowing list from Harvey's marginalia is significant:

The artificial description of a cunning man, or

Magician, or Astrologer, in the Franklins tale.
Two cristall stones artificially sett in the botom

of the fresh well: in the romant of the Rose.123.
The Natiuitie of Hypermestre: in her Legend.

Fowre presents of miraculous vertu: An hourse, &
a swora a glasse, & a ring in the Squiers tale.

The natiuitie of Oedipus, artificially calculated
in the first part of Lidgats storie of Thebes: bie the
cunningest Astronomers, & Philosophers of Thebes.

The discouerie of the counterfeit Alchymist, in the
tale of the Chanons Yeman.

Other commend Chawcer, & Lidgate for their witt,
pleasant veine, varietie of poetical discourse, & all
humanitie: I specially note their Astronomie, philos¬
ophic, & other parts of profound or cunning art.
Wherein few of their time were more exactly learned.
It is not sufficient for poets, to be superficial hu¬
manists: but they must be exquisite artists, & curious
vniuersal schollers.

(Marginalia, p. 160 f.) Edgar Hill Duncan has an interest¬
ing study of Chaucer's knowledge of alchemy in "The Yeoman's
Canon's Silver Citrinacioun," Mod. Phil., XXXVII (1940),
241-262.

f) 1
Arnoldus de Villa Nova, "Rosarium Philosophorum,"

Turba Philosophorum, Das ist. Das Buch von der guldenen
Kunst..., trans. Philipp Morgenstern (Wienn, 1750), II,
307. [A German trans. of Ars Aurifera of probably 1593.]

s



PART II

AN ALCHEMICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE FAERIE QUEENE

We have seen that esoteric alchemy is a mystical and

symbolic procedure by which "base metal," i.e. the natural

man (the raw material provided by Nature), can be transmuted

into "philosophical gold;" that the much-guarded secret of

alchemy is the unconscious, which, without realizing it, the

alchemists had projected into the chemical reactions occur¬

ring in the hermetically sealed retort; and finally that

alchemical theory is concerned with what we would today des¬

cribe as the separation and synthesis of psychic opposites.

In the present chapter we shall see that in Book I of The

Faerie Queene the initial opposites are Redcrosse, who rep¬

resents the alchemical Sol, symbolizing the masculine con¬

scious; and Una, the alchemical Luna, symbolizing the contra

sexual, or feminine, unconscious of the male psyche.-*- The

entire unconscious (personal and collective) is symbolized

by the hermaphroditic Mercurius, who can be separated into

opposites and analyzed according to the famous alchemical

axiom of Maria Prophetissa^: One (Una) becomes Two (Duessa)

Two becomes Three (Archimago); and out of the Third comes

the One as the Fourth (Arthur). Una and Duessa are respec¬

tively the light and dark feminine aspects of Mercurius;
97
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Arthur and Archimago the light and dark masculine aspects.

Following the "spiritual incest" or mysterium coniunctionis

of Sol (Redcrosse) and Luna (Duessa) comes the synthesis

(appearance of Arthur) and the final consolidation (House

of Holiness and betrothal to Una). The opus alchemycum

progresses from the defeat of the wingless, chthonic, fem¬

inine, physical dragon (Canto I) to the victory over its

opposite, the winged, aerial, masculine, spiritual dragon

(Canto XI), and thus represents the fusion of opposites, or

the making of the filius philosophorum. What this means is
%

that the unconscious has united with the conscious in a new

synthesis to produce what we would term a psychologically

whole individual possessed of expanded consciousness. It is

in this way that the 'blownishe younge man" is transformed

into the perfected Saint George of England.

In the letter to Raleigh Spenser has stated his purpose

thus: "The general end... of all the booke is to fashion

a gentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline.

If we interpret Spenser's letter in the light of esoteric

tradition as set forth in Chapter III of this study, we will

see that these remarks are by no means so enigmatic as scho¬

larship has traditionally held them to be,^ but do indeed

reveal the author's "whole intention in the course of this

worke." “* There is no reason to suppose that this statement

was meant in other than a strictly literal sense: it hap¬

pens that, as we have seen, esoteric alchemy provides a
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procedure by which just such a goal can be attained. In

this context even the discussion of Arthur as the main hero

of the poem and the puzzling references to Aristotle, which

scholars have regarded as the principal crux in the letter

to Raleigh,6 begin to make sense:

...I labour to pourtraict in Arthure, before
he was king, the image of a braue knight,
perfected in the twelue priuate moral!
vertues, as Aristotle hath deuised.... So in
the person of Prince Arthure I sette forth
magnificence in particular, which vertue for
that (according to Aristotle and the rest) it
is the perfection of all the rest, and
conteineth in it them all, therefore in the
whole course I mention the deedes of Arthure

applyable to that vertue, which I write of
in that booke. 7

The critics who have been disturbed by Spenser's allusion

to "Aristotle and the rest" and have seriously questioned

whether he knew what he was talking about, have probably

been looking at the wrong Aristotle. A better source than

the canonical writings is the extensive collection of al-
O

chemical literature falsely attributed to Aristotle. It

is therefore to Pseudo-Aristotle that references such as

the one in the following passage from Thomas Norton's

Ordinal of Alchemy (1477) properly belong:

Hermes, Rasis, Geber, and Avicen,
Merlin, Hortolan, Democrat, and Morien,
Bacon, and Raimond, with others many moe
Wrote under covert, and Aristotle alsoe.^

It is likely that these are the authorities behind the al¬

lusion to "Aristotle and the rest." The problem of Arthur,

as well as of other "characters" in Spenser's poem, is re-
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solved as soon as the reader realizes, as Angus Fletcher

has pointed out, l1-1 that these personifications can be seen

as representing aspects of a single psyche: I would suggest

that they are a result of the alchemical process of sepa¬

ration of the "substance" into its component elements.

What appears to be a striking instance of this procedure can

be seen with regard to Guyon and Britomart, the protagonists

of Bks. II and III respectively. The alchemists often

allude to the Persian Guyomart, a version of the hermaphro¬

ditic First Man, from whose blood the seven metals were
%

created. It is possible that Spenser may have split the bi¬

sexual Guyomart into the male GUYon, representative of

Temperance, and the female BritOMART, representative of

Chastity, just as in Bk. I, Una and Redcrosse can be seen as

two halves of one psyche. Arthur is that part of Mercurius

which Jung refers to as the archetype of the divine Self,-*-^
which enables Redcrosse to be transformed into Saint George.

The goal of individuation--the lapis philosophorum, or, in

psychological terms, the transcendent function^—cannot be

achieved without cooperation of all aspects of the uncon¬

scious: the adept must accept and come to terms with the

evil within himself (Spenser's Errour, Hypocrisie, Falshood,

etc.) before the outlawing of evil can contribute to the

attainment of true holiness. Of course this is heretical.

What makes the opus alchymicum so confusing and therefore

so dangerous morally is the mercurial shapeshifting of the
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unconscious: if the four elements are not properly separated

and analyzed before they are synthesized and consolidated,

the adept may fall prey to the temptations of the dark aspect

of Mercurius and thus serve as the instigator of his own

destruction. Since the filius philosophorum is the One which

comes out of the Third as the Fourth, and this only toward

the end of the opus (this is the synthesis, which precedes

the final consolidation in the House of Holiness or its

equivalent), it is evident that for a considerable period of

time the unconscious is tilted two against one in favor of

the dark over the light. In other words, before the emer¬

gence of Arthur, the spiritual powers struggling for possession

of Redcrosse's soul are represented by Una on the one hand,

and the team of Archimago and Duessa on the other. The stakes

are clearly very high here: to undertake the opus alchymicum

is in some respects like forcing a camel through the eye of

a needle; at best it involves outwitting the devil at his

own game. Small wonder that so many of the adepts, as the

alchemical treatises point out, perished in the attempt.

Small wonder, too, that Spenser considered Arthur the main

hero of the poem.

Spenser's account of Arthur's search for the Faerie

Queene illustrates the psychological fact that the quest

for individuation is usually the result of a spontaneous

prompting from the unconscious^:
So much more profitable and gratious is docrine by
ensample, then by rule. So haue I laboured to doe
in the person of Arthure: whome I consciue after his
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long education by Timón, to whom he was by Merlin de-
liuered to be brought vp, so soone as he was borne of
the Lady Igrayne, to haue seene in a dream or vision
the Faery Queen, with whose excellent beauty rauished,
he awaking resolued to seeke her out, and so being by
Merlin armed, and by Timón throughly instructed, he
went to seeke her forth in Faerye land.14

The quest cannot begin until the unconscious is experienced

as a psychological reality; in this instance, Arthur's

dream vision has influenced his waking existence to the ex¬

tent that he has determined to explore the unconscious fur¬

ther. Since Arthur represents the perfection of all the

moral virtues, The Faerie Queene represents the fourth and

highest stage of the Anima. This speaks well for his' "long

education" by Timón, for the archetype which he has experi¬

enced is none other than the personification of Wisdom.15

In the Aurora Consurgens, an alchemical treatise attributed

to St. Thomas Aquinas, we find an expression of a similar

infatuation with Wisdom. A striking feature of the work is

its mingling of Scriptural and alchemical allusions:

For the wise man who heareth the wise will grow wiser
and understand, and understanding this Wisdom he will
lay hold upon her. This is Wisdom, namely the Queen
of the South, who is said to have come from the east,
like unto the MORNING RISING, desiring to hear, to
understand, yea and to see the wisdom of Solomon, and
there was given into her hand power, honour, strength,
and dominion, bearing upon her head the crown of the
kingdom shining with the rays of twelve stars,

a bride adorned for her husband, and having
on her garments written in golden letters in Greek,
in barbarian script, and in Latin: Reigning I will
reign, and my kingdom shall have no end for all them
that find me and subtly and ingeniously and constantly
seek me out.16

The significance of the account of Arthur's quest for the

Faery Queen is that the "clownishe younge man" who becomes
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the Knight of the Redcrosse is in potentia what Arthur is;

though, indeed, until he expands his level of consciousness

and gains understanding, his relationship to the Anima will

be radically different from Arthur's.

The transformation of the "clownishe younge man" into

the Redcrosse Knight Spenser describes thus:

The beginning therefore of my history, if it were to
be told by an Historiographer, should be the twelfth
booke, which is the last, where I deuise that the
Faery Queene kept her Annuall feaste xii. dayes, vppon
which xii. seuerall dayes, the occasions of the xii.
seuerall aduentures hapned, which being vndertaken by
xii. seuerall knights, are in these xii books seueral-
ly handled and discoursed. The first was this. In
the beginning of the feast, there presented him selfe
a tall clownishe younge man, who falling before the
Queen of Faries desired a boone (as the manner then
was) which during that feast she might not refuse:
which was that hee might haue the atchieuement of any
aduenture, which during that feaste should happen,
that being graunted, he rested him on the floore,
vnfitte through his rusticity for a better place.
Soone after entred a faire Ladye in mourning weedes,
riding on a white Asse, with a dwarfe behind her
leading a warlike steed, that bore the Armes of a
knight, and his speare in the dwarfes hand. Shee
falling before the Queene of Faeries, complayned that
her father and mother an ancient King and Queene, had
bene by an huge dragon many years shut vp in a brasen
Castle, who thence suffred them not to yssew: and
therefore besought the Faery Queene to assygne her
some one of her knights to take on him that exployt.
Presently that clownish person vpstarting, desired
that aduenture: whereat the Queene much wondering, and
the Lady much gainesaying, yet he earnestly importuned
his desire. In the end the Lady told him that vnlesse
that armour which she brought, would serue him (that
is the armour of a Christian man specified by Saint
Paul v. Ephes.) that he could not succeed in that
enterprise, which being forthwith put vpon him with
dewe furnitures therunto, he seemed the goodliest
man in al that company, and was well liked of the
Lady. And eftesoones taking on him knighthood, and
mounting on that straunge Courser, he went forth with
her on that aduenture: where beginneth the first
book....
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A fundamental principle in esoteric alchemy is that the

adept must function as both "the one to be redeemed and the

redeemer."18 This is certainly the case with the "clow-

nishe younge man." His present ineptitude is symbolized

by the powerlessness of the King to dispel the dragon. He

himself must be transformed into a new Adam, who can then

rescue the old Adam from bondage and revitalize the lost

Eden; but this can occur only through an integration of the

contents of the conscious with those of the unconscious.

Redcrosse, therefore, is both the old and the new Adam: as

the old Adam, he is the "clownishe younge man" who is’iden¬
tical with the alchemist's chaos or prima materia of war¬

ring elements; as the new Adam, he is the Saint George of

England, and represents the conflicting elements reconciled

into the One, which is the filius philosophorum. As is re¬

peatedly emphasized, the adept must approach the task with a

strong will, for to undertake the opus alchymicum is to sub¬

mit the psyche to a perilous and violent confrontation of

opposites. In the case of the "clownishe younge man," the

will has been sufficiently strong to call forth the means,

and so at once Una appears and the opus is under way. Una's
9

advice--that Redcrosse can succeed only if he wears "the

armour of a Christian man specified by Saint Paul"—is

very apt indeed. The appropriate verses from Ephesians are

an accurate description of what lies ahead:

Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may
be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.
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For we wrestle not against flesh and blood,
but against principalities, against powers, against
the rulers of the darkness of the world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places.

Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of
God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil
day, and having done all, to stand.

(Ephes. 6:11-13)

Like the alchemist's goal of transmuting base metal into

gold, Spenser's Fairyland is meaningless if taken literal¬

ly. The "great light to the Reader" which is contained in

Spenser's letter to Raleigh seems to be that we must take

Saint Paul's advice and apply it to The Faerie Queene: the

characters in the poem are not to be treated as though they

were flesh and blood, but as principalities and powers

within a single psyche. With this in mind, let us now ex¬

amine the allegorical structure of Book I.

CANTO I

Summary

Riding across the plain, Redcrosse and Una, followed

at a distance by the Dwarf, are caught in a fierce storm.

They take refuge in Wandring Wood, where they soon come to

Errours Den, which is defended by a terrible dragon. With

Una at his side, Redcrosse overcomes the dragon after a

desperate struggle that lasts until sunset. Then they meet

Hypocrisie in the guise of the hermit Archimago, who en¬

tices them to spend the night in his hermitage. While

they are sleeping, Archimago, consulting his magic books,

conjures up a legion of sprites. One of the sprites is then
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sent to the god Morpheus in Hell to fetch a dream, with

which Archimago arouses Redcrosse's lust, thereby causing

the young knight to doubt Una's virtue.

Analysis and Commentary

A Gentle Knight was pricking on the plaine,
Y cladd in mightie armes and siluer shield,
Wherein old dints of deepe wounds did remaine,
The cruell markes of many' a bloudy field;
Yet armes till that time did he neuer wield:

(i:1-5)

The paradox of this opening statement derives from

the fact that the battle is at once personal, and yet also

collective. Jung has made the observation, in connection

with the concept as it appears in alchemical literature,

that one who has achieved what we would term the process

of individuation—or, as the alchemists would put it,

has manufactured the Philosopher's Stone--is a realization

of the better man of the future^: for like the "old dints

of deepe wounds" on Redcrosse's shield, the signs of the

struggle are deeply impressed on the collective uncon¬

scious, and, since the psyche is constantly evolving, each

individual carries with him the wounds which have accumu¬

lated from all the battles that have ever been fought, even

though he himself is participating for the first time.

But on his brest a bloudie Crosse he bore,
the deare remembrance of his dying Lord,
For whose sweete sake that glorious badge he wore,
And dead as liuing euer him ador'd:

(ii:1-4)
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The alchemists felt that though Christ in his ministry

had shown the way, each who would follow Christ had to

participate actively in the process of his own salvation^O;
out of his own internal resources the adept must summon up

what Meister Eckhart called "the Christ within oneself" and

serve as his own redeemer.21 The alchemical procedure was

the means whereby, with the grace of God, and constantly

mindful of the sufferings which Christ had had to endure,

this goal might be achieved. Redcrosse, as the masculine

component of the coniunctio, is the alchemical Sol, often
%

termed the Red Man, or the Red King. The metal associated

with Sol is gold, but in the early stages of the opus, the

corrupting influences of the arcane element sulphur have

caused the gold to deteriorate sometimes beyond recogni¬

tion. 22 The metal associated with Sol's feminine counter-

part Luna is silver, which has its whiteness from the fact

that, according to alchemical thinking, it is an amalgam

of the seven metals.23 Sol and Luna are regarded as both

brother and sister and yet son and mother. This paradox

arises from the fact that, psychologically, Sol represents

the conscious mind, and Luna the unconscious, and this is

often conceived of as a brother and sister relationship.

Since consciousness was born out of the matrix of the un¬

conscious, i.e. the unconscious gave birth to the con¬

scious, the relationship can also be regarded as that of

son and mother.24 This is the concept of the One, which

implies that every part contains all the elements of the
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whole. Redcrosse's shield illustrates this principle. The

silver shield is part of the armour of God; specifically

the shield represents faith: it is silver because Luna sym¬

bolizes the Church, according to the Luna-Ecclesia alle¬

gory. 25 Emblazoned on the shield, and supported by all

that the shield represents, is the red cross, the solar

color, signifying that it is consciousness, which in the

natural unperfected man is erroneously equated with the ego

and considered self-sufficient, which must be crucified in

order that it may become an expression of the greater Self.

And euer as he rode, his hart did earne
To proue his puissance in battell braue
Vpon his foe, and his new force to learne;

Vpon his foe, a Dragon horrible and stearne.

(iii:6-9)

The Dragon epitomizes the alchemical procedure. Since

alchemy is concerned with the separation and synthesis of

psychic opposites, the dragon, as with all concepts in

alchemy, exists as a polar entity. It encompasses both

extremes of the dark aspect of Mercurius. Unlike the

Christian plan for salvation, the alchemical plan ascends

from below, and seeks to achieve a balance between extremes

by joining what is above to what is below. This is not to

say that the dark side of God is altogether missing in

Christianity: certainly in Revelations we once more encoun¬

ter the God of Wrath, and, indeed, as Jung has observed in

Answer to Job, if we do not take into consideration God's

dark side, the stipulation in the Lord's Prayer to "Lead us
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not into Temptation" becomes a hopeless paradox.26 The

alchemist, before he can hope to see the light, must first

be willing to pass through the valley of the shadow; he

must be able to face the vicissitudes of the opus with the

faith of Job. Indeed, Job provides a very good analogy,

since, according to the thesis of Answer to Job, Job's

ability to stand up to the wrath of the dark side of God

--i.e. Satan—was what made the Incarnation necessary: in

order to achieve consciousness superior to Job's, God, who

had failed to take advantage of His omniscence, had to be
*

reborn as Christ, which then put into effect the divine

plan for man's salvation.27 what went on in the hermetic

vessel was a symbolic reenactment of this drama transferred

to the mind of the adept. The opus begins and ends with

the mercurial dragon: the confrontation with the wingless

dragon, and then finally with the winged dragon is the

alpha and omega of the process: it is the uroboros, the

tail-eater, symbolizing the resolution back into the ori¬

ginal one.

A louely Ladie rode him faire beside,
Vpon a lowly Asse more white then snow,
Yet she much whiter, but the same did hide
Vnder a vele, that wimpled was full low,
And ouer all a blacke stole she did throw,
As one that inly mournd:

(iv: 1-6)

Una is the feminine component of the coniunctio. As

the alchemical Luna, she is known by various names, such as

the White Lady, the White Queene, and the Widow.28 Luna,
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who in psychological terms personifies the unconscious, is

in fact a widow by virtue of the Fall, for the marriage

between the conscious and unconscious was destroyed fol¬

lowing the division of the original hermaphroditic man into

the masculine Adam and the feminine Eve. Luna therefore

must remain a widow until the mysterium coniunctionis re-
■ ■ — ■ ■ ■ ... - - -

stores the psyche to is pristine state: after Redcrosse, as

the newly transformed Saint George, has defeated the winged

mercurial dragon, and thus successfully concluded the opus,

Una's widowhood will have come to an end, and she will then

lay aside her "widow-like sad wimple" (XII:xxii:3). There

is, however, a further level to the symbolism of this pass¬

age. The alchemical Luna comprizes not only Una, but Duessa

as well, for the moon has both a light and a dark side.

Black and white are two of the alchemical colors.29 Just

as with the chemical changes occurring in the alchemical re¬

tort, the initial black will ultimately be transformed into

white, Una's black veil cannot be stripped off to reveal the

white (which, it should be pointed out, was there all along)

until Redcrosse's spiritual development has undergone a

corresponding change, and he is then able to recognize Wisdom

when he sees her. Psychic components are not destroyed, but

merely rearranged: the moon will continue to have both a dark

and a light side, though, admittedly, in the new synthesis the

dark will have lost its power to compel. This is symbolized,

as we shall see in detail later, by the fact that no sooner

has Redcrosse seen Una in all of her lazing brightness,
II
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than a messenger from Duessa appears with a letter reminding

him that he has also "plighted his right hand" to her

(XII:xxvi:8).

So pure an innocent, as that same lambe,
She was in life and every vertuous lore,
And by descent from Royall lynage came
Of ancient Kings and Queenes, that had of yore
Their scepters stretcht from East to Westerne

shore,
And all the world in their subiection held;
Till that infernall feend with fcule vprore
Forwasted all their land, and them expeld:

Whom to auenge, she had this Knight from far
compeld.

(v)

In Una's having "compeld" Redcrosse to "auenge" the

dragon we find the first of a series of expressions of the

alchemical motif of the soul imprisoned in matter and cal¬

ling for help.30 in psychological terms, the "infernal

feend" is ego-consciousness, which, though a mere island in

the sea of the unconscious, has built a wall to protect

itself, and, having therefore cut itself off from the cre¬

ative and healing effect of these waters, has separated it¬

self from God. Consciousness has become a barren wasteland

in which the spiritual possibilities inherent in the indi¬

vidual have been stifled by materiality. This is expressed

in Philalethes' parable (cf. pp. 46 ff. above) by the "dry

earth" or, in The Faerie Queene, by the "plaine" on which

Redcrosse is first seen "pricking," i.e. riding.

Behind her farre away a Dwarfe did lag,
That lasie seemd in being euer last,
Or wearied with bearing of her bag
Of needments at his back.

(vi:1-4)
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The Dwarfe is himself symbolic of this barren island in

the psyche, for he seems to represent the rational faculty

of ego-consciousness which is opposed to the unconscious

with its wholly different mode of "logic," characterized

by a species of suprarationality inexplicable to conscious¬

ness. Thus the Dwarfe cannot keep pace with Una. In fact,

the "needments" which he bears on his back are, as we

shall see later, more Redcrosse's than hers, for the one

whom the Dwarfe really serves is, as is the case explicitly

in several of Spenser's analogues,31 Redcrosse. The Dwarfe

with his limitations and lack of energy stands in sharp

contrast to the complex represented by Una, the "lowly

Asse more white then snow," on which she rides, and the

"milk white lambe," which she leads on a line. Una, the

ass, and the lamb all are concerned with wisdom. Una, as

we have seen, may be regarded as the personification of

wisdom; the ass, as we know from Apuleius' Golden Ass, is

associated with the quest for wisdom32: and the lamb, as

Christ, psychologically the archetype of the Self, which

is the goal of the process of individuation, represents the

attainment of wisdom, for as the Word made flesh, He is

perfect Holiness. Thus Redcrosse and the Dwarfe and Una

and her animals represent the beginning and end of the

process.

Thus as they past,
The day with cloudes was suddeine ouercast,
And angry Ioue an hideous storme of raine
Did poure into his Lemans lap so fast,
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That euery wight to shrowd it did constrain,
And this faire couple eke to shroud themselues

were fain.

(vi:4-9)

A further illustration of the alchemical idea that the end

of a process is implicit from the beginning is this image

of the sexual union of Jove and "his Leman." This paral¬

lels and foreshadows the mysterium coniunctionis of Sol and

Luna, which the alchemists regarded as a hierosgamos be¬

tween heaven and earth. Thus in the Rosarium Philosophorum

it is said that "the earth is counted for the moon, and
%

the water for the sun."33 Since from a modern meteorologi¬

cal standpoint a rainstorm is the result of a confrontation

between opposing fronts, Jove's "hideous storme of raine"

is a fitting prelude to Redcrosse's first encounter with

the fury of opposite forces--his imminent battle with the

chthonic dragon. It is important to point out, however,
0 *

that the storm is not fortuitous, but results from ap¬

plying just the correct amount of heat to the components in

the retort. In her discussion of the necessity of adding

black to the white (we are reminded of Una's attire), Maria

Prophetissa in her Practica observes that the components

are to "melt in the vessel of philosophy or wisdom," which

can be achieved by using "the amount of warmth of the sun

in the months of June and July."34 This condition is ful¬

filled, for the "shadie grcue" where Redcrosse and Una take

cover from the storm is "yclad with sommers pride" (vii:

2-4) .
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And foorth they passe, with pleasure forward led,
Ioying to heare the birds sweete harmony,
Which therein shrouded from the tempest dred,
Seemd in their song to scorne the cruell sky.
Much can they prayse the trees so straight and

hy,
The sayling Pine, the Cedar proud and tall,
The vine-prop Elme, the Poplar neuer dry,
The builder Oake, sole king of forests all,

The Aspine good for staues, the Cypresse funerall.

The Laurell, meed of mightie Conquerours
And Poets sage, the Firre that weepeth still,
The Willow worne of forlorne Paramours,
The Eugh obedient to the benders will,
The Birch for shaftes, the Sallow for the mill,
The mirrhe sweete bleeding in the bitter wound,
The warlike Beech, the Ash for nothing ill,
The fruitfull Oliue, and the Platane round,

The caruer Holme, the Maple seelcom inward sound.

(xiii-ix)

Jung, in "The Spirit Mercurius," discusses the psychological

implications of forests and trees, and how they relate to

alchemy, thus:

The forest, dark and impenetrable to the eye
water and the sea. is the container of

, like
the un¬

known and the mysterious. It is an

nym for the unconscious,
living elements that make
especially conspicuous
like fishes in the water, represent

Among the many
the forest—one

appropriate syno-
--the

up
its Trees,great size.

the living con¬
tents of the unconscious , Among these contents one
of special significance is characterized as an "oak."
Trees have Aindividuality,
ten a symbol of personality....
is proverbially the king of the

. t s
The mighty old oak

of-

forest. Hence it
the contents ofrepresents a central figure among

unconscious, possessing personality in
It is the orototvoe of the

the
marked degree. It is the prototype
symbol of the source and goal of the

the most
a

individuation
process.

of the
The oak stands for the still unconscious

personality, the
eating a state of deep unconsciousness

plant symbolism indi-
35

According to the alchemist Gerard Dorn, in his treatise

"Congeries Paracelsicae chemicae de transmutatione metal-
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lorum," it is "the opinion of the Philosophers... that

their stone is vegetable, animal, and mineral in one and

the same form."36 Thus it becomes clear that the Ovidian

catalogue of trees is not, as some commentators have sur¬

mised, for the purpose of providing "atmosphere,"37 but

serves as a symbolic statement reflecting the degree of

Redcrosse's unconsciousness. In Jodocus Greverus' "Se-

cretum nobilissimum et verissimum Venerabilis Viri Domini,"

we learn that "the triad of sun, moon, and Mercurius was

the starting point, the initial material as it were, in

so far as it signified the seed of the tree and the earth

in which it was sown."33 Certainly these conditions are

fulfilled: we have Redcrosse (Sun), Una (Moon), and the

"shadie groue" (Mercurius). Like the storm which Jove

"did poure into his Lemans lap," the grove is sexual: Una

and Redcrosse are "with pleasure forward led," they hear

"the birdes sweete harmony," and though the storm still

rages, they are hardly aware of "the cruel sky."

Led with delight, they thus beguile the way,
Vntill the blustring storme is ouer blowne;
When weening to returne, whence they did stray,
They cannot finde that path, which first was

showne,
But wander too and fro in wayes vnknowne,
Furthest from end then, when they neerest weene,
That makes them doubt, their wits be not their

owne:

So many pathes, so many turnings seene,
That which of them to take, in diuerse doubt

they been.

At last resoluing forward still to fare,
Till that some end they finde or in or out,
That path they take, that beaten seemd most bare,
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And like to lead the labyrinth about;
Which when by tract they hunted had throughout,
At length it brought them to a hollow caue,
Amid the thikest woods.

(x-xi)

This scenery is similar to that found in an alchemical dream

vision entitled Bloomfields Blossoms: or, The Campe of

Philosophy.39 The dreamer is led to a "Gate fastned with

locks twelve" (4). Father Tyme gives him the "Key of

knowledge and of Excellent Science" (7), which allows him

to open the various locks (the first one, for example, is

"Chaos in the bodyes called the first Originall:/ Prima

materia, our Mercury, our Menstruall;/ Our Vitrioll, our

Sulphur, our Lunary most of price" (9) ). The dreamer is

then introduced to the alchemical philosophers Hermes,

Aristotle, Morien, Senior, Democritus, Albert, Bacon,

Raymund, the Monke, and the Chanon of Bridlington, who are

"working most secretly" (11-12). Like Redcrosse, the

dreamer is confronted by a labyrinth of footpaths: "Thence

Father Tyme brought me into a Wilderness,/ Into a Thicket

having by-paths many one;/ Steps and footeings I saw there

more and lesse/ Wherein the aforesaid men had wandred and

gone" (18). He passes through a Wood characterized, as in

The Faerie Queene, by the presence of singing birds: "From

thence forth I went (Tyme being my guide,)/ Through a greene

Wood, where Birds sing cleerely" (20). Corresponding to

Spenser's "builder Oake, sole king of forests all,"

philosophical tree:

is the
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Among the faire Trees one Tree in speciall,
Most vernant and pleasant appeared to my sight.
A name inscribed, The Tree Philosophical!,
Which to behold I had greate delight:
Then to Philosophy my troth I did plight

Her Majesty to serve; and to take greate paine,
The fruits of that Tree with Raymund to attaine.

(29)

Redcrosse is at the level of Bloomfield's first lock. As

Angus Fletcher has pointed out, The Faerie Queene can be

approached in terms of the archetypes of the Labyrinth and

the Temple.40 At this level, the Temple is, as the Freu¬

dians would say, the "hollow caue/ Amid the thikest woods."

As Redcrosse is led through the labyrinth of the uncon¬

scious, his lack of consciousness makes it impossible for

him to see Una, the grove, and the dragon as other than

separate, unrelated entities.

Be well aware, quoth then that Ladie milde,
Least suddaine mischiefe ye too rash prouoke:
The danger hid, the place vnknowne and wilde,
Breedes dreadfull doubts: Oft fire is without

smoke,
And perill without show: therefore your stroke
Sir knight with-hold, till further triall made.
Ah Ladie (said he) shame were to reuoke
The forward footing for an hidden shade:

Vertue giues her selfe light, through darkenesse
for to wade.

Yea but (quoth she) the perill of this place
I better wot then you, though now too late
To which you backe returne with foule disgrace,
Yet wisedome warnes, whilest foot is in the gate,
To stay the steppe, ere forced to retrate.
This is the wandring wood, the Errours den,
A monster vile, whom God and man does hate:
Therefore I read beware. Fly fly (quoth then

The fearefull Dwarfe:) this is no place for liuing
men.

(• • * * * \Xll-Xlll)
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A for consciousness is the ability to

lift an object out of the natural web of relatedness, or

Gestalt, and observe it in isolation. This is clearly an

artificial construct: it is, however, the means by which

distinctions are made.41 In the absence of wisdom—which

involv the ability to think on many levels simultaneously

--the result is the hopelessly simplistic thinking which so

often characterizes the purely natural man. For this rea¬

son Redcrosse is incapable of appreciating Una's warning,

as his simple-minded confidence that "Vertue giues her

selfe light" indicates. He has to learn that the un¬

conscious is not merely an extension of ego-consciousness,

and that, as Una, who personifies the unconscious at first,

knows only too well, the unconscious operates according to

its own rules. To Redcrosse, Una is the epitome of holi¬

ness and virtue (as indeed she is), but what he will soon

learn to his is that Una is only a part of what the

alchemical Luna represents, and if he follows Una for long

she will shift into Duessa. In other words, it is possible

to see Duessa as the moral equivalent of the Loathly Lady,

who can be transformed into the beautiful Princess (Una)

only if the hero can overcome his moral repugnance and

embrace her. Thus what D. Douglas Waters, who expresses

shock and dismay at Redcrosse's "spiritual fornication

with Duessa,"42 does not realize, is that according to al¬

chemical thinking this "fornication" is essential to Red¬

crosse 's achievement of holiness.
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Una reminds Redcrosse that his "foot is in the gate."

As Joseph Campbell has pointed out in The Hero with a Thou¬

sand Faces, the dragon is traditionally the keeper of the

gate.43 Now this is archetypal, and each myth of the hero

will depict some version of the guarded gateway through

which the anointed one must pass. In the context of The

Faerie Queene, this crucial, first gate is the point where

the poles reverse for the first time: according to the con¬

cept of the "split binary,"44 which involves the Una/

Duessa polarity, the alchemical Luna, because her duality
%

is at first not recognized, is unstable, constantly shape-

shifting, and therefore highly dangerous to the ego. Hence

Redcrosse is advised to "stay the steppe." Not only is the

hero suddenly face to face with the dark side of the moon,

i.e. the antithesis of his most cherished values and be¬

liefs—what Jung would describe as the negative Anima^—,
but the confrontation takes place where the ego does not

have dominion: this realm really is, as the "fearefull

Dwarf" (rationality) warns Redcrosse, "no place for

liuing men."

But full of fire and greedy hardiment,
The youthfull knight could not for ought be

staide,
But forth vnto the darksome hole he went,
And looked in: his glistring armor made
A litle glooming light, much like a shade,
By which he saw the vgly monster plaine,
Halfe like a serpent horribly displaide,
But th'other halfe did womans shape retaine,

Most lothsome, filthie, foule, and full of vile
disdaine.

(xiv)
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Since in the early stages of the opus alchymicum Sol

is considered to be corrupt because of the excess of sul¬

phur, it is fitting that at this moment Redcrosse is "full

of fire." This is the first of the two alchemical dragons:

this one is wingless, spewing poison (but not fire), and is

symbolic of the chthonic, feminine, and physical aspects of

the opus. She represents Mercurius as the spiritus vegeta-

tivus, and is to be regarded as a tree numen.4 6 The al-

chemists refer to this dragon as the Melusina, who is woman

above, and serpent below.47 in the Ripley Scrowle (1588),

for example, the Melusina is depicted hanging from a tree by

her tail.The double nature of this figure is behind the

much-quoted statement that "Mater Alchymia is dropsical in the

lower limbs."4^ The Melusina, in the context of The

Faerie Queene, is the first metamorphosis of Duessa. This

becomes apparent later when it is shown that Duessa is like¬

wise "dropsical": Fradubio first observes that Duessa's

"neather parts" are "misshapen, monstrous" (I:ii:41); and,

finally, when Arthur "strips Duessa quight," the poet's

"chaster Muse" blushes as it describes her (I:viii:48).

Though the Melusina is "Most lothsora, filthie, foule, and

full of vile disdaine," she is absolutely necessary to the

success of the opus: the alchemists express this paradox by

saying that the Stone "is found in filth."50
And as she lay vpon the durtie ground,

Her huge long taile her den all ouerspred,
Yet was in knots and many boughtes vpwound,
Pointed with mortall sting. Of her there bred
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A thousand yong ones, which she dayly fed,
Sucking ypon her poisonous dugs, eachone
Of sundry shapes, yet all ill fauoured:
Soone as that vncouth light vpon them shone,

Into her mouth they crept, and suddain all were
gone.

(xv)

The Melusina is, among other things, a personification of

what the alchemists would term their "earth." Thus we find

in the Rosarium that "when the matter of the Stone has been

separated into two parts, earth and water, the earth is

down at the bottom, poisonous and deadly, and it stinks."51
We learn elsewhere in the Rosarium that while the "corpus

is Venus and woman....the earth is an incompleted corpus

which is commonly called the mother."52 Spenser makes it

clear that the Melusina is not only the Terrible Mother,

but the dark side of the Moon: "light she hated as the

deadly bale,/ Ay wont in desert darknesse to remaine,/

Where plaine none might her see, nor she see any plaine"

(xvi:7-9). Hugo Rahner points out in his "Mysterium

Lunae": Ein Beitrag zur Kirchentheologie der Vaterzeit that

it is only the bright side of the moon that is involved in

the patristic Luna-Ecclesia allegory.53 For Spenser's pur¬

poses in constructing a Protestant allegory, this vaccuum

provides a niche for the equivalence involving the moon's

dark side/Duessa/Errour/Catholic Church. On another level,

it explains why, when Redcrosse enters the dragon's den

"his glistring armor made/ A litle glooming light, much

like a shade." The light is reduced to a shade because
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the Church (Una as the bright side of the moon) has no

jurisdiction over the moon's dark side, just as it has no

jurisdiction over the devil. The Church can encourage the

individual warrior in his struggle, but once he has stepped

across the line that separates the light from the darkness,

he must summon up what is necessary from his own resources.

And all attonce her beastly body raizd
With doubled forces high aboue the ground:
Tho wrapping vp her wrethed sterne arownd,
Lept fierce vpon his shield, and her huge traine
All suddenly about his body wound,
That hand or foot to stirre he stroue in vaine:

God helpe the man so wrapt in Errours endlesse
traine.

His Lady sad to see his sore constraint,
Cride out, Now now Sir knight, shew what ye bee,
All faith vnto your force, and be not faint:
Strangle her, else she sure will strangle thee.
That when he heard, in great perplexitie,
His gall did grate for griefe and high disdaine,
And knitting all his force got one hand free,
Wherewith he grypt her gorge with so great paine,

That soone to loose her wicked bands did her
constraine.

(xviii-xix)

Redcrosse has come very close to succumbing to the dragon's

stranglehold. His mistake is that he has attempted to

achieve the victory on his own, without help from the part

of the psyche which lies beyond the ego; in other words,

for the first time he is learning that ego-consciousness

is not enough. Una's admonition, to "add faith" to his

"force," is exactly what is needed if he is to gain the
ft

edge over his enemy. Psychologically, faith involves an

attitude of trust and confidence in the unconscious. Thus
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consciousness, if bouyed up by perfect faith, can approach

these dangerous waters of the unconscious without fear or

apprehension and therefore walk safely across the surface.

If, however, there is even the slightest doubt, the surface

will give way, and the individual will be in very real dan¬

ger of drowning. The dragon is therefore the reflection of

Redcrosse's attitude toward the unconscious. Thus, in a

sense, Una is not only Wisdom, but Faith, and in accepting

her, he is fulfilling the conditions under which the dragon

can be quelled. The Rosarium expresses this idea thus:

"the dragon does not die unless it is killed by its brother

and its sister, and not through one alone, but both at the

same time."54 The relationship of the ego to the Anima is,

of course, that of brother and two sisters. The passage

from the Rosarium just quoted goes on to say that "the

brother is the sun, the sister the moon." The light and

dark sides of the moon are like two sisters. Another way

of indicating the relationship is to say that "though the

spiritus is singular, there must be two corpora."55 Gra¬

dually Redcrosse will realize that spiritual perfection can

not be attained until both conscious and unconscious work

together as a team. Perfection, according to this idea, in

volves the energizing or de-energizing of the various posi¬

tive and negative aspects of the psyche. For example, the

first seven cantos of Book I concern the de-energizing of

negative attributes. After the spiritual incest or mys-

terium coniunctionis of Redcrosse and Duessa in Canto VII,
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the. dark aspects have been systematically confronted and neu¬

tralized, and in the remaining five cantos the bright as¬

pects must be energized. The hermetic seven zones and their

characteristics will illustrate this concept:

To the first zone he gives the energy of Growth and
Waning; unto the second zone, Device of Evils now
de-energized; unto the third, the Guile of the De¬
sires de-energized; unto the fourth, his Domineering
Arrogance also de-energized; unto the fifth, unholy
Daring and the Rashness of Audacity de-energized; unto
the sixth, Striving for Wealth by evil means deprived
of its aggrandisement; and to the seventh zone, En¬
snaring Falsehood de-energized.56

In alchemy, a substance can be de-energized only through
%

confrontation with its polar opposite. This accounts for

the somewhat paradoxical advice contained in the Allegoriae

sapientum: "Unless thy stone shall be an enemy, thou wilt

not attain to thy desire."57 As the treatise goes on to

point out, the enemy appears in the guise of the poisonous

dragon, and then later as the lion. Both dragon and lion

must be "killed," for they represent levels of psychological

development which must be transcended, and thus may be re¬

garded as the Stone in potentia.

Therewith she spewd out of her filthy maw
A floud of poyson horrible and blacke,
Full of great lumpes of flesh and gobbets raw,
Which stunck so vildly, that it forst him slacke
His grasping hold, and from her turne him backe:
Her vomit full of bookes and papers was,
With loathly frogs and toades, which eyes did

lacke,
And creeping sought way in the weedy gras:

Her filthy parbreake all the place defiled has.

As when old father Nilus gins to swell
With timely pride aboue the Aegyptian vale,
His fattie waues do fertile slime outwell,
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And ouerflow each plaine and lowly dale:
But when his later spring gins to auale,
Huge heapes of mudd he leaues, wherein there

breed
Ten thousand kindes of creatures, partly male
And partly female of his fruitfull seed;

Such vgly monstrous shapes elsewhere may no man
reed.

(xx-xxi)

It is significant that the dragon's vomit is "full of

bookes and papers." As guardian of the gate, the dragon is

defending the entrance into the unconscious. The part of

the unconscious first accessible to the ego is, of course,

the personal unconscious.58 in addition to all those

aspects of personality disagreeable to the ego (which there¬

fore corresponds to Freud's id), the personal unconscious

contains all that one has learned or experienced in life,

all that has come from without rather than from within.

The alchemists insist that it is the prima materia, or

filth, out of which the stone ultimately emerges. Since

Egypt is where the art of alchemy was thought to have ori¬

ginated, the prima materia is often compared to the waters

of the Nile. Thus the prima materia is described in the

Rosarium as a "fatty and slimy water,"59 which agrees very

well with Spenser's description of the Nile whose "fattie

waues do fertile slime outwell."

Her scattred brood, soone as their Parent deare
They saw so rudely falling to the ground,
Groning full deadly, all with troublous feare,
Gathred themselues about her body round.
Weening their wonted entrance to haue found
At her wide mouth: but being there withstood
They flocked all about her bleeding wound,
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And sucked vp their dying mothers blood,
Making her death their life, and eke her hurt

their good

That detestable sight him much amazde,
To see th'vnkindly Impes of heauen accurst,
Deuoure their dam: on whom while so he gazd,
Hauing all satisfide their bloudy thrust,
Their bellies swolne he saw with fulnesse burst,
And bowels gushing forth: well worthy end
Of such as drunke her life, the which them nurst;
Now needeth him no longer labour spend,

His foes haue slaine themselues, with whom he
should contend.

(xxv-xxvi)

In this image of the Melusina's brood drinking their

mother's blood and "making her death their life, and eke

her hurt their good," and then ultimately slaying them¬

selves by devouring her, we can see an expression of the

uroboros principle. The uroboros both creates and des¬

troys itself, for it is the serpent which swallows its own

tail.60 As a metaphor of the unconscious, the idea is that

the uroboros does not recognize the tail as its own, just

as Redcrosse does not recognize the Melusina as part of

himself. This points to an identity of psychic opposites,

for, as symbolized by the head and tail of the uroboros

serpent, they are not two concepts, but one. Because the

Melusina reflects Redcrosse's faulty relationship to his

Anima, he has in a sense "given birth" to her, and in

slaying her, he is destroying a part of his own corrupt

sulphurousness. It is thus a fundamental concept in al¬

chemical thinking that "Nature rejoices in nature, nature

conquers nature, nature dominates nature."61 The venom of

Melusina's blood is like the "juce of grapes" which poi-
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soned the alchemical toad in The Vision of Sr. George Ripley

Chanon of Bridlington:

A Toade full rudde I saw did drinke the juce of grapes
so fast,

Till over charged with the broth, his bowells all to
brast;

And after that from poysoned bulke he cast his venóme
fell,

For greif and paine whereof his Members all began to
swell,

With drops of poysoned sweate approaching thus his
secret Den,

His cave with blasts of fumous ayre he all be-whyted
then;6 2

The alchemical significance of Redcrosse's battle with the

Melusina, or Earth Dragon, is aptly stated in the foliowing

anonymous poem:

Earth out of Earth clensed pure,
By Earth of himselfe through his nature
Rectified by his Milke who can it
And afterward united with Water of lyfe truly:
A Dragon lying in his deepe deepe denne,
Rotting in Water to Putrefie then:
Leprouse huge and terrible in sight,
By bathing and balming the Dragon cometh to light
Evermor drowned in the bottome of his Well,
Tyl all his Leprousie will no longer dwell,
In his owne Nature he altereth cleane
Into a pure substance, ye wat what I meane.63

What Redcrosse has achieved is the first step of a process

of psychological self-purification: he is the Earth that

cleanses itself through its own nature. As long as the

Dragon was lying "in his deepe deepe denne" there was no

way for Redcrosse to assimilate what was "rotting" in the

"water" of his unconscious. It is only by a "bathing and

balming" comparable to the storm of rain that Jove poured
II ,*into his Lemans lap" that the content can be coaxed out

of its den in the unconscious and brought into the purifying
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light of consciousness. As modern psychoanalysis has con¬

firmed, the troublesome content, if recognized, can then

be assimilated into the conscious personality, whereupon,

having had its libido or psychic energy neutralized, it

will disappear, "Evermor drowned in the bottome of his

Well," as the early psychologist who composed these alche¬

mical verses realized so perceptively. We are here re¬

minded of the water in Philalethes' parable cited above

(p. 4 6 ff.) , which "by an admixture of the true Sulphur,

will be cleansed from the leprous filth and from the su¬

perfluous dropsical fluid." Similarly, in Ripley's

Vision, after the Toade has drunk the "juce of grapes" and

endured the agonizing effects of the poison, he returns to

his "secret Den," and fumes until his "cave" is "be-

whyted." Now, this initial cleansing, or "whitening" is

often termed Calcination. Ripley, in The Compound of

Alchymie, describes the first of the twelve Gates of al¬

chemical transformation, "Of Calcination," thus:

And thus they name hyt after theyre wyll,
Our Tode of the Erth whych etyth hys fylli

Sum name hyt by whych it ys mortyfycat
The spyryt of the Erth wyth venóme intoxycate.

But hyt hath Names I say to the infynyte,
For after each thyng that Blacke ys to syght;
Namyd hyt ys tyll the tyme that hyt wex Whyte,
For after blacknesse when yt wexeth bryght,
Then hath hyt names of more delyght:

After Whyte thyngs, the Red after the same,
Rule of Red thyngs, doth take hys name.

At the fyrst Gate, now art thou in,
Of the Phylosophers Castle where they dwell;
Proceede wysely that thou may wyne
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In at mo Gates of that Castell,
Whych

And
ys round as any

hath Eleven yet mo,
One ys conquerod, now to the Second

Bell
Gates

go 64

The Rosarium states that "after you have separated the soul

and spirit from its dead body, give it again the root of

the stone and the dead body will again take up its soul."65

This pattern, which will occur again after Redcrosse's en¬

counter with Duessa in Canto VII, applies thus: the soul

that has been separated from the body (the psyche) is the

Anima in its chthonic aspect (Duessa as the Melusina);

Redcrosse (spirit) is modified by the root of the stone

(unconscious), and the soul reappears as Una.

His Ladie seeing all, that chaunst, from farre
Approcht in hast to greet his victorie,
And said, Faire knight, borne vnder happy
Who see your vanquisht foes before you lye:
Well worthy be you of that Armorie,
Wherein ye haue great glory wonne this day,
And proou'd your strength on a strong enimie,
Your first aduenture: many such I pray

And henceforth euer wish, that like succeed it may.

(xxvii)

Implicit in the symbol dress and black

stole is the idea, as we have seen,that the Anima encom

passes both the light and the dark.

a nd therefore turned to white--i.e. made conscious--the

blackness of the chthonic aspect of the Anima. It will

require many such whitenings before Redcrosse will under¬

stand that the whiteness of perfect truth, beauty, and

holiness cannot be attained without having first come to

terms with the corresponding blackness.
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Redcrosse and Una ride out of the wood and meet

Archimago in the guise of a hermit, "An aged Sire, in long

black weedes yclad/ His feet all bare, his beard all hoarie

gray," and Redcrosse enquires whether he knows of "strange

aduentures":

Ah my deare Sonne (quoth he) how should, alas,
Silly old man, that Hues in hidden cell,
Bidding his beades all day for his trespas,
Tydings of warre and worldy trouble tell?

With holy father sits not with such things to mell.

But if of daunger which hereby doth dwell,
And homebred euill ye desire to heare,
Of a straunge man I can you tidings tell,
That wasteth all this countrey farre and neare.
Of such (said he) I chiefly do inquere,
And shall you well reward to shew the place,
In which that wicked wight his dayes doth weare:
For to all knighthood it is foule disgrace,

That such a cursed creature liues so long a space.

Far hence (quoth he) in wastfull wildernesse
His dwelling is, by which no liuing wight
May euer passe, but thorough great distresse.
Now (sayd the Lady) draweth toward night,
And well I wote, that of your later fight
Ye all forwearied be: for what so strong,
But wanting rest will also want of might?
The Sunne that measures heauen all day long,

At night doth baite his steedes the Ocean waues
emong.

Then with the Sunne take Sir, your timely rest,
And with new day new worke at once begin:
Vntroubled night they say giues counsell best.

(xxx-xxxiii)

The "straunge man.../ That wasteth all this country far and

neare" is, ironically enough, Redcrosse himself, though at

this stage of development he lacks the objectivity to see

this. Knighthood is indeed in "foul disgrace" as long as

its members fail to achieve the spiritual fulfillment which
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is bestowed upon those who develop the powers of the psyche

to their fullest. The "wastfull wilderness" where Red-

crcsse's "dwelling" is, is ego-consciovsness, which has be¬

come barren and infertile through previous neglect of the

unconscious. It is especially significant that Redcrosse,

as the representative of the alchemical Sol, should "take

with the Sunne... timely rest." Consciousness "measures

heauen all day," only to sink at night into the unconscious

to "baite his steeds the Ocean waues emong." As the Three

which comes out of Two, or the dark, masculine aspect of

Mercurius, Archimago is as much a personification of the un¬

conscious as Una is, so Redcrosse can hardly refuse to spend

the night at his hermitage.

A little lowly Hermitage it was,
Downe in a dale, hard by a forests side,
Far from resort of people, that did pas
In trauell to and froe: a little wyde
There was an holy Chappell edifyde,
Wherein the Hermite dewly wont to say
His holy things each morne and euentyde:
Thereby a Christall streame did gently play,

Which from a sacred fountaine welled forth alway.

(xxxiv)

If the hermitage seems reminiscent of Errours Den, that

"hollow caue/ Amid the thickest woods," where Redcrosse

slew the Melusina, this is no coincidence: except for a

slight metamorphosis, it is the same place. This basic

geography, with its unmistakeable Freudian symbolism, is

common in alchemical literature. In the parable entitled

The Hermet's Tale, for example, we find the following:
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In Pilgrimage one onely thing I found
Of worth in Lemnes nere to Vulcan1s shopp,
A Christall founteine running under ground,
Between a Vally and a Mounteines topp.

Pleas'd with this sight, I bid a Hermite tell
The story of the place, who there did dwell.

Within this Vale a haliowe dusky Cave
There is (quoth he) of greate Antiquity.... 66

Spenser's "sacred fountaine" corresponds to the mercurial

fountain of the alchemists, which, as Jung points out,

"goes straight to the heart of alchemical symbolism."67 xn

the Rosarium, beneath a woodcut of the mercurial fountain,

is the following statement:

We are the metals' first nature and only source/
The highest tincture of the Art is made through

us.

No fountain and no water has my like/
I make both rich and poor both whole and sick.
For healthful can I be and poisonous.68

We find the mercurial fountain not only in Canto I, but in

Canto VII, when Redcrosse and Duessa commit their "spiri¬

tual fornication," and in Canto XI, where it is trans¬

formed into the well of life that refreshes Redcrosse as

he battles the winged fire dragon. What Erich Neumann said

about mysticism—that it is "a ritual circling of the

centre"69--applies here, for the entire process of Book I

is centered around the various manifestations of the mer¬

curial fountain. It is thus a foreshadowing of potential

wholeness: each "distillation" is to the entire opus as the

microcosm to the macrocosm. What changes is not the foun¬

tain, but Redcrosse's perception of it. It may seem para¬

doxical that the healing water should at first be poi-
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poisonousness is that of error succeeded by hypocrisy:
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The Patron of true Holinesse
Foule Errour doth defeate:

Hypocrisie him to entrape,
Doth to his home entreate.

It is, however, in accord with alchemical theory that the

environment in which the initial impulse toward wholeness

is to be found is that of strictly negative qualities The

sense of amazement and incredulity with which the inexperi¬

enced adept must have pondered this idea is reflected in

the treatises by the many efforts to mollify the I

moral resistance. In Bloomfields Blossoms, for example, the

advice is not to try to unravel the "misty meaning knowne

only unto us," but just faithfully follow the instructions:

Bring them first to Hell, and afterwards to
Heaven:

Betwixt lyfe and death then thou must discusse,
Therefore I councell thee that thou worke thus.

Dissolve and

Congeale,
Then hast thou all:

tell.70

them, Sublime, Fix, and

therefore doe as I thee

It is Archimago--like the "sacred fountaine," a metamor¬

phosis of Mercurius—who will lead the way to Hell. Red-

crosse, a Protestant, and a "patron," therefore, of "true

Holinesse," is required to spend the night in a hermitage

presided over by the spirit of Catholicism:

With faire discourse the euening so they pas:
For that old man of pleasing wordes has store,
And well could file his tongue as smooth as glas;
He told of Saintes and Popes, and euermore

He strowd an Aue-Mary after and before.

(xxxv)
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Like Archimago, who is "wont to say/ His holy things each

morne and euentyde," the alchemist Thomas Charnock's "Tutor

in Philosophy," as Charnock admits in the 'treatise The

Breviary of Philosophy (1557) , was given to similar devo¬

tions: "And there in a Chamber anone I found him out,/

Praying upon his Beades very devout."71 Though Charnock

may be aghast at his Tutor's popery, it should be empha¬

sized that he does go to him for instruction in alchemy:

herein lies an ambivalent attitude toward Catholicism which

we must appreciate if we are to understand Archimago and

the "hypocrisie" which he represents; for anyone having

to do with mysticism, or, indeed, the occult arts and sci¬

ences generally, would, in the popular estimation, carry

with him at least the suspicion of Catholic sympathies.^2

According to Jung, alchemy in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries was "for the Protestant... the only way of still

being Catholic."73 And yet, for the Protestant who prac¬

ticed esoteric alchemy, the widespread horror of Catholi¬

cism (which the practitioner himself would likely have

shared'.) must have contributed to the immense sense of

spiritual danger surrounding this art.

The drouping Night thus creepeth on them fast,
And the sad humour loading their eye l.^ddes,
As messenger of Morpheus on them cast
Sweet slombring deaw, the which to sleepe them

biddes.
Vnto their lodgings then his guestes he riddes:
Where when all drownd in deadly sleepe he findes,
He to his study goes, and there amiddes
His Magic bookes and artes of sundry kindes,

He seekes out mighty charmes, to trouble sleepy
mindes.
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Then choosing out few wordes most horrible,
(Let none them read) thereof did verses frame,
With which and other spelles like terrible,
He bad awake blacke Plutoes griesly Dame,
And cursed heauen, and spake reprochfull shame
Of highest God, the Lord of life and light;
A bold bad man, that dar'd to call by name
Great Gorgon, Prince of darkness and dead night,

At which Cocytus quakes, and Styx is put to flight.

And forth he cald out of deepe darknesse dred
Legions of Sprights, the which like little flyes
Fluttring about his euer damned hed,
A-waite whereto their seruice he applyes,
To aid his friends, or fray his enimies:

(xxxvi-xxxviii)

Archimago "liues in hidden cell,/ Bidding his beades all

day for his trespas," like Charnock's Tutor in Philosophy,

and yet at night he turns to his "Magic bookes and artes of

sundry kindes" to raise malign from Hell. At face

value this would surely seem the epitome of "hypocrisie."
9

Nevertheless, this account of Archimago's conjuring up

a "fit false dreame" with which to "delude" Redcrosse,

which will occupy the remaining twenty stanzas of Canto I,

serves as a commentary on much more than Archimago's

"hypocrisie." As Spenser has stated in the letter to

Raleigh, the purpose of the poem is "to fashion a gentle¬

man or noble person in vertuous and gentle discipline."

This episode does, as a matter of fact, show more explicit¬

ly than anywhere else in the poem how this great miracle

will be accomplished. These final stanzas are, in effect,

a penetrating analysis of the means and the source of the

"magic" which will supply the energy for the process of
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transformation. Undoubtedly there must have been those in

the Court of Elizabeth privy to the Mysteries of the eso¬

teric tradition who would have been appalled by Spenser's

disregard of his obligation to keep these most crucial se¬

crets under lock and key. It is true that anyone familiar

with alchemical literature would be struck by the promi¬

nence of dreams and dream visions in these writings, as

well as the even more obvious fact (to anyone familiar

with dreams) that alchemical parables are invariably writ¬

ten in the symbolic language of dreams. But, like all
\

"Magic bookes," alchemical treatises were zealously guar¬

ded against perusal by the uninitiated, who, in any case,

would have been baffled by the "gibberish" (from Geber,

the alchemist whose jargon was incomprehensible to the

uninitiated). The fact is that dreams have a crucial

function in the transformation of the personality, since

it is largely through dream analysis that the various com¬

ponents of the psyche are brought into proper balance. As

we have seen in Chapter II, symbols and situations in the

dreams of modern patients undergoing psychoanalysis bear a

startling similarity to what is found in alchemical writings.

Modern psychoanalysis has merely, as Jung has shown, re¬

discovered what the alchemists had known all along. Psy¬

chologically, then, Redcrosse is the "clownishe younge man"

translated from the third dimension (waking existence) into

the fourth (unconscious realm of dreams—Spenser's Faery-

land): he is, in other words, the dream ego, the waking ego's
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heroic counterpart who serves as the protagonist in the

divine drama of individuation that is played out in the

unconscious as an autonomous activity of the psyche. The

"clownishe younge man," who is to be spiritually transmuted

into the perfected Saint George of England, is initially

somewhere between the moral extremes of Archimago and

Arthur, since Archimago is equivalent psychologically to

the Shadow (or, more precisely, the Shadow of the Self74),
And Arthur to the Self. The meaning of the concept that

the adept is at once both redeemer and redeemed is this:

it is at his own prompting that the pairs of opposite^

within the psyche are brought into contention: it is he who,

at least initially, orchestrates the confrontation of the

ego-consciousness with the powers of the unconscious, just

as Archimago does, in The Faerie Queene, before the emer¬

gence of Arthur. The whole point to the "magical" pro¬

cedure is to stir up the contents of the unconscious until

they begin to manifest themselves in dreams. In a very

real sense, therefore, the adept must turn to the Archi¬

mago within himself, and, with the aid of his "magic bookes,"

seek out "mighty charmes, to trouble sleepy mindes," for it

is entirely in accord with alchemical procedure, at least in

the early stages of the opus, that the adept should "awake

blacke Plutoes grisely Dame," and "call by name/ Great Gor¬

gon, Prince of darkness and dead night." This is precisely

the intent behind the admonition in Bloomfields Blossoms to

"Bring them first to Hell. fV

Indeed, John Dee, who, as we
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have seen in Chapter III, was so great a magician as to have

been well deserving of the name Archimago, did himself call

forth "Legions of Sprights," just like Archimago, and, in

fact, created an enormous furor in his day by doing so: one

of the great controversies surrounding Dee are the accounts

of his conjuring of spirits.^5 Suffice it to say that it is

surely not accidental that Archimago's Sprights, which are

"like little flyes/ Fluttring about his euer damned hed,"

seem reminiscent of the "fruitfull cursed spawns of serpents

small" that swarm around Redcrosse after he has slain the
%

dragon, which are then compared to the "cloud of cumbrous

gnats" that molest the Shepheard, until "with his clownish

hand their tender wings/ He brusheth oft, and oft doth mar

their murmurings" (xxii-xxiii). The adept, desiring to

achieve spiritual perfection, must pursue this goal in a

manner that superficially at least gives the appearance of

"hypocrisie," for he must literally use every charm in the

book to encourage the Shadow to summon into consciousness

the negative qualities of the personality in order that the

evil might be confronted, and, hopefully, conquered. Since

the Shadow can be expected to "aide his friends, or fray

his enimies," the adept must pray that in this awesome

battle that takes place on the other side of consciousness

the necessary inner resources will appear, as an act of

grace, to de-energize the negative qualities and thus "mar

their murmurings." If this does not occur, the adept will
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have destroyed himself morally and psychologically.

He making speedy way through
the world of waters wide

r

andAnd through
To Morpheus house doth hastily repaire.
Amid the bowels of the earth full steepe,
And low, where dawning day doth neuer peepe,
His dwelling is; there Tethys his wet bed
Doth euer wash, and Cynthia still doth
In siluer deaw his euer-drouping hed,

Whiles sad Night ouer him her mantle black doth

Whose double gates he findeth locked fast.
The one faire fram'd of burnisht Yuory,
The other all with siluer ouercast;
And wakefull dogges before them farre do lye,
Watching to banish Care their enimy,
Who oft is wont to trouble gentle Sleepe.
By them the Sprite doth passe in quietly,
And vnto Morpheus comes, whom drowned deepe

In drowsie fit he findes: of nothing he takes
keepe.

And more, to lulle him in his slumber soft,
A trickling streame from high rocke tumbling

downe
And euer-drizling raine vpon the loft,
Mixt with a murmuring winde, much like the sowne
Of swarming Bees, did cast him in a swowne:
No other noyse, nor peoples troublous cryes,
As still are wont t'annoy the walled towne,
Might there be heard: but careless Quiet lyes,

Wrapt in eternall silence farre from enemyes.

(xxxix-xli)

The relationships surrounding the function of Spenser's

Morpheus point clearly to the alchemical Saturn (lead).

According to Gerhard Dorn, "the element earth in our body

corresponds to Saturn, as does the roots of the philosophi¬

cal tree."76 Jung points out that Saturn is "one of the

best known synonyms for the prima materia, and hence is

the matrix of the filius Philosophorum."77 This is what

is meant when the alchemists say, for example, that "The
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King is buried in Saturn."78 Now, the buried King sym¬

bolizes the unrealized potential of the imperfected natural

man, often expressed by the concept of the "soul hidden in

matter," or, in The Faerie Queene, by the inability of Una's

father to destroy the dragon that holds his Kingdom in bond¬

age; Una's father is therefore the moral equivalent of the

"clownishe younge man," whose trials as the Knight of Red-

crosse correspond to the renewal of the King. The link be¬

tween Spenser's Morpheus and the alchemical Saturn is to be

found in the relationship between the invocation to Saturn

and the renewal of the King. Jung discusses the psychologi¬

cal implications thus:

It is seen...that the king is growing old, even
before he sees it himself: ruling ideas, the "domi¬
nants," change, and the change, undetected by con¬
sciousness, is mirrored only in dreams.... When,
therefore, an alchemist conjured up the spirit of
Saturn as his familiar, this was an attempt to bring
to consciousness a standpoint outside the ego, in¬
volving a relativization of the ego and its con¬
tents .7 9

Spenser's substitution of Morpheus for Saturn represents

the unveiling of a very real secret: if one closely exa¬

mines the characteristics which the alchemists attribute to

their Saturn in terms of function rather than label, it be¬

comes apparent that he is, in effect, the creator and

source of dreams. This is why the progression through the

planetary houses must always begin with Saturn: unless Sa¬

turn is roused from his slumber, there will be no way to

set into motion the sequence of dreams depicting the pro-
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cess of individuation (without which the opus alchymicum

is no more than a theoretical possibility), and the divine

drama will not emerge into consciousness, for, as the al¬

chemists express it, "Sol and Luna can exist only through

Saturn."80 when Archimago, an aspect of the "unknown Mer¬

cury," sends his will in the form of a Sprite to the house

of Morpheus, "Amid the bowels of the earth full steepe,"

where the god lies "Wrapt in eternall silence farre from

enemyes," to fetch a dream which will torment Redcrosse,

the magician is performing an alchemical operation of which
%

the following description, set forth in the usual jargon,

may be considered representative:

...your unknown Mercury is nothing other than a
living innate universal Spirit which, ever agitated
in aerial vapour, descends from the Sun to fill the
empty Centre of the Earth; whence it later issues
forth from the impure Sulphurs and, from volatile,
becomes fixed and, having taken form, imparts its
form to the radical moisture.81

The dream, in other words, enters consciousness where it is

then available for integration into the personality. The

"impure Sulphurs" correspond to Spenser's "darkness and

dead night," and are symbolized by the colors grey and

black. The psychological implications of the imagery associ-
A

ated with Saturn Jung analyzes thus:

Grey and black correspond to Saturn and the evil
world; they symbolize the beginning in darkness, in
the melancholy, fear, wickedness, and wretchedness
of ordinary human life.... The darkness and blackness
can be interpreted psychologically as man's confusion
and lostness; that state which nowadays results in an
anamnesis, a thorough examination of all those con¬
tents which are the cause of the problematical situ-
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ation, or at any rate its expression. This exami¬
nation, as we know, includes the irrational contents
that originate in the unconscious and express them¬
selves in fantasies and dreams,

interpretation of dreams confront
point with the statements of

The analysis and
the

the
conscious

thus
stand-

unconscious ,

Thiswidening its narrow horizon,
cramped and rigid attitudes corresponds
tion and separation of the elements bv the

ofloosening up
the solu¬to

manens, which was
by

in the
aqua per-

already present
the art. The water is a

"body"
soul

and
oris lured out by

spirit, that is, a psychic "substance," which is now
in its turn applied to the initial material. This
corresponds to using the dream's meaning to clarify
existing problems.8

The image of Morpheus slumbering "Amid the bowels of the

earth" is the most striking of the various expressions of

the prima materia or the initial or imperfect state in

Canto I. Jung points out that in alchemy "the imperfect

state is like the sleeping state."83 it is significant

that Spenser should have given Morpheus the attributes of

Saturn, for lead, as the heaviest metal, represents the

highest degree of unconsciousness, just as Morpheus' being

"Wrapt in eternall silence farre from enemyes" is in

keeping with Saturn's position as the most distant of the

planets. Jung has observed that "to the earlier alchemists

... it is not quicksilver, but the lead associated with

Saturn, which usually represents the prima materia."84

Indeed, the necessity of the Spright's undertaking the

Night Sea Journey—a motif, incidentally, which may be re¬

garded as a foreshadowing of the Royal Marriage85--, and

plunging "through the world of waters wide and deepe" to

reach the house of Morpheus, does indicate that if Saturn
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is not the mercurial fountain, he is at least to be sought

at the bottom of it. Khunrath, in fact, links the stage

represented by the Earth dragon, which Jung defines as

"the lowest and most inchoate form of the King," to

Saturn.86 Saturn is sometimes considered the "father and

origin of Mercurius,"87 an idea which makes sense if Mer-

curius is to be understood psychologically as the personi¬

fication of the unconscious as depicted in dreams, and

Saturn the creator of the dreams Some alchemists regard

Mercurius senex as "identical with Saturn,"88 which ex¬

plains why Archimago (Mercurius senex) shares some of Sa¬

turn's functions, as when he transforms the other of the

two sprights into the likeness of Una in order that Red-

crosse be tormented by a vision (of Archimago's creation)

as well as a dream (from Morpheus). Certainly Archimago's

machinations throughout Book I of The Faerie Queene help

fulfill Saturn's responsibilities as "Tempter and oppres-

-89 But, like all concepts in alchemy, Saturn has a

dual nature: Jung observes that "although astrologically

Saturn is a malefic planet of whom only the worst is expec¬

ted, he is also a purifier, because true purity is attained

only through repentance and expiation of sin."90 Vigenerus

defines the dual function thus:

signifies the vexations and troubles wherewith
God visits us and brings us back to repentance. For
as lead burns up and removes all the imperfections
of metals, for which reason Boethus the Arab called
it the water of Sulphur, so likewise tribulation in
this life cleanses us from the many blemishes which
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we have incurred: wherefore St. Ambrose calls it the
key of heaven.

The extremes in which Saturn can be manifested in the pro¬

cess of alchemical transformation can be seen from Michael

Maier's Symbola aureae mensae duodecim nationum (1617).

Jung is commenting on the author's search for Mercurius (in

his benign aspect):

He can find Mercurius only through the rite of the
ascent and descent, the "circular distillation,"
beginning with the black lead, with the darkness,
coldness, and malignity of the malefic Saturn; then
ascending through the other planets to the fiery
Sol, where the gold is heated in the hottest fire and
cleansed of all impurities; and finally returning to
Saturn, where this time he meets Mercurius and re¬
ceives some useful teachings from him. Saturn has
here changed from a star of ill omen into a "domus
barbae" (House of the Beard), where the "wisest of
all," Thrice-Greatest Hermes, imparts wisdom.92

Spenser's equivalent of the "domus barbae" episode is, as

we shall see, to be found in Canto X, where Redcrosse re¬

ceives instruction from the "aged holy man" whose "name

was heauenly Contemplation," and who represents the anti¬

type of Archimago, who, of course, is associated only with

the malefic Saturn. It is significant that the dual aspect

of Saturn is present from the beginning in the "double

gates" of Morpheus' house: "The one faire fram'd of bur-

nisht Yuory,/ The other all with siluer ouercast." The

fact that the Sprite has been sent for "A fit false dreame,

that can delude the sleepers sent," will determine the gate

through which he will pass on his way back to Archimago:

The God obayde, and calling forth straight way
A diuerse dreame out of his prison darke,
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Deliuered it to him and downe did lay
His heauie head, deuoide of carefull carke,
Whose sences all were straight benumbd and

starke.
He backe returning by the Yuorie dore,
Remounted vp as light as chearefull Larke,
And on his litle winges the dreame he bore

In hast vnto his Lord, where he him left afore.

(xliv)

The twin gates, as Upton points out, have classical ante¬

cedents: "The poets suppose two gates of Sleep, the one of

horn, from which true dreams proceed, the other of ivory,

which sends forth false dreams (Od. 19.562; Aen. 6.894)."93

In Spenser, the gate "with siluer ouercast" is the one

through which the "true dreams" would pass, for they would

represent the benign aspect of Saturn. Like Morpheus, who

calls forth the dream from "his prison darke," the alchemi¬

cal Saturn is regarded as the "governor of the prison,"94

and, again like Morpheus, Saturn's sluggishness (i.e. lack

of heat) is symbolic of the fact that spiritual imperfec¬

tion is the result of excessive unconsciousness.

Thus well instructed, to their worke they hast,
And comming where the knight in slomber lay,
The one vpon his hardy head him plast,
And made him dreame of loues and lustfull play,
That nigh his manly hart did melt away,
Bathed in wanton blis and wicked ioy:
Then seemed him his Lady by him lay,
And to him playnd, how that false winged boy,

Her chast hart had subdewd, to learne Dame plea¬
sures toy.

And she her selfe of beautie soueraigne Queene,
Faire Venus seemde vnto his bed to bring
Her, whom he waking euermore did weene,
To be the chastest flowre, that ay did spring
On earthly braunch, the daughter of a king,
Now a loose Leman to vile seruice bound:
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And eke the Graces seemed all to sing,
Hyman io Hymen, dauncing all around,

Whilst freshest Flora her with Yuie girlond crownd.

In this great passion of vnwonted lust,
Or wonted feare of doing ought amis,
He started vp, as seeming to mistrust
Some secret ill, or hidden foe of his:
Lo there before his face his Lady is,
Vnder blake stole hyding her bayted hooke,
And as halfe blushing offred him to kis,
With gentle blandishment and louely looke,

Most like that virgin true, which for her knight
him took.

(xlvii-xlix)

The dream has given Redcrosse a false image of Una, as in¬

dicated by the presence of the Spright which Archimagp has

"fram'd of liquid ayre" to resemble the true Una. This

image of the Lady, "Vnder blake stole hyding her bayted

hooke," represents Redcrosse's second encounter with the

poisonous Anima. The first encounter was in fact no less

sexual than this one: the only difference between Redcrosse's

entering the "hollow caue,/ Amid the thikest woods" to do

battle with the Melusina and the present "great passion of

vnwonted lust," is that there the sexual overtones are un¬

conscious, whereas here, thanks to the dream from Morpheus,

the eroticism has entered consciousness, where it precipi¬

tates a crisis in faith. In the first instance, the two

polarities implicit in Luna appear as separate, unrelated

entities, like the head and tail of the otherwise submerged

uroboros, and Redcrosse can blindly attack the one without

having to change his conception of the other. In the second

instance, both aspects of Luna are present simultaneously:
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the Lady has the behavior of the one and the appearance of

the other. To someone less naive than Redcrosse, this

should point immediately to a conceptual identity. It will

be only after an agonizing ordeal of purification that the

young Patron of Holiness will come to realize that all con¬

cepts exist as polarities; for the moment, everything is

reduced from both/and to either/or; confronted with the

"bayted hooke" of the negative Anima, Redcrosse loses faith

in her positive counterpart, and is thus "Much grieu'd to

thinke that gentle Dame so light,/ For whose defence he was

to shed his blood" (lv).

Underlying the allegory of Canto I are two separate

alchemical operations. We have seen that Redcrosse's first

"aduenture," the slaying of the poisonous earth dragon, or

Melusina, corresponds to the first of the twelve operations

or Gates as set forth in George Ripley's The Compound of

Alchymie. The first Gate is Calcination, which Ripley de¬

fines as "the purgacyon of our Stone." The second Gate,

which corresponds to the final episode of Canto I, the con¬

juring up of the dream, is Solution:

Of Solución now wyll I speke a word or two,
Whych sheweth owt that err was hyd from syght,

And makyth intenuate things that were thyk also;
By the vertue of our fyrst Menstrue clere and bryght,
In whych our Bodyes eclypsyd ben to syght:

And of ther hard and dry Compactyon subtylyat
Into there owne fyrst nature kyndly retrogradate.95

Solution involves making visible a part of the hidden prima

materia (Ripley's "fyrst nature") or chaos. Psychological-
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ly, it is the gathering of dream data for purposes of psy¬

choanalysis. Solution operates on what is termed in Bloom-

fields Blossoms the "invisible/ Materiall of our Maistry, a

substance insensible," to produce "a privy Quintessence":

This is not in sight, but restest invisible;
Till it be forced out of Chaos darke,
Where he remaineth ever indivisible,
And yet in him is the foundacion of our warke,
In our Lead it is, so that thou it marke.

Drive it out of him so out of all other,
I can tell thee no better if thou wert my brother.96

CANTO II

Summary

Reacting to a vision which Archimago has created of

Una and a lusty young Squire shamefull

chaine," Redcrosse, forsaking his Lady, rides off at dawn,

accompanied only by the Dwarfe. Redcrosse then confronts

and slays a "faithless Sarazin," with the name Sans Foy

inscribed on his shield, who is accompanied by a richly

dressed Lady in Scarlet Redcrosse takes charge of the

Lady, who says that she is Fidessa, "the sole daughter" of

the Emperor of the West, and a "virgin widow" whose right¬

ful Lord was slain by the Sarazin "ere my hoped day of

spousal." By this time the heat of the sun has become so

great that Redcrosse and Fidessa take cover in the shade

of "two goodly trees." Redcrosse, in order to fashion "a

girlond for her dainty forehead," breaks off a branch from

one of the trees, which then bleeds "small drops of gory
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bloud." A "piteous yelling voice" is heard, identifying

itself as "once a man Fradubio, now a tree." Fradubio ex¬

plains that the Lady Duessa, whom he won as a "prise mar-

tiall," caused him through witchcraft to forsake his own

Lady Fraelissa. When Fradubio finally saw that Duessa was

really a "filthy foule old woman," the witch perceived his

thoughts and transformed both him and Fraelissa into trees.

The spell, Fradubio says, cannot be broken until he and his

Lady "be bathed in a liuing well." Redcrosse, wanting to

be innocent of Fradubio's blood, thrusts the "bleeding

bough" into the ground, and covers the "wooden wound" with

fresh clay. Fidessa, who is really Duessa, feigns a swoon,

and is revived with kisses by Redcrosse, whereupon the two

mount up and continue on their journey.

Analysis and Commentary

As is evident from the first two lines of the epigram
9

to Canto II--"The guilefull great Enchaunter parts/ The

Redcrosse Knight from Truth"--, the alchemical procedure

which corresponds to the action of this, and, indeed, the

next four cantos, is Separation. According to the sequence

of operations in Ripley's The Compound of Alchymie, Separa¬

tion is intermediate between Solution and Conjunction (the

initial synthesis of opposites as indicated by the "spiri¬

tual fornication" of Redcrosse and Duessa in Canto VII).

At the present stage of the opus alchymicum, it is apparent

that the preparation of the Philosopher's Stone has already
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advanced two steps: 1) the surface of the arcane substance

has been washed clean (Whitening, or Calcination), which

corresponds to overcoming the initial resistance to ex¬

ploring the unconscious (the slaying of the Earth Dragon);

and 2) the arcane substance has been subjected to a cor¬

rosive Solution--the alchemists sometimes call it the Green

Lion--, which begins to dissolve the outer layers to reveal

what is hidden within, and which, psychologically, begins

to make data from the unconscious available to conscious¬

ness (the dream from Morpheus and the visions and thoughts

associated with it). The present procedure involves Sepa¬

ration of the arcane substance into its constituent ele¬

ments, and corresponds to determining unconscious persona¬

lity components by analyzing the psyche from the vantage

point of the objective non-ego (i.e. in dreams). That

Spenser should require four cantos for the process of Sepa-
A

ration is, it should be pointed out, entirely in keeping

with alchemical doctrine, which stresses the idea of the

tenfold, hundredfold, or even thousandfold distillation.
97

Eftsoones he tooke that miscreated faire.
And that false other Spright, on whom he spred
A seeming body of the subtile
Like a young Squire, in loues and lusty-hed,
Without regard of armes and dreaded fight:
Those two he tooke, and in a secret bed,
Couered with darknesse and misdeeming night,

Them both together laid, to ioy in vaine delight.

Forthwith he runnes with feigned faithfull
Vnto his guest, who after troublous sights
And dreames, gan now to take more sound
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Whom suddenly he wakes with fearefull frights,
As one aghast with feends or damned sprights,
And to him cals, Rise rise vnhappy Swaine,
That here wex old in sleepe, whiles wicked wights
Haue knit themselues in Venus shamefull chaine;

Come see, where your false Lady doth her honour
staine.

All in amaze he suddenly vp start
With sword in hand, and with the old man went;
Who him brought into a secret part,
Where that false couple were full closely ment
In wanton lust and lewd embracement:
Which when he saw, he burnt with gealous fire,
The eye of reason was with yblent,
And would haue slaine them in his furious ire,

But hardly was restreined of that aged sire.

(iii-v)

Archimago's placing the two Sprights in "a secret bed"

where they "ioy in vaine delight" is comparable to the al¬

chemist's placing Sol and Luna in the hermetically sealed

"nuptual chamber." In this instance it is a foreshadowing

of the mysterium coniunctionis which is to come. e

must in this phase of the opus alchymicum come to terms with
#

his Shadow: indeed, it is no coincidence that the phantom

Squire who spends "in loues and lusty-hed/ His wanton dayes

.../ Without regard of armes and dreaded fight" is the exact

opposite of Redcrosse, who has, after all, had the courage

at least to begin the opus (though we must not forget that

when Redcrosse donned the Armour of St. Paul, "arms till

that time did he neuer wield"). Redcrosse, because of his

spiritual naivete, does, however, dissociate himself from the

evil which Archimago has portrayed before his eyes; but the

reason the Sorcerer succeeds in restraining him from attac-
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king the couple is that Archimago is, after all, of the same

substance as Redcrosse. His power is indicative of a very

real character flaw in Redcrosse. Morally the only diffe¬

rence between this fornication and the one which Redcrosse

will commit with Duessa in Canto VII is that here the youth

has not yet accepted the fact that what he sees is a part

of himself. We have seen in Canto I that when "Faire Venus

seemde vnto his bed to bring/ Her, whom he waking euermore

did weene,/ To be the chastest flowre.../.../Now a loose

Leman to vile seruice bound" (I:xlviii), the young Knight's

response was a "great passion of vnwonted lust,/ Or wonted

feare of doing ought amis" (I:xlix). The parallel with

Philalethes' parable quoted above (p. 46 ff.) is obvious:

Worthless is the thief, armed with the malignity
of arsenic, from whom the winged youth fleeth,
shuddering. And though the central water is his
bride, yet dare ne not display his most ardent
love towards her, because of the snares of the
thief, whose machinations are in truth unavoidable.

Jung, in his explication (p, 50 above), points out that

the thief, who is "armed with all evil...is merely the ego

and its shadow where the abysmal depths of human nature be¬

gin to appear." When Redcrosse sees the two Sprights "In

wanton lust and lewd embracement," it is significant that

his "ire" and "rage" are mingled with jealousy. As

Kathleen Williams has observed, "His anger at the shame¬

lessness of the false Una is angry fear of his own weakness,

revealed to him in his dreams."98 His "feare of doing
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ought amis" is such that at daybreak Redcrosse "clad him

hastily" and he and the Dwarfe "both away do fly." Red¬

crosse so burns "with gealous fire" that he leaves Una be¬

hind, to search for him through "euery hill and dale, each

wood and plaine" (viii), while he, "Still flying from his

thoughts and gealous feare" (xii), rushes straight into the

snares of Duessa, who, as representative of Luna, is as

rightfully as Una "Sulphur's companion,"99 though to be

sure,as the moon's dark side, Duessa will not have the true,

but the corrupt Sulphur as companion. In this respect it

is indicative that the Dwarfe has also been separated from

Una, with whom he was formerly associated: the Dwarfe ought

ordinarily to be in attendance on Una, since rationality

that takes the unconscious (Una) properly into considera¬

tion leads to wisdom, whereas if rationality is tied to the

ego, it leads to a dangerous, life-denying onesidedness

that is the exact opposite of wisdom. In connection with

this it is interesting that Flora, who, in the presence of

Spenser's Venus, crowns the "Loose Leman" (the false Una)

with an "Yuie girlond," is, as Julius S. Held has pointed

out, regarded in the Renaissance as both dea and meretrix.1QQ
This is comparable to the alchemical Luna who in the capa^

city of whore (meretrix) "characterizes the arcane sub-

stance in its initial, 'chaotic,' maternal state,"101 which

corresponds to a degree of unconsciousness that effectively

precludes wisdom. Suffice it to say, however, that the
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situation will soon change: that the present "machinations"

of the thief "are in truth unavoidable," and, indeed, even

necessary, is indicated by the fact that, as another al¬

chemist expresses it, the royal diadem is extracted from the

"menstruum of our whore."102

But subtill Archimago, when his guests
He saw diuided into double parts,
And Vna wandring in woods and forrests,
Th'end of his drift, he praisd his diuelish arts,
That had such might ouer true meaning harts;
Yet rests not so, but other meanes doth make,
How he may worke vnto her further smarts:
For her he hated as the hissing snake,

And in her many troubles did most pleasure take.

He then deuisde himselfe how to disguise;
For by his mightie science he could take
As many formes and shapes in seeming wise,
As euer Proteus to himselfe could make:
Sometimes a fowle, sometime a fish in lake,
Now like a foxe, now like a dragon fell,
That of himselfe he oft for feare would quake,
And oft would flie away. 0 who can tell

The hidden power of herbes, and might of Magicke
spell?

But now seemde best, the person to put on
Of that good knight, his late beguiled guest:
In mighty armes he was yclad anon,
And siluer shield: vpon his coward brest
A bloudy crosse, and on his crauen crest
A bounch of haires discolourd diuersly:
Full iolly knight he seemde, and well addrest,
And when he sate vpon his courser free,

Saint George himself ye would haue deemed him to
be.

(ix-xi)

If when Archimago "cast about, and searcht his balefull

bookes againe," one of those books happened to be Ripley's

Compound of Alchymie, he would likely have found the fol¬

lowing instructions: "Separacyon thus must thou ofte tymes

make,/ Thy Matter dyvydyng into parts two."103 Small won-
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der, then, that he was overjoyed to see his guests "diuided

into double parts." Furthermore, there can be no doubt

about Archimago's capacity for troublemaking, for, as any¬

one familiar with alchemy would recognize immediately, this

is a perfect description of Mercurius, "a real trickster

who drove the alchemists to despair."104 The theriomorphic

"forms and shapes" enumerated here—fowle, fish, foxe, dra¬

gon , and, indeed, snake—are all associated with Mercurius

and are commonly depicted in illustrations found in al¬

chemical treatises.105 it is especially fitting that Mer¬

curius should be specifically identified with Archimago. The

adept, like the character Archimago, studies his secret books

and then summons up the will which dares to call forth psychic

powers beyond the ego and therefore beyond conscious con¬

trol: unleashing the demonism hidden in his own nature, and

at the same time trusting that by an act of divine grace a

way will be found to overcome it, he must risk losing his

soul in order to save it. Because the psychological surgery

that he is performing on himself is radical, he is in a

very real sense his own worst enemy, and is as dangerous to

himself as Archimago is to Redcrosse.

At last him chaunst to meete vpon the way
A faithlesse Sarazin all arm'd to point,
In whose great shield was writ with letter gay
Sans foy: full large of limbe and euery ioint

He was, and cared not for God or man a point.

He had a faire companion of his way,
A goodly Lady clad in scarlot red,
Purfled with gold and pearle of rich essay,
And like a Persian mitre on her hed
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She wore, with crownes and owches garnished,
The which her lauish louers to her gaue;
Her wanton palfrey all was ouerspred
With tinsell trappings, wouen like a waue,

Whose bridle rung with golden bels and bosses
braue.

With faire disport and courting dalliaunce
intertainde her louer all the way:
when she saw the knight his speare aduaunce,
soone left off her mirth and wanton play,
bad her knight addresse him to the

She
But
She
And

(xii-xiv)

Duessa, the negative aspect of Luna, has thus far undergone

the following development: the "Leman" into whose lap
II

angry Ioue" poured a "hideous storme of raine"; the amal¬

gam of woman and serpent, the Melusina; the insubstantial

Spright "fram'd of liquid ayre" depicting Una as a "loose

Leman"; and, finally, the present "goodly Lady" who corre¬

sponds to what the alchemists term their "noble whore Ve¬

nus." Jung cites references to show that, as with the

Whore of Babylon, this alchemical figure is traditionally

associated with red garments:

The "Tractatus aureus de lapide" says of the arcane
substance: "That noble whore Venus is clothed and
enveloped in abounding colour." This colour "has a
reddish appearance." The nobility of this Venus de¬
rives from the fact that she is also the queen, the
"chaste bride" of the king. In his "Practica de la¬
pide" Basilius Valentinus says: "This tincture is the
red blood of the dragon, described by many, and the
purple cloak... with which the queen is covered."106

It may at first seem inappropriate to think of Spenser's

"Lady clad in scarlot red," Duessa, as "queen" and "chaste

bride' of the king": it is necessary, however, to bear in

mind that Una and Duessa represent opposite halves of the
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same polarity, and that anything happening to one, happens

to the other as well. Just as, psychologically, every as¬

pect of every conscious experience has a corresponding un¬

conscious correlate, so every event involving the alchemi¬

cal Luna will have at least two faces. The various facets

of a given complex situation are to be understood as occur¬

ring simultaneously, though, obviously, they will be re¬

vealed as a linear sequence. Before the "louely Ladie"

Una, Redcrosse's first companion, is divided into light and

dark sides of the moon, she represents Luna as an integral

concept: therefore her "Royall lynage" is "Of ancient Kings

and Queenes, that had of yore/ Their scepters stretcht from

East to Westerne shore,/ And all the world in their subiec-

tion held" (I:v). After the Patron of Holinesse has taken

the place of the "faithlesse Sarazin" Sans Foy, he is once

again the companion of Luna, but this time the concept has
9

been divided in half. Duessa tells him that she was "Borne

the sole daughter of an Emperour,/ He that the wide West

vnder his rule has" (Ilrxxii). The moon has been separated

into two parts, and the Emperour's dominion has accordingly

been reduced to half the world. It is psychologically sig¬

nificant that Duessa's portion should be the western half.

East and West may be regarded as symbolic respectively of

the unconscious and conscious halves of the psyche.107

Although white is the color ordinarily associated with

Luna, the aspect of Luna that is termed "Venus, the Whore"
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is symbolized by red, the solar color which is representa¬

tive of Sol, the masculine component of the coniunctio, and

therefore aptly linked with the West, and ego-conscious¬

ness. According to Jung, the psychological function of the

Scarlot Lady in alchemy is to compensate the "negative as¬

pect of a conscious dominant":

The anima in her negative aspect—that is, when
she remains unconscious and hidden--exerts a posses¬
sive influence on the subject. The chief symptoms of
this possession are blind moods and compulsive en¬
tanglements on one side, and on the other cold, un¬
related absorption in principles and abstract ideas.
The negative aspect of the anima indicates therefore
a special form of psychological maladjustment. This
is either compensated from the conscious side or else
it compensates a consciousness already marked by a
contrary (and equally incorrect) attitude. For the
negative aspect of the conscious dominant is far from
being a "God-given" idea; it is the most egoistic in¬
tention of all, which seeks to play an important role
and, by wearing some kind of mask, to appear as some¬
thing favourable (identification with the personal).
The anima corresponding to this attitude is an intri-
ger who continually aids and abets the ego in its
role, while digging in the background the very pits
into which the infatuated ego is destined to fall.103

The reason that Duessa's account of her misfortunes paral¬

lels Una's is that it is the same event, recounted from a

different point of view:

He in the first flowre of my freshest age,
Betrothed me vnto the onely haire
Of a most mighty king, most rich and sage;
Was neuer Prince so faithfull and so faire,
Was neuer Prince so meeke and debonaire;
But ere my hoped day of spousall shone,
My dearest Lord fell from high honours staire,
Into the hands of his accursed fone,

And cruelly was slaine, that shall I euer mone.

His blessed body spoild of liuely breath,
Was afterward, I know not how, conuaid
And fro me hid: of whose most innocent death
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When tidings came to me vnhappy maid,
0 how great sorrow my sad soule assaid.
Then forth I went his woefull corse to find,
And many yeares throughout the world I straid,
A virgin widow, whose deepe wounded mind

With loue, long time did languish as the striken
hind.

At last it chaunced this proud Sarazin,
To meete me wandring, who perforce me led
With him away, but yet could neuer win
The Fort, that Ladies hold in soueraigne dread.

(xxiii-xxv)

The identity between this and Una's story becomes evident

as soon as it is rephrased in psychological terms. The

Prince is consciousness, which asserted independence from

the rest of the psyche and so "fell from high honors

staire." The "fone," acting against the long-range best

interests of the conscious mind, are the ego-complex which

has seized power. The Prince has been "slaine" in the

sense that the Fall separated consciousness from the eter¬

nal aspect of the psyche, and, as Milton puts it, "Brought

Death into the World, and all our woe." The psyche does,

however, yearn for wholeness, and the unconscious, regar¬

ding consciousness as "conuaid/ And fro me hid," has gone

forth "a virgin widow" to search for "the body spoild of

liuely breath," and restore the "woefull corse" to life by

bringing it back into communion with the rest of the

psyche—which is the great task of the alchemical proce¬

dure. Redcrosse, as the "faithlesse Sarazin," had no

chance to "win the Fort," for as long as he was himself

literally Sans Foy, any real communion with the unconscious
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would be impossible. For this, faith is required; and

faith involves belief in the power, wisdom, and, indeed,

existence of the unconscious as non-ego. By defeating

Sans Foy in battle, Redcrosse has made a further step to¬

ward becoming the true Patron of Holinesse. The victory

which was beyond Sans Foy will be won by Redcrosse in Canto

VII, for it is there that the mysterium coniunctionis will

occur, Redcrosse's relationship to the Anima will shift

from negative (Duessa) to positive (Una), and the ultimate

reunification of the psyche will follow. Una's story of
\

her father's dominion which stretched "from East to West-

erne shore" until the "infernall feend.../ Forwasted all

their land" is likewise symbolic of the breach between

conscious and unconscious halves of the psyche, and is,

therefore, to be regarded as the same event.

Long time they thus together traueiled,
Till weary of their way, they came at last,
Where grew two goodly trees, that faire did spred
Their armes abroad, with gray mosse ouercast,
And their greene leaues trembling with euery

blast,
Made a calme shadow far in compasse round:

But this good knight soone as he them can spie,
For the coole shade him thither hastly got:
For golden Phoebus now ymounted hie,
From fiery wheeles of his faire chariot
Hurled his beame so scorching cruell hot,
That liuing creature mote it not abide;
And his new Lady it endured not.
There they alight, in hope themselues to hide

From the fierce heat, and rest their weary limbs
a tide.

Faire seemely pleasaunce each to other makes,
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With goodly purposes there as they sit:
And in his falsed fancy he her takes
To be the fairest wight, that liued yit;
Which to expresse, he bends his gentle wit,
And thinking of those braunches greene to frame
A girlond for her dainty forehead fit,
He pluckt a bough; out of whose rift there came

Small drops of gory bloud, that trickled downe
the same.

Therewith a piteous yelling voyce was heard,
Crying, 0 spare with guilty hands to teare
My tender sides in this rough rynd embard,
But fly, ah fly far hence away, for feare
Least to you hap, that happened to me heare,
And to this wretched Lady, my deare loue,

(xxviii-xxx)

When Redcrosse and Una passed through the "shadie groue"

to escape the fury of Jove's "hideous storme of raine,"

the Philosophical Tree, "The builder Oake, sole king of

forrests all," was almost inconspicuous among the other

trees of the forest. Redcrosse is now reexperiencing that

moment, but this time at a slightly more intense level of

awareness, and viewed from a different angle. The single

tree has now become two (Maria's axiom, "One becomes

Two..."), and attention has so focused on these two that

all the other trees have disappeared. As in the alchemi¬

cal garden in Mylius' "Symbolum Saturni," the Philosophi¬

cal Tree is often divided into two: "Among these I per¬

ceived two outstanding ones, higher than the others....

they were named by Neptune the tree of the sun and the tree

of the moon."109 From this it is apparent that the two

trees are an expression of the relationship of Sol and

Luna. They are also linked to the dragon of Canto I. Jung
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has shown that "the mercurial serpent as chthonic spiri-

tus vegetativus... represents the tree numen and appears as

Melusina"; that the "mercurial serpent is the arcane sub¬

stance that transforms itself inside the tree and thus con¬

stitutes its life"; and that the "division of the tree soul

into a masculine and feminine corresponds to the al¬

chemical Mercurius as the life principle of the tree, for

as an hermaphrodite he is duplex. "HO We can see that Red-

crosse, by defeating the Melusina, has diminished the un¬

consciousness symbolized by the "darksome hole" to the pre¬

sent level of "calm shadow" cast by the "two goodly trees."

Since Redcrosse has a negative relationship with the Anima,

he and the "Lady in scarlot red" (whose "whoredom," inci¬

dentally, reflects the fact that the unconscious is pre¬

sently prostituting itself to the egocentricity of the con¬

scious mind), must take cover in this shadow; for Duessa,

as dark side of the moon, cannot bear the direct rays of

the sun: Phoebus' "beame so scorching cruell hot" is such

that the Redcrosse Knight's "new Lady it endured not." On

another level, we can visualize this "fierce heat" as sym¬

bolic of the reaction occurring in the alchemical vessel.

We will recall that as Redcrosse approached the Melusina's

den to engage in his first battle, he was himself "full of

fire" (I:xiv). This time the "fierce heat" is attributed

to Phoebus, though the source is still Redcrosse, for

Phoebus is a synonym for the alchemical Sol, through whose
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"sulphurousness," or, psychologically, will and determi¬

nation, the "distillation" is accomplished. One of the

more stunning scenes, from an alchemical point of view, is

this one, which may be described as Sol and Luna beneath

the sun and moon trees, and is a motif frequently the sub¬

ject of illustrative etchings or woodcuts in alchemical

literature.HI Here when Redcrosse tries of "braunches

greene to frame/ A girlond" for his lady, only to discover

that "Small drops of gory bloud... trickled downe" the

broken bough, he is confronted with an insight presently

too deep for him to grasp: in order to honor what Duessa

stands for, he must injure a part of himself. This con¬

forms to what Jung describes as the alchemical motif of

torture:

This motif appears in the Western texts...in inverse
form, the tormented one being not the artifex but
Mercurius, or the lapis or tree. The reversal of
roles shows that the artifex imagines himself the
tormentor whereas in fact he is the tormented. This
becomes clear to him only later, when he discovers
the danger of the work to his costs.112

The "piteous yelling voyce" of what was "once a man Fra-

dubio, now a tree" (xxxiii) offers Redcrosse an objective

view of Redcrosse's own situation: Fradubio tells how,

having won her "as a prise martiall" (xxxvi), "I tooke

Duessa for my Dame" (xl):

So doubly lou'd of Ladies vnlike faire,
Th'one seeming such, and other such indeede,
One day in doubt I cast for to compare,
Whether in beauties glorie did exceede;
A Rosy girlond was the victors meede:
Both seemde to win, and both seemde won to bee,
So hard the discord was to be agreede.
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Fraelissa was as faire, as faire mote bee,
And euer false Duessa seemde as faire as shee.

The wicked witch now seeing all this while
The doubtfull ballaunce equally to sway,
What not by right, she cast to win by guile,
And by her hellish science raisd streight way
A foggy mist, that ouercast the day,
And a dull blast, that breathing on her face,
Dimmed her former beauties shining ray,
And with foule vgly forme did her disgrace:

Then was she faire alone, when non was faire in
place.

Then cride she out, Fye, fye, deformed wight,
Whose borrowed beautie now appeareth plaine
To haue before bewitched all mens sight;
0 leaue her soone, or let her soone be slaine.
Her loathly visage viewing with disdaine,
Eftsoones I thought her such, as she me told,
And would haue kild her; but with faigned paine,
The false witch did my wrathfull hand with-hold;

So left her, where she now is turnd to treen mould.

(xxxvii-xxxix)

The dilemma of any man who cultivates the Anima is that, by

definition, he will be "doubly lou'd of Ladies vnlike

faire." Alchemy, with its theory of polar opposites, as

revealed, for example, in the concept of Luna as encompas¬

sing simultaneously the bright as well as dark sides of the

moon, helps develop a quality of mind that does definitely

point in the direction of wisdom, for it requires the adept

to think in paradoxes, an ability which, as Jung has ob¬

served, is characteristic of only the finest intellects.H3

Though Una (or Fraelissa) is positive and therefore associ¬

ated with good, and Duessa (or Fidessa) is negative and

associated with evil, both, as Luna, or, psychologically,

as the personification of the unconscious, are "true," and
A

both must ultimately be recognized and accepted. Fradubio,
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unsatisfied with a condition of equilibrium between polar

opposites, as symbolized by the two Ladies, has set up a

contest to determine which one "in beauties glorie did ex-

ceede," and, by invoking such a one-sided criterion, has

sufficiently falsified the situation as to strengthen the

negative factor: a clear warning that self-deception

thrives on oversimplification. Redcrosse, of course, has

made the same mistake, even in the attempt to fashion a

"girlond" for Duessa, as had Fradubio, in whose contest

"A Rosy girlond was the victors meede"; or, in his own

separation from Una, which is expressed in Fradubio's sepa¬

ration from Fraelissa, in the parallel between Archimago's

restraining him from slaying the false Una, and Duessa's

corresponding restraint of Fradubio. There is, however,

one very crucial difference: Redcrosse's situation has not

yet culminated in the tree-like degree of unconsciousness

which, in the form of Duessa's spell, has fallen over Fra¬

dubio. It is a much-quoted saying in alchemy that "one

book opens another": the theoretical part of alchemy

consists of countless parables, dreams, and symbolic des¬

criptions which must be poured over and, like holy Scrip¬

ture, inwardly digested until the adept is able to grasp

the underlying spiritual meaning. Fradubio's situation can

therefore be used as a commentary on Redcrosse's, exactly

in the manner of a pair of alchemical parables. In the

differences and similarities, in the different sequences of

events, clues will be hidden, which, if sorted out, will
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provide a solution to the riddle. For the adept, the most

urgent problem at this stage of the opus alchymicum is to

understand the nature of Fradubio's mistake: if he does

not, he himself will risk falling victim to a similar

fate.

I chaunst to see her in her proper hew,
Bathing her selfe in origane and thyme:
A filthy foule old woman I did vew,

That euer to haue toucht her, I did deadly rew.

Her neather partes misshapen, monstrous,
Were hidd in water, that I could not see,
But they did seeme more foule and hideous,
Then womans shape man would beleeue to bee.
Thens forth from her most beastly companie
I gan refraine, in minde to slip away,
Soone as appeard safe oportunitie:
For danger great, if not assur'd decay

I saw before mine eyes, if I were knowne to stray.

The diuelish hag by chaunges of my cheare
Perceiu'd my thought, and drownd in sleepie night,
With wicked herbes and ointments did besmeare

My bodie all, through charmes and magicke might,
That all my senses were bereaued quight:
Then brought she me into this desert waste,
And by my wretched louers side me pight,
Where now enclosd in wooden wals full faste,

Banisht from liuing Wights, our wearie dayes we
waste.

(xl-xlii)

Fradubio's glimpse of Duessa in her "proper hew" as "A

filthy foule old woman" with "Her neather partes misshapen,

monstrous" which "did seeme more foule and hideous,/ Then

womans shape" brings us back to the beginning of Canto I,

where Redcrosse encounters the Melusina "Half like a

serpent horribly displaide,/ But th'other halfe did womans

shape retaine,/ Most lothsom, filthie, foule, and full of
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vile disdaine" (I:xiv). Fradubio's reaction, significantly,

is very different from Redcrosse's: Redcrosse has had the

courage to confront the monster directly, in her very den,

and, in the ensuing struggle, has prevailed; Fradubio, on the

other hand, has attempted to "slip away,/ Soone as appeard

safe oportunitie," and it was in response to this that

Duessa caused him to be so "drownd in sleepie night" that all

his "senses were bereaued quight." Here, then, is the mis¬

take that doomed Fradubio and his lady to be banished into

"this desert waste" where they are "enclosd in wooden wals

full faste"; his mistake, it should be pointed out, is that

of Una's parents, the ancient King and Queen whose realm

"that infernall feend with foule vprore/ Forwasted . . . and

them expeld," and then, according to the letter to Raleigh,

caused them to be "many years shut vp in a brasen Castle,"

where the dragon "thence suffred them not to yssew." In

psychological terms, Fradubio has been unable to accept

responsibility for the ugly truth that the evil he sees is

actually in himself, so he runs away, repressing this insight

into his own weaknesses and faults, until the knowledge

sinks into deep unconsciousness, where it is then as effec¬

tively banished as if it had been hidden inside a tree, or

locked up in a "brasen Castle." The repressed person de¬

prives himself of the possibility of spiritual develop¬

ment, because, by lying to himself, he stifles the

process of individuation; and, what is worse, this

suggests that the degree to which a person has repressed
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self-knowledge is the degree to which, from a psychological

point of view, he may be said to "belong to the Devil."

This idea is expressed very well in C. S. Lewis' The

Screwtape Letters, when Screwtape, the master Devil,

advises his nephew Wormwood, whose assignment is to corrupt

mankind, that "it is funny how mortals always picture us

as putting things into their minds: in reality our best

work is done by keeping things out." Redcrosse would be

where Fradubio is, in the wasteland, in spiritual isolation,

"once a man . . . now a tree," had he run from the Melu-

sina. As it was, he had Una there to advise him, an

advantage that Fradubio, significantly, did not have.

But how long time, said then the Elfin knight,
Are you in this misformed house to dwell?
We may not chaunge (quoth he) this euil plight,
Till we be bathed in a liuing well;
That is the terme prescribed by the spell.
0 how, said he, mote I that well out find,
That may restore you to your wonted well?
Time and suffised fates to former kynd

Shall vs restore, none else from hence may vs
vnbynd.

The false Duessa, now Fidessa hight,
Heard how in vaine Fradubio did lament,
And knew well all was true. But the good knight
Full of sad feare and ghastly dreriment,
When all this speech the liuing tree had spent,
The bleeding bough did thrust into the ground,
That from the bloud he might be innocent,
And with fresh clay did close the wooden wound:

Then turning to his Lady, dead with feare her
found.

Her seeming dead he found with feigned feare,
As all vnweeting of that well she knew,
And paynd himselfe with busie care to reare
Her out of carelesse swowne. Her eylids blew
And dimmed sight with pale and deadly hew
At last she vp gan lift: with trembling cheare
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Her vp he tooke, too simple and too trew,
And oft her kist. At length all passed feare,

He set her on her steede, and forward forth did
beare.

(xliii-xlv)

Had Redcrosse heeded Fradubio's warning to "fly, ah fly

far hence away" (xxxi), he might not have stayed long

enough to find out how the spell could be broken. In¬

deed, Redcrosse's desire to help Fradubio, as symbolized

by his ministering to the "wooden wound," is evidence

that the "suffised fates to former kynd" (i.e. the instincts

that guide the return to the prelapsarian state of per¬

fection) are strong in him, and that ultimately by bathing

in the "liuing well," he will save Fradubio by saving

himself.Even his tender respect for Duessa has a

positive aspect: we must remember that Duessa leads

to Una, and where one is present, the other is present

also, though on a different plane of perception. For

the moment, as we shall see in Canto III, Redcrosse's spir¬

itual development measured with respect not to Duessa, but

Una, as the Anima figure most separate from the ego, will

be found at a level presently symbolized by the faithfull

lion, which is a higher degree of consciousness than a

tree, though still insufficient for a man.
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CANTO III

Summary

Forsaken by Redcrosse, Una has been searching for

her knight "through woods and wastnesse," when suddenly

a fierce Lion rushes at her. The beast is, however, so

dazzled by her beauty, that instead of devouring her,

he becomes her companion and protector. Una and the Lion

then encounter a "rude wench," Abessa, who "could not

heare, nor speak, nor understand," and who, startled by
%

the unaccustomed sight of a Lion and a Virgin, drops

the pot of water that she is carrying, and runs home.

Seeking shelter for the night, the two follow the fleeing

Abessa to her door. When their knock goes unanswered,

Una's "vnruly Page" then "claws the wicket open." Inside

they find Abessa in the darkness with her blind mother
#

Corceca, who sits in ashes, wears sackcloth, and occupies

herself with prayers and penances. That night, Kirkrapine

returns home with a load of plunder which he intends to

bestow on Abessa, his whore, but is attacked and killed

by the wrathful Lion. The next day Una and the Lion

continue their wanderings, until they are joined by

Archimago, who is disguised as Redcrosse. Presently

Archimago is challenged by Sansloy, who wishes to

avenge the slaying of Sansfoy, his brother. After he has
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wounded his opponent, Sansloy discovers to his amazement

that the knight is really the old man Archimago. Then

Sansloy slays the Lion, and leads Una away as his captive

Analysis and Commentary

Specifically, what we are concerned with in the

Separation cantos of Book I (i.e. Cantos II-VI) is

per abscessum, which is defined in Ruland's Alchemical

Lexicon thus: "Separation by Removal is when parts of

diverse nature break conjunction, and depart in opposite

directions."-5-^ Interestingly enough, there is a psychiatric

correlation here, for Separation is comparable in its basic

phenomenology to certain types of schizophrenia.
117

In his

discussion of the relationship between the respective

stories of Una and Duessa, Maurice Evans describes what is,

in effect, a typically schizoid pattern:

The two stories alter-

Red Cross's self-division is reproduced by a divi¬
sion of stories which give a graphic impression of
his loss of inner unity . .

nate but are, of course, complementary to each
other, forming together the total account of the
motives and behavior of the same person 118

In each of the alternating stories, the alchemical Luna is

split into one of the two opposites represented respec¬

tively by some aspect of Una and Duessa; and, similarly,

Sol is split into two corresponding parts, one representing

some aspect of the Shadow, and the other, as carrier of the

ego, designated specifically as Redcrosse The main prin¬

ciple here is simultaneity: a pair of complementary stories

constitutes a single event or sequence of events experienced
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at the same point in time, but on opposite planes of

awareness. There is, accordingly, much truth in Graham

Hough's remark that "Some of the misunderstanding of The

Faerie Queene springs from a failure to realize suffici-
119

ently the different planes on which it moves." We will

not, I think, misunderstand the poem if we bear in mind

that alchemical transmutation requires multiple distil¬

lations, and that consequently a given event will be

described several times, each description corresponding to

a different plane of awareness. If therefore, we desire to

determine the relative purity of Sol at any point during

the opus alchyinicum, we must observe the condition and

performance of Redcrosse and his Shadow-equivalent simultane¬

ously as regards both the anima spiritualis (Una) and the

anima corporalis (Duessa). Jung, emphasizing that "identity

of opposites is a characteristic feature of every psychic

event in the unconscious state," observes that "the anima

corporalis is at the same time spiritualis": -*-^0 accordingly

we must remember that, as Mr. Evans correctly points out, the

two stories are, after all, just one.

Yet she most faithfull Ladie all this while
Forsaken, wofull, solitarie mayd
Farre from all people prease, as in exile,
In wildernesse and wastfull deserts strayd,
To seeke her knight; who subtilly betrayd
Through that late vision, which th'Enchaunter

wrought,
Had her abandond.

• • •

One day nigh wearie of the yrkesome way,
From her vnhastie beast she did alight,
And on the grasse her daintie limbes did lay
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In secret shadow, farre from all mens sight:
From her faire head her fillet she vndight,
And laid her stole aside. Her angels face
As the great eye of heauen shyned bright,
And made a sunshine in the shadie place;

Did neuer mortall eye behold such heauenly grace.

(iii-iv)

From this description it is apparent that the "Truth" from

which Redcrosse was separated when he abandoned Una is none

other than Wisdom herself, who is so important to the al¬

chemical philosophers that they often call themselves "the

sons of Wisdom." The struggle of Wisdom to reach conscious

realization is clearly implicit in Una's search for Red¬

crosse, who has been led to forsake her through the subtle

magic of the "Enchaunter" (egocentric.ity) . Wisdom can be

attained only by those who are able to transcend the bar¬

riers of the ego; to all others she remains "a Solitary

mayd," for, in a very real sense, her usual condition is

to be "Farre from all peoples prease, as in exile." If, .

as in the present situation, she does "stray" into the

"wildernesse and wastfull deserts" of the conscious mind,

it is likely that she will be misunderstood, and "her

knight," like Redcrosse, will turn and flee from her in

confusion. Buried in the darkest depths of the uncon-

scious, Wisdom is indeed "In secret shadow, farre from all

mens sight"; but for him who becomes properly aware of her,

she will make "a sunshine in the shadie place." Realizing

that Spenser's Una conforms generally to the alchemical

conception of Wisdom, we can perhaps begin to understand
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what is behind the otherwise puzzling idea of Milton's
121

having "preferred Spenser to Aquinas" : Wisdom is the

central figure in the Aurora Consurgens, which is the only

alchemical treatise attributed to St. Thomas that might

possibly be genuine
122

All good things came to me together with her, that
Wisdom of the south, who...in the entrance of the
gates of the city uttereth her words, saying: Come
ye to me and be enlightened... I will teach you the
science of God.... She it is that Solomon chose to
have instead of light, and above all beauty and
health; in comparison of her he compared not unto
her the virtue of any precious stone. For all gold
in her sight shall be esteemed as a little sand, and
silver shall be counted as clay.... Her ways are
beautiful operations and praiseworthy, not unsightly
nor ill-favoured, and her paths are measured and not
hasty, but are bound up with stubborn and day-long
toil. She is a tree of life to them that lay hold
on her, and an unfailing light. Blessed shall they
be who retain her, for the science of God shall never
perish, as Alphidius beareth witness, for he saith:
He who hath found this science, it shall be his
rightful food for ever.... The same is the intent of
Aristotle in his second book Of the Soul, when he
saith: To the size and the growth of all things in
nature a limit is appointed, but fire by the addition
of combustible matter waxes without end. Blessed is
the man that shall find this science and into whom
this prudence of Saturn floweth; in all thy ways think
on her and she shall direct thy steps.... Say to Wis¬
dom: Thou art my sister, and call Prudence thy friend:
for to meditate upon her is a most natural and subtle
understanding, which bringeth her to perfection...she
seemeth easy to them that have knowledge of her, for
she goeth about seeking such as are worthy of her and
showeth herself cheerfully to them in the ways and
meeteth them with all providence; for her beginning
is the most true nature, whereof cometh no deceit.123

If we are familiar with these attributes of Wisdom, and

apply them to our conception of Una, we will be better able

to appreciate the true significance, it seems to me, of

Una's separation from Redcrosse.
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The central concern of Canto III is, of course, the

story of Una's faithful lion. Scholars have recognized

that the lion represents an aspect of Redcrosse. Arthur F.

Morotti, for example, makes the point thus:

...we are meant, in this episode, to measure [Red-
crosse's] failings by the actions which occur, to
see the lion in a series of symbolic roles, and
recognize that, in a real sense, they belong to the
book's hero.124

In alchemy, the lion has a very important function. Con¬

cerning its psychological implications, Jung states thus:

Ke is the warm-blooded

In alchemy the lion, the "royal" beast, is a
synonym for Mercurius, or, to be more
a stage in his transformation,
form of the devouring, predatory monster who first

the dragon. Usually the lion form succeeds
the dragon's death and eventual dismemberment. This
in turn is followed by the eagle.... The "king of

the old king...at a
stage of renewal.... At the same time he
the king in his theriomorphic form, that is, as he

in his unconscious state. The animal form

II

emphasizes that the king is overpowered or overlaid
by his animal side and consequently expresses himself
only in animal reactions, which are nothing but emo¬
tions.... According to the statements of the alche¬
mists the king changes into his animal attribute,
that is to say he returns to his animal nature, the
psychic source of renewal.-1-25

With this in mind, let us consider Spenser's portrayal:

It fortuned out of the thickest wood
A ramping Lyon rushed suddainly,
Hunting full greedie after saluage blood;
Soone as the royall virgin he did spy,
With gaping mouth at her ran greedily,
To haue attonce deuour'd her tender corse:

But to the pray when as he drew more ny,
His bloudie rage asswaged with remorse,

And with the sight amazd, forgat his furious forse.

Instead thereof he kist her wearie feet,
And lickt her lilly hands with fawning tong,
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As he her wronged innocence did weet.

(v-vi)

This episode depicts the unconscious aspect of an event

that has previously been described from the vantage point

of ego-consciousness. We will recall that in Canto II when

Redcrosse first caught sight of "that false couple" in

"lewd erabracement," his jealousy was such that "The eye of

reason was with rage yblent," and he "would have slaine

them in his furious ire" (II:v) had not Archimago inter¬

vened. What Maurice Evans (with reference to the episode

in Canto II) describes as Redcrosse "now wholly in the grip

of angry passion instead of under the government of under-

standing"126 ps pn canto III described solely in terms of

the irrational emotionality that corresponds to the animal

stage of the transformation of Redcrosse's unconscious: the

lion which "With gaping mouth at her ran greedily,/ To haue

attonce deuour'd her tender corse." Redcrosse's emotiona¬

lity, being more that of an animal than a man, so repre¬

sents the ego overlaid with animality, that the two des¬

criptions are in fact entirely congruent. But it is pre¬

cisely at this point that Archimago divides Redcrosse into

"double parts": the crisis causes a psychic split that

separates ego-consciousness from the unconscious, and sends

each part wandering in separate directions. At the very

instant that Redcrosse "was restreined of the aged sire,"

the lion too was restrained by a sudden change of mood: he

felt "his bloudie rage asswaged with remorse,/ And with the
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is unable to see the Anima as simultaneously good and bad,

she has been simplified; consequently her positive aspect

(being farthest from the ego) has been separated from con-

sciousness—hence Una "In wildernesse and wasteful deserts

strayd." The lion is that part of Redcrosse which can re¬

late to Una; but as an animal it represents an emotional

rather than rational level of development, and is therefore

to be regarded more as an intuition or hunch capable at

best only of intermittent consciousness, and consequently

for the most part prior to conscious realization: it is, in

effect, a possibility for the future. After Redcrosse, who

as carrier of the ego represents rationality, has been

split from Una, he immediately takes up with Duessa, the

negative Anima. Unlike Una, who as a strictly collective

figure is largely independent of the ego, Duessa is closely

associated with ego-consciousness and its resultant ego-

centricity. Since the negative Anima always appears to be

furthering the interests of the ego (though in actuality

she is a clever saboteur), the ego, in serving her, is

manifestly serving itself. Nevertheless, because there

still remains in Redcrosse a sincere and genuine devotion

to Wisdom, the lion, now buried in the unconscious and well

out of reach of Redcrosse's conscious disillusionment,

reverently "lickt her lilly hands with fawning tong,/ As he

her wronged innocence did weet."
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Still dreading death, when she had marked long,
Her hart gan melt in great compassion,

And drizling teares did shed for pure affection.

The Lyon Lord of euery beast in field,
Quoth she, his princely puissance doth abate,
And mightie proud to humble weake does yield,
Forgetfull of the hungry rage, which late
Him prickt, in pittie of my sad estate:
But he my Lyon, and my noble Lord,
How does he find in cruell hart to hate
Her that him lou'd, and euer most adord,

As the God of my life? why hath he me abhord?

Redounding teares did choke th'end of her plaint,
Which softly ecchoed from the neighbour wood;
And sad to see her sorrowfull constraint
The kingly beast vpon her gazing stood;
With pittie calmd, downe fell his angry mood.
At last in close hart shutting vp her paine,
Arose the virgin borne of heauenly brood,
And to her snowy Palfrey got againe,

To seeke her strayed Champion, if she might at-
taine.

The Lyon would not leaue her desolate,
But with her went along, as a strong gard
Of her chast person, and a faithfull mate
Of her sad troubles and misfortunes hard:
Still when she slept, he kept both watch and

ward,
And when she wakt, he waited diligent,
With humble seruice to her will prepard:
From her faire eyes he tooke commaundement,

And euer by her lookes conceiued her intent.

(vi-ix)

Una's vow of love for the lion is likewise a new dimension

of an event that has occurred previously, in Canto I, when

the false Una (who, it should be understood, is "false" only

insofar as she is the negative Anima masquerading as her

positive counterpart) made a declaration of love to Red-

crosse. We will recall that, like Una, "still dreading

death" from the lion, she tells Redcrosse that "Die is my
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dew," and then declares that he is "iudge of my life or

death indifferently" (I:li): which is literally true, since

consciousness determines whether contents from the uncon¬

scious are to live or die—i.e. whether or not they are to

be integrated into consciousness. The false Una then con¬

fesses to Redcrosse that "Loue of your selfe" fills her

with "secret anguish and vnpittied plaint" (I:liii). Since

Una is Wisdom, and represents transcendent spirituality,

she is at this point sufficiently distant from the ego as

to be uncontaminated with the eroticism which characterizes

Redcrosse's reaction to the false Una, or Duessa. It should

be noticed that the lion's devotion to Una—so in contrast

to her abandonment by Redcrosse—has a compensatory re¬

lationship to Redcrosse's comparable devotion to Duessa.

Una can well address the faithful beast as "he my Lyon, and

my noble Lord," for, indeed, the lion is all that is left

to her of Redcrosse: Una's devotion to her Lord, her ref¬

erence to his being "the God of my life," refers to the idea

that the soul of matter must be redeemed by means of the

alchemical opus, for if Wisdom is not made conscious, then

it is as if she had never existed.

But her fierce seruant full of kingly awe
And high disdaine, whenas his soueraine Dame
So rudely handled by her foe he sawe,
With gaping iawes full greedy at him came,
And ramping on his shield, did weene the same
Haue reft away with his sharpe rending clawes:
But he was stout, and lust did now inflame
His corage more, that from his griping pawes

He hath his shield redeem'd, and foorth his swerd
he drawes.
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0 then too weake and feeble was the forse
Of saluage beast, his puissance to withstand:
For he was strong, and of so mightie corse,
As euer wielded speare in warlike hand,
And feates of armes did wisely vnderstand.
Eftsoones he perced through his chaufed chest
With thrilling point of deadly yron brand,
And launcht his Lordly hart: with death opprest

He roar'd aloud, whiles life forsooke his stubborne
brest.

Who now is left to keepe the forlorne maid
From raging spoile of lawlesse victors will'
Her faithfull gard remou'd, her hope dismaid,
Her selfe a yeelded pray to saue or spill.
He now Lord of the field, his pride to fill,
With foule reproches, and disdainfull spight
Her vildly entertaines, and will or nill,
Beares her away vpon his courser light:

Her prayers nought preuaile, his rage is more of
might.

(xli-xliii)

This battle between Sansloy and the lion corresponds to

the traditional confrontation between unicorn and lion.

Jung, pointing out that there is much contamination between

the two figures, distinguishes their significance thus:

Lion and unicorn stand for the inner tension of

opposites in Mercurius. The lion, being a dan¬
gerous animal, is akin to the dragon; the dragon
must be slain and the lion at least have his paws
cut off. The unicorn too must be tamed; as a mon¬
ster he has a higher symbolical significance and is
of a more spiritual nature than the lion, but as
Ripley shows, the lion can sometimes take the place
of the unicorn.127

In Spenser it is apparent that Sansloy takes the place of

the unicorn. As the texts indicate, it is common for the

unicorn--in this case Sansloy as Una's "beastly foe" (xliv)

— to slay the lion.-*-28 The limitations of the stage of de¬

velopment which the lion represents are painfully apparent
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in the episode with Kirkrapine. Mr. Evans' comment is in¬

dicative :

Una...finds herself carried along by the ramping
lion, and though her virginity, both royal and
heavenly, can tame it, its devotion is blind as well
as benevolent... and the destruction of Kirkrapine,
however justified, is an act not of reason but of
blind zeal.129

Furthermore, while the lion is often characterized by at

least implicit eroticism, the unicorn (with its obvious

phallicism) is invariably sexual, which is in keeping with

Sansloy's designation as "lawless lust." Moreover Sans-

loy's "foule reproches, and disdainfull spight" reflepts

the unicorn's reputation for being "evilly disposed toward

man."130 indeed, the effect of simultaneity, or, to use

the alchemical expression, "circular distillation" is evi¬

dent throughout the entire episode: on one level, Sans¬

loy's "lust did now inflame his/ Corage" and as he carries

Una off, he is "enrag'd with rancor" (xliv); on a second

level, the lion before his rage was "asswaged with remorse"

(v); and on a third level, Redcrosse filled with lust

and rage at the sight of the false Una. When Sansloy chal¬

lenges Archimago (who happens to be disguised as Redcrosse,

of whom he is the Shadow) to a joust, this illustrates the

principle once again: Archimago and Sansloy are as much

of one substance as are Redcrosse and Fradubio; thus when

the evil magician "tombling rudely downe to ground did

rush,/ And from his gored wound a well of bloud did gush"

(xxxv), the distillation has returned us once more to Fra-
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dubio's "bleeding bough" and the alchemical motif of tor¬

ture. Indeed, as the contents of the hermetically sealed

alchemical retort are heated and carried to the top of the

vessel and then, condensing, fall back down again, we can

understand the structural principle which requires, for

example, that the Una/Lyon/Sansloy episode must end as the

Duessa/Redcrosse/Sansfoy episode begins: Una, taken against

her will from her Lord (the lion) by Sansloy (who will be

driven off by Satyrane in Canto VI), and Duessa, taken

against her will from her Lord (the great Prince) by Sans-

foy (v/ho is then defeated by Redcrosse)—this is the cir¬

cular distillation, which, like the opus itself, is "a

running without running, moving without motion."131

CANTO IV

Summary

Redcrosse and Duessa make their way to the House of ■

Pride, where many have entered, "But few returned." The

Lady of the House is Lucifera, who sits with a dragon at

her feet, admiring herself in a mirror. Vanitie brings

Redcrosse and Duessa to the lowest stair of her throne,

where they make obeisance. Then Lucifera, as Pride, calls

for her coach, which is drawn by "six unequall beasts," on

which her six counselors sit: Idlenesse on ar. ass; Gluttony

on a swine; Lechery on a goat; Auarice on a camel; Ennuie

on a wolf; and Wrath on a lion. The Sarazin Sans ioy ar¬

rives, and challenges Redcrosse, who pledges "His cause in
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combat the next day to try."

goes to Sansloy and promises

That night Duessa secretly

to aid him against Redcrosse.

Analysis and Commentary

Lucifera and the House of Pride have been implicit all

along in the archetype which is expressed by Duessa, i.e.

the negative Anima. What results from the present distil¬

lation is a clearer understanding of Duessa1s attributes

as regards ego-consciousness. Pride, of which Spenser's

Lucifera is the supreme embodiment, is the most encompas¬

sing of the Seven Deadlies, for Pride is par excellence the

sin of the ego.

High aboue all a cloth of State was spred,
And a rich throne, as bright as sunny day,
On which there sate most braue embellished
With royall robes and gorgeous array,
A mayden Queene, that shone as Titans ray,
In glistring gold, and peerelesse pretious stone:
Yet her bright blazing beautie did assay
To dim the brightnesse of her glorious throne,

As enuying her selfe, that too exceeding shone.

Exceeding shone, like Phoebus fairest childe,
That did presume his fathers firie wayne,
And flaming mouthes of steedes vnwonted wilde
Through highest heauen with weaker hand to rayne;
Proud of such glory and aduancement vaine,
While flashing beames do daze his feeble eyen,
He leaues the welkin way most beaten plaine,
And rapt with whirling wheels, inflames the

skyen,
With fire not made to burne, but fairely for to

shyne.

Suddein vpriseth from her stately place
The royall Dame, and for her coche doth call:
All hurtlen forth, and she with Princely pace,
As faire Aurora in her purple pall,
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Out of the East the dawning day doth call:
So forth she comes: her brightnesse brode doth

blaze;
The heapes of people thronging in the hall,
Do ride each other, vpon her to gaze:

Her glorious glitterand light doth all mens eyes
amaze -

So forth she comes, and to her coche does clyme,
Adorned all with gold, and girlonds gay,
That seemd as fresh as Flora in her prime,
And stroue to match, in royall rich array,
Great Iunoes golden chaire, the which they say
The Gods stand gazing on, when she does ride
To Ioues high house through heauens bras-paued

way
Drawne of faire Pecocks, that excell in pride,

And full of Argus eyes their tailes dispredden
wide.

(viii-ix; xvi-xvii)

Just as Una (Wisdom) is the ultimate expression of the

positive Anima, so the corresponding expression of the ne¬

gative Anima is Lucifera (Pride). Since the identity of

the two most extreme opposites is involved here, it is

fitting that this description of Lucifera closely parallels

that of Una, whose face "made a sunshine in a shadie place"

(III:iv). Unlike Una, who in the capacity of Wisdom is
IV far from all peoples prease, as in exile" (III:iii), Luci¬

fera is of this world, and therefore has "heapes of people"

gazing upon her, for the solar imagery associated with her

signifies merely that it is ego-consciousness (Sol) that

nourishes her: like the "golden foile" (iv) that covers the

flimsy walls of Lucifera's palace, her light is for ap¬

pearance only, and does not have the power to illuminate

intellectual darkness. Superficiality and falseness is the
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rule: Upton, commenting on the allusion to "Phoebus fairest

childe," observes that "this emblem of the world's vanity

is compared to Phaeton, the sun's false representative."132
As the false representative of Wisdom, Lucifera's going

forth is compared to that of "faire Aurora in her purple

pall," which is how Wisdom--the rising dawn—is personified

in the Aurora Consurgens. From an alchemical point of view

there is much irony in the fact that Lucifera's coach

"stroue to match" the golden chariot "Drawne of faire Pe-

cocks" that Juno rides in when she travels "through heauens

bras-paued way." In Splendor Solis, an alchemical treatise

by Solomon Trismosin (1582), there is an illustration of

a sealed retort containing two birds, one black and the

other white, while above, flying through the air, is the

golden coach, drawn by two peacocks. The picture illu¬

strates the following text: "The Heat is necessary, because

through its power the earth becomes freed from darkness and

blessed with light instead. "133 The image of the "faire

Pecocks" that "full of Argus eyes their tailes dispredden

wide" is representative on the one hand of pride, and on

the other hand (appropriately enough, since Lucifera's

antitype is Una) of the "inner beauty and perfection of the

soul."134 Properly to appreciate the irony here it is ne¬

cessary to understand that in alchemy the peacock "brings

about and betokens the transformation of the poisonous dra¬

gon into the healing medicine."135
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So proud she shyned in her Princely state,
Looking to heauen; for earth she did disdayne,
And sitting high; for lowly she did hate:
Lo vnderneath her scornefull feete, was layne
A dreadfull Dragon with an hideous trayne,
And in her hand she held a mirrhour bright,
Wherein her face she often vewed fayne,
And in her selfe-lou'd semblance tooke delight;

For she was wondrous faire, as any liuing wight.

Of griesly Pluto she the daughter was,
And sad Proserpina the Queene of hell;

(x-xi)

What confirms the fact that Lucifera and the House of Pride

are implicit in Duessa (as negative Anima) is the presence

of the Dragon at Lucifera's feet The monster, as she

first appears in Canto I, "Halfe like a serpent horribly

displaide/ But th1 other halfe did woman's shape retaine II

(I:xiv) is now separated into her two components, Lucifera

(the human upper half) and the Dragon (the chthonic lower

half). We will recall that in Duessa, as seen in Canto II

by Fradubio, the human and chthonic halves are similarly

present, verifying the identity between Duessa and the

Dragon: "Her neather parts misshapen, monstrous,/ .../...

did seeme more foule and hideous,/ Then womans shape..."

(II:xli). That the House of Pride is itself a metamorpho¬

sis of Duessa is apparent from the description: "all the

hinder parts, that few could spie,/ Were ruinous and old,

but painted cunningly" (v). In the emblem of the proces¬

sion through the House of Pride of the daughter of Pluto

and Proserpina of Hell, Lucifera, riding in her coach drawn

by of the Deadly Sins, with Satan "vpon the
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wagon beame/ ...with a smarting whip in hand,/ With which

he forward lasht the laesie teme" (xxxvi), the various

facets of what Duessa represents are present simultaneously

in one spectacle; and lest anyone overlook the true signi¬

ficance of Duessa herself, it is emphasized that "Emongst

the rest rode that false Lady faire/ The foule Duessa, next

vnto the chaire/ Of proud Lucifera as one of her trane"

(xxxvii).

And him beside rides fierce reuenging Wrath,
Vpon a Lion, loth for to be led;
And in his hand a burning brond he hath,
The which he brandisheth about his hed;
His eyes did hurle forth sparkles fiery red,
And stared sterne on all, that him beheld,
As ashes pale of hew and seeming ded;
And on his dagger still his hand he held,

Trembling through hasty rage, when choler in him
sweld.

His ruffin raiment all was staind with blood,
Which he had spilt, and all to rags yrent,
Through vnaduized rashnesse woxen wood;
For of his hands he had no gouernement,
Ne car'd for bloud in his auengement:
But when the furious fit was ouerpast,
His cruell facts he often would repent;
Yet wilfull man he neuer would forecast,

How many mischieues should ensue his heedlesse
hast.

Full many mischiefes follow cruell Wrath;
Abhorred bloudshed, and tumultuous strife,
Vnmanly murder, and vnthrifty scath,
Bitter despight, with rancours rusty knife,
And fretting griefe the enemy of life;
All these, and many euils moe haunt ire,
The swelling Splene, and Frenzy raging rife,
The shaking Palsey, and Saint Fraunces fire:

Such one was Wrath, the last of this vnglodly tire.

(xxxiii-xxxv)

Redcrosse is also represented in Lucifera's procession, for
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his besetting sin is Wrath. In Wrath's "Trembling through

hasty rage, when choler in him sweld," we see Redcrosse's

reaction to the vision of the false Una and the Squire:

"The eye of reason was with rage yblent,/ And would have

slaine them in his furious ire" (II:v). The "vnaduized

rashness woxen wood" is a commentary on the Wrathful Lion's

killing of Kirkrapine in Canto III. And, finally, the

"Bitter despight, with rancours rusty knife,/ And fretting

griefe the enemy of life" is a foreshadowing of Redcrosse's

encounter with Despaire in Canto IX, when he would have

killed himself, had Una not snatched the knife from his

hand.

The principle of the circular distillation is as much

in evidence here as in the previous canto. We have seen in

Canto I that Morpheus functioned as the alchemical Saturn

(lead) with respect to the summoning forth of the dream; in

Canto IV we have returned to this point once again, for

when "Morpheus had with leaden mace/ Arrested all that

courtly company/ Vp-rose Duessa from her resting place"

(xliv), just as she did when she first appeared to Red-

crosse in the guise of Una. Moreover, when Duessa, fulfil¬

ling the negative Anima's traditional role as secret enemy

of the ego whom she supposedly befriends, pledges to Red¬

crosse's enemy Sansjoy that "where euer yet I be, my secret

aid/ Shall follow you" (li), she describes her experience

with Redcrosse thus: "Me silly maid away with him he bare,/
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And euer since hath kept in darksome caue,/ For that I

would not yield, that to Sans-foy I gaue" (xlvii). She is

telling the truth: not only does this pertain to the situ¬

ation of Una and Sansloy in Canto III, but the "darksome

caue" is the very one into which Redcrosse stepped when he

challenged the Melusina in Canto I. The circular distil¬

lation has brought us back once more to the beginning.

CANTO V

Summary

With Lucifera seated beneath a royal canopy on one

side, Duessa "in all mens open vew" on the other, and Sans-

foy' s shield hanging in a tree between, Redcrosse and Sans-

joy meet "in equal field" to do battle. Just as Redcrosse

is about to strike the death blow, Sansjoy is suddenly en¬

gulfed in a "darkesome cloud" and disappears. Redcrosse

is then hailed as the victor, "makes present of his ser-

uice" to Lucifera, and is brought to the House of Pride to

have his wounds treated. That evening Duessa goes to the

battlefield where Sansjoy "Lay couer'd with inchaunted

cloud all day." Taking him in her "iron wagon," she goes

to Hell, where "griesly Night" persuades Aesculapius to

cure the Sarazin knight's wounds, and then Duessa, "the

fowle welfauourd witch," returns to the House of Pride. In

the meantime the Dwarfe has discovered the "dongeon deepe"

where the victims of Pride "wayled night and day," and

alerts his master. Before daybreak Redcrosse and the
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Dwarfe flee along a corpse-lined "priuie Posterne" and

thence make good their escape from "The dreadful spectacle

of that sad house of Pride."

Analysis and Commentary

From an alchemical point of view the most significant

event in Canto V is the account of Aesculapius' healing

of Hippolytus, for which the physician is chained in Hell

in "a Caue ywrought by wondrous art,/ Deepe, darke, vn-

easie, dolefull, comfortlesse" (xxxvi), and his being per¬

suaded to minister similarly to Sansjoy:

Who all in rage his Sea-god syre besought,
Some cursed vengeance on his sonne to cast:
From surging gulf two monsters straight were

brought,
With dread whereof his chasing steedes aghast,
Both charet swift and huntsman ouercast.
His goodly corps on ragged cliffs yrent,
Was quite dismembred, and his members chast
Scattered on euery mountaine, as he went,

That of Hippolytus was left no moniment.

His cruell stepdame seeing what was donne,
Her wicked dayes with wretched knife did end,
In death auawing th'innocence of her sonne.
Which hearing his rash Syre, began to rend
His haire, and hastie tongue, that did offend:
Tho gathering vp the relicks of his smart
By Dianes meanes, who was Hippolyts frend,
Them brought to Aesculape, that by his art

Did heale them all againe, and ioyned euery part.

Such wondrous science in mans wit to raine
When Ioue auizd, that could the dead reuiue,
And fates expired could renew againe,
Of endlesse life he might him not depriue,
But vnto hell did thrust him downe aliue,
With flashing thunderbolt ywounded sore:
Where long remaining, he did alwaies striue
Himselfe with salues to health for to restore,

And slake the heauenly fire, that raged euermore.
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There auncient Night arriuing, did alight
From her nigh wearie waine, and in her armes
To Aesculapius brought the wounded knight:
Whom hauing softly disarayd of armes,
Tho gan to him discouer all his harmes,
Beseeching him with prayer, and with praise,
If either salues, or oyles, or herbes, or charmes
A fordonne wight from dore of death mote raise,

He would at her request prolong her nephews daies.

(xxxviii-xli)

Jortin, commenting on this passage, observes that "What

Spenser says of Aesculapius endeavouring to heal the wounds

of Hippolytus is his own, I believe, and is finely ima¬

gined."!^ Upton points out that even Raleigh thought

enough of Spenser's version of the story to use it later in

his history of the world (p. 367) thus: "it is fained that

Diana entreated Aesculapius to set Hippolytus his pieces

together, and to restore him to life."!37 now, considering

Raleigh's interest in alchemy, it is not surprizing that he

should have been struck by the appropriateness of this

addition, for the opus alchymicum is often symbolized in

exactly this way. In Trismosin's Splendor Solis (1582),

for example, the motif of dismemberment is treated thus:

THE SIXTH PARABLE. Rosinos relates of a vision he
had of a man whose body was dead and yet beautiful
and white like Salt. The Head had a fine Golden

appearance, but was cut off the trunk, and so were
all the limbs; next to him stood an ugly man of
black and cruel countenance, with a bloodstained
double-edged sword in his right hand, and he was the
good man's murderer. In his left hand was a paper
on which the following was written: "I have killed
thee, that thou mayest receive a superabundant life,
But thy head I will carefully hide, that the worldly
wantons may not find thee, and destroy the earth, and
the body I will bury, that it may putrefy, and grow
and bear innumerable fruit."



THE SEVENTH PARABLE. Ovid the old Roman, wrote to the
same end, when he mentioned an ancient Sage who de¬
sired to rejuvenate himself was told: he should allow
himself to be cut to pieces and decoct to a perfect
decoction, and then his limbs would reunite and again
be renewed in plenty of strength.138

It is apparent, therefore, that the Separation of the ar¬

cane substance into its component parts can be seen in

terms of the dismemberment of Hippolytus, who after con¬

frontation with the "two monsters" (i.e. psychic opposites)

suffered such violent fragmentation of the personality that

him "members chaste" were "scattered on euery mountaine";

and where Aesculapius "by his art/ Did heale them all

againe, and ioyned euery part," we can see an application

of the "wondrous science" of alchemy, by which the per¬

sonality is restored to wholeness. The story of Hippoly¬

tus, then, is in microcosm what Redcrosse himself is cur¬

rently undergoing; and Aesculapius' healing of Sansjoy is

a sign that the scattered parts of Redcrosse will soon be

reassembled, for as Maurice Evans has observed, the preser¬

vation of Sansjoy is crucial to Redcrosse's salvation:

The Una within is still making her cries heard, how¬
ever, and for this reason Red Cross has to face the
third brother, Sans Joy, the unhappiness which is the
inseparable companion of Duessa. This unhappiness is
to be his ultimate salvation, and Spenser compares
Duessa's visit to Aesculapius, therefore, with that
of Diana when she sought to save the virtuous Hippo¬
lytus.... In preserving Sans Joy, Duessa is preser¬
ving the force by which Red Cross will be painfully
educated into salvation: all unwittingly she is doing
God's work.139

All will be clear when we examine the alchemical significance

of the nigredo in connection with the episode involving Des-
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paire in Canto IX, the "force" which will incubate the fili-

us philosophorum is none other than Sans Joy.

CANTO VI

Summary

A troop of Faunes and Satyres come to Una's rescue as

Sansloy attempts to "win rich spoile of ransackt chastetee."

When the Sarazin catches sight of the "rude, misshapen,

monstrous rablement," he mounts his steed and rides off.

The "saluage nation" worship Una as a Goddess, and she

in turn teaches them "True sacred lore II

Satyrane, a. faery

knight, half human, half satyr, admires Una's heavenly

wisdom, and tries to help her locate Redcrosse. They meet

Archimago disguised as a Pilgrim, who directs them to where

Sansloy, who he says has just killed Redcrosse, is

"in secretshadow by a fountain side." Satyrane challenges

Sansloy, and while they struggle, Una runs away, followed by

Archimago, who has been watching from the shadows.

Analysis and Commentary

Events in the present canto indicate that the uncon¬

scious is being prepared for the coniunctio which will be

forthcoming in the next canto. The aspect of Redcrosse that

is Una's companion, represented first by the Lion and then

by Sansloy, has now, in Satyrane, been distilled to the

highest degree of perception so far. Satyrane--as a SATYR

tempered by humANE elements--is a synthesis of the non-human
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(i.e. bestial) and human: he is "A Satyres sonne yborne in

forrest wyld" whose mother was Thyamis, "a Lady myld" (xxi)

The entire opus is prefigured in this canto: in the "loose

vnruly swayne" to whom Thyamis "was in sacred bands of wed-

locke tyde," but who had forsaken her, we see the aspect of

Redcrosse that forsook Una, just as in the rape of Thyamis

by the satyr we see a relationship which can be analyzed as

that of Sansloy and Una on one level, and Redcrosse and

Duessa on another:

The forlorne mayd did with loues longing burne,
And could not lacke her louers company,
But to the wood she goes, to serue her turne,
And seeke her spouse, that from her still does

fly,
And followes other game and venery:
A Satyre chaunst her wandring for to find,
And kindling coles of lust in brutish eye,
The loyall links of wedlocke did vnbind,

And made her person thrall vnto his beastly kind.

So long in secret cabin there he held
Her captiue to his sensuall desire,
Till that with timely fruit her belly sweld,
And bore a boy vnto that saluage sire:

(xxii-xxiii)

We will understand the significance of the relationship be¬

tween Thyamis and the satyr if we bear in mind, as we shall

see, that the description of Sansloy resting himself by the

fountain before his battle with Satyrane is virtually the

same as that of Redcrosse at the fountain in Canto VII be¬

fore his battle with Orgoglio, thus pointing to an identity

between the opposites of Sansloy and Redcrosse on one hand,

and Satyrane and Orgoglio on the other, and, most important¬

ly of all, to the fact that each scene is the reversed image
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of the other. Similarly, Duessa's complaint to Sansjoy in

Canto IV about Redcrosse—"Me silly maid away with him he

bare,/ And euer since hath kept in darksome caue,/ For that

I would not yeeld, that to Sans-foy I gaue" (IV:xlvii), mir¬

rors the Satyr's keeping Thyamis "in a secret cabin." Since

the active principle implicit now in Sansloy will, as we

shall see in Canto VII, be expressed as Orgoglio, this indi¬

cates that the "inner bowre" of Orgoglio's castle, "Where

he with Duessa daliance found" (VIII:v), is the same place

as the "darksome caue" and the "secret cabin." It is signi¬

ficant that the satyr is described in the same terms as

Sansloy, and, furthermore, that the offspring of the forced

union "is from lawes of men exilde" (xxiii), or, literally,

sans loy (without law) other than Nature. Though the satyr

is a negative figure, his effect on Satyrane is positive (in

accordance with Hermetic thinking) in that "For all he

taught the tender ymp, was but/ To banish cowardize and bas¬

tard feare" (xxiv), and with this courage the son was able

to conquer his own bestiality. This points clearly to the

idea set forth in the Emerald Table (text quoted p. 40

above) that the opus is achieved through adaptation, i.e.

using Nature to conquer Nature: "And eke wyld roring Buis he

would him make/ To tame, and ryde their backes not made to

beare" (xxiv).

And for to make his powre approued more,
Wyld beasts in yron yokes he would compelí;
The spotted Panther, and the tusked Bore,
The Pardale swift, and the Tigre cruell;
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The Antelope, and Wolfe both fierce and fell;
And them constraine in equall teme to draw.
Such ioy he had, their stubborne harts to quell,
And sturdie courage tame with dreadfull aw,

That his beheast they feared, as a tyrans law.

(xxvi)

The law that Satyrane is "exilde" (xxiii) from is man's law

of traditional morality, which would require the strict

avoidance of the evil which, by definition, cannot be avoi¬

ded but must be faced directly if the opus is to be success¬

ful. Satyrane, therefore, does not destroy the dangerous

wild animals, but merely redirects their energy to his ad-
*

vantage. What seems like lawlessness is actually the pur¬

suit of a higher law than man's, for the redemption of the

spirit from the bonds of matter is in accordance with a

natural instinct which, contrary to appearance, is, as the

alchemists believed, ordained by God and commanded by

Christ. The opus, therefore, requires the courage of one's

innermost convictions: we can see, then, that while it was

necessary for Sansfoy to be slain (Canto II)--for Redcrosse

must not be without faith—, the "lawlessness" of Sansloy

and the courage of the satyr are absolutely essential, and

are both implicit in Satyrane. But Satyrane, however, sym¬

bolizes more than courage and self-discipline. He repre¬

sents an emerging level of awareness that for the first time

begins to be able to appreciate Una in her capacity as Wis¬

dom. In Satyrane the Redcrosse that conquered the Melusina

and Sansfoy fuses with the Redcrosse that in Canto X will

enter the House of Holiness and learn heavenly wisdom:
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In these and like delights of bloudy game
He trayned was, till ryper yeares he raught,
And there abode, whilst any beast of name
Walkt in that forest, whom he had not taught
To feare his force: and then his courage haught
Desird of forreine foemen to be knowne,
And far abroad for straunge aduentures sought:
In which his might was neuer ouerthrowne,

But through all Faery lond his famous worth was
blown.

Yet euermore it was his manner faire,
After long labours and aduentures spent,
Vnto those natiue woods for to repaire,
To see his sire and ofspring auncient.
And now he thither came for like intent;
Where he vnawares the fairest Vna found,
Straunge Lady, in so straunge habiliment,
Teaching the Satyres, which her sat around,

Trew sacred lore, which from her sweet lips did
redound.

He wondred at her wisdome heauenly rare,
Whose like in womens with he neuer knew;
And when her curteous deeds he did compare,
Gan her admire, and her sad sorrows rew,
Blaming of Fortune, which such troubles threw,
And ioyd to make proofe of her crueltie
On gentle Dame, so hurtlesse, and so trew:
Thenceforth he kept her goodly company,

And learnd her discipline of faith and veritie.

(xxix-xxxi)

That Una remains, psychologically, in the unconscious is

implicit in the fact that she is "Teaching the Satyres," who

are, after all, creatures of what we would term the collec¬

tive unconscious. Satyrane, as the child of a satyr and a

"Lady mild," is the result of a violent yoking together of

opposites, and therefore possesses a duality which antici¬

pates that of Redcrosse after he has been transmuted into

Saint George of England. Unlike Redcrosse, however, who,

as will be confirmed in Canto X, is of human origin, Saty-
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rane is a faery, and his home is not in this world but in

Faeryland: he is the unconscious form for which Redcrosse

must provide the conscious substance. Satyrane foreshadows

a consciousness not bound to the ego, and therefore unaffec¬

ted by Pride, and represents the unconscious awareness that

is the counterpart of the conscious realization symbolized

by Redcrosse's hasty departure from "The dreadfull spectacle

of the sad house of Pride" (Vrliii).

With this we have come to the end of the Separation and

Analysis of the component elements of the arcane substance:

Ripley's Third Gate has been won, and now the severed parts

must be reassembled.

CANTO VII

Summary

Duessa, discovering that Redcrosse has left the House

of Pride, searches until she finds him beside a fountain,

where, having removed his armour, he is resting himself in

the shade. After drinking from the water, Redcrosse grows

"faint and feeble" and makes "court" to Duessa, "poured out

in looseness on the grassy ground." At that moment the

giant Orgoglio appears, overwhelms the weakened Redcrosse,

and thrusts him into a deep dungeon. Orgoglio then gives

Duessa a "gold and purple pall to weare," sets a triple

crown on her head, and places her upon a seven-headed dra¬

gon. The Dwarfe, observing the plight of Redcrosse, ga¬

thers up his master's discarded armour, finds Una, and ex-



plains what has happened. Presently Una meets Prince

Arthur, who is in glittering golden armour and carrying a

diamond shield. Arthur agrees to rescue Redcrosse.
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Analysis and Commentary

We have reached the equivalent of Ripley's Fourth

Gate, "Of Conjunction," which is defined thus:

After the Chapter of naturall Separación
By which the Elements of our Stone dysseveryd be
The Chapter here followyth of secret Conjunccion;
Whych natures repugnant joyneth to perfyt Unyte,
And so them knyttyth that none from other may

fie;
Whan they by Fyre shall be examynate,
Soe be they together surely conjugate.140

The coniunctio is, as Herbert Silberer first observed, the

"central idea" of alchemy.141 That this operation occurs

at the beginning of Canto VII is significant, for this is

exactly the midpoint of Book I of The Faerie Queene.

Great maistresse of her art was that false Dame,
The false Duessa, cloked with Fidessaes name.

Who when returning from the drery Night,
She fownd not in the perilous house of Pryde,
Where she had left, the noble Redcrosse knight,
Her hoped pray; she would no longer bide,
But forth she went, to seeke him far and wide.
Ere long she fownd, whereas he wearie sate,
To rest him selfe, foreby a fountaine side,
Disarmed all of yron-coted Plate,

And by his side his steed the grassy forage ate.

He feedes upon the cooling shade, and bayes
His sweatie forehead in the breathing wind,
Which through the trembling leaues full gently

playes
Wherein the cherefull birds of sundry kind
Do chaunt sweet musick, to delight his mind:

(i-iii)
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John W. Schroeder, in an interpretation of the Orgoglio

episode for which the present alchemical analysis provides

independent corroboration, has observed that the descrip¬

tion of Sansloy in which "that Pagan proud him selfe did

rest,/ In secret shadow by a fountaine side" (VI:xl)--is

similar to that of Redcrosse:

Sansloy was then unarmed, for when Satyrane accosted
him, he rose, caught up his shield and helmet, and
buckled him to the field (I.vi.41).

It is near the conclusion of the sixth canto that
we see all this. The seventh, then, opens by setting
before us Red Crosse again, looking precisely like the
lustful, incontinent Sansloy, wearied, unarmed, res¬
ting by a fountain. Even the language of the passage
insists upon the likeness of the two figures, and so
reminds us of how far in lust Red Crosse has run since
he deserted Una.142

Mr. Schroeder has recognized not only the identity of polar

opposites--in this case Sansloy and Redcrosse--but also the
%

principle of simultaneity. The descriptions are similar

because they represent different aspects of the same event.

The alchemical idea underlying this is the principle of

circular distillation. Similarly, the "cherefull birds"

which play "through the trembling leaues" and "chaunt sweet

music, to delight his mind" bring us back to Canto I and

the "shadie groue" where Redcrosse and Una are "with plea¬

sure forward led,/ Ioying to heare the birds sweete har¬

mony" (I:viii), and in which they take cover when "angry

Ioue an hideous storme of raine/ Did poure into his Lemans

lap so fast" (I:vi). And, furthermore, in Duessa's search

for Redcrosse, we see another aspect of the quest which has
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been described in Canto III on the plane of awareness re¬

presented by Una.

Vnkindnesse past, they gan of solace treat,
And bathe in pleasaunce of the ioyous shade,
Which shielded them against the boyling heat,
And with greene boughes decking a gloomy glade,
About the fountaine like a girlond made;
Whose bubbling waue did euer freshly well,
Ne euer would through feruent sommer fade:
The sacred Nymph, which therein wont to dwell,

Was out of Dianes fauour, as it then befell.

The cause was this: one day when Phoebe fayre
With all her band was following the chace,
This Nymph, quite tyr'd with heat of scorching

ayre
Sat downe to rest in middest of the race:

The goddesse wroth gan fowly her disgrace, <
And bad the waters, which from her did flow,
Be such as she her selfe was then in place.
Thenceforth her waters waxed dull and slow,

And all that drunke thereof, did faint and feeble
grow.

Hereof this gentle knight vnweeting was,
And lying downe vpon the sandie graile,
Drunke of the streame, as cleare as cristall

glas;
Eftsoones his manly forces gan to faile,
And mightie strong was turnd to feeble fraile.
His chaunged powres at first them selues not

felt,
Till crudled cold his corage gan assaile,
And chearefull bloud in faintnesse chill did

melt,
Which like a feuer fit through all his body swelt.

Yet goodly court he made still to his Dame,
Pourd out in loosnesse on the grassy grownd,
Both carelesse of his health, and of his fame:

(iv-vii)

As S. K. Heninger, Jr., has pointed out, Spenser's fountain

has certain mythological connotations which would have been

apparent to the Elizabethan reader:
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This spring with its magical properties is a
truncated version of the Salmacis story that Ovid had
related in the Metamorphoses (IV.285ff.). Salmacis

thewas a vain andnymph of a fountain in Caria,
slothful girl who never joined her sister-nymphs in
the sylvan activities led by Diana. When youthful
Hermaphroditus bathed himself in her waters, Salmacis
was so undone by passion that she intertwined her body
with his and prayed to the god "that this same wilfull
boy and I may never parted bee." The gods capricious¬
ly consented to the unusual request, as Ovidian gods
so often do, and their bodies were fused as one. When
Hermaphroditus realized that his masculinity had been
diluted to half its former strength, he also prayed
for a boon: "That whoso commes within this Well may
so weakened there,/ That of a man but halfe a man he
may fro thence retire." The gods were again com¬
pliant, and thenceforth whoever drank from Salmacis'

lost his strength.
Spenser... has eliminated Hermaphroditus C01TI7

pletely, and attributes the enervating properties of
the water solely to the displeasure of Diana when the
indolent Salmacis showed indifference to the chase
(I.vii.5.1-9). Ovid has never had more ardent dis¬
ciples than the Elizabethans, however, and to Spen¬
ser's audience this enchanted spring would inevitably
recall Salmacis.143

spring

We have seen in Canto V that Spenser modified the story of

Hippolytus in order that it might be made to serve as an

allegory of alchemical transformation: it seems clear that

the story of Salmacis has been altered for the same reason.

In alchemy Diana corresponds to the bright side of the moon

and Venus to the dark. At this stage of the opus the foun¬

tain is, of course, identified not with Diana, but with

Venus.-*-^ Hence Spenser has stressed the enmity between

Diana and "the sacred Nymph," and, particularly, the iden¬

tity between nymph and fountain: "the waters, which from her

did flow" became "such as she her selfe was." As Mr.

Heninger points out, the allusion could not but call forth
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Ovid's version of the story. In some respects what happens

to Hermaphroditus is entirely in keeping with alchemical

symbolism. Salmacis' desire that she "may never parted

bee" from Hermaphroditus and that their two bodies be fused

into one corresponds exactly to the common alchemical idea

of the synthesis of Sol and Luna into the psychological

Hermaphrodite, or filius philosophorum. An alchemical

allegory, however, would stress that the fusion is a res¬

toration of lost wholeness; Ovid's story, on the other

hand, implies just the opposite: Hermaphroditus' masculi¬

nity has been diluted by half, which is a fusion very dif¬

ferent from that which the alchemists tried to achieve, for

it speaks of loss, not gain. Spenser was therefore obliged

to make the details of the story more consistent with his

purposes by offering a different explanation for the effect

of the waters, and by omitting specific reference to

Hermaphroditus.

The enmity between Diana and Venus is more apparent

than real, for they are linked by secret bonds of affinity.

Maurice Evans has grasped this relationship very well:

It is significant that his final capitulation
takes place by and through the fountain of the nymph
who has fallen out of Diana's favour: in forsaking
Una for Duessa, Red Cross has faced Hercules's choice
between virtue and pleasure but, unlike the hero, has
followed the path of Venus instead of that of Diana.

this instance, when the choice seems to be
Soenser blurs

and avoids

even m tms instance, wnen tne cnoice seems
the wholly traditional one, Spenser blurs the issue

an uncompromising opposition between black
and white....In consequence of this, Red Cross's re¬
laxation by its waters seems less a sinful relapse from
Christian virtue than an inevitable necessity of the
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human state since the Fall. Such pleasure, because
natural to man cannot be totally evil, and the 'sacred
nymph' will be forgiven: she is out of Diana's favour
only for the time being, 'as it then befell', and the
fountain will regain its eternal and life-giving pro¬
perties-- ’ the bubbling wave did ever freshly well,/ Ne
ever would through fervant sommer fade' (I.vi.4). At
this moment of decisive error, the verse is full of
hope, not of condemnation, and contains paradoxical
hints that the ways of Diana and Venus will not always
be in conflict.14b

For the alchemist, Redcrosse's actions, if paradoxical, are

yet paradoxical in a way that is part and parcel of alche¬

mical thinking: it is a principle that the adept cannot be

betrothed to Diana without having first been wed to Venus.
%

The symbolism associated with alchemical literature indi¬

cates that there are, therefore, two marriages. Jung dis¬

tinguishes between them thus:

The conjunction symbolism appears in two places:
first, at the descent into the darkness, when the
marriage has a nefarious character (incest, murder,
death); second, before the ascent, when the union
has a more "heavenly" c

—

/

haracter.146

The real purpose of Redcrosse's blatant fornication with

Duessa, "Pourd out in loosnesse on the grassy grownd," is

to achieve the level of consciousness symbolized by the

filius philosophorum, and thus prepare himself for his

eventual betrothal to Una.

Till at the last he heard a dreadfull sownd,
Which through the wood loud bellowing, did

rebownd,
That all the earth for terrour seemd to shake,
And trees did tremble. Th'Elfe therewith

astownd,
Vpstarted lightly from his looser make,

And his vnready weapons gan in hand to take.

But ere he could his armour on him dight,
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Or get his shield, his monstrous enimy
With sturdie steps came stalking in his sight,
An hideous Geant horrible and hye,
That with his talnesse seemd to threat the skye,
The ground eke groned vnder him for dreed;
His liuing like saw neuer liuing eye,
Ne durst behold: his stature did exceed

The hight of three the tallest sonnes of mortall
seed.

The greatest Earth his vncouth mother was,
And blustring Aeolus his boasted sire,
Who with his breathT which through the world

doth pas,
Her hollow womb did secretly inspire,
And fild her hidden caues with stormie yre,
That she conceiu'd; and trebling the dev/ time,
In which the wombes of women do expire,
Brought forth this monstrous masse of earthly

slime,
Puft vp with emptie wind, and fild with sinfull

crime.

So growen great through arrogant delight
Of th'high descent, whereof he was yborne,
And through presumption of his matchlesse might,
All other powres and knighthood he did scorne.
Such now he marcheth to this man forlorne,
And left to losse: his stalking steps are stayde
Vpon a snaggy Oke, which he had torne
Out of his mothers bowelles, and it made

His mortall mace, wherewith his foemen he dismayde.

That when the knight he spide, he gan aduance
With huge force and insupportable mayne,
And towardes him with dreadfull fury praunce;
Who haplesse, and eke hopelesse, all in vaine
Did to him pace, sad battaile to darrayne,
Disarmd, disgrast, and inwardly dismayde,
And eke so faint in euery ioynt and vaine,
Through that faile fountaine, which him feeble

made,
That scarsely could he weeld his bootlesse single

blade.

(vii-xi)

According to Ripley, Conjunction is a passage through the

elements made possible by the previous operation of Sepa¬

ration: "Thus causyth Separación trew Conjunccion to be
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had/ Of Water, Ayre, Earth and Fyre,/ But that every Ele¬

ment may into other be lad,/ And so abyde for ever to thy

desyre."147 That this condition has been fulfilled is

clear from A. C. Hamilton's analysis:

What we witness in his descent is a passage
through the elements of fire, air, water, and earth.
When he escapes the sun's 'boyling heat' (fire) and
bathes his forehead 'in the breathing wind' (air),
he drinks from the stream (water) as he lies poured
out on the ground (earth).148

Concerning the giant Orgoglio, it is obvious that he func¬

tions as more than merely an emblem of Pride. Mr. Heninger

has suggested that he is "the personification of an earth¬

quake. "149 Indeed, if he is not quite, as Mr. Heninger

states, "the mythical embodiment of an earthquake," he is

certainly related to one: his very approach is announced by

"a dreadfull sownd,/ Which through the wood loud bellowing,

did rebownd,/ That all the earth for terrour seemd to

shake,/ And trees did tremble"; and his conception and ges¬

tation in Earth's "hollow womb," as Mr. Heninger has shown,

agrees verbatim with the theory of the origin of earth¬

quakes as set forth by Gabriel Harvey in a letter to Spen¬

ser. 150 Mr. Schroeder, while not denying the plausibility

of this interpretation, has drawn on pseudo-Aristotelian

physiology, erotic poetry, and Elizabethan bawdy slang to

make a stunning case for Orgoglio as the phallic counter¬

part to the feminine symbol of the fountain in what is, in

effect, a prolonged erotic drama:
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Red Crosse's enfeeblement... seems to be in no

wise imagined at random, but rather adheres exactly
to impeccable physiological doctrine. The knight is

the result of his first act of venery
with Duessa, the drink he takes of the fountain is
the metaphor for that act, his enfeeblement displays
both the classic symptoms. Now--a circumstance

not anticipated—Red Crosse does not stop after
love-bout. Despite his chill and faintness, we

remember, he goes on making his "goodly court" to
Duessa. The offense is repeated. It is easy for us

haps
one

to miss the point that Red Crosse's captivity is
sexual and that he himself wilfully extends it.1^1

What Mr. Schroeder has described is a characteristic fea¬

ture of alchemical depictions of the coniunctio: Jung

points out that not only is Mercurius portrayed as the
%

phallus, but, significantly, he is linked with the motif

of "continuous cohabitation." Jung, commenting on the al¬

chemist Michael Maier's allusion to Mercurius as Hermes

Kyllenios, describes the bawdy characteristics of Mercurius

thus:

Maier [relates Mercurius] to Hermes Kyllenios when he
calls him "this faithless and all too elusive Arcadian
youth," for in Arcadia was the sanctuary of Kyllenios,
the ithyphallic Hermes.

" [one of the alchemical classics! Mer-
In the scholia to the "Trac-

row is

also

curius is named outright the "Kyllenian hero." Mai¬
er ' s words might also be a reference to Eros. And in

in Rosencreutz's Chymical Wedding, Mercurius
ppear in the form of Cupid, and punishes the
for his curiousity in visiting the Lady Venus

by wounding him in the hand with an arrow. The ar-
the "dart of passion" (telum passionis), which

is also an attribute of Mercurius.... His lascivious¬
ness is borne out by an illustration in the Tripus
chimicus of Sendivogius, where he
umphal chariot drawn by a cock and a hen,
him is a naked pair of embracing lovers. In this
connection may also be mentioned the numerous somewhat
obscene pictures of the coniunctio in old prints, of¬
ten preserved merely as pornographica.... Again, Mer¬
curius represents the "continuous cohabitation" which
is found in unalloyed form in the Tantric Shiva-Shakti

on a

and behind
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concept.... One is reminded of the winged ithyphallic
old man who pursues the "blue" or doglike" woman in
Hippolytus. Kyllenios does in fact appear in Hippo-
lytus as identical on the one hand with the Logos and
on the other with the wicked Korybas, the phallus.152

Thus, the phallic representation of Mercurius, Orgoglio,

"Puft vp with emptie wind, and fild with sinful crime,"

with his scorn of knighthood, is an expression of Red-

crosse's Shadow, like the lustful Squire cohabiting with

the false Una in Canto II; and in the young knight's de¬

feat by the giant "growen great through arrogant delight,"

the crucifixion and death of the ego is appropriately ac¬

companied by Orgogl.io's secondary characterization as

earthquake.

So daunted when the Geaunt saw the knight,
His heauie hand he heaued vp on hye,
And him to dust thought, to haue battred quight,
Vntill Duessa loud to him gan crye;
0 great Orgoglio, greatest vnder skye,
0 hold thy mortall hand for Ladies sake,
Hold for my sake, and do him not to dye,
But vanquisht thine eternall bondslaue make,

And me thy worthy meed vnto thy Leman take.

He hearkned, and did stay from further harmes,
To gayne so goodly guerdon, as she spake:
So willingly she came into his armes,
Who her as willingly to grace did take,
And was possessed of his new found make.
Then vp he tooke the slombred sencelesse corse,
And ere he could out of his swowne awake,
Him to his castle brought with hastie forse,

And in a Dongeon deepe him threw without remorse.

From that day forth Duessa was his deare,
And highly honourd in his haughtie eye,
He gaue her gold and purple pall to weare,
And triple crowne set on her head full hye,
And her endowd with royall maiestye:
Then for to make her dreaded more of men.
And peoples harts with awfull terrour tye,
A monstrous beast ybred in filthy fen
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He chose, which he had kept long time in darksome
den.

Such one it was, as that renowmed Snake
Which great Alcides in Stremona slew,
Long fostred m the filth of Lerna lake,
Whose many heads out budding euer new,
Did breed him endlesse labour to subdew:
But this same Monster much more vgly was;
For seuen great heads out of his body grew,
An yron brest, and backe of scaly bras,

And all embrewd in bloud, his eyes did shine as
glas.

His stretched out in wondrous length,
house of heauenly gods it raught,

and borrow'd strength,

tayle was
That to the
And with extorted powre,
The euer-burning lamps from thence it brought,

prowdly threw to ground, as things of nought;
vnderneath his filthy feet did
sacred thinas, and holv heasts

And
And
The sacred things,
Vpon this dreadfull

holy
east with

foretaught.
seuenfold head

He set the false Duessa, for more aw and dread

(xiv-xviii)

The "darksome den" where Orgoglio has kept the seven-headed

dragon is none other than the Melusina's "darksome caue" in

Canto I, and the identity between Duessa and the dragon on

the one hand and Orgoglio and Redcrosse on the other be¬

comes explicit as soon as we recall Duessa's complaint to

Sansloy concerning Redcrosse that "Me silly maid away with

him he bare,/ And euer since hath kept in darksome caue"

(IVrxlvii). Since the mercurial Serpent is the Stone in

potentia, which is initially "found in filth," the refe¬

rence to the "monstrous beast ybred in filthy fen," and

the Snake "Long fostred in the filth of Lerna lake" is es¬

pecially appropriate: as we shall see, this moment, which

isseems to be the ultimate triumph of Evil over Good,
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actually the pivotal mid-point of the opus, where what is

on one level the Scarlot Whore of Revelations (Duessa) be¬

comes, on another level, the Woman clothed with the Sun

(Una),who will bring forth the filius philosophorum

(Prince Arthur), the Redeemer created through the synthe¬

sizing process implicit in the mysterium coniunctionis of

Sol and Luna.

What has occurred thus far can be symbolically restated

by quoting again from Philalethes' alchemical parable,

"An Open Entrance to the Closed Palace of the King" (cited

in full above, p. 44 ff.) :

And though the central water is his bride, yet dare
he not display his most ardent love towards her, be¬
cause of the snares of the thief, whose machinations
are in truth unavoidable. Here may Diana be propi¬
tious to thee, who knoweth how to tame wild beasts...
so that the youth easily entereth in through the
pores, and instantly shaketh the foundations of the
earth, and rises up a dark cloud. But thou wilt
lead the waters up even to the brightness of the
moon, and the darkness that was upon the face of the
deep shall be scattered by the spirit moving over the
waters. Thus by God's command shall the Light appear.

The "central water," which, as Mr. Schroeder has shown in

his analysis of the sexual connotations of Spenser's foun¬

tain, is Redcrosse's "bride" also, has the spiritual mea¬

ning, as Jung has pointed out, of "fountain of the soul or

fount of wisdom, from which the inner life wells up."154

The "central water" is comparable to the "sacred fountain"

(Irxxiv) that we first encountered at Archimago's hermi¬

tage, and which we shall encounter once again as the Well

of Life in Canto XI. As we have seen, the thief with his
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"machinations" is represented by the various aspects of

Redcrosse's Shadow--Archimago, the lusty Squire, the Sans

brothers, Orgoglio—and appears, as Jung observes, to hin¬

der the youth's "love for the chaste Diana, [though] ... in

reality the evil is...lurking in the ideal youth and in

the darkness of the new moon."155 it is significant that

the beasts have been tamed--the lion, as well as the many

animals which Satyrane has brought to the subjection of

his will--on the plane of awareness represented by Una,

who is, after all, the equivalent of Diana. It is only
• %

because Diana has been propitious that Redcrosse, like

Philalethes' winged youth, can "enter in through the pores,

for only through the coniunctio can the "extreme opposites

unite, [and] night [be] wedded with day. "156 The coniunc¬

tio in Spenser is likewise followed by an earthquake--which

Mr. Heninger has linked with Orgoglio--of which, according

to Jung, the psychological implications are thus:

The earthquake is on the one hand an allusion to
Christ's descent into hell and his resurrection, and
on the other hand a shaking of the humdrum earthly
existence of man, into whose life and soul meaning
has at last penetrated,

and uplifted.
and by which he is at once

This is always an intuitive experience that is
felt as a concrete reality. It is the prefiguration
and anticipation of a future condition, a glimmering
of an unspoken, half-conscious union of ego and non¬
ego.

The earthquake sends up a dark cloud: conscious¬
ness, because of the revolution of its former stand¬
point, is shrouded in darkness, just as the earth
was at Christ's death, which was followed by a resur¬
rection. This image tells us that the widening of
consciousness is at first upheaval and darknes
then a broadening out of man to the whole man.
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For Redcrosse, the "dark cloud" is Orgoglio's dungeon,

which, curiously enough, is also an expression of Diana's

favour as well as Venus's, for Duessa's pleading with Or-

goglio for Redcrosse's life--"Hold for my sake, and do him

not to dye"--is a sign that both sides of the moon have an

equal stake in Redcrosse's future. Redcrosse, too, will

"lead the waters up even to the brightness of the moon,"

for his actions will, as Jung says, bring into conscious¬

ness "the gracious and serene complement of the sinister

new moon and its perils,"153 and thus transform Duessa into

Una. The "spirit moving over the waters" is, as we shall

see, Prince Arthur and his diamond shield, who will scatter

"the darkness that was upon the face of the deep" by des¬

troying Orgoglio, and setting into motion in the uncon¬

scious the hidden redemptive powers which will ultimately

transform Redcrosse's conscious personality.

That Redcrosse has been reduced to a "slombred sence-

less corse" and thrown into Orgoglio's "Dongeon deepe" in¬

dicates that psychic energy has been withdrawn from the

Ego and shifted to the unconscious, where, as a result of

the mysterium coniunctionis, there is the miraculous

appearance of the filius philosophorum, symbolized by

Prince Arthur, who, as Spenser states in the letter to

Raleigh, represents—appropriately--the perfection of all

virtues. For the first time since the initial Separation

we see the merging together of the two planes of awareness,

for though it is Duessa with whom Redcrosse has coupled, it
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is, quite literally, Una who "brings forth" the result of

the union, Prince Arthur, to rescue the fallen knight.

At last she chaunced by good hap to meet
A goodly knight, faire marching by the way
Together with his Squire, arayed meet:
His glitterand armour shined farre away,
Like glauncing light of Phoebus brightest ray;
From top to toe no place appeared bare,
That deadly dint of Steele endanger may:
Athwart his brest a bauldrick braue he ware,

That shynd, like twinkling stars, with stons most
pretious rare.

And in the midst thereof one pretious stone
Of wondrous worth, and eke of wondrous mights,
Shapt like a Ladies head, exceeding shone,
Like Hesperus emongst the lesser lights,
And stroue for to amaze the weaker sights;
Thereby his mortall blade full comely hong
In yuory sheath, ycaru'd with curious slights;
Whose hilts were burnisht gold, and handle strong

Of mother pearle, and buckled with a golden tong.

His haughtie helmet, horrid all with gold,
Both glorious brightnesse, and great terrour

bred;
For all the crest a Dragon did enfold
With greedie pawes, and ouer all did spred
His golden wings: his dreadfull hideous hed
Close couched on the beuer, seem'd to throw
From flaming mouth bright sparkles fierie red,

And scaly tayle was stretcht adowne his backe full
low.

(xxix-xxxi)

In Charnocke's Aenigma de Alchimiae (1572) the filius phi-

losophorum is described thus: "Me thought he was a Prince

of Honoure,/ For he was all in Golden Armoure;/ And one his

head a Crowne off Golde/ That for no riches it might be

sold."159 The light which glitters from the armour is in¬

deed "Phoebus brightest ray," for Arthur is the heavenly or

divine Sol, the archetype which is the eternal counterpart
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of the mortal and human Sol which Redcrosse represents. To

the extent that the archetype can be constellated in Red¬

crosse, he too will share in Arthur's invincibility. The

stone "of wondrous worth, and eke of wondrous mights/

Shaped like a Ladies head," which is in the middle of the

other stones on his "bauldrick," is emblematic of Wisdom

(in this instance Eliza, the Faerie Queene herself), the

characteristic endowment of those in whom the ego has given

way to the Self. The dragon on the crest of his helmet

signifies that the stage of the feminine chthonic wingless

dragon has given way to that of her masculine counterpart,

whose wings betoken the spirituality which will be associ¬

ated with the second half of the opus alchymicum. In the

"Ladies head" and the winged dragon we recognize the pre¬

sence of feminine and masculine that is implied in the con¬

cept of the alchemical Rebus ("two-thing")1^0 which results

when, according to the maxim of Maria Prophetissa, "out of

the Third comes the One as the Fourth" to achieve the fu¬

sion of conscious and unconscious which the alchemists term

their hermaphrodite.

His warlike shield all closely couer'd was,
Ne might of mortall eye be euer seene;
Not made of steele, nor of enduring bras,
Such earthly mettals soone consumed bene:
But all of Diamond perfect pure and cleene
It framed was, one massie entire mould,
Hewen out of Adamant rocke with engines keene,
That point of speare it neuer percen could,

Ne dint of direfull sword diuide the substance
would.

The same to wight he neuer wont disclose,
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But when as monsters huge he would dismay,
Or daunt vnequall armies of his foes,
Or when the flying heauens he would affray;
For so exceeding shone his glistring ray,
That Phoebus golden face it did attaint,
As when a cloud his beames doth ouer-.lay;
And siluer Cynthia wexed pale and faint,

As when her face is staynd with magicke arts
constraint.

No magicke arts hereof had any might,
Nor bloudie wordes of bold Enchaunters call,
But all that was not such, as seemd in sight,
Before that shield did fade, and suddeine fall:
And when him list the raskall routes appall,
Men into stones therewith he could transmew,
And stones to dust, and dust to nought at all;
And when him list the prouder lookes subdew,

He would them gazing blind, or turne to other hew.
%

(xxxiii-xxxv)

Arthur's diamond shield is the single most exciting image

in the entire Book I of The Faerie Queene: it is the Philo¬

sopher's Stone! Its introduction at the midpoint of the

opus follows the Rosarium, which holds that "The Stone is

that thing midway between perfect and imperfect bodies, and

that which nature herself begins is brought to perfection

through the art."161 That with the diamond shield "Men

into stones therewith he could transmew" calls to mind

Gerhard Dorn's famous exhortation: "Transform yourselves

into living philosophical stones."162 Even the idea that

the shield can further transform "stones to dust" proves to

be commonplace, as in the advice to "Take ye this stone and

use Millers Craft,/ Till it be fine powder."163 The shield

has the power to reduce "dust to nought at all": this, in¬

terestingly enough, may be regarded as an allusion to the
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fact that, according to the Rosarium, the Philosopher's

Stone is also "the stone of invisibility."164 jung, com¬

menting on the appropriateness of the diamond as a symbol

of the Philosopher's Stone, points out that this is not

the result of a conscious creation, but is "a spontaneous

product of the objective psyche": he states that it is

linked organically to the archetypal symbolism of the

Philosopher's Stone both as regards its designation as

"purest water," and as a synthesis of the four alchemical

elements (by which is meant, of course, the four orienting

functions of the psyche):

It is...a curious "sport of nature" that the chief
chemical constituent of the physical organism is
carbon, which is characterized by four valencies;
also it is well known that the diamond is a carbon
crystal. Carbon is black--coal, graphite--but the
diamond is "purest water."165

Jung points out that when the Philosopher's Stone is com¬

pared to "the diamond whose prism contains all the hues of

the rainbow," it serves also as an expression of the cauda

pavonis (peacock's tail). 16(5 as a final exquisite touch,

Spenser's image of the diamond shield shining so brightly

that "Phoebus golden face it did attaint" and "siluer Cyn¬

thia wexed pale and faint" serves as a symbolic restate¬

ment of the coniunctio: for the Philosopher's Stone, as the

quintessence, or synthesis of Sol and Luna, is far greater

than the sum of its parts, and therefore possesses bright¬

ness that can overwhelm that of either Sol or Luna alone.

It is significant that Arthur, as the filius philoso-
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phorum, has armour and shield emblematic not of Christi¬

anity, as Redcrosse's is, but of the opus alchymicum. Af¬

ter the extinguishing of the ego (Redcrosse's confinement

in Orgoglio's dungeon), the rational adjunct of the ego

(the Dwarfe) is denied access to the resources of con¬

sciousness, and must therefore search inward, deep into the

unconscious, seeking out first the positive Anima (Una, as

"stedfast Truth"), and then the Self (Arthur, as "heauenly

Grace"), which will ultimately replace the ego as the cen¬

ter of the personality. Because the point of view of the

Self, unlike the ego, includes both conscious and uncon¬

scious aspects of the psyche, it signals the future at¬

tainment of a greatly expanded consciousness. In the mean¬

time, Una and Arthur are coming to aid Redcrosse, "the

Dwarfe them guiding euer right" (VII:lii), which means that

rationality is functioning as it was intended to, for it is

now working toward the restoration of the balance that was

lost originally in the Fall of Man; and this indicates that

through the correct application of rationality--allied with

"stedfast Truth" and "heauenly Grace"--man can achieve the

Protestant dream of being the agent of his own Redemption:

and this, too, is the great goal of the royal art of

alchemy.

CANTO VIII

Summary

Una and the Dwarfe, accompanied by Prince Arthur and
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his Squire, make their way to Orgoglio's castle. The

Squire sounds his bugle, and suddenly all the gates and

doors fly open. Orgoglio comes "rushing forth from inner

bowre," followed by Duessa "mounted on her many headed

beast." In the ensuing battle the cover falls off the dia-
#

mond shield and the brightness so stuns Orgoglio that Ar¬

thur is able to dismember him, reducing the giant to a

"monstrous mas" like an "empt.ie bladder." Obtaining the

"keys of euery inner door" of the castle from Ignaro, the

"foster father of the Gyant dead," Prince Arthur opens the

dungeon where Redcrosse is being held, releasing the pri¬

soner, who after three months' confinement is reduced to "a

ruefull spectacle of death and ghastly drere." Duessa,

stripped and exposed as a "loathly, wrinckled hag" with one

foot "like an Eagles claw" and the other "like a Beares vn-

euen paw," is then sent to "go at her will and wander wayes

vnknowne." Redcrosse is reunited with Una, and "that faire

crew of knights" remain for a time in Orgoglio's castle

"To rest them selues, and weary powres repaire."

Analysis and Commentary

With this canto we reach the equivalent of Ripley's

Fifth Gate, "Of Putrefaction," which is concerned with the

death and resurrection of the arcane substance: "The kyl-

lyng Bodyes into corrupcyon forth ledyng,/ And after unto

Regereratyon them ablyng:/ For thyngs beyng in Erth wyth-

owt dowte/ Be engendryd of rotacyon of the Hevyns aboute";
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it is a process which may be compared to the sowing of a

seed in the ground: "Syth Chryst do it wytnes, wythowt the

grayne of Whete/ Dye in the ground, encrese may thou not

»167 The exact nature of this death Jung describes—

with reference to an illustration from the Rosarium—thus:

The son-lover always comes to an early end after con¬
summating the hierosgamos with the mother-goddess of
the Near East, so, after the coniunctio oppositorum,
deathlike stillness reigns. When rhe opposites unite,
all energy ceases: there is no more flow. The water¬
fall has plunged to its full depth in that torrent
of nuptial joy and longing; now only a stagnant pool
remains, without wave or current. So at least it ap¬
pears, looked at from the outside. As the legend
tells us, the picture represents the putrefactio,, the
corruption, the decay of a once living
the picture is also entitled "Conceptio." The
says: "Corruptio unius generatio est alterius"—the
corruption of one is the generation of the other, an
indication that this death is an interim stage to be
followed by a new life....

....Although various other meanings play a part
here, one cannot rid oneself of the impression that
the death is a sort of tacit punishment for the sin of

"the wages of sin is death." That would
explain the soul's "great distress" and also the
blackness mentioned in the variant of our picture
("Here is Sol turned black"). This blackness is the
immunditia (uncleanliness), as is proved by the ablu-

The

incest, for

coniunc-

lution behind it. s m con-

Thus the descent

tip that subsequently becomes necessary.
tio was incestuous and therefore sinful, leaving pol-

The nigredo always
junction with tenebrositas, the darkness of the tomb
and of Hades, not to say of Hell,
that began in the marriage-bath has touched rock-bot¬
tom: death, darkness, and sin. For the adept, how¬
ever, the hopeful side of things is shown in the an¬
ticipated appearance of the hermaphrodite, though the
psychological meaning of this is at «Kc-nn-a 168

It is the hermaphrodite (Spenser's Arthur) who in the First

Parable of the Aurora Consurgens, "Of the Black Earth,"

will defeat the Ethiopians (Orgoglio), and deliver the adept

(Redcrosse) from hell:
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Beholding from afar off I saw a great cloud looming
black over the whole earth, which had absorbed the
earth and covered my soul, because the waters had
come in even unto her, wherefore they were putrefied
and corrupted before the face of the lower hell and
the shadow of death, for a tempest hath overwhelmed
me; then before me shall the Ethiopeans fall down
and my enemies shall lick my earth. Therefore there
is no health in my flesh and all my bones are troubled
before the face of my iniquity. For this cause have I
laboured night by night with crying, my jaws are be¬
come hoarse; who is the man that liveth, knowing and
understanding, delivering my soul from the hand of
hell?*69

With this in mind, let us now examine The Faerie Queene:

So with the Squire, th'admirer of his might,
He marched forth towards that castle wall;
Whose gates he found fast shut, ne liuing wight
To ward the same, nor answere commers call.
Then tooke that Squire an home of bugle small,
Which hong adowne his side in twisted gold,
And tassels gay. Wyde wonders ouer all
Of that same homes great vertues weren told.

Which had approued bene in vses manifold.

Was neuer wight, that heard that shrilling sound,
But trembling feare did feele in euery vaine;
Three miles it might be easie heard around,
And Ecchoes three answerd it selfe againe:
No false enchauntment, nor deceiptfull traine
Might once abide the terror of that blast,
But presently was voide and wholly vaine:
No gate so strong, no locke so firme and fast,

But with that percing noise flew open quite, or
brast.

The same before the Geants gate he blew,
That all the castle quaked from the ground,
And euery dore of freewill open flew.
The Gyant selfe dismaied with that sownd,
Where he with his Duessa dalliance fownd,
In hast came rushing forth from inner bowre,
With staring countenance sterne, as one astownd,
And staggering steps, to weet, what suddein

stowre,
Had wrought that horror strange, and dar'd his

dreaded powre.

(iii-v)
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What happens when Prince Arthur's Squire sounds his "home

of bugle" is reminiscent of Christ's Harrowing of Hell as

set forth in the apocryphal Gospel of Nicodemus,170 where

at the sound of the trumpets, the gates of Hell suddenly

burst open (to the dismay and confusion of Satan and his

cohorts). As in the gospel account, the arrival of Arthur

(as the redeemer) is associated with earthquake and storm,

for in the ensuing battle with Orgoglio, the giant's blows

"did like an earthquake show" (viii), and the noise of the

struggle is compared to Jove's hurling his thunderbolts

"Through riven clouds and molten firmament" (ix). Marie-

Louise von Franz, in her psychological commentary to the

Aurora Consurgens, points out that in the context of the

alchemical opus, the positive Anima is the bringer of

"gnosis, or the realization of the self, whose emissary she

is."171 This, of course, is exactly the function which Una

performs in The Faerie Queene: "Else should this Redcrosse

knight in bonds have dyde,/ For whose deliuerance she this

Prince doth thither guide" (i). The appropriateness of

Spenser's allusion to Christ's Harrowing of Hell in this

context is apparent in view of the fact that, according to

Miss von Franz,

the birth of the filius philosophorum is also a
resurrection or rebirth. This is the more signi¬
ficant in that, psychologically considered, it con¬
cerns not merely the birth of the "inner man," the
self, but at the same time the rebirth of man's ego-
consciousness. The birth of the alchemical filius
could be interpreted as a resurrection of Christ in
compensatory, changed form....172
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Before the coniunctio there is, as Miss von Franz observes,

much contamination of the various archetypes: Wisdom, be¬

cause of the sexual libido coloring her relationship with

the ego, represents a confusion of the Anima's positive

and negative aspects; and, furthermore, the Self is not

yet distinct from the positive Anima, nor the Shadow from

the negative, which means that occasionally even the Self

and the Shadow merge together. The reason for this state

of confusion is that the initial encounter with the Anima

has caused an inflation of the ego (consciousness taking

credit for what is not its own), followed by the con¬

stellation of the Shadow.This pattern, as we have seen,

is clearly evident in The Faerie Queene. Certainly Orgog-

lio's reaction to Arthur and Redcrosse's reaction to Orgog-

lio points to an identity, showing that we are dealing with

separate aspects of the same action, and illustrating the

idea, rather common in alchemical allegory, that the Anima

"has an illegitimate lover who personifies the shadow."174
The Orgoglio-Duessa episode is in fact directly parallel to

a situation in the Aurora Consurgens which Miss von Franz

describes as "autoerotic affects and fantasies which threa¬

ten to gain the upper hand when consciousness is in the

nigredo state of dissociation."175 The significance of the

Harrowing of Hell, then, is that it represents the moment

when for the first time, clear distinctions between the

various archetypal figures begin to emerge. Amid what Jung
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refers to as the "symbolism of death and the grave, and the

motif of conflict,"176 light is brought to the darkness,

ultimately making possible conscious recognition of the

difference between the positive and negative aspects of the

Anima, as well as between the Shadow and the Self.

And in his fall his shield, that couered was,
Did loose his vele by chaunce, and open flew:
The light whereof, that heauens light did pas,
Such blazing brightnesse through the aier threw,
That eye mote not the same endure to vew.
Which when the Gyaunt spyde with staring eye,
He downe let fall his arme, and soft withdrew
His weapon huge, that heaued was on hye

For to haue slaine the man, that on the ground
did lye.

And eke the fruitfull-headed beast, amaz'd
At flashing beanies of that sunshiny shield,
Became starke blind, and all his senses daz'd,
That downe he tumbled on the durtie field,
And seem'd himselfe as conquered to yield.
Whom when his maistresse proud perceiu'd to fall,
Whiles yet his feeble feet for faintnesse reeld,
Vnto the Gyant loudly she gan call,

0 helpe Orgoglio, helpe, or else we perish all.

At her so pitteous cry was much amoou'd,
Her champion stout, and for to ayde his frend,
Againe his wonted angry weapon proou'd:
But all in vaine: for he has read his end
In that bright shield, and all their forces

spend
Themselues in vaine: for since that glauncing

sight,
He hath no powre to hurt, nor to defend;
As where th'Almighties lightning brond does

light,
It dimmes the dazed eyen, and daunts the senses

quight.

(xix-xxi)

Since the Philosopher's Stone is simultaneously a heavenly

medicine as well as a deadly poison, it must be carefully

concealed from those who are spiritually unworthy, or ig-
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norant of the art of alchemy, for, according to the Aurora

Consurgens, "everyone who is ignorant of it is its enemy,

and that not without cause."177 That Orgoglio should have

been defeated by the Stone is in accord with alchemical

theory: in the "Secreta secretorum" by Pseudo-Aristotle we

find that "a man cannot fight one who hath this stone in

his hand. "173 To gaze on the unveiled diamond shield has

the same effect as to drink from the waters of the mercuri¬

al fountain, for the Stone and the fountain are one and the

same, as is indicated by the fact that one of the synonyms

for the Stone is "purest water." If we bear in mind that

in Canto VII Redcrosse was "so faint in euery ioynt and

vaine,/ Through that fraile fountaine, which him feeble

made,/ That scarsely could he weeld his bootless single

blade" (VII:xi), we will recognize as the same event on a

different plane Orgoglio's reaction to the sight of Ar¬

thur's unveiled shield: "his feeble feet for faintnesse

reeld" and "He hath no power to hurt, nor to defend." As

regards to Redcrosse's spiritual development, we can see,

therefore, that the medicinal effect of his drinking from

the mercurial fountain is achieved by the diamond shield's

poisonous effect on Orgoglio, who, as Redcrosse's Shadow,

represents the inferior aspect of the personality, com¬

parable to a sickness that must be cured if perfect health

is to be attained.179

Whome when the Prince, to battell new addrest,
And threatning high his dreadfull stroke did see,
His sparkling blade about his head he blest,
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That downe he tombled; as an aged tree,
High growing on the top of rocky clift,
Whose hartstrings with keene steele nigh hewen

be,
The mightie trunck halfe rent, with ragged rift

Doth roll adowne the rocks, and fall with fearefull
drift.

The knight then lightly leaping to the pray,
With mortall steele him sraot againe so sore,
that headlesse his vnweldy bodie lay,
All wallowd in his owne fowle bloudy gore,
Which flowed from his wounds in wondrous store.
But soone as breath out of his breast did pas,
That huge great body, which the Gyaunt bore,
Was vanisht quite, and of the monstrous mas

Was nothing left, but like an emptie bladder was.

(xxii-xxiv)

This is a further expression of the motif of torture, or

dismemberment. The unconsciousness which the Shadow repre¬

sents is expressed in Orgoglio's being identified with "an

aged tree," which in turn echoes "The builder Oake, sole

king of forrests all" (I:viii), as well as the episode of.

Fradubio "once a man...now a tree" (II:xxiii). The trun¬

cated tree is common in alchemical iconography. To cite

one example, the title page of the French edition (1600)

of Francesco Colonna's Hypnerotomachia Poliphili (Venice,

1499) contains various symbols representing the process

of alchemical transformation, among which is a tree, like

Spenser's, with "mightie trunke halfe rent."I88 Spenser's

tree, "High growing on the top of rocky clift," recalls the

following description of the Stone from the Arabic "Book of
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It is a tree that grows on the tops of the mountains,
a young man born in Egypt, a prince from Andalusia,
who desires the torment of the seekers. He has slain
their leaders.... The sages are powerless to oppose
him. I can see no weapon against him save resigna¬
tion, no charger but knowledge, no buckler but under¬
standing. If the seeker finds himself before him
with these three weapons, and slays him, he [the
prince] will come to life again after his death, will
lose all power against him, and will give the seeker
the highest power, so that he will arrive at his
desired goal.181

As in the passage from Ostanes, this final phase of the

struggle between Orgoglio and Arthur epitomizes the al¬

chemical process, for the dismemberment of the giant repre¬

sents the separatio elementorum, his reduction to an "emp-

tie bladder" the overcoming of the dangerous psychic infla¬

tion, and Prince Arthur with his diamond shield the resur¬

rection or birth of the filius philosophorum.

Through euery rowme he sought, and euery bowr,
But no where could he find that wofull thrall:
At last he came vnto an yron doore,
That fast was lockt, but key found not at all
Emongst that bounch, to open it withall;
But in the same a little grate was pight,
Through which he sent his voyce, and lowd did

call
With all his powre, to weet, if liuing wight

Were housed therewithin, whom he enlargen might.

Therewith an hollow, dreary, murmuring voyce
These piteous plaints and dolours did resound;
0 who is that, which brings me happy choyce
Of death, that here lye dying euery stound,
Yet liue perforce in balefull darkenesse bound?
For now three Moones haue changed thrice their

hew,
And haue beene thrice hid vnderneath the ground,
Since I the heauens chearefull face did vew:

0 welcome thou, that doest of death bring tydings
trew.

Which when that Champion heard, with percing point
Of pitty deare his hart was thrilled sore,
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And trembling horrour ran through euery ioynt,
For ruth of gentle knight so fowle forlore:
Which shaking off, he rent that yron dore,
With furious force, and indignation fell;
Where entred in, his foot could find no flore,
But all a deepe descent, as darke as hell,

That breathed euer forth a filthie banefull smell.

But neither darkenesse fowle, nor filthy bands,
Nor noyous smell his purpose could withhold,
(Entire affection hateth nicer hands)
But that with constant zeale, and courage bold,
After long paines and labours manifold,
He found the meanes that Prisoner vp to reare;
Whose feeble thighes, vnhable to vphold
His pined corse, him scarse to light could beare,

A Ruefull spectacle of death and ghastly drere.

His sad dull eyes deepe sunck in hollow pits,
Could not endure th'vnwonted sunne to view;
His bare thin cheekes for want of better bits,
And empty sides deceiued of their dew,
Could make a stony hart his hap to rew;
His rawbone armes, whose mighty browned bowrs
Were wont to riue steele plates, and helmets hew,
Were cleane consum'd, and all his vitall powres

Decayd, and all his flesh shronk vp like withered
flowres.

(xxxvii-xli)

Redcrosse's statement that since his incarceration "three

Moones haue changed thrice their hew" agrees exactly with

the length of time prescribed by Ripley:182

To tyme that Nyghts be past nynty,
In moyst hete kepe them fro eny thing;
Sone after by blacknes thow shalt espy
That they draw fast to putrefying,
Whych thow shalt after many colers bryng

To perfyt Whytenes wyth Pacyence esyly,
And so thy sede in hys nature shall multeply.

It is significant that Redcrosse, "Who earst in flowres of

freshest youth was clad" (xlii), is now "shronk vp like

withered flowres," for the image of the plant flowering

and then fading is very common in alchemy. Rudolf Ber-
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noulli, in his essay "Spiritual Development in Alchemy,"

relates the imagery typical of the coniunctio and putre-

factio thus:

The blos-

And then comes the moment when the buds burgeon,
when the blossoms burst open, the plant has
its prime, the hour of its sacred nuptials,
soms are fertilized by grains of pollen borne on the
wind: this is the coniunctio of which alchemy s
But now we encounter an apparent inconsistency. These
flowers, which have just opened, these flowers whose
creation seemed to be the whole purpose of the plant,
now begin to wither and fade. The whole process would
seem to have been in vain. This fading of the flo-

this seemina failure of the whole

The

tures,

wers, tms seeming raiiure or one wnoie process, 1
also known to alchemy, which calls it the nigredo,
the blackening. Everything appears to be lost,
lovely petals have shrunken, they are withered, dry,
brown. But under the blossom the fruit grows and ma-

turning from green to yellow to red. This
reddening is also known to alchemy; it is the rubedo,
the yearned-for stage leading up to the "great work"
Which alchemy projects. At last the fruit is ripe.
The process seems to be ended, but this is not quite
so. The plant is torn up, parched seeds and all.
Where a moment past we beheld hopeful burgeoning and

a withered brown wilderness. Butwe now seeripening,
the seed is gathered and sown again in new earth.
This is the proiectio of alchemy.183

The "ruefull spectacle of death and ghastly drere" signi¬

fies that the ego is crucified, dead, and buried; and

Prince Arthur's leading Redcrosse out of the "deepe des¬

cent, as darke as hell," and back into the unaccustomed

light of day, testifies to the final de-energizing of the

evil associated with the personal unconscious.

To do her dye (quoth Vna) were despight,
And shame t'auenge so weake an enimy;

But spoile her of her scarlot robe, and let her
fly.

So as she bad, that witch they disaraid,
And robd of royall robes, and purple pall,
And ornaments that richly were displaid;
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Ne spared they to strip her naked all.
Then when they had despoild her tire and call,
Such as she was, their eyes might her behold,
That her misshaped parts did them appall,
A loathly, wrinckled hag, ill fauoured, old,

Whose secret filth good manners biddeth not be
told.

Which when the knights beheld, amazd they were,
And wondred at so fowle deformed wight.
Such then (said Vna) as she seemeth here,
Such is the face of falshood, such the sight
Of fowle Duessa, when her borrowed light
Is laid away, and counterfesaunce knowne.
Thus when they had the witch disrobed quight,
And all her filthy feature open showne,

They let her goe at will, and wander wayes vn-
knowne.

(xlv-xlvi; xlix)

Una has good reason for showing mercy to Duessa, for though

the moon has two sides, there is yet only one moon. With

Orgoglio dead, Duessa has no power, as it was Redcrosse's

eroticism that made her what she was. Now that her light

is recognized as "borrowed," Duessa as the negative Anima

can drop back into the unconscious to "go at her will and

wander wayes vnknowne." Redcrosse can for the first time

see Una as the sublime figure that she was from the start,

when she came before the Court of the Faery Queen to seek

a champion to combat the dragon that was menacing her

parents, the ancient King and Queen. Having finally over¬

come personal evil--though he has still to conquer despair

that follows recognition of guilt--, Redcrosse can begin to

strengthen himself to do battle with purely collective

evil. What lies ahead Ripley describes very aptly thus:
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For lyke as Sowles after paynys transytory
Be brought into paradyce where ever ys yoyfull lyfe;
So shall our Stone after hys darknes in Purgatory
Be purged and joynyd in Elements wythoute stryfe,
Rejoyse the whytenes and bewty of hys wyfe:

And passe fro the darknes of Purgatory to lyght
Of paradyce, in Whytnes Elyxer gret myght.l°^

CANTO IX

Summary

Prince Arthur, explaining that exact knowledge of his

lineage and sire "from me are hidden yet," tells that his

education was supervised by Merlin the magician, and re¬

counts how his present quest was occasioned by a dream or

vision of the Faerie Queene. Before departing on his own,

Arthur gives Redcrosse a "boxe of Diamond" containing drops

of a wondrous "liquor" that can heal any wound; and Red¬

crosse gives Arthur a book in which "his Saueours testa¬

ment/ Was writ with golden letters." Redcrosse and Una

then encounter Sir Treuisan, with a hangman's noose around

his neck, fleeing from "A man of hell, that calls himself

Despaire." Sir Treuisan tells that another knight, Sir

Terwin, had succumbed to the "charmed speeches" of Des-

paire, and killed himself with a rusty knife. At Red¬

crosse' s urging, Sir Treuisan guides them to the Den of

Despaire, which is "in an hollow caue,/ Farre vnderneath

a craggie clift." Redcrosse listens spellbound as Des-

paire, pointing to Sir Terwin's corpse, praises death:

He there does now enioy eternall rest
And happie ease, which thou doest want and craue,
And further from it daily wanderest:
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What if some little paine the passage haue,
That makes fraile flesh to feare the bitter waue?
Is not short paine well borne, that brings long

And layes the soule to sleepe in quiet graue?
Sleepe after toyle, port after stormie

Ease after warre, death after life does greatly

Despaire then reminds Redcrosse of his "lucklesse disauen-

tures," stresses the enormity of his sinfulness, and offers

him a knife. Just as Redcrosse is about to kill himself,

Una knocks the knife out of his hand. When Despaire sees

that "his guest/ Would safe depart, for all his subtill

sleight," he tries to hang himself, but is unable to die.

Analysis and Commentary

This canto, commemorating the successful completion of

the first phase of the opus, corresponds to the integration

of contents of the personal unconscious, and is symbolized

by the making of the White Elixir. The second phase, cor¬

responding to the integration of contents of the collective

unconscious, is, in effect, a duplication of the first,

and is symbolized by the making of the Red Elixir. The two

phases relate to each other as eros (the characteristically

feminine quality of relatedness) to logos (the masculine

quality of discrimination).185 From the standpoint of the

ego, the two phases are each distinguished by emphasis on

the relationship with the Shadow and the Self, respective¬

ly. We have thus reached the point in the opus where what

has previously been experienced on the physical level will

now be experienced on the level of the spirit.



Then those two knights, fast friendship for to
bynd,

And loue establish each to other trew,
Gaue goodly gifts, the signes of gratefull mynd,

And eke as pledges firme, right hands together
ioynd.

Prince Arthur gaue a boxe of Diamond sure,
Embowd with gold and gorgeous ornament,
Wherein were closd few drops of liquor pure,
Of wondrous worth, and vertue excellent,
That any wound could heale incontinent:
Which to requite, the Redcrosse knight him gaue
A booke, wherein his Saueours testament
Was writ with golden letters rich and braue;

A worke of wondrous grace, and able soules to saue.

Thus beene they parted, Arthur on his way
To seeke his loue, and th'other for to fight
With Vnaes foe, that all her realme did pray.
But she now weighing the decayed plight,
And shrunken synewes of her chosen knight,
Would not a while her forward course pursew,
Ne bring him forth in face of dreadfull fight,
Till he recouered had his former hew:

For him to be yet weake and wearie well she knew.

(xviii-xx)

The "few drops of liquor pure" can be identified as the

White Elixir. Like the Stone and the filius, the White

Elixir is created by incubating the arcane substance during

the nigredo that follows the coniunctio. The process is

described in the "Practica" to Bloomfields Blossoms thus:

10. The whole Maystery hereof duly to fulfill,
Set thy Glasse and Matter upon thine Athenor;
Our Furnace called the Philosophers Dunghill,
With a temperate heate working evermore;
Night and day continually have Fuell in store,

Of Turfe, of Sawdust, or dry chopped segges,
That the heate be equipolent to the Hen upon her

Eggs.

11. Such heate continually loke thou doe not lack,
Forty dayes long for their perfect union
In them is made; For first it turnes to Black,
This Collour betokens the right Putrefaction,
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This is the beginning of perfect Conception
Of your Infant into a new generation,
A most pretious Jewell for our Consolation.

12. Forty dayes more the Matter shall turne White,
And cleere as Pearles; which is a declaration,
Of voiding away of his Cloudes darke night;
This sheweth our Infants full organization,
Our White Elixir most cleere in his Creation.

From White into all Colours withouten faile,
Like to the Rainebow or the Peacocks Tayle.186

If we compare alchemical texts we will find that the terms

"Elixir" and "Stone" are often synonymous: it is possible,

therefore, that since "Rainbow" and "Peacocks Tayle" can

also refer to the highlights of the otherwise "white" dia¬

mond, Spenser, by placing his Elixir in a "boxe of Dia¬

mond," is suggesting (quite correctly) that the Elixir is

contained in the Stone. It is significant that the gifts

which Arthur and Redcrosse exchange are respectively the

alchemical Elixir and the New Testament: since the "wound"

which the Elixir can heal is psychological rather than

physical, what is noteworthy about this exchange is that

each gift is the equivalent of the other, for each is "able

soules to saue." Furthermore, though Redcrosse is himself

emblematic of the Christian faith, there is nothing speci¬

fically Christian about Prince Arthur (a fact which is of¬

ten overlooked): Arthur and Redcrosse together represent a

synthesis of pagan and Christian traditions, for since the

filius philosophorum (or, for that matter, the Stone) is

itself an expression of the same archetype (the divine

Self) as that which underlies the Christ image, the two

traditions--in the finest spirit of Renaissance syncretism--
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are shown to be in fundamental agreement psychologically.

Indeed, as has been pointed out previously in this study,

it was widely felt that, from a Christian alchemist's point

of view, the art of alchemy was the way in which Christ's

message of Salvation could be realized in the individual's

own soul.
v

One of the major cruxes in Spenser criticism is the

so-called problem of Arthur. Josephine Waters Bennett ex¬

presses misgivings which are shared by many scholars:

There are three difficulties in Spenser's presenta¬
tion of Arthur: he "appears but seldom," his appearan¬
ces are unrelated to one another, and in four of' the
six books he serves as a piece of machinery, intro¬
duced at a predetermined point (Canto viii) and dis¬
missed in time to leave the culminating episode of

• the book for the hero of that book. Such a situation
could hardly have arisen if Spenser had all along
planned the poem with Arthur as its chief hero.187

As an expression of alchemical thinking, the function of

Arthur is, as we have seen, self-evident. It is precisely

in accordance with the alchemical scheme that Arthur, as

filius philosophorum, should make the eighth canto of a

twelve-canto book. The beginning of the transformation of

personality which corresponds to the gradual attainment of

psychological Selfhood, which is the goal of the process of

individuation, and the whole point of the alchemical opus,

does not really occur until the archetype which Arthur re¬

presents has been constellated. The reason, therefore,

that it is the titular hero of the book, rather than Ar¬

thur, who figures in the "culminating episode of the book,
11
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is that while the creation of the "philosophical stone"

(signified by the appearance of Arthur) is the goal of the

first half of the opus, the goal of the second half is for

Redcrosse to "transform" himself "into the living philoso¬

phical Stone." That is why we hear no more of Arthur after

he has exchanged gifts with Redcrosse, for Redcrosse will

himself take on the perfection of virtue (in this instance

Holiness) of which Arthur is the archetypal symbol, and in

this way achieve victory over the winged mercurial dragon.

The idea that the second phase of the opus is a repe¬

tition of the first is set forth quite clearly in the’ Liber

Patris Sapientiae:

86. Then take thow hym out of hys Chamber and Bed,
And thow schalt then finde a fixt Body as he were

dead;
Keepe thow hym close and secretly within thy place,
And thanke Almighty God of hys grace.

87. Now my Son before thys, after thys Science I
have right well sought

And thus to thee I have the White Elixer parfetly
wrought;

And if thow wilt of the Red Elixer parfetly under¬
stand ,

Thow must take such another warke in hand.

88. My Son whan thow hast wrought more upon more,
Dubling each time as I said before;
Make thow what thow wilt of Red substance,
As I did the White warke in manner of Governance.183

Redcrosse is the "fixt Body as he were dead," and the

"Chamber and Bed" is, of course, Orgoglio's dungeon, from

which Redcrosse was released by Prince Arthur, as an ex¬

pression of "heauenly grace." As we shall see, Una will

"Keepe... hym close and secretly within thy place," for
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Redcrosse, she will not bring him "forth in face of dread-

full fight,/ Till he recouered had his former hew." But

the most immediate task on the way toward the achievement -

ft

of the Red Elixir, which will culminate in the furious

three-day fight with the winged dragon, will be to over¬

come the deadliest and most dangerous aspect of the nigre-

do, symbolized by the confrontation with Despaire.

Just as in the above-quoted passage from the Liber

Patris Sapientiae the Philosopher performs the "white

wark," but leaves the "red wark" to his pupil, so in The

Faerie Queene the first phase of the opus having just been

achieved by Prince Arthur, Redcrosse must now go on to the

second phase--the red work--on his own. As Redcrosse and

Una journey toward the Den of Despaire, it is apparent that

the second phase of the opus has indeed begun, for once

again we find the pattern of the circular distillation--the

structural principle, so typical of alchemical literature,

which Miss von Franz, in her commentary on the Aurora Con-

surgens, refers to as "a spiral procedure"189—which brings

us to the very beginning, to Canto I, and the journey

through the Wandring Wood. Make no mistake about it, this

is the same journey, and the same destination; for Errours

Den and the Den of Despaire are the same place, the dif¬

ferent names indicative merely of a cause and effect rela¬

tionship (i.e. recognition of error giving rise to des-
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pair) . When Redcrosse first went through the Wandring

Wood, its lushness was emphasized by the extensive cata¬

logue of trees, and he himself was in prime physical con¬

dition, truly in the bloom of young manhood; but now he is

hardly more than a corpse, and the Wandring Wood has

changed accordingly, for all that remains of its former

splendor are "old stubs of trees,/ Whereupon nor fruit,

nor leafe was euer seene" (IX:xxiv). The storm that has

wreaked havoc on this Wood is the very one from which Red¬

crosse and Una first sought cover: "The day with cloudes

was suddeine ouercast,/ And angry Ioue an hideous storme of

raine/ Did poure into his Lemans lap" (I:vi). This is the

ame storm as that which occurred after the coniunctio in

Canto VII, where Orgoglio was Ioue, and Duessa "his Leman."

We will recall that it was the "shadie groue" in Canto I

"That promised ayde the tempest to withstand:/ Whose loftie

trees yclad with sommers pride,/ Did spred so broad, that

heavens light did hide" (I:vii). The White Work--in keep¬

ing with the symbolism of white which is associated with

Luna--represents that part of the opus alchymicum which

has feminine significance, and is therefore characterized

by unconsciousness, as indicated by the fact that the

foliage of the trees "heavens light did hide." Light in

the sense of conscious discrimination, insight, and under¬

standing is associated with the Red Work, which, accor¬

dingly, has masculine significance. Thus it is that the

I
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formerly lush foliage of unconsciousness has been stripped

away, and since the "stubs of trees" can no longer hide

"heavens light," the depressing, barren landscape is, para¬

doxically, to be regarded as an expression of hope: for just

as the emaciated condition of Redcrosse's body signifies

that there is now very little left of the former ego which

was responsible for the spiritual darkness that formerly

engulfed him, so also does the now unobstructed heaven

signify that this is the second half of the opus, where

darkness is replaced by light, and what was hidden is made

manifest.

Since this present version of the journey through the

Wandring Wood is new only insofar as it is being experi¬

enced on a higher plane of awareness than previously, Red¬

crosse's behavior will necessarily be the same as before,

for the event being described has indeed already occurred,

and the only difference will be that Redcrosse will come

to understand the implications of what has happened to him

That this is so is revealed when he encounters Sir Treui-

san, who, still wearing a noose around his neck, has ma¬

naged to escape from the clutches of Despaire, while his

companion, Sir Terwin—who, like Redcrosse, in his affair

with Duessa, "lou'd a Ladie Gent,/ That him againe lou'd

in the least degree" (xxvii)--, has succumbed, killing

himself with a "rusty knife." When Sir Treuisan tells

Redcrosse that he hopes that "God you neuer let his charmed
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lack of insight: "How may a man (said he) with idle speach/

Be wonne, to spoyle the Castle of his health?" (xxxi).

This is exactly comparable in tone to his naive reply to

Una's warning in Canto I, when he stated that "Vertue giues

her selfe light, through darkenesse for to wade" (I:xii).

The main difference between the Melusina in Canto I and

Despaire in Canto IX is that the one is female and the

other is male, a situation which reflects that fact that-

it is the feminine principle which is associated with the

first half of the opus (the White Work), while in the se¬

cond half (the Red Work), the poles reverse, and feminine

becomes masculine. But just as there is only one "hollow

caue" (I:xi & IX:xxxiii), so the Melusina and Despaire are

one. It is no accident that both are described in strikingly

similar fashion. Thus, inside her "darksome hole" the Me¬

lusina "lay vpon the durtie ground,/ Her huge long taile

her den all ouerspred,/ Yet was in knots and many boughtes

vpwound" (I:xv); and, in his "darkesome caue" Despaire is

found "low sitting on the ground,/.../ His griesie lockes,

long growen, and vnbound,/ Disordred hong about his shoul¬

ders round" (IXrxxxv). Despite Una's admonition, Redcrosse

rushes forth to attack the Melusina "full of fire and

greedy hardiment" (I:xiv); and, similarly, despite Sir

Treuisan's warning, Redcrosse, when he sees the fresh body

of Sir Terwin, "With fierie zeale he burnt in courage bold,/
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Him to avenge, before his bloud were cold" (IX:xxxvii).

Redcrosse, however, finds Despaire no less dangerous than

the Melusina and her "mortal sting"; for the words which

Redcrosse had earlier dismissed as "idle speach" now "as

a swords point through his hart did perse":

Thou wretched man, of death hast greatest need,
If in true ballance thou wilt weigh thy state:
For neuer knight, that dared warlike deede,
More lucklesse disauentures did amate:
Witnesse the dongeon deepe, wherein of late
Thy life shut vp, for death so oft did call;
And though good lucke prolonged hath thy date,
Yet death then, would the like mishaps forestall,

Into the v/hich hereafter thou maiest happen fall.

Why then doest thou, O man of sin, desire
To draw thy dayes forth to their last degree?
Is not the measure of thy sinfull hire
High heaped vp with huge iniquitie,
Against the day of wrath, to burden thee?
Is not enough, that to this Ladie milde
Thou falsed hast thy faith with periurie,
And sold thy selfe to serue Duessa vilde,

With whom in all abuse thou hast thy selfe devilde?

The knight was much enmoued with his speach,
That as a swords point through his hart did

perse,
And in his conscience made a secret breach,
Well knowing true all, that he did reherse,
And to his fresh remembrance did reuerse

The vgly vew of his deformed crimes,
That all his manly powres it did disperse,
As he were charmed with inchaunted rimes,

That oftentimes he quakt, and fainted oftentimes.

(xlv-xlvi; xlviii)

This stage of the nigredo is, according to the Rosarium,

"a great sign, in the investigation of which not a few have

perished."190 The fate of Sir Terwin, not to mention the

"many wretches hanged beene,/ Whose carcases were scattered
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on the greene,/ And throwne about the cliffs" (IXrxxxiv)

near the entrance to the Den of Despaire, testify to the

psychological dangers that accompany realization of the

existence of the Shadow and all that it represents. Red-

crosse, too, would have perished, had not Una been there

to save him. This, as Jung points out, is by no means an

unusual situation:

Self-knowledge is an adventure that carries us
unexpectedly far and deep. Even a moderately compre¬
hensive knowledge of the shadow can cause a good deal
of confusion and mental darkness, since it gives rise
to personality problems which one had never remotely
imagined before. For this reason alone we can under¬
stand why the alchemists called their nigredo melan¬
cholia, "a black blacker than black," night, an af¬
fliction of the soul, confusion, etc.,
pointedly, the "black raven." ... Correctly assessing
the psychic danger in which he stood, it was there¬
fore of the utmost importance for him to have a fa-

or, more

importance for mm to nave a
vourable familiar as a helper in his work, and at the
same time to devote himself diligently to the
tual exercise of praver; all this in order to meet

l-

the consequences of the collision between
consciousness and the darkness of the shadow.

Even for modern psychology the confrontation with the
shadow is not a harmless affair, and for this reason
it is often circumvented with cunning and caution.191

As the "archetype of Life,"192 Una saved Redcrosse by rou¬

sing his faith just as the Melusina was about to overpower

him; and now she saves him as he accepts Despaire's prof¬

fered weapon, having succumbed to the nigredo: "Out of

his hand she snatcht the cursed knife/ And threw it to the

ground" (IXrlii). By accepting his Shadow, a part of him

has died; but what is eternal now lives, and its perfection

will be symbolized by his victory over the winged dragon.
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Summary

Redcrosse and Una journey to the House of Holinesse,

presided over by Dame Coelia and her three daughters,

Fidelia, Speranza, and Charissa. The Porter who admits them

is Humilita; they are greeted by Zele, a Franklin; and in¬

troduced to Dame Coelia by Reuerence, a Squire. Redcrosse

is instructed in "heauenly learning" by Fidelia, and given

hope by Speranza. A Leach, Patience, is called in, and,

assisted by Amendment, Penance, Repentence, and Remorse,

applies "corrosiues" to Redcrosse's "inward corruption,"

which is the cause of his ill health, and then arrays the

patient in ashes and sackcloth. Redcrosse is then led to

Dame Coelia's third daughter, Charissa, who, "late in child¬

bed brought," is sitting in an "yuorie chair," with a pair

of turtle doves beside her. After she has instructed Red¬

crosse "in euery good behest," the Matron Mercie leads him

to a "holy Hospital" run by seven Bead-men, who "spend their

day in doing godly thing." Redcrosse is then instructed in

"Aimes and charitee" until he becomes perfect in "holy

righteousnesse." After this, he is taken to a "sacred

chappell" on a "Hill that was both steepe and hy," where,

in a nearby Hermitage, there dwells "an aged holy man" who

is named "heauenly Contemplation." Redcrosse is led by

Contemplation to "the highest Mount," where can be seen in

the distance the "new Hierusalem," which is the heavenly
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counterpart of the Faerie Queene's splendid earthly city

Cleopolis, with its "towre of glas." Contemplation, pro¬

phesying that "thou Saint George shalt called bee," reveals

Redcrosse's lineage to him: he is sprung "from ancient race/

Of Saxon kings"; and as an infant, was stolen by a Faerie,

who, after leaving "her base Elfin brood" as a changeling,

hid the royal infant "in a heaped furrow," where it was

found by a ploughman and given the name Georgos. Redcrosse

then finally returns to where Una has been waiting for him,

and, after a short rest, they take leave of the House of

Holinesse.

Analysis and Commentary

According to the Emerald Table of Hermes Trismegistus

(full text quoted p. 40 above), the goal of the alchemi¬

cal process is the "marvelous adaptation" which occurs when

the adept unites in himself "the force from things superior

and things inferior." Accordingly, the hermetic principle

that "that which is above is like that which is below" is

nowhere better illustrated than in Spenser's House of Holi¬

nesse, as contrasted with its polar opposite, or inferior

counterpart, the House of Pride. It should be clear by now

that here, again, we are dealing with one House, not two;

for whether the House is constellated on the inferior plane

as the House of Pride or on the superior as the House of

Holinesse depends on Redcrosse's relationship to the Anima,

i.e. whether it is Una or Duessa v/ho leads him there. At
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Redcrosse's present stage of spiritual development the bonds

of mortality and finiteness have been burst asunder by the

birth of the psychological Self, which results in an increa¬

sing emphasis on collective rather than personal goals.

Thus Sansfoy, Sansjoy, and Sansloy give way, respectively,

to Fidelia, Speranza, and Charissa; and the energies asso¬

ciated with the Seven Deadly Sins, representing various

forms of self-indulgence, have been transformed into self¬

less concern for others, as exemplified in the activities

of the Seven Bead-men. As in the encounter with Despaire,

the events in the House of Holinesse have, in effect, al¬

ready been experienced: this time, however, they are per¬

ceived on a plane associated with perfect holiness, and

result, therefore, in the attainment of wisdom and insight.

Of which the eldest, that Fidelia hight,
Like sunny beames threw from her Christall face,
That could haue dazd the rash beholders sight,

And round about her head did shine like heauens

light.

She was araied all in lilly white,
And in her right hand bore a cup of gold,
With wine and water fild vp to the hight,
In which a Serpent did himselfe enfold,
That horrour made to all, that did behold;
But she no whit did chaunge her constant mood:
And in her other hand she fast did hold
A booke, that was both signd and seald with blood,

Wherein darke things were writ, hard to be vnder-
stood.

• • • \xn-xiii)

We have seen this golden cup before, in Canto VIII. It is

the same as Duessa's "golden cup,/ ...replete with magic

arts." In Fidelia's hand, the arcanum is a heavenly medi-
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cine; in Duessa's, however, it is a deadly poison: "Death

and despeyre did many thereof sup,/ And secret poyson

through their inner parts" (VIII:xiv). This is a paradox

fundamental to alchemical thinking: psychologically, the

unconscious is both heaven and hell, and whether it proves

friend or enemy, depends on the individual's conscious atti¬

tude; it is like Dionysus, "who, though most gentle to man¬

kind, can prove a god of terror irresistible193 Fidelia's

cup, moreover, is doubly sacramental. In Canto IX, when

Redcrosse and Arthur exchange as gifts respectively the New
\

Testament and the alchemical elixir, we have seen that this

represents the fusion of the two traditions, or what is

termed Christian alchemy. This idea is expressed once

again, for in Fidelia's cup the water and wine betoken the

mystery of the Christian Eucharist; and the mercurial ser¬

pent—which, significantly, is also contained in the cup—,

the mystery of alchemy. It was by means, then, of Christian

alchemy that the Bible--"Wherein darke things were writ,

hard to be vnderstood"--could at last be deciphered, and the

sacred mysteries revealed to those who had been tested and

found worthy.

Faire Vna gan Fidelia faire request,
To haue her knight into her schoolehouse plaste,
That of her heauenly learning he might taste,
And heare the wisedóme of her words diuine.
She graunted, and that knight so much agraste,
That she him taught celestiall discipline,

And opened his dull eyes, that light mote in them
shine.
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And that her sacred Booke, with bloud ywrit,
That none could read, except she did them teach,
She vnto him disclosed euery whit,
And heauenly documents thereout did preach,
That weaker wit of man could neuer reach,
Of God, of grace, of iustice, of free will,
That wonder was to heare her goodly speach:
For she was able, with her words to kill,

And raise againe to life the hart, that she did
thrill.

(xviii-xix)

The Form which Luna can take when constellated depends, as

we have seen, on Sol's degree of consciousness:

when Una asks Fidessa to allow Redcrosse "into her schoole-

house.../ That of her heauenly learning he might taste,/ And

heare the wisedome of her words deuine," she is trying to

raise Redcrosse's consciousness to a higher level than pre¬

viously, when the event v/as described on the plane of Saty-

rane's interest in Una's "wisdom heauenly rare," and his de¬

sire to learn her "discipline of faith and veritie" (VI:

xxx-xxxi); by setting Recrosse to school with Fidessa, Una

insures her own more complete realization. Since alchemy

made more accessible the archtypes at the basis of Chris¬

tianity, the alchemist could well believe that without the

art "none could read" what the "heauenly documents thereout

did preach."

This intermingling of the alchemical and Biblical tra¬

ditions, so characteristic of alchemical writings, was, how

ever, anathema to those whose Christianity was more conser¬

vatively Protestant Thus the printer of the 1593 edition

of the Artis auriferae refused to print the first part of
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the Aurora Consurgens. Here is Jung's summary of the prin¬

ter's explanatory note:

.he says that he has purposely omitted the entire
consisting of parables or allegories because

the author, in the ancient manner of obscurantists
(antiguo more tenebrionum), treated almost the whole
Bible--particularly Proverbs, Psalms, but above all
the Song of Songs--in such a way as to suggest that
the Holy Scriptures had been written solely in honour
of alchemy. The author, he says, has even profaned
the most holy mystery of the incarnation and death of
Christ by turning it into the mystery of the lapis—
not, of course, with any evil intent, as he, the ty¬
pographer Conrad Waldkirch, readily admits, but
was only to be expected in that benighted epoch
lum illud tenebrarum).

(secu-
By this Waldkirch meant the

pre-Reformation epoch, whose conception of man and the
and experience of the divine presence in the

mystery of matter, had entirely vanished from the
purview of the Protestants of his own day.194

world,

Waldkirch's opposition to the use of Scriptural material

in an alchemical allegory would probably have been shared

by Gabriel Harvey. Because Harvey disapproved of an early

version of what he termed "that Eluish Queene," scholars

have speculated that the original Book I must not have been

the story of Redcrosse. Mrs. Bennett cites the following

"evidence":

Mr. J. C. Smith, in the Introduction to his
edition of the (I,xi,note), that he findssays

who though a pedant
anything like the whole of
its superlative merits."

also that the
not the

poem
it "hard to believe that Harvey,
was no fool, can have seen
Book I without recognizing
There is another piece of
early version which Harvey did not like was
legend of Redcrosse. In the same paragraph in which
he expresses his censure of the Faerie Queene he takes
occasion to praise the Revelation of John as
tive in that kind.
the Revelation for major elements in its plot,
can hardly suppose that Harvey would condemn a poem
for its subject matter and at the same time
the subject matter out of which it was constructed.195

Now Book I draws extensively on
and we
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There is nothing inconsistent in condemning the legend of

Redcrosse while praising Revelations: it is likely that

Harvey, like Waldkirch, objected to Scriptural elements

in a work that could be read as an alchemical allegory.

The faithfull knight now grew in litle space,
By hearing her, and by her sisters lore,
To such perfection of all heauenly grace,
That wretched world he gan for to abhore,
And mortall life gan loath, as thing forlore,
Greeu'd with remembrance of his wicked wayes,
And prickt with anguish of his sinnes so sore,
That he desirde to end his wretched dayes:

So much the dart of sinfull guilt the soule dis-
mayes.

In this distressed doubtfull agonie,
When him his dearest Vna did behold,
Disdeining life, desiring leaue to die,

She found her selfe assayld with great perplexitie.

And came to Coelia to declare her smart,
Who well acquainted with that commune plight,
Which sinfull horror workes in wounded hart,

streightway sent with carefull diligence,
To fetch a Leach, the which had great insight
In that disease of grieued conscience,

And well could cure the same; His name was Patience.

Who comming to that soule-diseased knight,
Could hardly him intreat, to tell his griefe:
Which knowne, and all that noyd his heauie spright
Well searcht, eftsoones he gan apply reliefs
Of salues and med'cines, which had passing priefe,
And thereto added words of wondrous might:
By which to ease he him recured briefe,
And much asswag'd the passion of his plight,

That he his paine endur'd, as seeming now more
light.

(xxi-xxiv)

The Emerald Table states clearly that if the Adept is to
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attain "the glory of the brightness of the whole world,"

he must first unite in himself "the force from things su¬

perior and things inferior." By listening to Fidelia,

Redcrosse has become aware of "things superior," and, in¬

deed, has grown to "perfection of all heauenly grace."

But, owing to his spiritual immaturity, he continues to

think of the opposites of good and evil in simplistic terms,

and is as yet unable to conquer the moral problem implicit

in recognition of the fact that, as Jung expresses it, "the

opposites are the ineradicable and indispensable precon¬

ditions of psychic life."-1-^ The paradox is epitomized in

Una's insistence that Duessa be permitted to live: the idea

is not to desti'oy evil, but to de-energize it, for if evil

had not a necessary place in the scheme of things, there had

been no need for God to show mercy. Salvation, then, is not

a question of merit, but of conversion, as is evident from
#

Mark 4:11-21, when Jesus explains the mysteries to the

Twelve Disciples:

And he said unto them, Unto you it is given to know
the mystery of the kingdom of God: but unto them that
are without, all these things are done in parables:
That seeing they may see, and not perceive; and hearing
they may hear, and not understand; lest at any time
they should be converted, and their sins should be for¬
given them.

It was "the mystery of the kingdom of God" that Fidelia

explained to Redcrosse: "her sacred Booke, with bloud ywrit,

/ That none could read, except she did them teach,/ She vnto

him disclosed euery whit" (xix) Perhaps because Redcrosse
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has yet to be instructed by Charissa and Mercie, it is not

possible for him at this point to grasp the overwhelming

idea that Salvation is a state of mind rather than virtue

per se—a concept fundamental to all mystery traditions--

and, consequently, as Jesus states quite specifically in the

above passage from Mark (one of the most startlingly re¬

vealing statements in the entire Gospel), the teachings must

be done secretly in parables, because otherwise those who

are unworthy might find their way into the kingdom of God,

and, being thus converted, their sins would be forgiven

(irrespective of their personal merit). Redcrosse must re¬

alize that the sin which he has come to recognize in himself

through his confrontation with the Shadow, is but a projec¬

tion of a greater, hidden evil; and while a particular pro¬

jection can be destroyed (e.g. Orgoglio), the evil remains:

But yet the cause and root of all his ill,
Inward corruption, and infected sin,
Not purg'd nor heald, behind remained still,
And festring sore did rankle yet within,
Close creeping twixt the marrow and the skin.
Which to extirpe, he laid his priuily
Downe in a darkesome lowly place farre in,
Whereas he meant his corrosiues to apply,

And with streight diet tame his stubborne malady.

(xxv)

When the Leach lays Redcrosse "Downe in a darkesome lowly

place farre in" to apply his "corrosiues," he has reached

the true source of the problem, for this place has been re¬

cognized previously as Errours Den and the Den of Despaire.

The hermetic principle that evil must be de-energized rather

than destroyed is evident from the fact that the Leach pro-
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poses to "tame" rather than eliminate Redcrosse's "stubborne

malady." The psychotherapeutic nature of the procedure is

nowhere more evident than in the description: the restoring

to health is achieved by searching into Redcrosse for all

that "noyd his heauie spright"; significantly, it is accom¬

panied by "words of wondrous might," i.e. what Freud termed

the "talking cure"; and, finally, its subjectivity is re¬

vealed by the fact that the Leach's name is Patience. As

soon as Redcrosse is able to achieve a profounder under¬

standing of the nature of good and evil, he will become the

alchemical Rebis (i.e. "two-thing"), and will be consciously

aware of the essential duality of his nature; in the mean¬

time, however, he must overcome the error that prevents his

truly believing that "forgiveness of sins" is a de-energi¬

zing of evil (exposing Duessa); that "conversion" is a shif¬

ting of the center of the personality from the ego to the

Self (creation of the Stone); and, finally, that "salvation"

is the full realization of psychological Selfhood (becoming

the "living" Stone).

Whom thus recouer'd by wise Patience,
And trew Repentance they to Vna brought:
Who ioyous of his cured conscience,
Him dearely kist, and fairely eke besought
Himselfe to chearish, and consuming thought
To put away out of his carefull brest.
By this Charissa, late in child-bed brought,
Was woxen strong, and left her fruitfull nest;

To her faire Vna brought this vnacquainted guest.

She was a woman in her freshest age,
Of wondrous beauty, and of bountie rare,
With goodly grace and comely personage,
That was on earth not easie to compare;



Full of great loue, but Cupids wanton snare
As hell she hated, chast in worke and will;

A multitude of babes about her hong,
Playing their sports, that ioyd her to behold,
Whome still she fed, whiles they were weake and

young,
But thrust them forth still, as they wexed old:
And on her head she wore a tyre of gold,
Adornd with gemines and owches wondrous faire,
Whose passing price vneath was to be told;
And by her side there sate a gentle paire

Of turtle doues, she sitting in an yuorie chaire.

Then Vna her besought, to be so good,
As in her vertuous rules to schoole her knight,

She was right ioyous of her iust request,
And taking by the hand that Faeries sonne,
Gan him instruct in euery good behest,
Of loue, and righteousnesse, and well to donne,
And wrath, and hatred warely to shonne,
That drew on men Gods hatred, and his wrath,

soules in dolours had fordonne:And many
In which w7hen him she well instructed hath,

From thence to heauen she teacheth him the ready
path.

(xxix-xxxiii)

In keeping with the fact that the House of Holinesse is the

reversed image of the House of Pride, we see in Charissa and

Fidelia the positive or heavenly aspects of what we have

encountered previously, on the opposite, or worldly plane

in Lucifera. The similarities between these polar opposites

--as indicated, for example, in the splendor of the "sunny

beames" from Fidelia's "Christall face/ That could have dazd

the rash beholders sight" (X:xxi) which is comparable to

Lucifera's "glorious glitterand light" which "doth all mens
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eyes amaze" (IV:xvi)--illustrate how foolish was Redcrosse's

notion that good could be separated entirely from evil: when

he discovered that he himself harbored not only the spiri¬

tual qualities which Fidelia had brought out in him, but

also the evil that he had purposely set out to destroy, he

saw no other way to achieve this dubious goal but to des¬

troy himself. Having, however, been "cured" of this error,

he can now become acquainted with Charissa, whose name in¬

dicates the human counterpart to the divine love which has

the ultimate responsibility for the birth of the filius

philosophorum, the archetype identical to that underlying

the Christ image. Indeed, it is no coincidence that Charis¬

sa has been "late in child-bed brought." We have seen in

Philalethes' parable (cf. p. 46 ff. above) that the "winged

youth" cannot succeed in his enterprise unless Diana's

"twin doves will temper the malignity of the air with their

wings." This is precisely the signification of the "gentle

paire/ Of turtle doues" which sit beside Charissa as she

reclines in her "yuorie chaire": Jung's explication of

Philalethes' parable defines Redcrosse's situation exactly:

The tender pair of doves.... is the exact counterpart
to the malignity of the thief. Together they repre¬
sent the attack, first from one side and then from the
other, of a dualistic being on the more restricted con¬
sciousness of man.197

In the Rosarium there is a woodcut depicting the "dualistic

being"--the soul—as an infant ascending into the clouds

from an open coffin containing Sol and Luna joined as the

"hermaphrodite" with two heads and one body (indicating that
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the coniunctio has already occurred).198 a further woodcut

illustrates the return of the child--his proportions sugges¬

ting that he is no longer an infant--to the purified body to

"quicken a new birth."1^ j_s perhaps in this sense that

Charissa is said to have fed her babes "whiles they were

weake and young,/ But thrust them forth still, as they wexed

old." That Charissa is "full of great love, but Cupids wan¬

ton snare/ As hell she hated, chast in worke and will" is

implicit not only in her name but also in her identification

with Diana. One of the lessons which Redcrosse must learn

at this state of the opus is that spiritual love (charitas)

and sensual love (eros) are polar opposites, insofar as the

one represents a redirection of libido--i.e. psychic energy

—away from the other. This basic dilemma is memorably set

forth in the alchemical fairytale "The Spirit in the Bottle"

which is contained in brothers Grimm. When the woodcutter's

son discovers the strange bottle lodged in the roots of the

oak tree, and removes the cork, the Spirit Mercurius rises

up and threatens to overwhelm him (the phallicism of the

bottle indicating that the experience is autoerotic); the

boy is clever, however, and coaxes the spirit back into the

bottle. Having subjected the libido to his will, he makes

it earn its release in a more creative and fulfilling way,

and thus becomes the possessor of a magic rag that--like the

"drops of liquor pure" which Arthur gave Redcrosse—could

cure any wound, and moreover, transmute whatever metal it
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touches into silver.200 what is so painfully evident about

the kind of self-love that Lucifera represents (comparable

to the initial autoeroticism of the woodcutter's son in the

alchemical fairytale), is its essentially barren nature; the

love that Charissa embodies, on the other hand, makes better

use of the energy, for it involves the redirection of the

libido toward compassionate spirituality, and is creative

and fertile, as indicated by the "multitude of babes" that

surround her (or, in the fairytale, by the boy's ability to

heal wounds and transmute metal). The final lesson that Red-

crosse learns from Charissa is that it is necessary to

"shonne" wrath and hatred: in this way it is possible for

the soul to abhor sin, and yet feel compassion rather than

hate for a body which by its nature cannot be completely

freed from sin.

Wherein his weaker wandring steps to guide,
An auncient matrone she to her does call,
Whose sober lookes her wisedome well descride:
Her name was Mercie, well knowne ouer all,
To be both gratious, and eke liberall:
To whom the carefull charge of him she gaue,
To lead aright, that he should neuer fall
In all his wayes through this wide worldes waue,

That Mercy in the end his righteous soule might
saue.

The godly Matrone by the hand him beares
Forth from her presence, by a narrow way,
Scattred with bushy thornes, and ragged breares,

She held him fast, and firmely did vpbeare,
As carefull Nourse her child from falling oft does

reare.
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Eftsoones vnto an holy Hospitall,
That was fore by the way, she did him bring,

There she awhile him stayes, him selfe to rest,
That to the rest more able he might bee:
During which time, in euery good behest
And godly worke of Aimes and charitee
She him instructed with great industree;
Shortly therein so perfect he became,
That from the first vnto the last degree,
His mortall life he learned had to frame

In holy righteousnesse, without rebuke or blame.

Thence forward by that painfull way they pas,
Forth to an hill, that was both steepe and hy;
On top whereof a sacred chappell was,
And eke a litle Hermitage thereby,
Wherein an aged holy man did lye,
That day and night said his deuotion,
Ne other worldly busines did apply;
His name was heauenly Contemplation;

Of God and goodnesse was his meditation.

Great grace that old man to him giuen had;
For God he often saw from heauens hight,
All were his earthly eyen both blunt and bad,
And through great age had lost their kindly sight,
Yet wondrous quick and persant was his spright,
As Eagles eye, that can behold the Sunne:
That hill they scale with all their powre and

might,
That his frayle thighes nigh wearie and fordonne

Gan faile, but by her helpe the top at last he
wonne.

(xxxiv-xxxvi, xlv-xlvii)

That Redcrosse is himself equivalent to the infant soul

depicted in the Rosarium woodcuts is evident from the man¬

ner in which Mercie "by the hand him beares/.../ As carefull

Nourse her child." After his stay at the "holy Hospitall"

where he is perfected in "holy righteousness," Redcrosse

is led by Mercie to the height of "heauenly Contemplation,"

which is the polar opposite of Archimago's Hermitage in
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Canto I. Just as the feminine nature of the first half of

the opus is implied in the sexual imagery of the location

"downe in a dale, hard by a forests side" of the "little

lowly Hermitage" (Irxxxiv), so now the masculine second half

is symbolized by the obvious phallicism of the location on

top of "an hill, that was both steepe and hy." Despite the

shift from feminine to masculine, there is no doubt that

this second hermitage and adjacent chapel is the same as

the first one, for the descriptions are nearly identical.

In the twelfth of a series of fifteen woodcuts illustrating

Lambsprinck's "De Lapide Philosophico," the adept and the

"senex pater," who to symbolize his spirituality is depicted

with wings, are shown standing atop a hill that is strangely

tower-like in its height and steepness, surveying the coun¬

tryside below,201 just as in Spenser's description. Red-

crosse at this point has achieved the highest pinnacle of

purification: the dragon and the lion have given v/ay to the

eagle, 202 and since it is only the "Eagles eye, that can be¬

hold the Sunne," Redcrosse's level of insight will now en¬

able him, after the final confrontation is over, to gaze

at Una straight into the "glorious light of her sunshyny

From thence, far off he vnto him did shew
A litle path, that was both steepe and long,
Which to a goodly Citie led his vew;
Whose walls and towres were builded high and

strong
Of perle and precious stone, that earthly tong
Cannot describe, nor wit of man can tell;
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Too high a ditty for my simple song;
The Citie of the great king hight it well,

Wherein eternall peace and happinesse doth dwell.

Faire knight (quoth he) Hierusalem that is,
The new Hierusalem, that God has built

m • — • — - — » ^ — _ » —

For those to dwell in, that are chosen his,
His chosen people purg'd from sinfull guilt,

Till now, said then the knight, I weened well,
That great Cleopolis, where I haue beene,
In which that fairest Faerie Queene doth dwell,
The fairest Citie was, that might be seene;
And that bright towre all built of christall

cleene,
Panthea, seemd the brightest thing, that was:
But now by proofe all otherwise I weene;
For this great Citie that does far surpas,

And this bright Angles towre quite dims that towre
of glas.

Most trew, then said the hold aged man;
Yet is Cleopolis for earthly frame,
The fairest peece, that eye beholden can:
And well beseemes all knights of noble name,
That couet in th'immortall booke of fame
To be eternized, that same to haunt,
And doen their seruice to that soueraigne Dame,
That glorie does to them for guerdon graunt:

For she is heauenly borne, and heauen may iustly
vaunt.

(lv; lvii-lix)

We can see that the delicate balance between the eternal and

ephemeral is yet precarious, for had it not been for the

gentle rebuke of the "holy aged man," Redcrosse, having seen

the new Hierusalem, would have spurned the earthly city

Cleopolis, just as, previously, having grown "To such per¬

fection of all heauenly grace,/ That wretched world he gan

for to abhore,/ And mortall life gan loath" (xxi). Red-
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crosse is being groomed for Sainthood: this means that his

future task will be to make the spirit visible, to be the

means whereby the eternal can realize itself in this world.

Indeed, the Faerie Queene1s "towre of glas" is to be com¬

pared to the alchemical vessel where the transmutation of

the arcane substance takes place, projected there from the

mind of the adept. Similarly, Redcrosse, transformed by his

vision of the new Hierusalem, can project this transfor¬

mation, and subsequently be "eternized," only in perfect

service to the Faerie Queene, undaunted by his knowledge
%

that "this bright Angels towre quite dims that towre of

glas."

For thou emongst those Saints, whom thou doest
see,

Shalt be a Saint, and thine owne nations frend
And Patrone: thou Saint George shalt called bee,

Saint George of mery England, the signe of victoree.

For well I wote, thou springst from ancient race
Of Saxon kings, that haue with mightie hand
And many bloudie battailes fought in place
High reard their royall throne in Britane land,
And vanquisht them, vnable to withstand:
From thence a Faerie thee vnweeting reft,
There as thou slepst in tender swadling band,
And her base Elfin brood there forthee left.

Such men do Chaungelings call, so chaungd by Faeries
theft.

Thence she thee brought into this Faerie lond,
And in an heaped furrow did thee hyde,
Where thee a Ploughman all vnweeting fond,
As he his toylesome teme that way did guyde,
And brought thee vp in ploughmans state to byde,
Whereof Georgos he thee gaue to name;
Till prickt with courage, and thy forces pryde,
To Faery court thou cam'st to seeke for fame,
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And proue thy puissaunt armes, as seemes thee best
became.

(lxi; lxv-lxvi)

Had Redcrosse actually been a Faery (as he himself had pre¬

viously assumed), he could not become Saint George: Spen¬

ser's Faeryland is, as we would say, the collective uncon¬

scious, and a "true" Faery, therefore, would be one of the

archetypes. The archetypes of the collective unconscious

have in themselves no humanity; they are forms without con¬

tent, patterns that have potential rather than actual exis¬

tence. They can be constellated (the "word made flesh")

only in a mortal being. The distinguishing mark of Red-

crosse's natural royalty, then, is his relationship to the

unconscious. The sowing of the seed in the prima materia,

which is such a frequent metaphor in alchemy, occurred when
4 M

the Faery stole the infant Redcrosse from his mortal pa¬

rents and brought him from this world into Faeryland, where,

significantly, he was hidden "in a heaped furrow." That

seed which was sown has begun to blossom into maturity.

Redcrosse now has only one more task before him: he must

transmute what remains of his own base metal until he him¬

self is an unalloyed expression of philosophical gold. To

do this, he must, therefore, conquer the winged mercurial

dragon in himself.

The pattern of "circular distillation," or the "spiral

procedure," is evident throughout this canto. The operations

set forth in Ripley which are relevant to this phase of the
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opus are Congelation, Cibation, Sublimation, Fermentation,

Exaltation, and Multiplication. All of these operations

are concerned with the final consolidation of the arcane sub¬

stance, and there is, accordingly, considerable contamination

and overlapping involved; thus Ruland points out that, for

example, Congelation is usually "co-ordinated by many other

operaticns-~devaporation, exaltation, sublimation, distilla¬

tion, etc.Congelation (Ripley's Sixth Gate) involves

"induracyon of Colour Whyte,/ And confyxacyon of Spyrits

whych fleyng are,"204 and corresponds to Fidelia's instruc¬

ting Redcrosse in "heauenly learning," as does, for that

matter, Cibation (Ripley's Seventh Gate), which is a "fedyng

of our Matter dry/ With MyIke, and Mete."205 As we know

from Redcrosse's reaction to the "spiritual food" that he

received from Fidelia, this "feeding" of the substance (real¬

ly a kind of spiritualization) can be very dangerous:

But geve yt not so much that thou hyt glut,
of the Dropsy, and also of Noyes Flood;

By lyttyll and lyttyll therfore thou to hyt put
Of mete and Drynke semyth to do hyt good,
That watry humors not overgrow the blood.206

The sudden outpouring of content from the collective uncon¬

scious does overwhelm Redcrosse's fragile consciousness, and

"the watery humors" having indeed "overgrown the blood," he

falls victim to "the Dropsy" and "Noyes Flood," and plunges

into a suicidal despair. Spenser clearly had these dangers

specifically in mind, for the "streight diet" which Patience

uses to effect Redcrosse's recovery follows Ripley exactly:
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And yf thou dyatt hyt (as Nature doth requyre)
Moderatly tyll hyt be frowen to age,
Fro Cold hyt kepyng and nurryshyng wyth moyst

fyre,
Than shall yt grow and wax full of corrage,
And do to thee both plesure and advauntage:

For he shall make darke Bodys hole and bryght,
Clensyng theyer Leprosenes thorow hys myght.207

Sublimation (Ripley's Eighth Gate) corresponds principally

to the teachings of Charissa, who, emphasizing that Red-

crosse must overcome wrath and hate ("venom"), seeks to

restore the lost balance between body and soul:

For then the Sowle begynnyth for to com owte,
Fro hys owne vaynys; for all that subtyll ys,
Wyll wyth the Spryts assend withouten dowtet:
Bere in thy mynde therefore and thynke on thys,
How here eclypsd byn thy Bodys:

As they do Putrify Sublymyng more and more,
Into the Water tyll they be all up bore.

And thus ther venom when they have spowtyd out
Into the water, than Black yt doth appeare,
And become spirituall every dele withoute dowte,
Sublymyng esyly on our manner
Into the water which doth hym bere:

For in the Ayre one Chyld thus must be fore
Of the Water ageyne as I have seyd before.

But when these to Sublymacyon continuall
laboryd so, wyth hete both moyst and temperate

That all ys Whyte and purely made spirituall;
Than Hevyn uppon Erth must be reitterate,
Unto the Sowle wyth the Body be reincorporate:

That Erth become all that afore was Hevyn,
Whych wyll be done in Sublymacyons sevyn.208

Fermentation (Ripley's Ninth Gate) is, in effect, a continu¬

ation of the previous procedure, and corresponds to the

teachings of Mercie ("the kyndly smell"):

But Fermentación trew as I the tell
Ys of the Sowle wyth the Bodys incorporacyon,
Restoryng to hyt the kyndly smell;
Wyth tast and color by naturall conspysacyon
Of thyngs dysseveryd, a dew redyntegracyon:
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Whereby the Body of the Spryte takyth impres¬
sion ,

That eyther other may helpe to have ingres-
sion.209

Exaltation (Ripley's Tenth Gate) corresponds to Redcrosse's

ascent with Contemplation to the "highest Mount":

Yf thou therefore thy Bodys wyll
of Lvfe thouFyrst wyth the Spryts of Lyfe

Erth be well

Exaltat,
them augment,

Tyll tyme thy
By naturall rectyfyyng

up exaltyng into the
of

Hym
Than much more

Because they
presyose

of the

subtylyate,
eche Element;

Fyrmament:
shall they

Quyntessence do
be than Gold,
hold.210

And, finally, Multiplication (Ripley's Eleventh Gate), is

closely related to Fermentation, and corresponds to Mercie's

teaching Redcrosse "in euery good behest/ And godly worke":

Multyplycacyon now to declare I procede,
Whych ys by Phylosophers in thys wyse dysynyd,
Augmentacyon yt ys of that Elixer indede,

andIn goodnes, m quantyte, both for Whyt
Multyplycacyon ys therefore as they have seyd:

That thyng that doth Augment and Medcyns in ech
degre,

In Color, in Odor, in Vertue, and also in
Quantyte.211

CANTO XI

Summary

Una conducts Redcrosse to the "forwasted kingdom" of her

parents, where they hear "a roaring hideous sound" and see

the winged fire dragon sunning himself on a hill. With Una

watching from a safe distance, Redcrosse prepares to fight

the dragon, who approaches "like an Eagle, seeing pray ap¬

pear." Enraged by Redcrosse's repeated, but unsuccessful,

attempts to pierce the monster's "bras-plated body" with his

spear, the dragon lifts himself up from the ground, and
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snatches up "both horse and man, to beare them quite away
II

With "three mens strength vnto the stroke" Redcrosse manages

to wound his adversary under the wing, causing him to re¬

lease the horse and rider. Though he presses his attack

by taking sword and smoting the wounded dragon "with out¬

rageous might," he is overwhelmed by "the scorching Flame"

that "through his armour all his bodie seared

sets, Redcrosse falls into The well of life.

II As the sun

Una keeps an

all-night vigil for her knight, thinking him slain by the

dragon, but is rewarded the next morning by the sight of

his rising "As Eagle fresh out of the Ocean waue." Fully

renewed, Redcrosse meets the onslaught of the dragon with

even greater strength than before. This time he is able to

sever the dragon's tail: "Fiue ioynts thereof he hewed, and

but the stump him left." Again overcome by the "Huge

flames, that dimmed all the heauens light," he falls beside

The tree of life, from whence there "flowed, as from a well,

/ A trickling streame of Balme," which gave "Life and long

health" and "deadly wounds could heal." The dragon, not

daring to approach the tree of life, backs away as the day¬

light fades Una, once again praying for his safety, re¬

mains at Redcrosse's side to "watch the noyous night, and

wait for ioyous day," while he lies bathed in Balme "as

in a dreame of deep delight." On the next day he rises

again, and when the dragon attacks, he thrusts his weapon

into the beast's mouth, whereupon its life's blood runs out,
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and, falling to the ground, it "like an heaped mountain

lay," Una, seeing "that ioyous end," praises God and thanks

"her faithfull knight,/ That had atchieu'd so great a con¬

quest by his might."

Analysis and Commentary

The events of this canto correspond to Projection, which

is Ripley's Twelfth Gate:

In Projeccyon hyt shalbe provyd yf our
be profytable

Of wch yt behovyth me the secrets here to meve;
Therfore yf thy Tyncture be sure and not varyable,
By a lyttyll of thy Medcyn thus shall thou preve
Wyth Mettall or wyth Mercury as Pyche yt wyll

eleve:
And Tynct in Projeccyon all Fyers to abyde,
And sone yt wyll enter and spred hym full

wyde.21

This final procedure is the crowning achievement of the opus

alchymicum, for the White and Red Elixirs are projected onto

what remains of the original base metal, thus transmuting

the entire substance into living philosophical gold. The

thirteenth-century English alchemist Roger Bacon (the one

satirized in Robert Greene's play The Honorable Historie of

Fr Bacon and Frier Bongay, first performed in 1594), in

the chapter of his Mirrour of Alchimy entitled "How to make

Projection of the Medicine vpon any imperfect bodie," dis¬

cusses the operation thus:

I have largely accomplisht my promise of that great
masterie, for making the most excellent Elixer, red
and white. For conclusion, we are to treate of the
manner of proiection, which is the accomplishment of
the work, the desired and expected ioy. The red Elixer
doth turne into a citrine colour infinitely, and chan-
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geth all mettals into pure gold. And the white Elixer
doth infinitely whiten, and bringeth euerie mettal to
perfect whitenesse...213

The attainment of the white Elixir represents the transmu¬

tation of Luna into silver--the bringing of "euerie mettal

to perfect whitenesse"--, or, psychologically, the purifi¬

cation of the unconscious, which is symbolized in The Faerie

Queene by the reuniting of Redcrosse with Una, thus making

possible the visit to the House of Holinesse. The alchemi¬

cal fairytale "The Spirit in the Bottle" is concerned with

this stage of the opus, for the boy's magic rag—really the

white Elixir--, in addition to healing all wounds, can also

change metals into silver. The attainment of the red Elixir

represents the transmutation of Sol into gold, or, psycho¬

logically, the purification of consciousness, which has as

its ultimate goal the acquisition of wisdom and philosophi¬

cal insight. According to Bacon, there is a definite time-

scheme for the final operation:

I will therefore now deliuer vnto you a great and hid¬
den secret. One part is to bee mixed with a thou¬
sand of the next body & let all this be surely put into
a fit vessell, and settle it in a furnace of fixation,
first with a lent fire, and afterwards encreasing the
fire for three dayes, till they be inseparably ioyned
together, and this is a worke of three days...214

It is significant that Spenser follows Bacon's time-scheme

exactly, for Redcrosse's final achievement is itself "a work

of three days," as is emphasized in the epigram to Canto XI:

The knight with that old Dragon fights
two dayes incessantly:

The third him ouerthrowes, and gayns
most glorious victory.
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As we shall see, it is the Dragon who represents the base

metals onto which the Elixer is to be projected to achieve

the Red Work, or the transmutation into gold.

By this the dreadfull Beast drew nigh to hand,
Halfe flying, and halfe footing in his hast,
That with his largenesse measured much land,
And made wide shadow vnder his huge wast;
As mountaine doth the valley ouercast.
Approching nigh, he reared high afore
His body monstrous, horrible, and vast,
Which to increase his wondrous greatnesse more,

Was swolne with wrath, and poyson, and with bloudy

And ouer, all with brasen scales was armd,
Like plated coate of steele, so couched neare,
That nought mote perce, ne might his corse be

harmd
With dint of sword, nor push of pointed speare;
Which as an Eagle, seeing pray appeare,
His aery plumes doth rouze, full rudely dight,
So shaked he, that horrour was to heare,
For as the clashing of an Armour bright,

Such noyse his rouzed scales did send vnto the
knight.

His flaggy wings when forth he did display,
Were like two sayles, in which the hollow wynd
Is gathered full, and worketh speedy way:
And eke the pennes, that did his pineons bynd,
Were like mayne-yards, with flying canuas lynd,
With which whenas him list the ayre to beat,
And there by force vnwonted passage find,
The cloudes before him fled for terrour great,

And all the heauens stood still amazed with his
threat.

His huge long tayle wound yp in hundred foldes,
Does ouerspred his long bras-scaly backe,
Whose wreathed boughts when euer he vnfoldes,
And thicke entangled knots adown hoes slacke,
Bespotted as with shields of red and blacke,
It sweepeth all the land behind him farre,
And of three furlongs does but litle lacke;
And at the point two stings in-fixed arre,

Both deadly sharpe, that sharpest steele exceeden
farre.
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But stings and sharpest steele did far exceed
The sharpnesse of his cruell rending clawes;
Dead was it sure, as sure as death is deed,
What euer thing does touch his rauenous pawes,
Or what within his reach he euer drawes.
But his most hideous head my toung to tell,
Does tremble: for his deepe deuouring iawes
Wide gaped, like the griesly mouth of hell,

Through which into his darke abisse all rauin fell.

And that more wondrous was, in either iaw
Three ranckes of yron teeth enraunged were,
In which yet trickling bloud and gobbets raw
Of late deuoured bodies did appeare,
That sight thereof bred cold congealed feare:
Which to increase, and all atonce to kill,
A cloud of smoothering smoke and sulphur seare
Out of his stinking gorge forth steemed still,

That all the ayre about with smoke and stench did
fill.

His blazing eyes, like two bright shining shields,
Did burne with wrath, and sparkled liuing fyre;
As two broad Beacons, set in open fields,
Send forth their flames farre off to euery shyre,
And warning giue, that enemies conspyre,
With fire and sword the region to inuade;
So flam'd his eyne with rage and rancorous yre:
But farre within, as in a hollow glade,

Those glaring lampes were set, that made a dreadfull
shade.

(• • • • \Vlll-Xiv)

What is most significant about the Dragon is that he is as¬

sociated with the very metals which must be transmuted—

steel, brass, and iron: his body protection is like "plated

coate of steele" (ix); his back and tail are "bras-scaly"

(xi); his mouth has "three ranckes of yron teeth" (xiii) ,

and, as we discover later in the canto, he has "yron wings"

(xxxi). In his choice of these particular metals, Spenser

seems to be following Bacon, who lists them thus: "according

to the puritie and impuritie of the two aforesaide princi-
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pies, Argent-uiue, and Sulphur, pure, and impure mettals are

ingédred: to wit, Gold, Siluer, Steele, Leade, Copper, and

Iron."215 since brass is an alloy of copper, brass and cop¬

per are often used interchangeably--as in Thomas Norton's

The Ordinall of Alchimy216—, which suggests that Spenser's

steel, brass, and iron correspond exactly to Bacon's steel,

copper, and iron. At any rate, the "Argent-uiue, and Sul¬

phur" are accounted for by the fact that the Dragon is it¬

self mercurial, and is associated with sulphur--"A cloud of

smoothering smoke and sulphur seare/ Out of his stinking

gorge forth steemed still" (xiii). As we have seen, the

original lead, which was associated with Morpheus, has by

means of the white Elixir been transmuted to silver. What

remains for Redcrosse, then, is to project the Red Elixir

onto the remaining three metals, thus transmuting them into

gold. As we shall see, this transmutation does take place,
%

at the rate of one metal for each of the three days of

Redcrosse's struggle with the Dragon, and in exactly the

order of their increasing impurity.

The Dragon is, moreover, associated with two of the

three alchemical colors—black, white, red217--; his tail

is "Bespotted as with shields of red and blacke" (xi). It

is significant that the first half of the opus was charac¬

terized by the predominance of the colors black and white,

since the White Work is, in effect, the transforming of

black into white; by the same token, the second half of the
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opus is characterized by the colors black and red, for the

goal of the Red Work is to transform black into red. Just

as Una, dressed in white, but with a black veil represents

the beginning and end of the White Work, so the Dragon,

spotted with black and red, represents the beginning and

end of the Red Work.

The beast impatient of his smarting wound,
And of so fierce and forcible despight,
Thought with his wings to stye aboue the ground;

But his late wounded wing vnseruiceable found.

Then full of griefe and anguish vehement,
He lowdly bravd, that like was neuer heard,
And from his wide deuouring ouen sent
A flake of fire, that flashing in his beard,
Him all amazd, and almost made affeard:
The scorching flame sore swinged all his face,
And through his armour all his bodie seard,
That he could not endure so cruell cace,

But thought his armes to leaue, and helmet to vn-
lace.

Not that great Champion of the antique world,
Whom famous Poetes verse so much doth vaunt,
And hath for twelue huge labours high extold,
So many furies and sharpe fits did haunt,
When him the poysoned garment did enchaunt
With Centaures bloud, and bloudie verses charm'd,
As did this knight twelue thousand dolours daunt,
Whom fyrie Steele now burnt, that earst him arm'd,

That erst him goodly arm'd, now most of all him
harm1d.

Faint, wearie, sore, emboyled, grieued, brent
With heat, toyle, wounds, armes, smart, and inward

fire
What neuer man such mischiefes did torment;

(xxv-xxviii)

After the Dragon had snatched up both horse and rider and

lifted them into the air, Redcrosse had managed finally to

pierce the beast just under the wing, in the breast, which,
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as we recall, was like "plated coat of steele." Once again

on the ground, and pressing home the attack with desperate

fury, Redcrosse is engulfed in "scorching flame" from the

"wide deuouring ouen.
II

Indeed, this is fitting, for the

knight is himself the substance undergoing transmutation in

the alchemical vessel; and in order to achieve the projec¬

tion upon the steel which is yet part of Redcrosse's per¬

sonality, the flame has increased, and the heat is in-

The ambiguous pronoun reference is not due to care¬

lessness, but to design: for in attacking the Dragon, Red¬

crosse is attacking himself. We must bear in mind that it

was with the knight's own "percing steele" (xx) that the

Dragon was wounded, and yet it is Redcrosse "Whom fyrie

steele now burnt, that earst him arm'd,/ That erst him

goodly arm'd, now most of all him harm'd." It is, there¬

fore, no coincidence that on the first day the Dragon is

compared to "an Eagle, seeing pray appeare" (ix), and then,

on the second day, Redcrosse rises from the well of life

"As Eagle fresh out of the Ocean waue" (xxxiv): the knight

is subject and object, predator and prey. He is also what

Bacon terms the "minerall mountaine," for what is happening

to Redcrosse is merely an artifically accelerated version

of a process that occurs naturally in Nature:

...through the continual equal heate in the mountaine,
in long processe of time diuerse mettals are engendred,
according to the diuersitie of the place.... For this
cause wee are of right to note, that the external mine-
rail mountaine is euerie where shut vp within it
and stonie...218
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Thus the Dragon is like "an heaped mountain" (liv), and,

as if illustrating Bacon's warning that it is "a hard mat¬

ter to proiect... and incontinently to penetrate and trans¬

mute, "219 there is fierce resistance to Redcrosse's efforts

to penetrate to the center: "back againe the sparkling

steele recoyld,/ And left not any marke, where it did light;

/ As if in Adamant rocke it had bene pight" (xxv). Red-

crosse in his armor is, moreover, much like the mountain

which is "euerie where shut vp within it selfe," for when

the transmuting flame does penetrate, the projection

"through his armour all his bodie seard" (xxvi).

It fortuned (as faire it then befell)
Behind his backe vnweeting, where he stood,
Of auncient time there was a springing well,
From which fast trickled forth a siluer flood,
Full of great vertues, and for med'cine good.
Whylome, before that cursed Dragon got
That happie land, and all with innocent blood
Defyld those sacred waues, it rightly hot

The v/ell of life, ne yet his vertues had forgot.

For vnto life the dead it could restore,
And guilt of sinfull crimes cleane wash away,
Those that with sicknesse were infected sore,
It could recur, and aged long decay
Renew, as one were borne that very day.
Both Silo this, and Iordan did excell,
And th'English Bath, and eke the german Spau,
Ne can Cephise, nor Hebrus match this well:

Into the same the knight backe ouerthrowen, fell.

Now gan the golden Phoebus for to steepe
His fierie face in billowes of the west.
And his faint steedes watred in Ocean deepe,
Whiles from their iournall labours they did rest,
When that infemail Monster, hauing kest
His wearie foe into that liuing well,
Can high aduance his broad discoloured brest,
Aboue his wonted pitch, with countenance fell,

And clapt his yron wings, as victor he did dwell.

(xxix-xxxi)
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This fountain, which has become the well of life, and can

break the spell which bound Fradubio and Fraelissa to their
9

"euil plight" (Ilixliii), we have encountered already as the

"Christall streame.../ Which from a sacred fountaine welled

forth alway" (I:xxxiv) just at the time that Archimago told

Redcrosse that "with the Sunne take, Sir your timely rest"

(I:xxxiii); and it is also the "streame, as cleare as cris-

tall glas" from which Redcrosse drank with Duessa, and be¬

cause of his imperfection what was "mightie strong was

turned to feeble faile" (VII:vi), and he was plunged into

a night of unconsciousness that lasted ninety days. The

White Work having been achieved, the fountain is at last

"a siluer flood," for Luna has indeed become purest silver,

and her waters are accordingly "Full of great vertues, and

for med'cine good." Steel has been transmuted, and while

the opus still awaits projection onto brass and iron, Red¬

crosse has become "the golden Phoebus" that was foreshadowed

in Arthur, whose "glitterand armour shined farre away,/ Like

glauncing light of Phoebus brightest ray;/ From top to toe

no place appeared bare,/ That deadly dint of Steele endanger
*

may" (VII:xxix). The principles intermingling in the well

of life haVing become gold and silver, the waters can now

restore the dead to life, and wash away "guilt of sinful

crime."
«

Which when his pensiue Ladie saw from farre,
Great woe and sorrow did her soule assay,
As weening that the sad end of the warre,
And gan to highest God entirely pray,
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That feared chance from her to turne away;
With folded hands and knees full lowly bent
All night she watcht, ne once adowne would lay
Her daintie limbs in her sad dreriment,

But praying still did wake, and waking did lament.

The morrow next gan early to appeare,
That Titan rose to runne his daily race;
But early ere the morrow next gan reare
Out of the sea faire Titans deawy face,
Vp rose the gentle virgin from her place,
And looked all about, if she might spy
Her loued knight to moue his manly pace:
For she had great doubt of his safety,

Since late she saw him fall before his enemy.

At last she saw, where he vpstarted braue
Out of the well, wherein he drenched lay;
As Eagle fresh out of the Ocean waue,
Where he hath left his plumes all hoary gray,
And deckt himselfe with feathers youthly gay,
Like Eyas hauke vp mounts vnto the skies,
His newly budded pineons to assay,
And marveiles at himselfe, still as he flies:

So new this new-borne knight to battell new did
rise.

(xxxii-xxxiv)

The solicitude which Una displays toward Redcrosse we have

seen before, on another plane, when after the defeat by Or-
♦

goglio, Una, as the archetype of Life, had brought to the

rescue of Redcrosse's eclipsed consciousness Prince Arthur,

who, as the filius philosophorum produced by the coniunction

of Sol and Luna, represented, as we would say, the archetype

of the divine Self, and, therefore, theologically, the idea

of divine grace. But now, the wholeness that was foresha¬

dowed in Arthur is constellated in Redcrosse, who has himself

become the filius philosophorum. Upton, commenting on the

parallel between Spenser's image of the rising eagle and

Psalm 103:5--"Thy youth is renewed like the eagle"—, ob-
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serves that "The interpreters tell us that... the eagle

soars into the fiery region, from thence plunges himself in¬

to the sea, where, molting his old feathers, he acquires

new."220 Redcrosse, because of the purification which he

has undergone in the House of Holinesse, and, now, the

baptism by fire and water, rises forth like the Eagle from

the well of life as a "new-borne knight to battell new":

small wonder if he "marueiles at himselfe," for his reawa¬

kening into Selfhood is no less radical a transformation

than a butterfly as it emerges from the chrysalis, or less

mysterious. The profound joy associated with this moment

is celebrated thus in the Aurora Consurgens:

Therefore in the Red Sea there was a way without
hindrance, since this great and wide sea smote the
rock and the metallic waters flowed forth. Then
the rivers disappeared in dry land, which make the city
of God joyful; when this mortal shall put on immor¬
tality, and the corruption of the living shall put on
incorruption, then indeed shall that word come to pass
which is written, Death is swallowed up in victory. O
death, where is thy victory? Where thy sin abounded,
there now grace doth more abound. For as in Adam all
die, so also in Christ all men shall be made alive.
For by a man indeed came death, and by Jesus himself
the resurrection of the dead. For the first Adam and
his sons took their beginning from the corruptible
elements, and therefore, it was needful that the com¬
posed should be corrupted, but the second Adam, who
is called the philosophic man, from pure elements en¬
tered into eternity. Therefore what is composed of
simple and pure essence, remaineth for ever.221

But before Redcrosse can attain the incorruptibility of the

second Adam, he must substantiate the spirit by achieving

the victory that, on another level, we have associated with

Arthur's battle with Orgoglio.
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He, now to proue his late renewed might,
High brandishing his bright deaw-burning blade,
Vpon his crested scalpe so sore did smite,
That to the scull a yawning wound it made:

The deadly dint his dulled senses all dismaid.

I wote not, whether the reuenging Steele
Were hardned with that holy water dew,
Wherein he fell, or sharper edge did feele,
Or his baptized hands now greater grew;
Or other secret vertue did ensew;
Else neuer could the force of fleshly arme,
Ne molten mettall in his bloud embrew:
For till that stownd could neuer wight him harme,

By subtilty, nor slight, nor might, nor mighty
charme.

The cruell wound enraged him so sore,
That loud he yelded for exceeding paine;
As hundred ramping Lyons seem'd to rore,
Whom rauenous hunger did thereto constraine:
Then gan he tosse aloft his stretched traine,
And therewith scourge the buxome aire so sore,
That to his force to yeelden it was faine;
Ne ought his sturdie strokes might stand afore,

That high trees ouerthrew, and rocks in peeces tore.

The same aduauncing high aboue his head,
With sharpe intended sting so rude him smote,
That to the earth him droue, as stricken dead,
Ne liuing wight would haue him life behot:
The mortall sting his angry needle shot
Quite through his shield, and in his shoulder

seasd,
Where fast it stucke, ne would there out be got:
The griefe thereof him wondrous sore diseasd,

Ne might his ranckling paine with patience be
appeasd.

But yet more mindfull of his honour deare,
Then of the grieuous smart, which him did wring,
From loathed soile he can him lightly reare,
And stroue to loose the farre infixed sting:
Which when in vaine he tryde with struggeling,
Inflam'd with wrath, his raging blade he heft,
And strooke so strongly, that the knotty string
Of his huge taile he quite a sunder cleft,

Fiue ioynts thereof he hewd, and but the stump him
left.

(xxxv-xxxix)
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Marking, as it does, a crucial juncture in the opus alchymi-

cum, it is not surprizing that an astounding wealth of rela¬

tionships should be compressed into this passage To begin

with, since the Melusina is clearly present in the Fire

Dragon, we find an expression of the uroboros relationship.

We will recall that the Melusina "spewd out of her filthy

maw/ A floud of poyson horrible and blacke,/ Full of great

lumps of flesh and gobbets raw" (I:xx); there is a similar

description of the Fire Dragon's mouth, "In which yet trick¬

ling bloud and gobbets raw/ Of late deuoured bodies did

appeare" (XI:xni) Therefore when Redcrosse smites the

Fire Dragon's "crested scale" and makes a "yawning wound,"

it is significant that "The deadly dint his dulled senses

all dismaid." Now, dismaid is exactly what Redcrosse did

to the Melusina. We recall that her upper half had "womans

shape" (I:xiv), and, accordingly, that she had a maiden's

head (literally). The significance of her "defeat" by

Redcrosse is that she lost her (maiden) head: "strooke at

her with more than manly force,/ That from her body full of

filthie sin/ He raft her hatefull head without remorse
II

(Irxxiv). This symbolizes Redcrosse's surrender to the

feminine principle in a regression which his

spiritual incest with Duessa. Now if (as we have seen) the

Melusina is Duessa, the Fire Dragon (on one level) is Or-

goglio and the principle of masculine sexuality Redcrosse's

task in this part of the opus, then, is to reroute the sexual

libido in the direction of hightened spirituality: for, in-
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deed, to do otherwise would be tantamount to death. It is

fitting therefore that the Fire Dragon with his sting—"0

death where is thy sting?" (I Cor 15:55)---is the one who

creates the valley of the shadow: "And made wide shadow

vnter his huge wast;/ As mountaine doth the valley ouer-

caste" (XI:viii). The dragon is not only death, but hell:

"his deepe deuouring iawes/ Wide gaped, like the griesly

mouth of hell,/ Through which into his darke abisse all

rauin fell" (XI:xii). We will recall that Orgoglio was re¬

sponsible for Redcrosse's "death" and subsequent confinement

in "hell" (the dungeon in Orgoglio's castle). Orgoglio's

association with earthquake is also present in the Fire Dra¬

gon, who, in an image that also functions on the sexual

level, with his tail would "scourge the buxome aire so sore,

/ That to his force to yeelden it was faine;/ Ne ought his

sturdie strokes might stand afore,/ That high trees ouer-

threw, and rocks in peeces tore" (xxxvii). We have observed

that Orgoglio can be seen as the "phallic protagonist,"

after whose defeat by Arthur "That huge great body, which

the Gyaunt bore,/ Was vanisht quite, and of the monstrous

mas/ Was nothing left, but like an emptie bladder was"

(VIII:xxiv). We can see therefore, in the dismemberment of

the Fire Dragon's foot, and most significantly of all, the

tail, a denial of sexuality symbolized by the motif of emas¬

culation: "the knotty string/ Of his huge taile he quite a

sunder cleft,/ Fiue ioynts thereof he hewd, and but the
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stump him left" (xxxix). In a sense the entire opus is

contained in this passage, which begins with the feminine

principle, and ends with the masculine, thus forming the

alpha and omega that is implied in the figure of the urobo-

ros.

On a further level the Fire Dragon embodies both the

Stone as well as the metals. We will recall that Arthur's

diamond shield is "not made of steele, nor of enduring

bras," but is of "one massie entire mould,/ Hewen out of

Adamant rocke" (VIIrxxxiii). By the same token, the Fire

Dragon's body, though "plated" with iron, steel, and brass,

is like the hardest rock, as Redcrosse discovers when he

tries to pierce the beast with his sword: "But back againe

the sparkling steele recoyld,/ And left not any marke, where

it did light;/ As if in Adamant rocke it had been pight"

(XIrxxix). This is exactly how Arthur's shield is des¬

cribed: "point of speare it neuer percen could,/ Ne dint of

direfull sword diuide the substance would" (VII:xxxiii).

In addition to its hardness, Arthur's shield resists all

charms and spells: "No magicke arts hereof had any might,/

Nor bloudie wordes of bold Enchaunters call" (VII:xxxv).

Prior to Redcrosse's baptism in the well of life no one

could overcome the Fire Dragon, for it had the same proper¬

ties as Arthur's shield: "For till that stownd could neuer

wight him harme,/ By subtilty, nor slight, nor might, nor

mighty charme" (xxxvi). After the baptism, however, Red-
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crosse's "bright deaw-burning blade" possesses secret vir¬

tues which enable him to break the enchantment of the Dra¬

gon's protection: "Else neuer could the force of fleshly

arme,/ Ne molten mettal in his bloud embrew" (xxxvi). The

passage just quoted (p. 275 above) from the Aurora Consur-

gens concerning the Red Sea is applicable here: "this great

and wide sea smote the rock and the metallic waters flowed

forth." To unriddle the statement, we would say that the

sea, as the well of life, is the Stone, for, as we have

seen, the diamond is "purest water," and since through bap¬

tism in the well--or what we would term the collective un¬

conscious--, Redcrosse has become the filius philosophorum—

or, as we could say, constellated the archetype of the di¬

vine Self--and has himself become "the living Stone," we can

conclude, therefore, that Redcrosse is the "sea." The

"rock" that the "sea" smotes is the Dragon, who, as the mer-

curial serpent, personifies the entire unconscious, which

contains the elements of the arcane substance including the

Stone in potentia—i.e. as an unconstellated archetype. The

"metallic waters" that flow from the "rock" are therefore

the "molten mettal" implied in the "bright deaw-burning

blade" which Redcrosse "embrews" (i.e. plunges) into the

Dragon's blood. In the struggle between Redcrosse and the

Fire Dragon, the Stone is being used to conquer the Stone

(the only difference being its degree of perfection). The

reason that this is possible is that Redcrosse by virtue of
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his baptism in the well of life is like the "more than per¬

fect"--!, e. an archetype that is constellated (made flesh)

rather than merely in potentia--Red Elixir which, according

to Bacon, can "perfect imperfect bodyes mingled with it by

melting onely":

If this perfection might be mixed with the imperfect,
the imperfect should not be perfected with the perfect,
but rather their perfections should be diminished by
the imperfect, & become imperfect. But if they were
more then perfect, either in a two-fold, foure-fold,
hundred-fold, or larger proportions, might then well
perfect the imperfect.222

Perfecting the imperfect is exactly what is occurring, for,

as we have seen, the projection of the Elixir onto the Steel

has just been accomplished, and, since the Dragon's back and

tail are of brass, we can conclude that the projection of

the Elixir onto the brass is symbolized by the severing of

the Dragon's tail. The subjective nature of the process,

it should be pointed out, is implicit in this passage on

several levels. In addition to ambiguous pronoun reference,

the identity between Redcrosse and the Dragon is at times

set forth quite clearly. Throughout the struggle the Dragon

is so enraged "That loud he yelded for exceeding paine;/ As

hundred ramping Lyons seem'd to rore"(xxxvii); this is the

agony which Redcrosse himself endured in the House of Holi¬

ness when he was suffering from Despair: "his torment often

was so great,/ That like a Lyon he would cry and rore,/ And

rend his flesh, and his owne synewes eat" (Xtxxviii). The

only difference is, of course, that Redcrosse's disease was
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ministered to by Patience, whereas the Dragon "Ne might his

ranckling paine with patience be appeasd" (xxxviii). In The

Visions of Zosimos, an eminent Graeco-Egyptian alchemist of

about the third century A. D., the adept's situation as both

tormentor and tormented is set forth so memorably that it can

serve as a gloss on the nature of Redcrosse's agony. The

priest, Ion, is a "man of copper" who is in the process of

transforming himself into a "man of gold":

theAnd having heard the voice of him who stood on
bowl-shaped altar, I questioned him, wishing to find
out who he was. He answered me in a weak voice,
'I am Ion, the priest of the sanctuary, and
vived intolerable violence. For

I
saying

have sur-

one came headlong in
the morning, dismembering me with a sword, and tearing
me asunder according to the rigour of harmony. And
flaying my head with the sword which he held fast, he
mingled my bones with my flesh and burned them in the
fire of the treatment, until I learnt by the transfor¬
mation of the body to become a spirit'.

And while yet he spoke these words to me, and I
him to soeak of it, his eyes became as blood

his flesh. And
speak

and he vomited up all
mutilated little image of a man,
his own teeth and falling away

I saw him as a

himself with

We can see that Zosimos' Ion is simultaneously the equivalent

of both Redcrosse and the Dragon.

The heate whereof, and harmfull pestilence
So sore him noyd, that forst him to retire
A little backward for his best defence,
To saue his bodie from the scorching fire,
Which he from hellish enfrailes did expire.
It chaunst (eternall God that chaunce did guide)
As he recoyled backward, in the mire
His nigh forwearied feeble feet did slide,

And downe he fell, with dread of same sore
terrifide.

There grew a goodly tree him faire beside,
Loaden with fruit and apples rosie red,
As they in pure vermilion had beene dide,
Whereof great vertues ouer all were red:
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For happie life to all, which thereon fed,
And life eke euerlasting did befall:
Great God it planted in that blessed sted
With his almightie hand, and did it call

The tree of life, the crime of our first fathers
fall.

In all the world like was not to be found,
Saue in that soile, where all good things did

grow,
And freely sprong out of the fruitfull ground,
As incorrupted Nature did them sow,
Till that dread Dragon all did ouerthrow.
Another like faire tree eke grew thereby,
Whereof, who so did eat, eftsoones did know
Both good and ill: 0 mornefull memory:

That tree through one mans fault hath doen vs all
to dy.

From that first tree forth flowd, as from a well,
A trickling streame of Balme, most soueraine
And daintie deare, which on the ground still fell,
And ouerflowed all the fertill plaine,
As it had deawed bene with timely raine:
Life and long health that gratious ointment gaue,
And deadly woundes could heale, and reare again
The senseless corse appointed for the graue.

Into that same he fell: which did from death him
saue.

(xlv-xlviii)

This is a tremendously exciting moment I When what Zosimos

terms "The fire of the treatment" becomes so intense that it

"as burning Aetna from his boyling stew/ Doth belch out

flames, and rockes in peeces broke/ And ragged ribs of moun-

taines molten new" (xliv), the Elixir is projected onto the

arcane substance, and the brass is transmuted to gold. The

"scorching fire" forces Redcrosse to "recoyle backward" into

the childhood of mankind, into eternity, for as the emerging

second Adam, Redcrosse, having bathed in the well of life,

has reentered mankind's lost home. He has survived the
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perilous inward journey, and is now in the Garden of Eden,

beside that very tree of life that was "the crime of our

first fathers fall": unlike the first Adam, who fell away

from bliss, Redcrosse has fallen toward it, toward the di¬

vine center of the universe, and with dizzying speed.

Paradoxically, the tree of life, whose fruit, as Milton

says, "Brought Death into the World, and all our woe,
II

IS

also the philosophical tree; and the knowledge of good and

evil, which precipitated the fall from innocence, has, in

Redcrosse's case, been reapplied through the wisdom of the

philosophers in the direction of narrowing rather than

widening the separation between the severed halves of the
%

psyche, and thus ultimately, as the Universal Medicine, to

the healing of the breech, thereby achieving redemption, and

restoration of lost innocence. Just as "the few drops of

liquor pure," or White Elixir, which, as we have seen, is

synonymous with the Stone, was "of wondrous worth, and ver-

tue excellent,/ That any would could heale incontinent (IX:

xix), so the Red Elixir, the "Balme, most soueraine II
as the

treasure hardest to obtain, has similar, but more sublime
II Life and long health that gratious ointment

gaue,/ And deadly wound could heale
II Since the "deadly

wound" is none other than mortality itself, the Balme repre¬

sents the attainment of the "more than perfect," that which

transcends even the achievement of Selfhood, and points to¬

ward the ultimate perfection, unity with God.
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When gentle Vna saw the second fall
Of her deare knight, who wearie of long fight,
And faint through losse of bloud, mou'd not at

all,
But lay as in a dreame of deepe delight,
Besmeared with pretious Balme, whose vertuous

might
Did heale his wounds, and scorching heat alay,
Againe she stricken was with sore affright,
And for his safetie gan deuoutly pray;

And watch the noyous night, and wait for ioyous day.

The ioyous day gan early to appeare,
And faire Aurora from the deawy bed
Of aged Tithone gan her selfe to reare,
With rosie cheekes, for shame as blushing red;
Her golden lockes for haste were loosely shed
About her eares, when Vna her did marke
Clymbe to her charet, all with flowers spred,
From heauen high to chase the chearelesse darke;

With merry note her loud salutes the mounting larke.

Then freshly vp arose the doughtie knight.
All healed of his hurts and woundes wide,
And did himselfe to battell readie dight;
Whose early foe awaiting him beside
To haue deuourd, so soone as day he spyde,
When now he saw himselfe so freshly reare,
As if late fight had nought him damnifyde,
He woxe dismayd, and gan his fate to feare;

Nathlesse with wonted rage he him aduaunced neare.

And in his first encounter, gaping wide,
He thought attonce him to haue swallowd quight,
And rusht vpon him with outragious pride;
Who him r'encountring fierce, as hauke in flight,
Perforce rebutted backe. The weapon bright
Taking aduantage of his open iaw,
Ran through his mouth with so importune might,
That deepe emperst his darksome hallow maw,

And back retyrd, his life bloud forth with all did
draw.

So downe he fell, and forth his life did breath,
That vanisht into smoke and cloudes swift;
So downe he fell, that th'earth him vnderneath
Did grone, as feeble so great load to life;
So downe he fell, as an huge rockie clift,
Whose false foundation waues haue washt away,
With dreadfull poyse is from the mayneland rift,
And rolling downe, great Neptune doth dismay;

So downe he fell, and like an heaped mountaine lay.

(1-liv)
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The colors associated with the Dragon—who is "Bespotted as

with shields of red and blacke" (xi)—are now linked with

Una, who stands by Redcrosse to "watch the noyous night, and

wait for ioyous day": for at this point in the opus the

black which is associated with night and unconsciousness will

be transformed into the red that betokens the great dawn¬

ing of the enlightenment that follows full consciousness.

Accordingly, in the image of "faire Aurora" with her "rosie

cheekes, for shame as blushing red," we find the Rubedo, or

"reddening," which signals the end of the Work. Una is now

the Anima associated with the Rubedo, which, in connection

with the "aurora" symbol, is, as Miss von Franz points out,

"this 'feminine' light of the unconscious, bringing illumi¬

nation, gnosis, or the realization of the self, whose

emissary she is."22^ Even the "apples rosie red,/ As they

in pure vermilion had been dide" (xlvi), which hang on

the tree of life, imply (in this context) the Rubedo, which

according to the Turba Philosophorum takes us back to the

time of Genesis: "when this compound is changed into a red,

spiritual breath, then arises the beginning of the world."225
It is significant that the final defeat of the Dragon

occurs when Redcrosse "deepe emperst his darksome hollow

maw." Since what is "wondrous" about the Dragon's mouth

is that "in either iaw/ Three ranckes of yron teeth enraun-

ged were" (xiii), it is apparent that Redcrosse's action

represents the projection of the Elixir onto the iron, which

is the last of the three imperfect metals to be transmuted
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into gold. On another level, since the Dragon's "deepe de-

uouring iawes/ Wide gaped, like the griesly mouth of hell"

(xii), the action represents the same harrowing of hell that

occurred when Prince Arthur released Redcrosse from confine¬

ment in the dungeon in Orgoglio's castle. We have seen that

the "operation of Sol" which is set forth in the Emerald

Table (quoted p. 40 above) involves, psychologically, the

raising to full consciousness of all four of the functions

by which the conscious mind orients itself. It has been

pointed out that the "three parts of the wisdom of the whole

world" which are held by Hermes Trismegistus are the three

non-dominant functions, of which--in the ordinary unperfec¬

ted individual—the first two have partial consciousness

while the third, or inferior function, is completely buried

in the unconscious. We can see, then, that on each of the

three days in which Redcrosse battles the winged mercurial

Dragon, one of the non-dominant functions emerges into full

consciousness alongside the dominant function, through the

process, as the alchemists express it, of projecting the

Elixir onto the particular base metal and then transmuting

it to gold. It is especially fitting, therefore, that the

least perfect of the remaining three metals, the iron,

should be the last to undergo projection, and, furthermore,

that it is the metal to be found in the Dragon's mouth,

which, appropriately, is associated with hell itself. In

the image of the Dragon falling into the sea, with the four-
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fold repetition of "so downe he fell," the imperfection

that had previously been associated with the four functions

is symbolized as falling away like a great mountain and dis¬

appearing into the unconscious, while what remains behind is

Redcrosse, now fully perfected, and shining like the sun.

CANTO XII

S ummary

At the sign that "Phoebus in the glooming East" has

finally "harnessed his firie-footed teeme," and "reard aboue

the earth his flaming creast," the gates of the Castle of

Una's parents swing open, and the people begin pouring out,

"Reioycing at the fall of that great beast,/ From whose

eternall bondage now they were releast." Redcrosse is then

conducted to the Pallace, where a great banquet is prepared,

and Una is betrothed to Redcrosse, who, however, explains

that he cannot solemnize the marriage until he has served

The Faerie Queene "six yeares in warlike wize,/ Gainst that

proud Paynim king, that workes her teene." Una is summoned

forth, and removing her veil, she reveals to Redcrosse "The

blazing brightness of her beauties beame,/ And glorious

light of her sunshyny face." At that moment a messenger

appears with a letter to Redcrosse from "Thy neither friend

nor foe, Fidessa," who claims that he has "already plighted

his right hand" to her. Fidessa is recognized as Duessa,

and the messenger as Archimago, who is then "layd full low
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in dungeon deepe." The betrothal to Una is celebrated and

a sound "Like as it had been many an Angels voice,/ Singing

before th'eternal maiesty" is heard in the Pallace, as Red-

crosse returns to serve the Faerie Queene, thus leaving Una

to mourn until his return six years hence.

Analysis and Commentary

Except for the celebration of the heavenly betrothal,

the opus alchymicum—which in defeat of both the wingless

and winged dragons unites what is below with what is above,

and vice versa--has thus been brought to a successful con¬

clusion. Since we are now in a position to appreciate the

extent to which the organizing principle of Book I of The

Faerie Queene may be regarded as implicit in patterns asso-

ciated with the .process of alchemical transformation, it

might be useful, by way of summary, to recapitulate the

sequence of procedures to which virtually all alchemical

allegory can be reduced. Bearing in mind that details will

vary according to the author's individual emphasis, the

basic pattern is very clear. Jung describes it thus:

The nigredo or blackness is the initial
either present from the beginning as

state,
the

prima materia,
produced by the

a quality of
the chaos or massa confusa, or else

divisio, putrefactio)
rated condition

separation
of the

(solutio, separatio,
elements. If the

is assumed at the start, as sometimes
a union of opposites is performed under

of a union of male and female (called the
, followed

happens, then
the likeness
coniugium, matrimonium, coniunctio, coitus)
by the death of the product of the union fmortificatio,
calcinatio, putrefactio) and a corresponding nigredo.
From this the washing (ablutio, baptisma)

to the whitening (albedo), or else the soul
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(anima) released at the "death" is reunited with the
dead body
the "

and brings
colours"many

tail" (cauda pavonis)
that

about its resurrection, or again
(omnes colores), or "peacock's

the one white colourlead to
contains all colours,

main goal of the process is
tinctura alba, terra alba

At this point the first
namely the albedo,

albus,
highly prized by many alchemists

It is the silver

t

as

is etc • /

if it were the
ultimate goal. It is the silver or moon condition,
which still has to be raised to the
The albedo
the rubedo

is,
is it

sun condition,
so to speak, the daybreak, but not till

transition to the rubedosunrise The
is formed by the citrinitas, though this...

. The rubedo then follows direct from
was

the
omitted
albedo

as the result of the heat of the fire to itsraising
highest intensity. The red and the white are King and
Queene, who may also celebrate their "chymical wedding"
at this stage.¿26

In The Faerie Queene, Book I, the equivalent of the final

"chymical wedding" is, of course, the heavenly betrothal.

Then said the royall Pere in sober wise;
Deare Sonne, great beene the euils, which ye bore
From first to last in your late enterprise,
That I note, whether prayse, or pitty more:
For neuer liuing man, I weene, so sore
In sea of deadly daungers was distrest;
But since now safe ye seised haue the shore,
And well arriued are, (high God be blest)

Let vs deuize of ease and euerlasting rest.

Ah dearest Lord, said then that doughty knight,
Of ease or rest I may not yet deuize;
For by the faith, which I to armes haue plight,
I bounded am streight after this emprize,
As that your daughter can ye well aduize,
Backe to returne to that great Faerie Queene,
And her to serue six yeares in warlike wize,
Gainst that proud Paynim king, that workes her

teene:
Therefore I ought craue pardon, till I there haue

beene.

Vnhappie falles that hard necessitie,
(Quoth he) the troubler of my happie peace,

And vowed foe of my felicitie;
Ne I against the same can iustly preace:
But since that band ye cannot now release,
Nor doen vndo; (for vowes may not be vaine)
Soone as the terme of those six yeares shall

cease,
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then shall hither backe returne againe,
The marriage to accomplish vowd betwixt you twain

Which for my part I couet to performe,
In sort as through the world I did proclame,
That who so kild that monster most deforme,
And him in hardy battaile ouercame,
Should haue mine onely daughter to his Dame,
And of my kingdome heire apparaunt bee:
Therefore since now to thee perteines the same,
By dew desert of noble cheualree,

Both daughter and eke kingdome, lo I yield to

(xvii-xx)

Wien at the beginning of the opus the "fearefull Dwarfe"

--rationality--warned Redcrosse that "this is no place for

liuing men" (Irxiii), there was truth in what he said, for

life in the Kingdom of the ancient King and Queen who are

Una's parents is what this world calls death. The lost Eden

does exist, at least as a psychological reality, but to re¬

turn there is to have penetrated to the Pleroma, which is

the realm of the archetypes; and for Redcrosse to have

reached there "aliue" is truly to inherit the Kingdom, for

it means that he had so purified himself in the waters of the

unconscious that there was nothing further to be washed away

and therefore nothing that was not already eternal But

just as Dante could enter Paradise and yet turn from bliss

and come back to the world of the third dimension, so also

must Redcrosse postpone his marriage to Una until after he

has served the Faerie Queene for the allotted length of time

Therefore, when the "royall Pere" tells Redcrosse that

II
neuer liuing man, I weene, so sore/ In sea of deadly daun-

gers was distrest," there is great truth in this statement,
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for though it has been given to him "to know the mysteries

of the kingdom of heaven" (Matt. 13:11), he cannot accept the

well-deserved offer "of ease and euerlasting rest," just as,

with Una's help, and though agreeing that "Sleepe after toyle,

port after stormie seas,/ Ease after warre, death after life

does greatly please" (IX:xl), he had refused the same offer

when he was first in the Den of Despaire: for to have at¬

tained the status of Saint George of England implies an ob¬

ligation to the world which cannot be denied; and thus, with

Robert Frost, he must temporarily reject the possibility of

death--"For I have promises to keep/ And miles to go before

I sleep."

This brings us to a rather curious detail which can be

interpreted perhaps only on the level of historical allegory:

it is the fact that Redcrosse must serve the Faerie Queene

for specifically six years--"six yeares in warlike wize,/

Gainst that proud Paynim king, that workes her teene." The

length of the service strongly emphasized, for it is immedi¬

ately alluded to in the speech of the "royall Pere": "Soone

as the terme of those six yeares shall cease,/ Ye then shall

hither backe returne again,/ The marriage to accomplish vowd

betwixt you twain." Now, what is most striking about this is

that, from a numerological standpoint, the number six in

this context is inappropriate: if anything, it should be

seven, a symbolic number which as the sum of the masculine

number three and the feminine four implies a perfect whole-

ness-or psychological hermaphroditism--which would be asso-
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ciated with one who had just attained to the elixir vitae

and had thus been transformed into a "living philosophical

stone." Since the number is not symbolic, we should per¬

haps assume that it is meant to be understood literally. Of

the various historical figures who have been suggested as the

Redcrosse Knight, the only one with an obvious relationship

to the number six is Sir Philip Sidney. As we know from re¬

ferences to the poem in the Harvey-Spenser correspondence,

there was at least a preliminary version of Book I by 1580.

What might explain the significance of Redcrosse's term of

six years in the world, is that in 1536, four years bfefore

the publication of the first three books of The Faerie Queene,

Sidney died of wounds incurred in the Battle of Zutphen.

Were it not for the other factors that link Sidney with the

legend of Redcrosse, we should be justified in regarding this

as a matter of coincidence. But, as Miss Yates has shown

(see the discussion p. 85 above), it was Sidney himself who

was supposed to have played the part of the "Clownish Knight"

in the Entertainment at one of Elizabeth's annual Accession

Day Tilts, where, significantly, "the Fairy Queen myth was
o O O

already an accepted part of the... romance." Further¬

more, we know that Sidney was interested in alchemy—as we

have seen (p. 78 above), he "pressed into the innermost

penetralia of causes... and learned chemistry, that starry

science, rival to nature." If we have correctly interpreted

the significance of the Redcrosse Knight's "terme of those

six yeares," then we see that at least on one level Book I of
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The Faerie Queene is an elegy for Sir Philip Sidney, in which

the tribute is the more extraordinarily delicate because it

is private, and because it is hidden from all except those

who, drawing close enough to Una to see her face, will be

able to understand why, for all her sunshiny nature, she will

grieve when her knight is called to serve the other world.

Then forth he called that his daughter faire,
The fairest Vn'his onely daughter deare,
His onely daughter, and his onely heyre;
Who forth proceeding with sad sober cheare,
As bright as doth the morning starre appeare
Out of the East, with flaming lockes bedight,
To tell that dawning day is drawing neare,
And to the world does bring long wished light;

So faire and fresh that Lady shewd her selfe in
sight.

So faire and fresh, as freshest flowre in May;
For she had layd her mournefull stole aside,
And widow-like sad wimple throwne away,
Wherewith her heauenly beautie she did hide,
Whiles on her wearie iourney she did ride;
And on her now a garment she did weare,
All lilly white, withoutten spot, or pride,
That seemd like silke and siluer wouen neare,

But neither silke nor siluer therein did appeare.

The blazing brightnesse of her beauties beame,
And glorious light of her sunshyny face
To tell, were as to striue against the streame.
My ragged rimes are all too rude and bace,
Her heauenly lineaments for to enchace.
Ne wonder; for her owne deare loued knight,
All were she dayly with himselfe in place,
Did wonder much at her celestiall sight:

Oft had he seene her faire, but neuer so faire
dight.

This magnificent statement celebrates the moment of Red-

crosse's highest attainment of wisdom and insight. Here

even the silver has been transmuted to gold. This is what
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the alchemists term their solificatio. Jung describes its

psychological significance--especially as regards the world

of the third dimension—thus:

The solificatio is consummated on the person of
the anima. The process would seem to correspond to
the illuminatio, or enlightenment. This "mystical"

strongly with the rational attitude of
the conscious mind, which recognizes only intellectual
enlightenment as the highest form of understanding
and insight. Naturally this attitude never reckons
with the fact that scientific knowledge only satisfies
the little tip of personality that is contemporaneous
with ourselves, not the collective psyche that reaches
back into the grey mists of antiquity and always re¬
quires a special rite if it is to be united with pre¬
sent-day consciousness. It is clear, therefore, that
a "lighting up" of the unconscious is being
which has far more the character of an illuminatio
than of rational "elucidation." The solificatio is
infinitely far removed from the conscious mind...229

The "special rite" which makes possible Redcrosse's return

to the world is, of course, his pledge to the Faerie Queene.

As Saint George of England, his is a "world transforming

mysticism," which, as Erich Neumann points out, "presupposes

a pronounced development of the ego and a strong tendency

toward integration of the personality."230 That this is

exactly the case is apparent from the fact that the polar

opposites implied in Duessa and Archimago are "represented"

at the betrothal in the form of Archimago, disguised as a

messenger, who comes "running in, much like a man dismaid"

(xxiv), and reads a letter from his mistress:

To thee, most mighty king of Eden faire,
Her greeting sends in these sad lines addrest,
The wofull daughter, and forsaken heire
Of that great Emperour of all the West;
And bids thee be aduized for the best,
Ere thou thy daughter linck in hold band
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Of wedlocke to that new vnknowen guest:
For he already plighted his right hand

Vnto another loue, and to another land.

To me sad mayd, or rather widow sad,
He was affiaunced long time before,
And sacred pledges he both gaue, and had,
False erraunt knight, infamous, and forswore:
Witnesse the burning Altars, which he swore,
And guiltie heauens of his bold periury,
Which though he hath polluted oft of yore,
Yet I to them for iudgement iust do fly,

And them coniure t'auenge his shamefull iniury.

Therefore since mine he is, or free or bond,
Or false or trew, or liuing or else dead,
Withold, 0 soueraine Prince, your hasty hond
From knitting league with him, I you aread;
Ne weene my right with strength adowne to tread,
Through weakenesse of my widowhed, or woe:
For truth is strong, her rightfull cause to1 plead,
And shall find friends, if need requireth soe.

So bids thee well to fare, Thy neither friend, nor
foe, Fidessa.

(xxvi-xxviii)

Redcrosse has been aware of Duessa's true nature ever since

he was released from the unconsciousness that was symbolized

by Orgoglio's dungeon, and she was stripped "naked all" and

sent wandering "wayes vnknowne" (VII:xlvi/xlix). Since she

has been de-energized, she can do no more than send letters

--make her existence known; and though she is the dark side

of the Anima, she can no longer twist him to her will. Ac¬

cordingly, he understands that Fidessa is the same as Duessa,

"the falsest Dame on ground" (xxxii). With his new insight,

Redcrosse can recognize that the messenger is Archimago, "the

falsest man aliue" (xxxiv), who, by being "layd full low in

dungeon deepe" (xxxvi), sinks into the unconscious as effec¬

tively de-energized as Duessa, who is indeed "Thy neither
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friend, nor foe." Bereft of their former autonomy, Archimago

and Duessa must now be content to serve the purposes of the

greater psyche.

During the subsequent celebration of the heavenly be¬

trothal, Redcrosse is overwhelmed by a sense of sweetness

and beauty which results from the balanced pairs of psychic

opposites--represented by himself and Archimago on one hand,

and Una and Duessa on the other--which have now come together

in a perfect and divine harmony deep within the psyche:

During the which there was an heauenly noise
Heard sound through all the Pallace pleasantly,
Liek as it had bene many an Angels voice,
Singing before th'eternall maiesty,
In their trinall triplicities on hye;
Yet wist no creature, whence that heauenly sweet
Proceeded, yet eachone felt secretly
Himselfe thereby reft of his sences meet,

And rauished with rare impression in his sprite.

Thrise happy man the knight himselfe did hold,
Possessed of his Ladies hart and hand,
And euer, when his eye did her behold,

His heart did seeme to melt in pleasures manifold.

Yet swimming in that sea of blisfull ioy,
He nought forgot, how he whilome had sworne,
In case he could that monstrous beast destroy,
Vnto his Farie Queene backe to returne:

The which he shortly did, and Vna left to mourne,

(xxx.ix-xli)

Transformed by his mystical experience, yet mindful of his

obligation to serve a six-years' term in the human world,

Redcrosse will now turn back from his new-found bliss and

begin the outward journey. The Self that has become mani-
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fest in the opus alchymicum is an entirely new creation: it

is what Jung terms a "timeless man [who]... corresponds to the

original, spherical, bisexual being who stands for the mutual

integration of conscious and unconscious."231 The treasure

hard to obtain has been won.
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CONCLUSION

We have seen that Spenser's legend of the Redcrosse

Knight is a psychologically accurate account of the trans¬

formation of personality of the "clownishe younge man" des¬

cribed in the letter to Raleigh into a perfected Saint George

of England, the representative of true Holinesse; and, more¬

over, that the transformation process set forth in Book I of

The Faerie Queene is, as Spenser rightly insists, not a

"painted forgery," but literally "a matter of iust memory":

for as modern psychoanalysis has confirmed, Redcrosse's

adventures in Faeryland correspond to the internal, arche¬

typal drama that occurs eternally in the unconscious in

connection with the process of individuation, of which the

"general end" is, indeed, like Spenser's poem, "to fashion

a gentleman or noble person in vertuous and gentle disci¬

pline . "

It has been pointed out that the classic alchemical

pattern of separation-analysis-synthesis-consolidation cor¬

responds exactly to the phenomenology of schizophrenia. We

will, therefore, have grasped the enormous significance not

only of alchemy, but of Spenser's account of the journey of

the Redcrosse Knight, if we realize that the poem is de¬

signed to guide the individual as he makes his way through

311
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to a successful resolution of the schizophrenic ordeal
1

The

following autobiographical account of a modern, but exactly

similar experience is indicative:

I believe I caused the illness myself. In my
attempt to penetrate the other world I met its natural
guardians, the embodiment of my own weaknesses and
faults. I first thought these demons were lowly
habitants of the other world who could play me like a
ball because I went into these regions unprepared and

in¬

to

I

since "nectar It

lost my way. Later I thought they were split-off
of my own mind (passions) which existed near me in
space and thrived on my feelings. I believed everyone
else had these too but did not perceive them, thanks
the protective successful deceit of the feeling of per¬
sonal existence. I thought the latter was an artifact
of memory, thought-complexes, etc., a doll that was
nice enough to look at from outside but nothing real
inside it.

In my case the personal self had grown porous be¬
cause of my dimmed consciousness. Through it I wanted
to bring myself closer to the higher sources of life.

should have prepared myself for this over a long
period by invoking in me a higher, impersonal self,

is not for mortal lips. It acted de¬
structively on the animal-human self, split it up
into its parts. These gradually disintegrated, the
doll was really broken and the body damaged. I had
forced untimely access to the "source of life," the
curse of the "gods" descended on me.
late that murky elements had taken a hand. I got to
know them after they had already too much power. There
was no way back. I now had the world of spirits I had
wanted to see. The demons came up from the abyss, as
guardian Cerberi, denying admission to the unauthorized.
I decided to take up the life-and-death struggle. This
meant for me in the end a decision to die, since I had

ide everything that maintained the enemy, but
also everything that maintained life. I

to enter death without going mad and stood be-
the Sphinx: either thou into the abyss or I!
Then came illumination. I fasted and

into the true nature of my seducers. They were pimps
and deceivers of my dear personal self which seemed as
much a thing of naught as they. A larger and more com¬
prehensive self emerged and I could
vious personality with its entire entourage. i saw
this earlier personality could never enter transcenden¬
tal realms. I felt as a result a terrible pain, like

I recognized too

to put
this was

wanted

abondon the pre-
I

an annihilating blow, but I was rescued
a pain,
the demons
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shriveled, vanished and perished. A new life began
for me and from now on I felt different from other
people. A self that consisted of conventional lies,
shams, self-deceptions, memory images, a self just
like that of other people, grew in me again but be¬
hind and above it stood a greater and more comprehen¬
sive self which impressed me with something of what
is eternal, unchanging, immortal and inviolable and
which ever since that time has been my protector and
refuge. I believe it would be good for many if they

acquainted with such a higher self and that
are people who have attained this goal in fact by
kinder means.2

This, then, is the basic experience which may be regarded as

fundamental to the concept of the mystery tradition, and

which supplies not only the symbolism, but also the alle¬

gorical structure of a work like The Faerie Queene.

As we have seen, the psychology of the unconscious as

set forth in the literature of esoteric alchemy provides the

key to understanding the various episodes in the legend of

the Redcrosse Knight, as well as their specific function in

the context of the process of transformation. One of the

typically alchemical patterns which we have encountered most

frequently is the concept of "circular distillation," or

the "spiral procedure," which accounts for the similarity of

many of the episodes: we have seen that since the action

moves simultaneously on several planes of awareness, the

same event will be depicted several times, from different

points of view, and each particular depiction will represent

a further "distillation" of the "arcane substance."

Though the scope of the present study has been limited

to Book I of The Faerie Queene, it should be pointed out
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that alchemical forms of thought are exhibited throughout

the entire poem Thus Alastair Fowler, in his attempt to

apply an astrological scheme to The Faerie Queene, is ulti¬

mately forced to admit—against his will—that a "single

myth" underlies the entire poem In what he describes as

"Orphic ideas" we will easily recognize the fundamental

alchemical pattern:

the

terizes all natural
It is not only
and constitutes
also that that love
this point of view,
and female

that
and

Whatever the aspect of man or of nature being
, Spenser's conception of it is marked by

introduction of a metaphysic of love. In his vision
—which is informed with Orphic as well as with
ditional Christian ideas, yet remains highly indivi¬
dual-^ polarity of male and female principles charac-

processes and patterns of life,
love, in various forms, produces
transforms the cosmic order; but
is sexually differentiated,
the unfolding of Jupiter into male

can be regarded as a simple state¬
ment of a theme communicated elsewhere in the Faerie
Queene more cryptically:
example; in the caduceus; in the Hermaphroditic Venus;
and in the Dame Nature of the Cantos of mutabilitie,
whose veil hid
(VII.vii.5).

From

in the Garden of Adonis, for

'whether she man or woman inly
These mythological constructions display

more than a mere predilection for certain bisexual ima-
It is not too much to say that the best parts of

poem express a sexual mysticism:
perceives, in the most exalted forms
in nature's
ma 1 e. . .

the a mysticism which
of nature,

of male and

Nothing is

, a generative play
.But I am reluctant to pursue these analogies
than is necessary to my argument

more boring than demonstrations that all the myths in
a poem are variations of a single myth; and I fully
sympathize with the view that the interest of the
Faerie Queene lies in its variety, not its uniformity.3

What Mr. Fowler has observed is the fact that, since alchemy

activates the archetype of unity, the most conspicuous qua¬

lity of the arcane substance is its oneness: thus the Ro-

sarium states that "one is the stone, one the medicine, one
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the vessel, one the procedure, and one the disposition^
The problem that has most contributed to our continued

misunderstanding of The Faerie Queene is the modern tendency

to undervalue the unconscious: what in Spenser's time would

have been associated with high mysticism and the quest for

universal truth and wisdom, we see as delusion and mental

illness. Small wonder that there are so few heros among

us. It is possible, however, that this situation will not

long continue; this is, after all, a time of rapidly expan¬

ding horizons. We have become aware that there is inner as

well as outer space, and consequently a new frontier has

burst open. If we do not embark on our own quest for wis¬

dom, we can nevertheless appreciate what that quest might

entail. Perhaps for the first time since the tradition of

the mysteries was finally overwhelmed by the tide of in¬

creasing rationality, we have begun to recover what was los t,

and may now approach a work like The Faerie Queene with such
" ■■ m ^ ■ i i ■ — i i i m*\ ^ ■ ■■

t

understanding that once again the world can be filled with

the magic of new possibilities; and perhaps before long we

will see that, indeed, a great poem, if it is sublime, can

serve as the pathway to human perfectibility.



NOTES

1
In order for the opus alchymicum to succeed, the adept

This
would
must precipitate a schizophrenic split in himself.

seem to indicate that the condition may ultimately be
psychosomatic--a possibility, incidentally, which is cur¬
rently under serious consideration. Thus, Dr. Jordan M.
Scher ("The Concept of the Self in Schizophrenia," Chronic
Schizophrenia, ed. Lawrence Appleby et al.

153-154) writes:noxs,
not be

may be
partic

(Glencoe, Illi-
"Schizophrenia may thus1960), pp.

something that passively happens to an individual but
instead something toward and within which he actively

ipates.... Perhaps, in a very literal sense, the indi-
upon a schizophrenic

or points in time. Perhaps this is
of when he speaks of 'method in madness.' In this
the act of "declaring" for schizophrenia on the part
individual may be in some respects a voluntary one."

vidual decides

point
talks
sense,
of the

reaction at a distinct
what...

In Karl Jaspers, General Psychopathology (Manchester,
1962), pp. 417-418. For further accounts by those who have
been through the experience and recovered, see The Inner
World of Mental Illness, ed. Bert Kaplan (New York, 1964);
and Morag Coate, Beyond All Reason (Philadelphia, 1965).

3
Alastair Fowler, Spenser and the Numbers of Time (New

York, 1964), pp. 213-215.
4

C. G. Jung, Mysterium Coniunctionis, Collected Works
of C. G. Jung, Vol. XIV (Princeton, 1970), p. 540, quoting
Artis Auriferae, II, 206.

5But there may indeed be a new climate developing. A
British psychiatrist, R. D. Laing, is proposing a new (but
exceedingly controversial) method for the treatment of
schizophrenia which is, in effect, a return to a mystery
tradition similar to that which gave rise to The Faerie
Queene. In The Politics of Experience (New York, 1971), pp.
127 ff., Dr. Laing describes it thus:

"No age in the history of humanity has perhaps so lost
touch with this natural healing process that implicates some
of the people whom we label schizophrenic. No age has so
devalued it, no age has imposed such prohibitions and deter¬
rences against it, as our own. Instead of the mental hos-
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pital, a sort of reservicing factory for human breakdowns,
we need a place where people who have traveled further and,
consequently, may be more lost than psychiatrists and other
sane people, can find their way further into inner space and
time, and back again. Instead of the degradation ceremonial
of psychiatric examination, diagnosis and prognostication,
we need, for those who are ready for it (in psychiatric ter¬
minology, often those who are about to go into a schizo¬
phrenic breakdown), an initiation ceremonial, through which
the person will be guided with full social encouragement and
sanction into inner space and time, by people who have been
there and back again. Psychiatrically, this would appear as
ex-patients helping future patients to go mad.

What is entailed then is:(i)a voyage from outer to inner,(ii)from life to a kind of death,(iii)from going forward to going back,(iv)from temporal movement to temporal standstill,(v)from mundane time to eonic time,(vi)from ego to the self,(vii)from outside (post-birth) back into the womb of
all things (pre-birth),

and then subsequently a return voyage from
(1) inner to outer,
(2) from death to life,
(3) from the movement back to a movement once more

forward,
(4) from immortality back to mortality,
(5) from eternity back to time,
(6) from self to a new ego,
(7) from a cosmic fetalization to an existential

rebirth.

"Perhaps we will learn to accord to so-called schizo¬
phrenics who have come back to us, perhaps after years, no
less respect than the often no less lost explorers of the
Renaissance. If the human race survives, future men will,
I suspect, look back on our enlightened epoch as a veri¬
table Age of Darkness. They will presumably be able to
savor the irony of this situation with more amusement than
we can extract from it.... They will see that what we call
"schizophrenia" was one of the forms in which, often through
quite ordinary people, the light began to break through the
cracks in our all-too-closed minds."
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